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Long under-studied, Plato’s Laws has been the object of renewed attention since the late 1990s, and is now considered to be his major work of political philosophy besides the Republic. In his last dialogue, Plato returns to the project of describing the foundation of a just city and sketches in considerable detail its constitution, laws and other social institutions. Written by leading Platonists, the chapters in this volume cover a wide range of topics central for understanding the Laws, such as the aim of the Laws as a whole, the ethical psychology of the Laws, especially its views of pleasure and non-rational motivations, and whether and, if so, how the strict law code of the Laws can encourage genuine virtue. The chapters make an important contribution to ongoing debates and will open up fresh lines of inquiry for further research.
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Introduction

Christopher Bobonich

It is common to begin an article or a book on Plato’s *Laws* with the lament that the *Laws* has generally been neglected.⁠¹ Although it remains true that the dialogue has been vastly under-studied, much more has been written on it since the late 1990s or so. This volume is not intended to summarize that literature for the general reader. Instead it offers chapters that are on the cutting edge of current scholarship and that not only contribute to ongoing debates, but also start fresh lines of inquiry.

The *Laws* is the longest of Plato’s dialogues and probably the last (given its length, its composition may have overlapped with that of other late dialogues). Aristotle reports (*Politics* 2.6) that it is later than the *Republic*, and there is internal and external evidence that it did not receive its final touches before Plato died. In the *Laws*, Plato returns to the project of describing the foundation of a just or good city and sketches in considerable detail its constitution, laws, offices, and other social institutions. The dialogue is set on Crete and consists of a conversation in twelve books among an Athenian Visitor (by far and away the main speaker) and his two interlocutors: Megillus, a Spartan, and Kleinias, a Cretan. Their introductory conversation in the first three books is on topics relevant to lawmaking: the proper aim (*telos* of legislation, which is the happiness (*eudaimonia*) and virtue of the citizens; the nature of virtue; some issues in ethical psychology; and the history of constitutions. At the end of Book 3, Kleinias reveals that he is one of ten Cretans in charge of making laws for a new city, Magnesia, to be founded in an unpopulated part of Crete. The rest of the *Laws* consists of a description of this city.

I would like to thank my wife, Karen, and our furry children, Arby, Plato, and Sappho, for putting up with me as I engaged in this project.

¹ From the 1960s on, the late Trevor Saunders did more than anyone else to keep interest in the *Laws* alive. Everyone working on the *Laws* is indebted to him.
Famously, the constitution of Magnesia is said to be “second-best” to one in which women, children, and property are held in common (*Laws* 739a–740a). Gods or children of gods inhabit the city in which all is held in common; real human beings will inhabit Magnesia and thus it has private households and a form of private property. Plato here explicitly calls the *Republic* to our attention, although it is controversial whether the city to which Magnesia is said to be “second-best” is the one sketched in the *Republic.*

Aristotle, rather unfairly, dismisses the *Laws* as “mostly a collection of laws” (*Pol.* 1265a1–2) that is presumably without much theoretical reflection. But although specific statutes occupy a considerable portion of the *Laws’* text, there is much more of philosophical interest to be found there. Let me note just a few topics.

1. There is an account of the origins and nature of political community. Plato advances and defends a conception of the good political community as one that aims at the common good and, specifically, aims at fostering all the virtues in the citizenship as a whole.

2. Plato here gives what is essential to a eudaimonist theory, that is, an account of what is good for human beings. Only virtue is good for its possessor no matter what else she has or lacks. Other things commonly thought to be good, such as health and wealth, are good for virtuous people, but are not good and may indeed be bad for those lacking virtue. Similarly, things such as ill health or poverty are bad for the virtuous, but are good or at any rate not bad for the unvirtuous. This theory of the dependency of other goods on virtue is philosophically subtle. It is related to views expressed in the *Euthydemus* and the *Meno,* and how it is related to the theories of the good in the *Republic* and *Philebus* is an important question.

3. The *Laws* treats of many topics essential to Plato’s ethical psychology, such as pleasure and pain and their importance in choice, weakness of will or *akrasia,* the nature and content of non-rational motivations, and how to educate and train citizens to be as stably virtuous as possible.

4. There is an extremely detailed account of the political, legal, and social structures that are designed to foster virtue and fellow feeling in a city that is, nevertheless, based on private families and households. As part of this, there is a sustained and controversial discussion of the political and social roles of women.

---

1. Traditional interpretations straightforwardly identify the city of the *Republic* with the “best city”; for other interpretations, see, e.g., Bobonich (2002: 10–12) and Laks (2001).
Given the centrality of law and obedience to the law in Magnesia, Plato takes up a number of topics in legal theory. The nature of just law, Plato thinks, is that it is an expression of reason (Laws 713e–714a). We should ask here how this relates to the criticisms of law in the Republic and especially in the Statesman in which Plato faults the law’s unavoidable generality. Further, in so far as law is an expression of reason and designed to lead people to genuine virtue, it is continuous with ethical education. Plato emphasizes this by attaching preludes to the laws and the law code in general that are explicitly seen as educating the citizens. But in so far as law has the form of a command and has an attached penalty, it is coercive. One of the central questions about law in the Laws is how to reconcile its educational and coercive aspects.

The Laws provides a general theory of punishment, and as part of doing so, Plato tries to show how to reconcile the old Socratic tenet that “No one does wrong willingly” with the distinction required by the law code between harms that are done deliberately or intentionally and those that are not.

Book 10 contains the official theology of Magnesia, which citizens are required to accept. Although acceptance is mandatory, Book 10 is intended to be read and studied by the citizens and contains arguments for the principles of the theology, including an argument for the existence of god that is based on a conception of the soul as a self-mover.

The chapters in this volume, to varying degrees and in different ways, try to bring the claims, arguments, and problems of the Laws into contact with those in other dialogues. There are those who think that each dialogue is its own universe and can only be properly interpreted by drawing on the resources it itself provides without turning to any other dialogues. These people will not approve of the methods used here. But it is especially important to realize that the strategy of bringing the Laws and its arguments into conversation with other dialogues does not require any particular view about the development or unity of Plato’s philosophical views. Indeed, one can remain neutral on all issues of chronology. One might, for example, examine at one time the topic of obedience to the law in the Crito, Laws, Republic, and Statesman without any view about the chronology of these writings. Nevertheless, questions and puzzles from one dialogue may inform one’s analysis of others.

Probably most of the authors in this collection make some chronological judgments about the dialogues and everyone, I think, puts the Laws very late. They differ among themselves as to whether Plato’s views develop
and, if so, whether they do so by gradual addition and clarification or whether there are more significant shifts. Given the great variety of topics discussed in the Laws, there is much to be gained by bringing its views and arguments into the discussion of other dialogues. The process of doing so will encourage more careful philosophical analysis of what is found in each dialogue, and close attention to what the logical implications of each view are and from what other claims or arguments the views may follow. By attempting such readings, we shall only gain in our understanding of the claims that Plato makes and their implications. We shall thus better understand not only the Laws itself, but also the other dialogues with which it is in conversation.

Although there has been much more scholarship on the Laws since the beginning of the 1990s than in the preceding decades, we are still at the very early stages of reflecting philosophically on the Laws in connection with Plato’s other dialogues. The chapters in this collection show some of the exciting results of doing so. We very much hope that their publication in one place will serve to stimulate work that will bring new illumination to standing debates and that will open up fresh avenues of inquiry that are not currently available.

The first two chapters concern themselves with how to read the Laws as a whole. As Malcolm Schofield notes, the Laws has often seemed to lack a coherent structure and Aristotle in the Politics is dismissive of the Laws’ contribution to political philosophy. But Schofield argues that such attitudes are mistakes and finds in the Laws two distinct projects that are well integrated, in addition to finding that Aristotle’s Politics is far more indebted to the Laws than it initially seems. The starting point for distinguishing the two projects is Aristotle’s claim that Plato’s original intent in the Laws was to sketch a “more common form” (i.e., more capable of adoption by existing cities) of political system, but that he deviated from it. Schofield argues that starting with Book 5’s great introductory monologue to all the citizens we see Plato engaging in the project of describing a “second-best” city. Although such a city in some ways falls short of the city of the Republic, it is an idealizing project that attempts to construct a political system that brings out the very best that is possible in its citizens and gives them the best chance for attaining virtue and happiness.

The second project is to describe a system that takes human beings much as they are and does the best it can to construct a society in which freedom is properly constrained by wisdom. This latter project is primarily developed through the histories of Athens, Persia, and Sparta that Plato sketches in Book 3. The educational lesson of these histories is that all
three regimes did best when they combined freedom for the citizens with wise authority and thus engendered friendship among the citizens. As the variety in these regimes suggests, such a scheme can be instantiated in many different ways and can actually be found in real cities. These two projects are, however, not in conflict and as Plato reflects on the ways in which the political and legal system is both coercive and educational, the two projects gain in depth. But in the end, Schofield thinks, the project of finding a more common form of constitution remains subsidiary to the idealizing project of describing a community of the virtuous.

Christopher Rowe in his contribution argues for a way of reading the *Laws* that is consistent with a wider methodology for reading Plato. The *Laws*, Rowe argues, operates simultaneously on three levels: that on which the non-philosophical interlocutors, Kleinias and Megillus, are, the level at which the colonists are to be, and finally the level of experienced and accomplished philosophers. The last group will expect to find adequate philosophical justification for the claims made. What makes Rowe’s proposal distinctive is that he thinks that the text of the *Laws* tends to direct the philosophical reader to the arguments and conclusions of other dialogues for such justification. (Rowe thus tends to read the dialogues less as dialectical and more as statements of positions.) A major part of Rowe’s evidence for this claim is found in the wealth of textual resonances in the *Laws* with other dialogues. Rowe, in fascinating detail, works through a number of such examples, especially in Book 4 of the *Laws*, and argues that they show that often the fundamental justification and, indeed, the real point of the *Laws’* text may be missed by the interlocutors, but will be found by the philosophical reader deeply familiar with the other dialogues.

The next three chapters turn to the topic of virtue in the *Laws*. Richard Kraut places his discussion of the *Laws* in a larger context, that is, Plato’s exploration from the *Phaedo* to the *Republic* to the *Laws* of how a political community can be formed among those who have more understanding of the good and those with less understanding. Starting with the *Phaedo*, Kraut considers the kind of virtue that ordinary people, that is, those who are not philosophers, can have. Kraut argues that ordinary people cannot have real virtue because they lack wisdom, but that many of them have a kind of virtue that is of some genuine value and they have something sound in their grasp of what is good. Kraut suggests that these people, like many portrayed in the dialogues, have conflicting beliefs. On the surface, they might say that virtue is only instrumentally good, but they also have, usually without their own awareness, a belief that virtue is good in itself. Kraut argues that
Plato in the *Republic* thinks that the non-philosophical citizens will have an even higher sort of virtue since they realize—unlike the ordinarily virtuous in the *Phaedo*—that their own understanding of virtue is inferior to that of philosophers. Even the members of the producer class will typically believe that virtue is good in itself although they might believe other, possibly conflicting, things are also good in themselves. Nevertheless, Plato pays very little attention to the education and well-being of the producer class. The *Laws*, Kraut thinks, fills a major gap in Plato’s political theory by focusing on the sort of ordinary virtue that a member of the *Republic*’s producer class might have. But the members of the producer class are even better off than the vast majority of the citizens in Magnesia because they live under the direct supervision of philosophers. Nevertheless, on Kraut’s reading, we can see how the *Phaedo*, the *Republic*, and the *Laws* are all consistent with each other on the topic of ordinary virtue.

Julia Annas notes that although in both the *Republic* and the *Laws* the city aims at the happiness of citizens, in Magnesia the citizens are to become virtuous and thus happy through obedience to law while in Kallipolis it is through obedience to the proper rulers. Indeed, in the *Laws* Plato emphasizes the idea of “slavery to the laws.” But Plato also expects the citizens in Magnesia to be virtuous in a full-blooded way and not out of fear of the law or mere habituation to it. In the *Laws*, Plato thinks that preambles should persuade the citizens. Annas focuses on how the preambles help the citizens become genuinely virtuous. She considers and rejects three previous interpretations of the preambles as not wholly satisfactory. The first emphasizes the way in which the preambles serve to provide rational justification of the law; the second suggests the preambles work on the citizens in non-rational, rhetorical ways to get them to want to comply with the law; and the third suggests that the preambles represent an unattainable ideal in which the citizens do not need law at all. Annas’ own solution suggests that we look to Philo, the first-century CE Jewish philosopher. Philo sees the Mosaic law as a system of law leading its followers to genuine virtue, and his work clearly shows the influence of the *Laws*. Philo’s project is to give an account of the ethical aims of the law that shows the point of the law or practice and how one can develop a good character structured by it. Annas suggests that the preambles in the *Laws* work in a similar way, employing both rational and non-rational means. Annas ends by suggesting that the *Laws* can help us think about the ways in which reliable rule-following might be embodied in a life of genuine virtue. (One might compare Annas’ and Kraut’s view on the nature of the citizens’ virtue in the *Laws*.)
Terence Irwin takes up the novel and important question of whether
the *Laws* treats morality as a form of internal natural law. For a character-
ization of natural law, Irwin draws on Cicero. The moral content of “true
law” comes from its agreement with human nature. Natural law binds
all people and can be discovered by anyone with reason. In the *Laws*,
Plato thinks of true law as an ordering by intelligence, and positive law as
rational in so far as it approaches true law. But people are generally ignor-
ant that (1) the political craft should aim at the common good, and (2) one
achieves one’s own good only by aiming at the common good. Our motiv-
ational deficiencies stem from our tendencies to pursue pleasure and avoid
pain. One line of thought suggests that Plato does not endorse natural law.
On this view, law is inherently defective in two ways according to Plato: it
would not be needed by someone with knowledge and the right nature,
and law because of its generality cannot discover what is best in every case.
Since experts nevertheless have general principles that justify their par-
ticular decisions, law would have to be something other than such general
principles.

There is evidence, however, that Plato is not committed to the idea that
the law is second-best. The preambles or prefaces to the laws, Irwin thinks,
aim at rational persuasion. (One might compare this view to Annas’.)
Appealing to Plato’s analogy of the soul as a puppet in *Laws* Book 1, Irwin
holds that Plato thinks of internal law, at least when correct, as moral prin-
ciples based on facts about human nature and what is good for humans
that provide the basis for criticism of positive law. Plato thus agrees with
later natural law theorists. This internal law regulates our tendency to
excessive self-love and is thus a prescription of practical reason that accepts
the supremacy of one’s own happiness, but also accepts that attaining hap-
piness requires aiming at the common good. The fact that Plato is not a
deontologist does not exclude him from the natural law tradition if, as
is plausible, we see this tradition as including the Stoics, Augustine, and
Aquinas.

The next three chapters consider issues in Plato’s ethical psychology.
Dorothea Frede examines the role of pleasure in the *Laws*. Beginning in the
*Gorgias*, Frede argues, Plato sees pleasure as a kind of process rather than a
stable state or an awareness of such a state. Even in the *Philebus*, in which
some have seen Plato as advocating a “steady-state” account of pleasure,
Frede suggests that Plato still sees pleasure as a process, that is, the restor-
atation of a natural equilibrium. In the *Laws*, in Frede’s view, Plato is not
trying to give a theory of pleasure, but accepts our ordinary understanding
of it as sufficient for his purposes there. Frede examines the famous analogy
of the soul with a puppet in Book 1, and finds that although it does not provide a full account of the *Laws*’ psychology, it does stress how delicate the equilibrium is among the psychic forces in an individual. Unlike the *Republic*, in the *Laws*, appetites do not form a separate part of the soul and are not appeased or eradicated by reason. The consequence, Frede suggests, is that even the virtuous soul is not in a condition of permanent harmony. This need for continual educational correction explains Plato’s establishment of frequent religious festivals whose songs and dances reinforce the proper emotional attitudes. Correctly taken pleasure is a sign of moving in the right direction and, more than he did earlier, Plato also thinks that the citizens’ education must as well foster negative feelings such as hatred of the bad and fear of being shamed. Such stability as human, as opposed to divine, souls are capable of requires constant self-improvement and self-restoration.

Rachana Kamtekar begins with the question of why Plato prescribes the specific kinds of physical activity (e.g., dancing) that he does, but the chapter becomes a general discussion of the nature and role of non-rational motivations. Kamtekar argues that the *Timaeus* and the *Laws* see psychological attitudes as kinds of motion, and she shows how this is consistent with the tri-partitioning of the soul in the *Republic* and *Timaeus* (although she sees such partitioning as protreptic rather than as evincing ontological commitment). She also draws on the *Timaeus* to argue that non-rational soul-parts are motivationally self-sufficient and that this is part of our soul’s design. In particular, she argues that there is a teleological explanation for the ability of non-rational soul-parts to motivate action all by themselves. The good purpose served is that in this way the rational part is enabled to think and to rule without being disturbed by the affections of the lower parts. The details of how the non-rational parts do this are not made clear by Plato, and Kamtekar explores various possibilities. She ultimately finds the best-supported option is the idea that the rational part, having first experienced non-rational affections, is freed from them in virtue of other parts taking them on. This prepares the answer to her initial question. The right physical activities give the rational part a pleasing example of order from which it may develop more sophisticated conceptions of order; they make the appetitive less passive with respect to pain; and they cancel out psychological affections that have become detached from the opinions associated with them.

In my chapter, I also consider the nature of non-rational motivations in the *Timaeus* and the *Laws*. I defend the view that at least some non-rational motivations have conceptual or propositional content (although
they may also have imagistic content) against some recent interpretations that attribute to them only imagistic content. I consider the limitations of images: they are indeterminate or ambiguous; they are very limited in what they can represent; and it is hard to explain how they interact appropriately with information to produce action. I turn to examining passages from the *Timaeus* that seem to deny belief to the appetitive part of the soul. I argue that the appetitive part is not a genuine subject that is capable of being aware of and operating on its states and suggest a more nuanced understanding of what it is. I argue that a more philosophically sophisticated account is present in the *Timaeus* and that on it, at least some non-rational motivations have conceptual content (although they may have imagistic content as well). This allows us to recognize the complexity of non-rational motivations: some have content that goes beyond what is describable in purely sensible terms. Finally, I suggest that allowing conceptual resources to at least some non-rational motivations has two significant advantages over the imagistic interpretation with respect to Plato’s ethics. First, it allows us to see how they can embody, albeit partially and imperfectly, some value content and thus be of more than instrumental worth. Second, it allows us to see how ethical learning can be a gradual process and how non-rational motivations can play an important role in such an education in virtue of their content.

The final three chapters concern specific topics in the *Laws*. Thanassis Samaras provides a learned and detailed account of the structure of the family and the role of women in Magnesia that is also very informative about Magnesia’s economic and educational structures. The ideal of the *Laws*, Samaras thinks, is not of an aristocracy of philosophers, but the conservative ideal of the Greek soldier-farmer. There is, however, Samaras argues, a recurrent tension in Magnesia between the concessions that Plato now thinks must be made to the household (*oikos*) as the fundamental social unit and those institutions designed to foster virtue and friendship among the citizens. Magnesia is in the first place a city of households: in the *Laws*, Plato makes citizenship and belonging to a landowning household absolutely co-extensive. Plato draws upon both the tradition of the past “ancestral constitution” of Athens and, to a lesser extent, that of Crete and Sparta in forms that are inherently conservative. Two primary ways in which Plato strengthens the household are by making land inalienable, a practice not found in contemporary Greece, and by allowing inheritance only by a single son, which conflicts with the universal Greek practice of dividing land among all the sons. But Plato also insists on universal mandatory education and common meals (both Spartan practices). These
institutions restrict the household’s autonomy in order to foster virtue and friendship. But Plato never explains how to integrate these later institutions with the household, and this is a sign of the Laws’ not fully resolved tension between the household and collectivist institutions.

With respect to women, Samaras argues, Plato gives them equality of opportunity even if he does not believe in essential gender equality. As part of equality of opportunity, Plato accepts that women can achieve virtue – which is a requirement of holding office – and makes them eligible for office (at certain periods of their lives), including the highest ones. But as part of accepting the household as a fundamental unit, Plato also excludes women from public life from about twenty to forty years of age in order that they may deal with childbearing and childrearing. Women, moreover, are denied the right to own property in their own person and have no control over whom they will marry. Plato does not reconcile the active political role he allows to women and their passive role as members of a traditional household.

Robert Mayhew writes on the Laws’ theology, which he describes as “imprecise or incomplete” in important ways. But Mayhew also thinks that Plato is aware of this vagueness. Mayhew offers a wide-ranging discussion of the Laws’ theology and does not focus exclusively on Book 10. In examining Books 4 and 7, Mayhew shows how Plato develops the idea that god is the measure of all things and, in particular, is the measure of the virtues by possessing them all in the best way. Becoming like god is portrayed as becoming virtuous and thereby becoming dear to god. Mayhew then turns to the more sophisticated theology of Books 10 and 12 and discusses Plato’s refutation of the three impious views that (1) the gods do not exist, (2) the gods exist, but do not care for humans, and (3) the gods think about humans, but can be bribed by sacrifices. Raised as issues, but not resolved in Laws Book 10, are: (1) exactly how the soul manages the cosmos, (2) how many gods there are, and (3) what the ultimate cause of evil is. Why, then, does Plato leave the Laws’ theology vague? Mayhew suggests that the two main reasons are, first, that philosophical theology is simply so intellectually difficult. Some unanswered questions may not be answerable by humans and it may not even be pious to investigate them. But it is also the case that to expose citizens to deep and obscure questions at the cutting edge of Plato’s philosophy would risk leading them to doubt the three main, better-established tenets of Magnesia’s theology.

In a rich chapter, André Laks elucidates Plato’s claim that the constitution of Magnesia is the “truest tragedy” (Laws Book 7, 817ab). Laks’ discussion is complex and subtle and the following remarks can only highlight
its most basic aspects. Laks thinks we should take literally the idea that Magnesia’s constitution (politeia) is a tragedy. “Tragedy” here is not to be understood in the sense given it in Republic Book 10; for there tragedy was condemned as mere imitation at second remove of the Forms, and for arousing emotions and passions. In Laws Book 7, tragedy is an imitation (mimēsis) in the sense of a representation. In Republic Book 3, imitation is understood as performance, and in Republic Book 10 as reproduction. In the Laws, the constitution is a representation of the best and finest life. Laks compares this to Aristotle’s conception of tragedy in the Poetics and notes the distinctive claim in the Laws Book 7 passage that it is “true law” that provides the appropriate completion of the constitutional drama. If we emphasize the role of law in apportioning punishment to transgression, Laks argues that we find important connections to understandings of tragedy in German idealism. But Laks also suggests that we should focus not only on the inevitability of punishment following transgression, but also on the idea that punishment is inevitable because the legislator must have recourse to it. The content of law should be an expression of reason, that is, of how things rationally ought to be, but the law’s form is that of an order and thus inherently violent. Even in Magnesia, rational understanding remains inevitably in conflict with pleasures. The inevitability of this conflict is part of the way in which Magnesia’s constitution is a tragedy.
CHAPTER I

The Laws’ two projects

Malcolm Schofield

1. ARISTOTLE’S PUZZLE

Plato’s *Laws* has probably been the most unpopular of all his dialogues. ‘Not only’, says the Loeb editor in his introduction, ‘does it lack the charm and vigour of the earlier dialogues, but it is marked also by much uncouthness of style, and by a tendency to pedantry, tautology and discursive garrulity which seems to point to the failing powers of the author.’ It represents itself as the record of a rambling conversation, ‘framed apparently on no artistic plan’, between three elderly men, who get immersed in masses of detail often of little general philosophical interest. Damning remarks of this and other kinds can be found without difficulty in modern literature about Plato.

On a first inspection Aristotle might appear to stand at the head of the queue of those thinkers who on reading the *Laws* have found little there to reward them. The last chapter of his *Nicomachean Ethics* is devoted to an explanation of why law is an essential instrument for shaping the characters and behaviour of citizens, and of what sort of knowledge and experience someone needs to become a good legislator. His concluding paragraph begins with the notorious comment (EN 10.9, 1181b12–14): ‘Our predecessors have left the topic of legislation unresearched, so it would probably be better to study it instead ourselves.’ Aristotle’s remark here...
makes it sound as though he has temporarily forgotten even the existence of the *Laws*. For besides its mass of legislative detail, the *Laws* contains powerful general reflection on law: for example, the need for law to be the locus of supreme authority in the political community (4.712a–715d), the importance of prefacing the prescriptions which constitute law proper with explanatory preludes designed to persuade (4.719e–723d), the extent to which law once established should subsequently be modified or regarded as modifiable (5.745e–746d, 6.772a–d), the relation between written and ‘unwritten’ law (7.793a–d), and how the categories of the voluntary and the involuntary apply to acts of wrongdoing in which the law will need to take an interest (9.860a–864a). All that is left out of account by Aristotle’s sweeping assertion.

In the *Politics* there is one chapter of Book 2 specifically devoted to the *Laws*, as well as one or two other explicit references to the dialogue elsewhere in the treatise. This time one wonders not whether Aristotle has forgotten the existence of the dialogue, but whether he has been reading the same dialogue as we have. ‘All the discourses of Socrates’, he says, ‘have in them something extraordinary and clever and original and inquiring – but it’s perhaps difficult to get everything right’ (*Pol.* 2.6, 1265a10). On the surface this sounds complimentary, and indeed a shrewdly appreciative assessment of works of Plato in which Socrates leads the conversation, whether one thinks of the early ‘Socratic’ dialogues or of the *Republic* itself. But the adjectives are not the ones that first spring to the lips of most readers of the *Laws*. Its main speaker is anyway not Socrates, but an ‘Athenian Stranger’ who doesn’t even sound very like Socrates.

Should we infer that while Aristotle has decided to try to say something positive about the *Laws* at this point, he is so little focused on its overall intellectual project (as opposed to various particular topics in it that he has noted for criticism) that he has lost any sense of listening to the Stranger talking, or indeed of the dialogue as a dialogue at all? The only obvious alternative is to guess with Trevor Saunders that Aristotle here engages in ‘ironic jesting’. In which case he would presumably want us to read his string of epithets as meaning something like their exact opposite in their application to the *Laws*.

Aristotle’s main interest in the *Laws* in the chapter he writes about it is not in its philosophy of law or the legal code it draws up, but in what it has regard to the related and more fundamental study of *politeia*, ‘constitution’ or ‘social and political system’, where going through predecessors’ writings with this intent is precisely what he prescribes for himself (1181b15–17), and does indeed do in Book 2 of the *Politics*.
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to say on the subject of the *politeia*, the social and political system or constitution it envisages – understandably enough, given that this is the general subject of Book 2 of the *Politics*, and the main topic of the treatise as a whole. Here he comments that the dialogue actually contains relatively little on the *politeia*, but consists mostly of laws. And that little, he says, is not really very different at the end of the day from the ideal articulated in the *Republic*, even though the original intention of the *Laws* was to institute a form of political system ‘more common’ to cities: presumably ‘more capable of being generally adopted’ by political communities generally, not just ones deliberately constructed as ideal, like the *Republic*’s Kallipolis, whose principal social and political arrangements he has just subjected to an extended and unremittingly harsh critique (*Pol*. 2.2–5).

Thus he comments (*Pol*. 2.6, 1265a4–8): ‘Except for holding women and property communally, he makes everything the same in both systems: the same education, life to be free from menial tasks, the same provisions for common meals.’ After these general remarks, Aristotle turns for the rest of the chapter to detailed criticism of political proposals unique to the *Laws*. As Richard Stalley puts it in his notes to Ernest Barker’s English translation of the dialogue: ‘His main concern is to point to what he sees as faulty in Plato’s treatment rather than to engage in constructive discussion.’

The paradox is that when we look elsewhere in the *Politics*, we find Aristotle making extensive, albeit mostly unacknowledged use of the *Laws*. In fact Books 7 and 8 of the *Politics* read at times like nothing so much as Aristotle’s own abbreviated version of the *Laws*’ prescription for an ideal political community. Barker gives a useful list of parallels between the *Politics* and the *Laws*, noting that those with Books 7 and 8 are ‘too numerous to be mentioned’ (he selects just a few examples). One example he doesn’t mention is the focus on music in Book 8: without the *Laws*’ treatment of musical performance as the key shaping influence on character (especially as developed in *Laws* Book 2, to which particularly Chapter 5 of *Politics* Book 8 is heavily indebted), Aristotle’s decision to devote virtually an entire book of the *Politics* to music would be unintelligible. Certainly in Books 7 and 8 there is force in Barker’s verdict: ‘If Aristotle wrote the *Politics*, and arranged the content under the categories and in the scheme of his own philosophy, Plato supplied a great part of
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5 Aristotle is either exaggerating or adopting a much narrower definition of *politeia* (constitution strictly conceived as design of organs of government) than the more generous conception of social and political organisation he often operates with, not least in Book 2 of the *Politics* itself.

the content. Whether this is because these books constitute a stratum of the *Politics* earlier than Book 2, or because Aristotle does criticism and construction in entirely different modes, almost as if they had nothing to do with each other, is a question to which one might return on another occasion. For the moment it will be instructive to focus on a point I have reproduced above from the critical treatment of the dialogue in Book 2.

So far as I can see, scholars have not had much to say about Aristotle’s suggestion at *Pol.* 2.6, 1265a3–4 that Plato’s original intention in the *Laws* was to propose a ‘more common’ form of political system, from which he subsequently deviated. The same kind of issue recurs later in the chapter, where he writes as follows (1265b26–33):

> The tendency of the whole system is to be neither democracy nor oligarchy, but midway between them. People call it ‘polity’, because it consists of those who qualify as heavy-armed infantry [i.e., in the community’s citizen army]. Now if he is framing this constitution for cities as the one which of all constitutions is most common [i.e., most capable of being generally adopted], perhaps the proposal he has made is a good one; but not if he meant it as the best after the primary constitution [i.e., the ideal of the *Republic*] – for one might rather commend the Laconians’ [i.e., the Spartan constitution], or some other with a more aristocratic leaning [e.g., perhaps Aristotle’s own in Book 7].

Here the idea that the political system to be worked out in the *Laws* is intended as ‘most common’ is put more hypothetically, and on a par with an alternative: that it is meant to be second-best after the city of the *Republic*. This isn’t really inconsistent with the earlier statement (1265a3–4) that the political system advocated in the *Laws* is ‘gradually brought back round to the other constitution’ (i.e., from the ‘more common’ form of *politeia* to the system of the *Republic* Aristotle has just been discussing). Aristotle is now simply wanting to be more cautious and accurate in his formulations. And when we reflect further, we can see that in finding two rather different political projects in the dialogue, he has noticed something very interesting about the progress of the argument of the *Laws*, and indeed has exposed rather acutely something initially puzzling about Plato’s whole enterprise in the dialogue.

2. THE *LAWS*’ TWO PROJECTS

There is no difficulty in identifying the parts of Plato’s text where it looks as though he is attempting to construct a ‘second-best’ to the ideal city of the *Republic*, approximating to more and more of the institutions of
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7 Barker (1918: 382).
Kallipolis as the discussion goes on. In the great introductory monologue (occupying the whole of Book 5) that prefaces the detailed exposition of his specific legislative proposals, the Athenian Stranger reaches a point (739a–e) where he judges it appropriate to acknowledge that ‘reasoning and experience’ indicate that the organisation of a city (i.e., the sort of city under discussion) will turn out to be ‘second’ against the standard of the best. In consequence the right plan is to describe political systems in order of excellence: first, second, third. A brief sketch of the ‘first’ then follows. It is clearly a version of the communist society of the guards expounded in (mostly) Book 5 of the *Republic*. The Stranger’s verdict is that this is a system suitable for ‘gods or children of gods’. So – given that what is now being looked for is something more practicable – the discussants will certainly need to keep a hold on the ‘first’ as paradigm, but search now for the one that approximates to it as nearly as possible: the ‘second’. Perhaps they will explore the ‘third’ later.

In the pages that follow (5.739e–745e), it becomes clear how the programme just articulated will be implemented. The abolition of private land-ownership and housing proposed for the guards at the end of Book 3 of the *Republic* is revoked. Marriage as conventionally conceived and the nuclear family (similarly abolished in *Republic* Book 5) are restored. Finally, the use of money, forbidden the guards in *Republic* 3 (416e–417a), is permitted for one or two circumscribed, non-mercantile purposes. None the less the ideals of community, equality and friendship are still guiding principles. The *Laws* seeks to regulate the economic system in such a way as to minimise the differentials in wealth usually associated with the family, for instance by providing that all landholdings are equal in size and unalienable, as well as by debarring those who are to count as citizens from commercial activity, with no gold or silver permitted in the city at all. The economic class of the *Republic* is now excluded from citizenship altogether, in fact, and the communistic agenda of the *Republic* rewritten in the account of what the *Laws* calls the ‘first’ *politeia* as a prescription which will apply to ‘the whole city’ so far as possible. None the less the ‘second’ city of the *Laws* is not itself communist. That is the most obvious way in which its political system is ‘second’, not ‘first’ (cf. also 7.807b–c).

Aristotle is right, however, that as the exposition of the institutions of the city further develops, it gradually gets to sound more and more like the *Republic*. As evidence he mentions in the first instance the provisions
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8 On this latter point see Schofield (2006: 223 and n. 87).
for education, to which all of Book 7 is devoted. These do indeed flesh out in detail and at length the sketch in Books 2 and 3 of the Republic, with control of the use of poetry reaffirmed, and the role of suitable musical performance (already given extended treatment in Book 2) assigned particular emphasis, notably choral dancing and the singing of hymns in religious ritual. This is the general context in which leisure and its proper use are discussed (7.806d–807d; cf. 803c–804b) – another topic Aristotle mentions, and one which will become the guiding theme from Politics 7.14, 1330a14 to the rest of the treatise. Towards the end of the account of education mathematics, too, is discussed. As in the Republic, advanced study is restricted to an elite, although the basics of arithmetic, geometry and astronomy are to be taught to everyone, in the case of astronomy so that blasphemous opinions about the heavens are avoided (7.817e–822c).

The final item on Aristotle’s list of parallels with the Republic, the institution of common meals, seems as if it is added just for good measure. The Athenian Stranger has already discussed the topic before he launches into education, in Book 6 (779e–783c), although (as Aristotle suggests) after other communistic institutions have been jettisoned in Book 5. One striking similarity with the Republic that Aristotle might have stressed is the insistence that the educational programme (like the common meals regime) will apply to females as well as males. In both these contexts the Athenian conducts a vigorous assault on contemporary social and political arrangements that confine women to the home, not least as a waste of half the human resource available to a political community (7.805a–d).

So much, then, on how the project of discussing a second-best politeia gradually comes to resemble a detailed specification for the Republic’s ideal city, once communism is abandoned. But Aristotle implies that the Laws’ initial project, before discussion of any of the material we have just been considering, had a quite different objective: to institute a political system ‘more common’ than that of an ideal community – more capable of being generally adopted. Here he employs language he will use in the strategic opening chapter of Book 4 of the Politics, in categorising the different intellectual enterprises that belong to the single science of politics. First mentioned is consideration of what would be the best system if there were no external obstacles to the realisation of our hopes (or in Aristotle’s words, our ‘prayer’). This is the sort of theorising he sees as undertaken in the treatment of the ‘second’ city in Books 5 to 7 of the Laws (where the impracticability of the ‘first’ city is a matter of what human nature will stand, not external circumstances). He then lists three other kinds of project. These are examination of what system fits particular circumstances (e.g., if the
ratio of poor to wealthy citizens is high); what system is desirable given a certain basic premiss (e.g., that political freedom is to be maximised, or that wealth is what must carry the greatest weight in constitutional provisions); and finally, ‘the system that is most suited to all cities’ – a question most writers on politeia ignore, Aristotle says, and in so doing ‘miss out on what is useful’ (Pol. 4.1, 1288b21–37).

This last sort of enterprise is the one he has in mind when he characterises the original project of the Laws as aiming to institute a ‘more common’ system. He goes on to say this of his fourth and last category of project (Pol. 4.1, 1288b37–9): ‘For it is important to consider not only the best, but also the possible, and likewise also the one that is easier and more common for all.’ Once again, ‘more common’ must mean ‘more capable of being adopted’ by cities in general. What could have led Aristotle to read the Laws as embarked – initially, before the search for something that approximates the ideal begins in Book 5 – on that kind of more practical inquiry?

I suggest that the beginnings of an answer are to be found in the title Ernest Barker gave to Book 3 of the Laws: ‘The Lessons of History’. After the discussion of the fundamental aims of legislation in the opening books, the third book makes a fresh start (3.676a–b):

**Athenian:** So much for that, then. But what are we to say of the origin of politeia? Wouldn’t this be the easiest and finest vantage point for someone to observe it from?

**Cleinias:** What vantage point?

**Athenian:** The one that has always to be adopted if we are to study the advance of cities to virtue or vice during the process of time.

**Cleinias:** What do you mean by that?

**Athenian:** I suppose taking an indefinitely long duration of time and the changes that occur in such a period.

Cleinias still needs more explanation, until he appreciates that a survey of the growth and decline of regimes, and their improvement and deterioration, is what the Athenian has in mind.

In short, Plato proposes a historical survey, designed to discover basic principles of politeia construction which have to be observed if a political community is to achieve health and stability. The bulk of Book 3 is accordingly devoted to a highly selective history of Greece, from the flood – what the Greeks conceived of as Deucalion’s flood – and a speculative account of the primitive isolated communities which will have formed subsequently to the inundation, through the period described by Homer, and
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on to more recent times, with a particular focus on the rise of Sparta. The book closes with parallel accounts of the histories of Persia and Athens. The narrative starts in each case with a period (under Cyrus in the sixth century BC for Persia, and for Athens the time of the Persian invasion at the beginning of the fifth) when each enjoyed a well-balanced constitution, but culminates for both in terminal decline into opposite excesses: in Persia, tyranny; in Athens, the lawlessness of extreme freedom.

It is from Sparta and its success as a state in the classical period (in contrast with its neighbours Argos and Messene) that the Athenian Stranger draws the chief moral for *politeia* design that Book 3 teaches. After a review of the different bases on which those who rule over others claim their authority (3.689e–690e), he propounds the view that a principal cause of internal faction and ultimate self-destruction for a city is the arrogance bred in someone whose rule is absolute. He observes that neglect of due measure in any area of life brings disaster of various sorts. There follows a striking passage (3.691c–d):

What are we getting at? Just this: my dear friends, there does not exist a mortal soul whose nature will ever be able to cope with the greatest ruling position to be attained among humans, when young and unaccountable, without being filled in his thinking with that greatest of diseases, folly, and earning the hatred of his closest friends. And when this happens, it quickly ruins the soul and annihilates its entire power. To take precautions against this by discerning the due measure is the task of great lawgivers.

The Athenian then documents the way this feat was successfully achieved at Sparta, in Persia and at Athens. At Sparta Lycurgus’ ingenious prescriptions for the division of powers between a dual kingship, a body of elders, and the annually elected ephors (five officials who exercised a degree of control over the kings as well as executive and judicial functions of their own) made of kingship a mixed constitution exhibiting measure, and thereby ensured both its stability and the stability of the political community in general (3.691d–692b). The contribution of the elders to the mixture is seen as wisdom (‘power prudent with age’), whereas the ephors constituted a democratic element in the system (‘a power which came very close to being held by lot’). Subsequently these ingredients in a measured constitution will be specifically identified as the attributes of wisdom (*phronēsis*) and freedom (*eleutheria*), associated symbolically with monarchy and democracy respectively. A third attribute alongside these is friendship (*philia*), which seems to be a way of articulating the harmony in society that is generated in a system which properly blends wisdom and freedom in the functions that are exercised by different agencies within it.
although the Athenian couples it particularly with the equality that goes with political freedom in these circumstances (693b–694b; cf. 701d).

It was because Persia in its long-past golden era under Cyrus embodied this trio of attributes in its political system that it ‘made progress’. The account of Athenian history is more nuanced. The Stranger refers only briefly and without naming him to the Athens of its great lawgiver, Solon. His narrative focuses on Athenian resistance to the Persian invasion in 490 and 480 BC, a century after Solon’s reforms. He stresses the role of respect for law and fear of the enemy as the key to their maintaining the solidarity and friendship that enabled them to defeat superior Persian forces (3.698a–699d). The terse formula ‘voluntary slavery to the laws’ (700a) is the way the elements of freedom (‘voluntary’), on the one side, and wisdom (‘laws’), on the other, are apparently being conceived in the case of Athens as integrating to produce social cohesion.

Following this short summary of what were the main lessons Plato wanted his readers to draw from history, we are now in a position to return to Aristotle’s discussion of the *Laws* in *Politics* 2.6, and to suggest why he may have thought the dialogue’s initial constitutional project aimed to specify a political system ‘more common’ to cities. The historical reflections of Book 3 of the *Laws* are indeed devised with a view to prescribing for the sort of system capable of being generally adopted by political communities. What works – Plato is saying – is a constitution which by virtue of its measured balance of wise authority and popular freedom achieves social harmony. The evidence is supplied by Sparta, Persia and Athens, at the times when these three major states were at their most successful (at any rate as judged in terms of their military achievements). Each had a political system which embodied wisdom, freedom and friendship in a balanced system.

Interestingly, the mode in which wisdom and freedom were mixed differed in each case. At Sparta it was a matter of division of constitutional powers in such a way as to ensure that both a form of popular representation and the voice of wisdom and experience were given effect. In Persia it was more a case of enlightened despotism, with the monarch encouraging free speech and the opportunity for anyone to contribute of their own wisdom in public discussion. At Athens it was no more than voluntary obedience to the law, in straitened circumstances where any other way of behaving would obviously have been suicidal. Presumably there would have been corresponding variation in the quality of social cohesion produced under the three systems – which from the point of view of
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11 On the fear that is represented as the Athenians’ predominant motivation, see Rowe (2007a).
freedom we might characterise as representative democracy, direct democracy and legal democracy. Plato is obviously enjoying making both Sparta and especially his highly fictive Persia look more genuinely participatory than Athens. His Cyrus sounds very like Thucydides’ Pericles (see the Funeral Speech, especially 2.37–40), whereas his Athens more resembles the Sparta its deposed king Demaratus describes, when precisely at the time of the Persian expedition against Greece of 480 BC he says to Xerxes (Herodotus 7.164.4):

> When the Spartans fight individually, they are second to none, but when they fight in a body they are best of all. The reason is that though they are free, they are not completely so, because they have a master over them – the law – which they fear more than your subjects fear you.

Whatever the basis for the variations in the formula for the Stranger’s mixture, it is plainly important for recommending his project for politeia design that there be such variations. The recipe for success – wisdom, freedom, friendship – will be the more persuasive the more flexibly it can be applied within political communities in widely differing sorts of historical circumstances.

3. MARRYING THE TWO PROJECTS

In the previous section I have tried to work out why Aristotle might have found two quite distinct constitutional projects in the Laws: the original one, designed to identify a system generally applicable to cities (with no presumption that these will be ‘ideal’ from an ethical point of view), which then turns into something much more resembling the attempt to construct the best city previously undertaken in the Republic. Book 3 of the Laws does indeed fit Aristotle’s notion of the original project. Books 5 to 7 – in the sections we have considered – do indeed ‘keep a hold’ on the ‘first’ city of the Republic as paradigm, and specify provisions for social organisation and education that approximate it as closely as possible, once granted the jettisoning of communism as too great a strain on human nature.

The two theoretical enterprises clearly are different. The Book 3 project sees political system building as the attempt to strike a compromise which will recognise both political freedom for the citizens and the authority of wisdom in constitutional provisions. The Book 5 project is focused much more directly on community and on virtue and happiness (the chief topic
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of the long ‘prelude’ which launches the book: 726a–734e), and on the institutions needed to promote these within the basic framework of private property and the family. Of course, both projects share a general aim, of producing a system in which there is ‘friendship’ among the citizens. This was already explicit in the formulations of the non-ideal project I cited from the latter part of Book 3. But it is likewise explicitly articulated in the project of approximating the ideal initiated in Book 5. Not only is the Pythagorean maxim ‘friends share what they have’ the keynote of the ideal city which is conceived as the paradigm (739c), but a little later – à propos of the second-best system – the Athenian says: ‘The premiss on which our laws depend was the imperative to ensure that the citizens should be as happy as possible, and friends to each other in the highest degree’ (743c). Yet the use of the superlative here is indicative. The non-ideal project looks for social and political cohesion, the project of approximating the ideal for maximal social cohesion.

The presence of the two projects within one and the same dialogue reflects a deeper tension. Is it the Laws’ ambition to explain the kind of social and political system needed if we are to bring out the best in people, and give them the best possible chance of achieving virtue and happiness? Or is the dialogue more interested in taking the citizenry of any political community more or less as the human beings they actually are, and putting in place laws and institutions which (in the terms of Book 3) constrain freedom with wisdom? The first objective seems to be strongly implied in the prefatory first book (e.g., 1.630d–632e, 644e–645b), and to be reaffirmed at the very end of the dialogue in Book 12 (12.863a). But the focus on the extensive legal code worked out in the later books, with its elaborate penology, suggests that for much of the dialogue Plato is devising a system to deal with people whose appetite for virtue is limited, and where constraint has to be the main order of the day.

There are a number of passages in which he has the Athenian comment on this last issue. They might be read as reflections on the problem of how the idealising and more pragmatic projects Aristotle diagnoses in the Laws are related in the mind of the author. Two are particularly worth a brief look, since they occur at strategic junctures in the argument of the dialogue as a whole. Both contrast the ambition to promote virtue with the human material the legislator will actually have to work with. The first comes in Book 4, at a point where the Athenian is beginning to explain his theory of the dual nature of legislation – its combination of persuasive preamble with coercive content. ‘I would want people’, he says (4.718c), ‘to be as easy to persuade towards virtue as possible; and this is evidently
what the legislator will try to achieve in all his legislation.’ This statement shows that the idealising project is alive and well. But realism forces a qualification. Persuasion must count as a success if it accomplishes something much more limited: making people more amenable – ‘a trifle easier to handle, and so that much easier to teach’. There just isn’t much supply of persons eager to be as good as possible as fast as possible (718d). It could not be more plainly stated that the Laws envisages itself as trying to cope with human beings as they actually are.

In Book 9 the Athenian makes a shift in direction, and takes up the subject of crime, and the legislative provision for tackling it. This turn in the exposition makes renewed discussion of the human material the legislator must deal with particularly well motivated. The Athenian starts with the reflection that there is something shameful in proposing laws on crime, in a city ‘which we are saying will be well managed, and where the provisions for promoting virtue are thoroughly sound’ (9.853b). Even to think that there will be anyone in it as wholly depraved as in other cities – rendering necessary appropriate laws and forms of punishment – is shameful. But (853c–d):

Unlike the ancient legislators, we are not framing laws for heroes and sons of gods. The lawgivers of that age, according to the story told nowadays, were descended from gods and legislated for people of similar stock. But we are human beings, legislating in the world today for the children of human beings, and we shall give no offence by our fear that one of our citizens will turn out to be, so to speak, a ‘tough egg’, whose character will be so ‘hard-boiled’ as to resist softening; powerful as our laws are, they may not be able to tame such people, just as heat has no effect on tough beans.

In the light of a passage such as this, it is now possible to see not only that the two projects identified by Aristotle are there in the text, but that Plato has a rationale for both, and implies an indication of how they are connected. The fundamental enterprise of the dialogue is the idealising project which he relates to the political philosophy of the Republic in Book 5: the attempt to approximate to the best ideal system so far as possible, in order to promote maximal happiness and friendship. Had Aristotle in Politics 2.6 started his account of how thinking about politeia is developed with Book 1 of the Laws, and its preoccupation with virtue and education, not with Book 3, he might have recognised that himself. The project introduced in Book 3, on the other hand, turns out to be subordinate to the idealising project. On further reading and reflection, it will appear that the historical narrative of Book 3 is laying foundations for some principles that can be used to deal with ordinary human nature within the overall
context of the idealising project, and with its resistance to or lack of interest in the life of virtue with which the idealising project is concerned. One of Plato’s reasons for resorting to *history* at this point in the *Laws* is presumably to emphasise that thinking about *politeia* needs to deal with the contingent and the empirical as well as the ideal.\textsuperscript{13}

The empirical as Plato understands it in the *Laws* is not exclusively or straightforwardly a matter of how much or little ordinary humanity is disposed towards a life of virtue. He acknowledges empirical constraints in handling other — even if ultimately related — matters too. A notable example, which illustrates with great clarity the way the pragmatic project of Book 3 relates to the *Laws*’ primary idealising project, is supplied by the Athenian Stranger’s treatment of property. The idealising project takes great pains to regulate the ownership of land, so as to ensure that (though communism is not enforced) there is as much equality in landholding, and in general in financial resources, as possible. Division between rich and poor remains for Plato as great a threat to a city as it did in the *Republic* (5.736c–738a, 739e–744a; cf. *Rep*. 4.421c–423a). But realism requires qualification of the ideal (744b–c):

It would have been good if each person, on joining the colony, had all else equal as well [i.e., as well as the equal landholding now allocated to every householder]. Since this is not possible, and one person will come with more money, another with less, it is necessary for many reasons, and for the sake of equalising opportunities in public life, to ensure that offices and taxes are distributed on the basis of what someone is worth. It is not just his personal virtues or his ancestors’, nor his physical strength or good looks that should be taken into account, but use of wealth or poverty.

Equality of landholdings did mean equality. ‘Equalising’ political opportunities means distributing them in *proportion* to property. A complex connection with virtue is made, notably through assessing *use* of wealth (or its opposite). But it is easy to understand why Aristotle objects that the *politeia* of the *Laws* is a mixture of oligarchy and democracy, with a bias towards oligarchy (*Pol*. 2.6, 1266a5–28). For as he notes, proportionality supports a highly complicated system of election to the city’s governing council, albeit involving limited and indeed grudging use of the lot as well as arrangements designed (as Plato himself puts it) ‘to confer high recognition on virtue, but less on those weaker in virtue and education’ (*Laws* 6.757c). The objective as Plato sees it is accordingly *not* oligarchy.

\textsuperscript{13} Samaras (2002: 219) proposes: ‘In the *Laws*, this type of experience [i.e., historical] becomes the main informing principle of Plato’s political philosophy.’ See also Morrow (1960: Part I).
Because there is recognition of both virtue, doubtless taken to include wisdom, and the equality of the lot, which the Greeks associated with democratic freedom, the goal is something 'midway between a monarchical and a democratic constitution, as should always be the case with the constitution' (756e) – an explicit reference to the principles of political system building enunciated in Book 3.

I suspect it is no accident that the last of the historical embodiments of the balance between wisdom and freedom (or monarchy and democracy) the Stranger discusses in Book 3 is the voluntary slavery to the laws that characterises Athens at the moment of the Persian invasion. The theme of voluntary slavery to law is to be sustained in the theory of law and the dual nature of legislation spelled out in Book 4, which will then constitute the overarching framework taken for granted in all the subsequent development of law in the dialogue. This theory might therefore be considered the guiding thread followed throughout the implementation of what I am calling Plato’s subordinate project. According to Book 4 (which after the historical Book 3 is devoted to placing the study of politeia on theological foundations), the final authority in a politeia that deserves the name is law, conceived of as public reason (4.713e–714a), an idea appropriated from this section of the Laws without acknowledgement by Aristotle (Pol. 3.16, 1287a28–32). Unless its authority is respected in a city, ruin lies round the corner. When the rulers are slaves of the law, on the other hand, and law is their master, ‘I see salvation and all the good things gods bestow upon cities’ (715d).

But the political freedom that citizens enjoy as citizens is the counterbalancing element Book 3 has discerned as essential to a healthy constitution. Freedom is enshrined within it not simply or primarily by provisions making the politeia a matter of government by participating citizens, chosen for the job according to the terms of a principled electoral process. Freedom will be given due respect only if the lawgiver attempts to persuade the entire citizen population of the appropriateness of his legislation, so that they voluntarily accept its provisions. There is no denying that the great body of law developed in the later books of the Laws is designed to exercise a high degree of control over the lives of the citizens. None the less the voluntariness of their submission to law is of paramount importance. This is the principal ingredient in the dialogue’s conception of political freedom. The connection between freedom and voluntary compliance with

---

law is all but explicit in Plato’s development – in the final section of Book 4 – of the notion of a preamble or prelude to a law. In the famous analogy which he draws between the modus operandi of a slave doctor and the procedure of a free-born doctor, dictating medical prescriptions without explanation or persuasion (as the slave doctor does) and without voluntary acceptance by the patient is branded ‘tyrannical’ (720c; cf. 722e–723a). The free-born doctor’s method of explanation and persuasion, employed as it usually is in dealings with free-born patients, shows him to be a better doctor (720e), and the lawgiver who does likewise in his preambles to laws reveals himself as someone who is not legislating so much as ‘educating the citizens’ (9.857e).16

4. CONCLUSION

I began this chapter with a brief reminder of the harsh criticism of the Laws familiar in modern comment on the dialogue, and of some of Aristotle’s strictures too. I have been in effect attempting to respond to just two of the charges made against the dialogue: the Loeb editor’s complaint that it follows no apparent plan, and Aristotle’s that it seems to be attempting two quite different projects, which are not convincingly related to one another. The plan may not be articulated as such, but a detectable plan there certainly is. It does indeed involve two distinct projects, one idealising, the other more pragmatic, which, however, are connected to each other in a way that Plato himself indicates at crucial junctures as a clearly expressed rationale.

Book 1 introduces the main enterprise: constructing a social and political system that will best enable citizens to achieve virtue and happiness. This project is further advanced and described in Book 5, which launches the substantive business of the dialogue after the different kinds of further preparatory discussion undertaken in Books 2 to 4. Key here is the Athenian Stranger’s introduction of the notion of the search for a second-best politeia that will approximate the ideal of the Republic, and deliver on the promise of the enterprise articulated in Book 1. It will be implemented above all in the provisions for social organisation and education developed in Books 5 to 7 (and where education is concerned – the overriding preoccupation of the whole dialogue – anticipated in important ways in Book 2). It is reaffirmed at the end of Book 12, which returns

16 On the doctor analogy see the classic study of Bobonich (1991); also Schofield (2006: 84–8, 319–21).
to the theme of education. However, Plato recognises that if the politeia is going to be realisable in communities consisting mostly of unregenerate humanity, another project – subordinate to the first – must be undertaken. Education for virtue and happiness is not enough. The coercion of law is also required. How to balance and relate these two requirements is the great challenge the Laws attempts to meet, with its distinctive theory of the ‘double’ nature of law: law is of its very nature coercive, but it must be made educative too.

Plato’s subordinate project needs to encapsulate reflection on human nature as it is, not just as it could be. Hence the historical narrative that constitutes the fresh start in Book 3, which develops ultimately into a theoretical proposal. Experience shows that successful states are those where, through a balance between wisdom (a ‘monarchical’ principle) and freedom (a ‘democratic’ one), friendship or social cohesion is secured. This proposal is one conceived as having a general validity for the circumstances of all actual political communities. What follows in Book 4 is the beginning of Plato’s attempt to theorise the monarchical and democratic principles further, as the doctrine of the rule of law on the one hand, and the idea of preambles to legislation on the other. In other words, the idea of the dual nature of law should be read as the major ingredient in Plato’s own recipe for capitalising on political experience (as evidenced in Book 3) and striking the balance it dictates.

The need for wisdom to govern will be recognised above all by assigning ultimate authority to the rule of law (although later books will embed wisdom and virtue also in particular bodies, such as the various boards and councils to be established in the city, and in the end most importantly in the Nocturnal Council described in Book 12 – which is to be charged with reviewing the city’s laws and keeping them in a sound state of preservation: 12.960b–969d). The need for the free status of the citizens to be respected is to be met principally by providing that law is to have a dual nature: with a persuasive and educational, as well as a coercive function. This subsidiary project is what is mostly being worked out in the later books of the dialogue (Books 8 to 12 especially), but as we have seen is already under way in the rules for property classes in Book 5 itself, and for appointment of officials and administrative and other bodies in Book 6.

\[17\]

‘By so resolutely taking into account the human factor,’ says Laks (2000: 275), ‘the Laws, in its specific and still very Platonic way, opens the path to Aristotle. One might even go so far as to wonder whether there is already something truly Aristotelian in the Laws.’
The subsidiary project is indeed (as Aristotle puts it) ‘more common’. Plato’s ideas for a comprehensive legal code, worked out in detail, and for a variety of regulatory bodies ensuring that its provisions are respected, constitute a blueprint for an ordered citizen society that has quite general applicability, not confined to the particular ideal system envisaged in the *Laws*’ construction of Magnesia. In so far as law is educative, not merely coercive, however, it always has the potential to contribute to the higher goal of the dialogue’s main project: realising a community of the virtuous.
In the middle of Book 4 of the *Laws*, the visitor from Athens (henceforward just ‘the Athenian’) suggests that if the new city he, Megillus and Clinias are setting up ‘in words’ (*logoi*) is, like democracy, oligarchy and so forth, to be called by the name of the element in it that is master, then ‘it should have the name of the god that is truly master over reasonable people (*nous echontôn*)’. ‘And who is the god in this case?’ asks Clinias. Instead of offering a direct answer, the Athenian refers to the myth of the rule of Cronus, ‘which finds its imitation in the city that is best governed of those now existing’ (713b3–4: *[archê te kai oikêsis] hês mimêma echousa estin hêtis tôn nun arista oikeitai*). Now it looks clear enough that we are not straightforwardly to identify the god in question with Cronus: the rule of Cronus, after all, ended with the end of his age – and what the Athenian draws from the myth of Cronus is just that we must use every device at our disposal to imitate the life said to exist in the time of Cronus, and so far as we participate ourselves in immortality, *this* is what we must obey in governing both our private lives, at home, and our cities, calling law the disposition thus arrived at by reason (*nous*) (713e6–714a2).

And it is law – this law, representing the ‘disposition of reason’ – that must be master, and the rulers its slaves. The upshot is that the best kind of city, and by implication the one presently being constructed, will be a rather special kind of ‘theocracy’. It will be one that is governed, not so much by some external god, but – so it seems – by the divine *in us*: by human reason, that is, human reason at its best, and to the degree that human reason successfully reproduces (‘imitates’) the ratiocination of the god or gods.

I am most grateful to Malcolm Schofield, whose comments on a first draft of this chapter allowed me in particular to make my response to, and use of, his own positions more accurate and complete as well as more nuanced.
themselves. This, *nous*, will be ‘the god that is truly master over reasonable people’, that is, those who possess it (*boi noun echontes*).

If we go by the etymology of Cronus in the *Cratylus* (396b),¹ Cronus’ name itself stands for ‘pure reason/intellect’ (*koros nous*): the story of the rule of Cronus, by these lights, will have been a story of a time when reason was imposed on humankind from outside.² By contrast, in our era,³ we are left to work out our own salvation, from within our own resources. Yet at the same time, the set of arrangements – the ‘disposition’, or *diánomê* – that our reason is aiming at, or ‘imitating’, is actually what a god would have put in place if he had been available to do the job for us (even if, according to the story, he had other means at his disposal: a set of divine kings or rulers, as superior to us as we are to our cows or goats, rulers who therefore had as little need for written or even unwritten laws as cow- or goat-herds). Indeed, in so far as it succeeds at all in imitating, that is, in reproducing, the putative divine model or original, the law will be divine, and attributable to the gods (any of them, if they are all equally rational, and if pure reason may be presumed always to come up with the same solutions to the same problems).⁴ And in fact, such a law will be more authentically ‘divine’, by the Athenian’s lights, than the laws of Cnossus or Sparta, which according to Clinias and Megillus, in the opening sentences of the *Laws* (1. 624a–b), came respectively from Zeus and Apollo. After all, even if the Athenian is happy to concede that these two cities have genuine constitutions, apparently because of their mixed nature,⁵ the constitution of Magnesia will evidently be better than they are, and so, in the terms the Athenian is using, *ipso facto* more rational, more godlike.

¹ See Robert Mayhew’s chapter in the present volume.
² Plato’s gods are typically examples of pure reason in any case; no need to appeal here to the *Cratylus*, then – except that the *Cratylus* etymology will give extra point, for anyone who has read that dialogue, to the use of the Cronus myth. (The *Laws* passage itself suggests a less complete etymology: *Kronou – nou*. See Schofield 2003: 9 n. 11, referring to Alice van Harten.) It will be part of the general argument of the present chapter that the *Laws* is not only replete with, but in large part draws and depends on, references to other dialogues. The Cronus theme itself is not derived directly from Hesiod, but from its appropriation in the *Politicus*: see below.
³ Or, as I suppose, in real life (*pace* Robert Mayhew: see n. 1 above): the Athenian shows no sign of treating the age of Cronus as anything other than a story, if a useful one.
⁴ Cf. 12. 957c7 (‘our divine and wonderful law’). For what looks like the same analysis of the argument, only spelled out in less detail, see Schofield (2003) (a piece that will be of some importance for the present chapter): ‘The right politeia will … be one in which reason – the immortal in us – is what we obey’ (Schofield 2003: 8).
⁵ This is the feature that appears to exempt them from the judgement passed on other cities: that they are merely kinds of *despoteiai* (of the ordinary, human, kind), varying only according to which part is master, which the slave (4. 712e–713a).
Yet none of these connections is explicitly made. The Athenian never spells his argument out to Clinias and Megillus, and nowhere spells out, in so many words, the answer he seemed to be promising to Clinias’ question: ‘Who is the god in this case?’ (‘Which of the gods should the type of city we’re constructing be named after?’) The god in question might in principle have been identified as Zeus (or Apollo, or … ), but that would have obscured the difference between the case of Cnossus or Sparta, on the one hand, and that of Magnesia on the other. The laws of Magnesia are not to be got directly from a god, in the way that Minos is supposed to have constructed actual Cretan laws following regular get-togethers between him and his father Zeus (1. 624a–b); they are to be – will be – put together by human minds, human lawgivers (the ones now talking to each other), using their own resources. But Plato seems content to allow even this apparently simple point, that is, the contrast between Magnesia and actual cities, to pass by the Athenian’s two interlocutors. Or at any rate, Clinias never presses his question (‘So which god is it?’); instead, he allows the Athenian to move straight into his opening address to the new colonists, in which ‘the god’ or ‘god’ (ho theos) is simply assumed as the basis of everything, and the law is from the beginning of the address labelled as ‘divine’ (716a3). To all appearances, the colonists will be allowed, indeed encouraged, to think of their system of laws in the way that Clinias and Megillus think of those of their own native cities’ laws, that is, as literally god-given. The pair of them must, one assumes, understand well enough that this cannot be true, in the case of Magnesia, in so far as they are themselves actually taking part in the process of writing up the Magnesian law code. To that degree, they are – or ought to be – ahead of the colonists. However, it is not at all clear how much else they really understand of what the Athenian is saying; that is, how much the author, Plato, wants us to think they understand. In particular, are they meant to have grasped the true answer to that question that Clinias asked?

6 Nor, we may add, will the justice system in the city be ‘disposed’ (dianemein) as Rhadamanthys, Minos’ brother, disposed the Cretan system, presumably on the basis of what he is supposed to have heard from his brother after the latter’s visits to Zeus’ cave (Laws 1. 624b–625a); the ‘disposition of mind’ or reason (nou dianomê) that is nomos in Magnesia will involve a radically different approach to judicial matters from that used by any current city, including any Cretan one.

7 Imagined as assembled in the spot carefully chosen, at the beginning of Book 4, for the new foundation.

8 He ‘holds beginning, end and middle of all things that are, as the old saying confirms’ (4. 715e8–716a1); he is also ‘more than anything measure of all things’ (716c4–5).

9 We should recall here that the Athenian and his two interlocutors are in effect mimicking Minos’ visits to his father – making up a law code while walking to Zeus’ cave on Mount Ida (cf. Schofield 2003: 4).
I suspect not. The evidence, I suggest, is provided by Clinias’ response at 715d7 to a particularly purple contribution from the Athenian: the one that actually provides the final element needed in order to construct the answer to Clinias’ question, about the identity of the god – that it’s the law that will be master (as the démos is in a democracy, the few in an oligarchy, and so on). In any city in which law is ineffective, the Athenian concludes, ruin is the consequence; ‘but where law is master of those in power, and those in power are slaves of the law, there I see safety coming about, along with all the goods the gods give to cities’ (715d3–6). ‘Yes, by Zeus!’ answers Clinias; ‘you have the sharpness of sight that belongs to your age.’ He appears not only as not having followed the argument, but even as having lost interest in his original question; instead, he expresses his admiration for what the Athenian has just said, as an isolated sentiment, and by means of a commonplace that actually cuts across the Athenian’s own implied notion of reason. ‘Just the sort of wisdom we associate with age!’ ‘Everybody is at his dimmest in seeing such things when he’s young, and sharpest when he’s old,’ the Athenian carefully answers, conceding nothing to Clinias’ suggestion that age by itself brings wisdom; the kind of godlike wisdom he has in mind could scarcely be acquired so easily.

The truth is, I believe (and this is part, though hardly the most controversial part, of the ‘proposal’ announced by the title of the present chapter), that the Athenian is here talking over the heads of his two interlocutors, just as the lawgiver is talking over the heads of the colonists, and almost (if not quite) to the same degree. I also believe, and will shortly attempt to demonstrate in a small way, that this is a common if not ubiquitous feature of the Laws as a whole. That is: the Athenian – and so Plato, as author – is talking simultaneously on different levels: the level on which Clinias and Megillus operate, and that on which the colonists, or the bulk of them, are

10 But, the argument will go, law is the ‘disposition of nous’; so the mastery will belong to nous – our nous, to the extent that it can claim godlikeness/immortality.
11 Schofield (2003: 7) seems to interpret kathêlikian here in a different way; I think wrongly.
12 That is, in so far as he makes any increase in wisdom with age purely relative to the individual; his own sentiment recalls, or is at any rate consistent with, e.g., what Socrates says about the dangers of allowing the young to practise dialectic at Republic 7. 537e–539d. Clinias’ remark itself shows his failure to grasp the full implication of an earlier passage (3. 689c ff.), about which the Athenian has just reminded him (714e): that none of the usual grounds for claiming authority – parent over child, high-born over low-, old over young, master over slave, stronger over weaker – stacks up against the ‘greatest claim to authority’ (axiôma: 690b8–9), that of the wise (phronôn) over the ignorant (anepistêmôn). Old age does not bring wisdom by itself (even if we do, for the most part, tend to get wiser as we get older – as no doubt we are meant to suppose that Clinias and Megillus have done, in their way, as well as the Athenian).
13 ‘Not quite’, if for no other reason than because of Clinias’ and Megillus’ role as fellow-lawgivers.
presumed by the lawgiver\textsuperscript{14} to operate (if that is significantly different from Clinias’ and Megillus’); and then, beyond that, the Athenian talks on a further level, which is to be discovered beneath the surface, and which we, as readers, have to put in some effort to excavate. This is an important part of the reason – so I propose – that the \textit{Laws} typically appears to us moderns as obscure and difficult, and its argument elusive:\textsuperscript{15} that is, because its real argument so often runs beneath the surface rather than on it.\textsuperscript{16}

This suggestion has much in common, indeed considerably overlaps, with one that has been made by Malcolm Schofield: that the \textit{Laws} is written – also\textsuperscript{17} – for the ‘practised’ reader.\textsuperscript{18} However, my own version of this idea puts emphasis on two points in particular, the second of which, at least, I mean to put in a more particular, and extravagant, form than the one proposed by Schofield. The first of these two points is the one that I have already been arguing for (and to which there is likely to be less resistance),\textsuperscript{19} namely that the \textit{Laws} is a text written for two different sorts of readers: one resembling Clinias and Megillus, who have never encountered anyone like the Athenian before, and who probably have no experience of philosophy of any sort;\textsuperscript{20} the other composed of experienced philosophers. The second aspect that I wish to emphasise, in my version

\textsuperscript{14} That is, given the limitations of what he says to them, and the degree of explanation or justification he is prepared to offer for the claims he makes about the way things are and should be. See further below.

\textsuperscript{15} Take as an example the passage Robert Mayhew refers to, at 903e–904a, despaired of by I. M. Crombie (‘anybody’s guess’) and Trevor Saunders (‘Mumbo-Jumbo’). I shall go on to suggest a key to understanding this and many other apparently obscure passages: that we try reading them as presupposing a knowledge of other things Plato wrote – and possibly, though I have no particular interest in insisting on this, of things that he never wrote down, but that would have been more or less familiar to an audience in the Academy. (One reason why I have no great interest in pressing the latter alternative is that I believe that the \textit{Laws} is also, or even primarily, aimed at a non-specialist audience. See n. 17 below.)

\textsuperscript{16} See Penner and Rowe (2005), and especially Rowe (2007b), for other applications of this idea, to other dialogues.

\textsuperscript{17} ‘Also’ for this kind of reader, because there would be no obvious point in Plato’s having the Athenian address Clinias and Megillus at all unless he intended the \textit{Laws} to be accessible, at least on some level, to people like them. The work is in itself emphatic proof of Plato’s ambition to have his voice heard beyond the narrow space enclosed by the walls of the Academy (even while he leaves the connection with, and application of, familiar ideas and arguments visible to the ‘practised’ eye).

\textsuperscript{18} Schofield (2003).

\textsuperscript{19} Apart from anything else, why would anyone want to resist making the \textit{Laws} more philosophical, more intelligent, than it has seemed to so many to be?

\textsuperscript{20} Their closest analogue, among the characters of the dialogues, might be someone like Anytus in the \textit{Meno}, except that Anytus has heard all about Socrates the philosopher, and has decided already that he doesn’t like him, whereas Clinias and Megillus are more responsive – and, in Plato’s eye, more responsible, not least by virtue of their membership of (relatively) well-governed cities.
of Schofield’s idea of the ‘practised reader’, is that such a reader will differ from Clinias and Megillus, and their counterparts in Athens or anywhere else, specifically in that they will have had practice in reading Plato. But now the first point will quickly cease to be separable from this second one: the exposure of the ‘practised reader’ to philosophy (that is, Plato’s, in his conception of such a reader) will above all have been through reading through the dialogues, and/or through experience of dialectic in the Academy. Such readers will, at the most basic level, routinely expect some sort of closure to arguments, in a way that Clinias and Megillus evidently do not; more generally, they will expect a decent justification for proposals made. That is how Platonic dialogues normally work; why, our more sophisticated reader will ask – as we moderns typically ask – should the *Laws* be any different?22

So far I am, I think, doing little more than repeating what is recognisably a version of Schofield’s original thesis. But at this point I wish to add a new element – a different way of taking Schofield’s phrase ‘practised Platonic reader’ (Schofield 2003: 3). Schofield’s practised reader will for the most part simply be aware, in reading the *Laws*, that the argument is limited; aware that, while making it ‘capable of being persuasive – because *inter alia* generally intelligible – to a population at large, not to just an intellectual elite’, the author presents it in a way which preempts further philosophical debate but at the same time intimates to the practised reader that and how he is preempting it’ (Schofield 2003: 13, 12). Such an idea

21 That is, unless they put off conclusions, and answers to questions raised, ‘to another occasion’: itself a frequent feature of the dialogues, reflecting the limitations both of the genre and, often enough, of the interlocutors themselves. One celebrated case of this sort occurs in *Republic* Book 6, where Socrates backs off from attempting a direct account of the Good on the grounds of his own limitations. His interlocutors on that occasion, Glaucan and Adimantus, are philosophically quite adept, and by that stage have travelled quite a distance with Socrates; even so (as I propose in Rowe 2007b), a large proportion of the argument has been adapted to their needs, and differs from what one might call the real Platonic argument – that is, the argument as Socrates would have constructed it if he had been talking to others more like himself. In other words, there too, in the *Republic*, we shall need to distinguish the ‘practised’ reading from the more immediate one, which will in large part replicate that of Glaucan and Adimantus. The difference between the *Republic* and the *Laws*, or the one that matters in the present context, is that because Glaucan and Adimantus (and especially Glaucan) are not dialectical/philosophical novices, there can be argument with them, at whatever level. In the case of Clinias and Megillus, the argument has more often to be subterranean.

22 Or, as the question is more typically put, by ‘moderns’: why is the *Laws* so different? (But, as I propose to respond, in fact it is not: any gaps are to filled by us, following hints in the text, on the basis of what we have read – of Plato – before.)

23 ‘It’: generally, the argument; more specifically, ‘religion [as] used to present the attractions of a particular conception of law and *politeia*’ (Schofield 2003: 12 – actually part of the same sentence about to be cited in the main text).
reflects a view of the dialogues as dialectical in a strong sense: as asking questions more than providing answers, as opening up debates that may end up at quite different destinations.  

My own proposal starts from a radically different view. For what I propose is that the text of the *Laws* tends specifically to *direct the reader, for the required level of justification, to arguments, and conclusions reached*, in other dialogues. (So: ‘a practised Platonic reader’ in the sense of one who has absorbed, and brings to the new text, the substance of – whatever number it may be of – previous ones.) On this account, a Platonic dialogue will be much less open-ended than in Schofield’s view. Platonic dialectic is not so much a matter of talking, and playing the game, but talking to get results; and the results tend to be treated as permanent rather than temporary, contextual, gains.

Part of the basis of this aspect of my proposal for understanding the *Laws* – that is, as presupposing a knowledge of the substance as well as of the methods and approach of other dialogues – lies in the sheer wealth of connections with other Platonic texts, of which I have given a few examples, and will give more. Now of course, even if he were making a new start Plato might well be expected to repeat or recur to themes he had already treated before; indeed, one of the commonest views of the *Laws* in the modern period has been that it reveals a Plato who is rethinking, and turning his back upon, ideas that he had previously held, especially in his so-called ‘middle’ period, and especially the political ideas of the *Republic*, the ‘middle’ dialogue par excellence. In fact, however, I see no evidence at all that the ‘intertextual resonances’ in question work in this way, at any rate in *Laws* Book 4. Rather, as I have suggested, they are there to take the real argument forward: that level of argument, often ‘subterranean’, that will provide the real and fundamental justification for what

---

24 Thus, especially, for Schofield the *Laws* may take up positions different from those Plato has put forward, e.g., in the *Republic* or the *Politicus*. See especially Schofield (1999); and further below.

25 See, e.g., nn. 2 and 12 above. Schofield seems to me, at least by implication, seriously to understate these connections – and to understate their importance.

26 ‘So-called “middle”’: like Charles Kahn (1996, 2002), I reject the division of the dialogues that has become standard in recent decades, into ‘early’, ‘middle’ and ‘late’, even while accepting that they may well still fall into three groups, written in different periods. The crucial point made by Kahn is that chronological groupings do not necessarily reflect doctrinal differences (so that features often thought to be typical of ‘middle’ dialogues are in fact shared by some members of Group I as well as members of Group II). However, in other respects – not least in respect of what I believe it is to be a ‘Platonist’ – my position differs quite radically from Kahn’s: see Rowe (2007b).

27 Schofield himself distances himself from this camp (Schofield 2003: 9–11).

28 ‘That is, the part of the *Laws* presently under consideration (though I would hazard that the other eleven books behave in a similar fashion). ‘Intertextual resonances’ is Schofield’s phrase (2003: 9).
is proposed at the surface of the level of the text – even, sometimes (as in the case of the stretch of text so far considered), providing the actual point being put forward, which is at or beyond the limits of the understanding of the actual interlocutors. This is the proposal which I set out to provide with at least a minimum of plausibility in the remainder of this chapter.

An important case in point is the use of the Republic and the Politicus in Laws Book 4, as the three speakers begin the process of ‘using words to put together a city’ – so Clinias phrases it in the closing moments of Book 3 (702d1–2). Here, in the following long paragraph, is an outline of this part of the dialogue (paraphrase with occasional quotations), down to the address by the ‘legislators’ to the new colonists.

The Athenian first discusses the siting of the city, and its effect on the quality of the citizens. He then asks what the chief factors will be in determining the success or failure of a city, beginning with the pessimistic view that it is chance that governs all human affairs: that it is chance occurrences and disasters that are the legislators, not human beings, in so far as political arrangements and laws can be upset by war, or extreme shortages, or plagues, and generally misfortunes (akairiai) over a long period of many years. The same is true, he suggests, whether it’s a matter of seafaring, or steersmanship, or medicine, or generalship: that is, presumably, in all such areas it is a matter of events controlling us rather than of our controlling events (709a1–b4). But then he immediately corrects himself: it’s god, ‘and with god, chance and the right moment (kairos), that govern all human affairs. Yet it will be a less harsh view (hèmerôteron) to concede that expertise (technê) must follow these; for on the occasion (kairos) of a storm I would count it a great advantage to have got steersmanship along too rather than not. Or isn’t that so?’ ‘It is.’ ‘Well then, it will be the same in the other cases too, and lawgiving must be assigned the same role [sc. as steersmanship]: when the other things come together that have to coincide with the right place, that is, if it were ever going to run happily, then such a city must every time fall in with the lawgiver that holds to truth.’ ‘Very truly said.’ ‘So the person equipped in relation to each of the things I’ve cited [sc. seafaring, steersmanship, medicine, generalship] would, I imagine, be right to pray for whatever it is that, if it were present for

---

39 For a rather different account of this subject, see Schofield (1999).
30 Suitably far from the sea, without the kinds of timber available to build ships … Most of this context appears relatively straightforward, but there are some oddities; perhaps oddest of all is the phrasing of 705c9–d1, ‘It’s a good thing for a city not to be able easily to make bad imitations of her enemies.’ Clinias naturally asks the Athenian to explain, which he does (maritime nations end up giving honours to those who aren’t the best: 707a–b); what he doesn’t explain is what ‘bad imitation’ is. This we need to get from the Politicus (300d–e; see comments in Rowe 1995 on the whole context): ‘bad imitation’ is imitation on the basis of (unrecognised) ignorance of the goodness or badness of what is being imitated.
Relationship of the Laws to other dialogues

him by chance, would only require expertise in addition [sc. to achieve his ends]?’ ‘Absolutely.’ ‘And all the experts just mentioned, if they were told to say what they would pray for, would do so. Right?’ ‘Of course.’ ‘Then I think the lawgiver would do the same.’ (709b7–d8)

And what he would pray for is a city under a tyranny: one with a tyrant who is ‘young, retentive, ready to learn, courageous and magnificent (megalo­loprepê); he must also have ‘what we were saying must accompany all the parts of virtue … if there is to be any advantage from the presence of the others’ (709e8–710a2). Clinias\(^{31}\) says to Megillus that he takes the Athenian to be referring to sôphrosunê: ‘the demotic sort, yes, Clinias,’ says the Athenian, ‘not the sort that one might mention in a loftier context (semmunôn), making sôphronein be a matter of wisdom (phronêsis) as well’ (710a2–6), but the sort of restraint in relation to pleasures that one sometimes finds in children and animals – ‘something that we said [sc. at 690e] was not worth much if it was possessed in isolation from the many good things we were talking about/the many things [we were saying were] called

\(^{31}\) Schofield (1999: 45–50) draws attention to the phrase hê turannoumenê psuchê at 709e9–710a: extraordinary (I say) because the context gives us no reason to suppose that the young tyrant’s soul will be ‘tyrannised’, ‘under a tyranny’. The phrase is surely meant, as Schofield says, to recall the use of the identical phrase at Republic 9. 577e3: he goes on to argue that the reference is designed precisely to undermine the likelihood, or even the very possibility, of the solution apparently being offered (whatever others might be available), given also the presence in neighbouring contexts of repeated assertions of the unavoidable corruptibility of human rulers (3. 691c–d, 4. 713c–d, 9. 875a). In my view this argument of Schofield’s is not made. (1) The ‘soul under tyranny’ is actually required, in effect, not to be ‘under tyrannised’, in so far as it is required to be ‘in control’ with respect to pleasures (710a–b, esp. a7–8; cf. Republic 9. 573a, etc.). (2) The tyrannical type of soul, according to the Republic account, takes time to evolve, whereas it is the first requirement of the tyrant of the Laws that he be young (709e7): the point, I take it, is that the solution requires concentration of power in a single individual – which, in the absence of wisdom, is likely to be describable only in terms of ‘tyranny’ (kingship, implying at least passable laws, is considered separately, and as a second-best solution, presumably because a kingship will be more settled: 710e3–4). (3) Neither the young tyrant nor any human being, according to the Laws account, will finally be in control of Magnesia; the tyrant himself is merely a means to an end. To take Schofield’s line will in effect be to miss these essential features of the argument of Book 4 (which earlier parts of his chapter show that he does not). ‘The soul under tyranny’, I presume, is at one level the simple and (at this level) misleading counterpart of ‘a city under tyranny’ in 710e6; at the same time, and at another level, it momentarily raises the very objection that a hardened reader of the Republic would raise – an objection that will then begin to be answered in the very same sentence (the tyrant must also be in control of himself). Of course such a gifted soul, in the absence of guidance, would become corrupted, and a slave to its desires; but given guidance, it won’t, and with the establishment of the best city will be enslaved to the law like every other soul. (Trevor Saunders’ translation of hê turanneuomenê psuchê as ‘his dictatorial soul’ seems to duck the problem – unless turanneuomenê could be taken as middle; but this is surely wishful thinking, especially after turanneuomenê polis a few lines before. ‘The soul under tyranny’ it must be.)

\(^{32}\) Apparently betraying some uncertainty; he surely oughtn’t to be uncertain, given how much was made of the point?
good’ (a8–b2). If our tyrant has this quality as well as the others, this is the quickest and best way a city will acquire the constitution that will make it happiest; ‘there isn’t and won’t ever be a quicker and better way than this of establishing a constitution [sc. of the sort we’re after]’ (b7–9).

Clinias is puzzled: ‘How would someone who said this – that a tyrant was needed – persuade himself it was correct; what argument would he use?’ It’s easy enough to see that this is so, in the nature of things, responds the Athenian; you just have to add that the young tyrant, in addition to everything else, will be lucky, specifically in having the right kind of legislator beside him – ‘for once this has happened, practically everything will have been finished by (the) god that he does when he wants some city to be exceptionally happy’ (710d1–3). Next best will be if there are two rulers of the right kind, third best and so on if there are more. So, infers Clinias, you’re saying: easiest and quickest from a tyranny, given a top lawgiver and a well-behaved tyrant, next easiest and quickest from an oligarchy – right? – and third from a democracy? Wrong – first from a tyranny, second from a ‘kingly constitution’ (710e4), third from some sort of democracy; an oligarchy would be least able tolerate the kind of reform we’re after (too many centres of power). In any case, that’s the only way of realising the changes needed. It hasn’t happened often, if at all; it happens only

‘when a divine passion (erôs) for sôphrona and just practices (epítêdeumata) occurs in great centres of power of one sort or another, whether expressed in the form of monarchy, or because of an excess of wealth or high birth or the like – or if someone should bring to a position of power the nature of a Nestor, who, they say, while excelling all human beings in the power of speech excelled them in

---

33 A deliberate ambiguity? This sentence in itself, with 690e, constitutes another context that seems to need glossing from outside the Laws to be properly understood. Why exactly is the kind of sôphrosunê in question not worth anything without the other virtues/the virtues properly so called? Answer: (1) because, unlike the other virtues, it is unthinking – it belongs to children too, even animals (this much is in the text); (2) because, specifically, it is isolated from wisdom – without which the other ‘virtues’ are not even goods. See, e.g., Phaedo 82a–b with 69a–c (with the ‘Socratic’ refrain that echoes from the latter passage: ‘virtue is knowledge’). (1), I claim, is incomplete without (2), which is not in the text.

34 Holding back from criticising Clinias for not following? Not so; it’s that Clinias has only heard about tyrannies, without direct experience of one, and has heard nothing good about them (see 711a).

35 Given that the second-best has just been said to be when two people are in power (710d), one might suppose a reference here specifically to the twin kingship of Sparta. But actually the Athenian’s point of view seems to have shifted somewhat: in 710d, his suggestion was that the difficulty of establishing the best city would increase in proportion to the number of people in power; now he is saying that it would increase in relation to the number of effective centres of power (so that oligarchy now comes off worse than democracy: 710e4–7). The trouble, as it were, with kingship – i.e., constitutional kingship – is that all the power isn’t concentrated in one person’s hands.
sôphrosunê even more. Well, they say that happened at the time of the Trojan Wars, but never in our time; but in any case if there has been such a person, if there will be, or if one of us is such, then he himself lives a blessed life, and so do those who obey what flows from the mouth of the sôphronôn. It’s the same in relation to power in general: that whenever the greatest power comes together with wisdom and sôphrosunê among humankind (en anthrôpôi), then the birth of the best constitution, and laws to match, will come about, but otherwise not at all. Well then, let this count as said in oracular fashion (kechrêsmôidêsthô), as if it were some kind of story, and let it count as shown that while it’s a hard thing for a well-governed city to come into being, still, if things were to come about as we say, then that would be by a long way the quickest and easiest route by which it could happen.’ ‘How?’ ‘Like old men being boys, let’s try fitting [sc. what we’ve said?] to your city, and moulding its laws in theory/in our discussion (tôi logôi).’ ‘Let’s get on our way, then, and not dally any longer.’ (711e3–712b3)

An invocation to god follows, then a question about what kind of constitution the new city should have: answer, none of those currently recognised, because these are not constitutions at all. We now arrive back at the passage with which this chapter began: if constitutions are to be called after whichever element or group in a city has the mastery, then this city should be called after the god that will be its master.39 The summary of the preceding parts of Book 4 will incidentally have served, I hope, to confirm the identification of this god with nous; after all, the chief requirement for bringing the best kind of city into existence has been said to be the co-presence of power and expertise – human power, that is, and human expertise, and any god or gods have been assigned only the most general

36 In the case of Nestor, and all the other hypothetical cases just reviewed, the crucial requirement is for ‘a divine passion for practices that are sôphrona and just’; the case of the young tyrant will be parallel, except that his ‘passion’ for such practices will be expressed in his enlisting the aid of the expert lawgiver. There is no suggestion that Nestor et al. (if there ever were al.) themselves had such experts available, nor indeed that they were or are such experts themselves (pace Noburu Notomi, as reported to me by Malcolm Schofield: the image of the legislator who is himself a tyrant, at §. 73d and 739a, is quite separate, arising specifically in the context of how a legislator might enforce his insights, and to my mind still presupposes the idea of the kind of true expertise not attributed to a Nestor). Their ‘passion’ – contrasting with the master ‘passion’ (erôs) that destroys the tyrant of Republic Book 9 (572e5, etc.) – is what counts. But when he goes on to generalise (‘It’s the same in relation to power in general’), the Athenian smuggles expertise, or wisdom, back in: ‘whenever the greatest power comes together with wisdom (phronein) and sôphrosunê among humankind’. So the past does bear out his argument – in a way; and after all, Homer did make Nestor ‘wisest’ (sophôtatos) of those who went to Troy (Hippias at Hippias Major 364c). See further on Nestor below.

37 Clinias’ obtuseness here (if that is what it is) does seem even more extreme than normal; the text may well be faulty, but this is by no means certain, given how much else Clinias actually does miss. In any case the Athenian apparently ignores his question.

38 So according to Clinias, it seems, what the Athenian has just been saying was just postponing the real business.

39 Then follows the address to the colonists, on which see further below.
role in the wider world outside the city itself (‘god governs everything’, and so on). However, what is of greater importance in the context of my present argument – and of the ‘proposal’ of my title – is the relationship of the whole context, here in Laws Book 4, to the Politicus (and also, as it will turn out, to the Republic).

It should, I think, be uncontroversial to claim in general terms that the Cronus myth, which the Athenian uses here in the Laws to answer Clinias’ question (‘Which god?’), is closely related to its counterpart in the Politicus, even if that is part of a much larger whole (268e–274e). In particular, both versions have the same outcomes, except in so far as the Laws version openly uses the imperative mood, as it were: in the Politicus, the visitor from Elea contrasts the age of the rule of Cronus with the present age, and remarks how human beings, bereft of direct divine rule, have had to rely on their own expertise, in its various forms; here in the Laws, the Athenian tells his interlocutors that it is the business of us humans to imitate ‘the life said to have existed at the time of Cronus, and so far as we participate ourselves in immortality, this is what we must obey in governing’ our lives and our cities – evidently via the expertise of the lawgiver. The only significant differences between the two versions of the myth, apart from the greater brevity of the Laws version, are (1) that the Laws version has Cronus himself intervening to save human beings from themselves (whereas in the Politicus ‘god’ intervenes, so beginning the age in which many people say Cronus ruled: Politicus 269a), and (2) that in the Laws god himself makes human beings happy in the Cronian era (whereas in the Politicus it is left an open question whether the subjects of Cronus were happy: it depends, we are told, on whether they did philosophy or not: Politicus 272b–d). Both differences, however, are easily enough explained: (i) the god who intervenes in the Laws version might as well be Cronus, since it’s only a story (and the story evidently needs to be short and uncomplicated); and (2) what Cronus does in the Laws is only to provide

---

40 In itself, hardly news: again, see Schofield. However, the important question is about the precise nature of the intertextuality with the Republic.

41 Political expertise is not specifically mentioned, perhaps because it is not clear there has been anyone, yet, who could properly claim to have such an expertise – and the Eleatic visitor is, after all, describing how things actually are in the present age. Since the lack of real political expertise is by implication something to be deplored, the Politicus context will itself include at least a covert imperative.

42 713e–714a, already quoted at the beginning of the present chapter.

43 See 4. 713a–b, c. In the Politicus, the era of Cronus is supposed to be (pre-)historical (the account is of what lies behind people’s stories); but presumably we – practised readers – are not meant to be fooled. The Politicus myth is said to be unnecessarily long (277b); but actually it is long for a reason (that it performs several different functions simultaneously).
the conditions under which ‘the races of men’ will be ‘free from stasis and happy’, that is, as I take it, happy in so far as they are free from stasis.

Taking all relevant considerations into account, I think it a reasonable inference that the Plato of the Laws is adapting the Cronus myth of the Politicus to serve the different requirements of a different context. But my claim is, of course (given the nature of my ‘proposal’), rather stronger than that: it is that Plato expects the ‘practised reader’ both to recognise a reference, in the Laws version of the myth, to the longer Politicus version, and, most importantly, to be able to fill out its sense from that source. Thus for example I suggest that Plato will expect such a reader to be able to recognise, and to resolve, the apparent tension, if not open contradiction, between the claim that ‘in whichever cities it is not a god that rules but some mortal, there is no escape for their citizens from bad things, or from troubles’ (713e4–6), and the claim, made less than two Stephanus pages earlier, that a combination of two human beings – the upstanding young tyrant and the expert lawgiver – can at least make a real difference (will achieve the equivalent of saving a ship in a storm, 709b7–c9; \(^{44}\) will allow a city to ‘be at its happiest’, 710b7). For the colonists, and I think also for Clinias and Megillus (see above), there is no tension or contradiction, because on the account that will be given to the colonists (715e ff.), which is also – so I have argued – the account that Clinias and Megillus seem at least inclined to accept, it is actually a god who will be in control in the city of Magnesia, as it is under present conditions in Cnossus and Sparta. (Clinias and Megillus have explicitly agreed to this.) By contrast, philosophical readers will find the juxtaposition of the two claims in question more or less jarring (that is, provided that they have not already decided that there is no appropriately philosophical meat for them in the dialogue). \(^{45}\) But if they have read the Politicus – whose outcomes have been several times recalled in the Laws Book 4 discussion up to this point, especially in relation to constitutions – they will have ready to hand a large-scale specification of the kind of political expert – whether in power himself, or standing by the side of a ruler (Politicus 259a–b) – who by the application of impersonal, godlike reason will, or would, \(^{46}\) be able to save

\(^{44}\) See also 714a: if a city has the wrong kind of ruler, ‘there’s no way it will be saved’ (a7–8). For another use of the analogy with seamanship, see the Politicus, passim, but especially at 299b–e, where the example of the expert being compared to the seaman or doctor is unmistakably Socrates.

\(^{45}\) Cf., e.g., Nightingale (1993).

\(^{46}\) ‘In relation to constitutions’: compare 712c–715d with Politicus 301c–303c (with important supporting material from the encounter between Socrates and Thrasymachus in Republic Book 1), and there is scarcely any point of difference – except that the Politicus context (and that in
cities from shipwreck. Then indeed it would be god, not ‘some mortal’, who ruled.\(^{47}\)

However, there is a much more specific intertextual reference in our Cronus passage here in the *Laws*; and it is not to the *Politicus*. ‘This story (*logos*), then, tells us, and tells us truly (*alêtheiai chrômenos*), that in whichever cities it is not a god that rules but some mortal, there is no escape for their citizens from bad things, or from troubles’ (713e3–6). No one reading this passage who has the slightest familiarity with the *Republic* can surely fail to hear an echo of that ringing statement, in Book 5, about the need to bring political power and philosophy together: \(^{48}\) ‘Unless … either philosophers exercise kingly rule in cities or those presently called kings and dynasts philosophise genuinely and sufficiently …, no respite from bad things is possible … for cities’ (473c11–d6). Of course, as I have conceded earlier, ideas can as easily be recalled to be modified or rejected as to be re-used and re-endorsed.\(^{49}\) However, in the absence of any clear signal, in the whole context of the *Laws*, of the rejection of the idea of philosophical rule,\(^{50}\) it seems to me entirely plausible to suppose that Plato means specifically to reintroduce that idea here: that is, to indicate that the rule of reason is to be understood very specifically in terms of the rule of *philosophical* reason. More broadly, Plato means to invite us (if we are ‘practised’

---

47 According to Malcolm Schofield (Schofield 2003 again) this outcome more or less cuts across the results of the *Politicus* discussion, which in his view ‘treats law as a very inferior substitute [to reason], rigid and universal, incapable of responding to individual variation or to change as the practioner of the statesman’s precise knowledge is able to do’ (p. 10). My own reading of the *Politicus* (see, e.g., Rowe 2000: 244–51), however, sees it as allowing that even the expert statesman himself will ultimately have to set down laws, for the simple reason that he can’t be everywhere at once (294c–295b); and it is a city governed by *his* laws that will be second-best, because of the inherent weakness of law as an instrument, to direct rule by him in person. The picture of a city that sticks with absolute rigidity to its laws is part of a *reductio ad absurdum* of constitutionalism, and is not something recommended (except as something better than a city that changes its laws willy-nilly); how could anyone recommend sticking rigidly to laws unless they were good? (But if they are good, some expertise – some expert – must have been around, somehow.)


49 See Schöpsdau (2003: 192): ‘(Denn die Herrschaft des Gottes, d.i. des Gesetzes, … entspricht, wenn auch nur als “zweitbester Weg” (Pol. [= *Politicus*] 300c2), funktional der Philosophenherrschaft …’.

50 That is, apart from the absence of any philosophers in Magnesia, or even (apart from the Athenian) among the speakers – and, above all, the absence of any real *dialectic* from the conversation between them. But see further below.
readers) to import into our reading of the Laws whatever parts of the surrounding — and especially the following — argument of the Republic will appear to fit. Indeed, I would go so far as to suggest that the echo of that crucial sentence in Republic Book 5, in the context of an argument — at all levels — that cities must be ruled by expertise, and by wisdom, makes that outcome inevitable.

The connections of Laws Book 4 to this same part of the Republic run deep. Thus, to take another example, the long treatment of the ‘quickest and easiest way’ of realising the best kind of city, involving the young tyrant and his expert adviser, surely finds its parentage in the description, at the beginning of Republic Book 6, of the kind of ‘philosophical nature’ to whom power should be ceded — because of all the qualities shown to be necessary for a soul that is to grasp ‘that which is’ (485a—487a), that is, that has the grasp on reality that must be the basic qualification for power. Or rather, the Laws passage reworks the one in the Republic on the basis of the premiss that power and expertise are likely to be located separately (if the latter is to be found at all); but that separation is itself suggested by the initial proposal for philosophical rule — that is, the union of political power with philosophy — as made in Republic Book 5. How to bring that union about? The fact that this question fits rather badly in the Laws context, in so far as that is supposed to be about establishing a new foundation rather than reforming existing cities, is in itself a kind of confirmation that the Athenian has an agenda rather larger than the one he has actually proposed to Clinias and Megillus; and the agenda, in this case, is recognisably that of the Republic.

Or, again, take the long sentence that rounds off the Cronus passage in Laws Book 4, which is surely a clear evocation of the discussion of the different types of ‘diseased’ individuals and constitutions in Republic Books 8–9:

But if a single human being, or some oligarchy, or else a democracy, having a soul that reaches after pleasures and desires and requires to be filled with these, one that succeeds in containing (stegousan) nothing but is in the grip of an evil that eludes completion or repletion (aplêstoi) — if the person in this condition rules

51 Compare especially the lists of qualities that the ‘philosophical nature’ and the young tyrant must possess: the first must be *phusei … mnêmôn, eumathês, megaloprepês* (Republic 6. 4873–5), the second *neos kai mnêmôn kai eumathês kai andreios kai megaloprepês phusei* (Laws 4. 709e7–8); the first has *philosophically based* versions of these qualities, the second has ordinary versions of them — the philosophy, as it were, being supplied by the wise expert who leads. For a response to a crucial objection to this reading, see n. 31 above.

52 The phrasing here recalls the image of the soul as a leaky jar in the Gorgias (492e–493d: NB especially 493b2–3 *to akolaston autou kai ou steganon … dia tên aplêstian*), as well as, or by way of, the
over a city, or some individual, by trampling over the laws, as we said just now, there is no means by which safety can be achieved. (714a2–8)

The striking image of an oligarchy or a democracy with a soul, and the even more striking addition of ‘or some individual’ in a6 (‘if the person in this condition rules over a city, or some individual’), surely perfectly evoke – perhaps only make sense in the context of – the parallel analysis of souls and cities that begins in Republic Book 2 and reaches its climax in Books 8–9.53

The outcome – I propose – is that the Laws context appears to move happily between the Politicus and the Republic, and to use both indiscriminately to form the basis of what I have called its underlying argument. Those many scholars who have argued – exactly because of passages like 713e (‘there is no escape …’) – that the Laws actually abandons the vision of the Republic wholesale, and indeed who see the Politicus itself as at least a step towards the pessimism, or realism, that they find in the Laws (human beings as irredeemably, and without exception, corruptible?): such a conclusion is in my view simply mistaken, being based on a misinterpretation of the Politicus combined with an insufficiently close reading of the Laws.54

A close reading of the kind that I have begun to attempt in this chapter shows that while at one level the Athenian does indeed suggest that control of the best kind of city cannot be entrusted to human beings, in so far as – he proposes – human nature is by nature and inevitably corruptible, at another level he holds out the hope that cities may be saved by the emergence of true expertise, and of true wisdom. The first position is one that

treatments of the tyrant (whose soul is aplêstos, 578a1) and of pleasure in Republic Book 9. One subject that I believe deserves investigation, but for which there is no room in this chapter, is the degree of continuity or otherwise between the philosophy of law in the Laws and the theory of punishment that underlies the Gorgias: see Rowe (2007b: Ch. 4), and Sedley (2009).

53 ‘Some individual’: the individual, I take it, in this case is the tyrant; the state of the tyrant’s soul, over which he ‘rules’ (or, alternatively, fails to rule), resembles that of the city he governs. ‘Surely perfectly evoke’: as, of course, that passage at 709–10 already has: see n. 31 above. ‘The parallel analysis’: and once more, as we summon up that analysis, the Laws sentence will be that much richer for us than it can be for Clinias or Megillus – if they can be expected to understand parts of it at all.

54 ‘A misinterpretation of the Politicus’: see n. 47 above. ‘An insufficiently close reading of the Laws’: exactly which god is it that will rule Magnesia? (England 1921 is not interested in this kind of question; and Schöpsdau 2003, for all its virtues, does not press it hard enough, partly – I think – because it is too wedded to a developmentalist reading of the Laws.) The answer, it comes to me, is there in the text for all to see, even if some (including Clinias and Megillus) miss it; and given that answer, 713e echoes Republic Book 5 (or is in good shape to do so: see the likely objection I raise below, and my response to it). On the kind of reading of the Politicus and the Laws I have in mind, see Schofield (1999: 6); it has recently become considerably rarer than it used to be, being replaced by the for more nuanced sorts of interpretation advanced, e.g., in Laks (1990; see also 2000, 2005) and by Schofield himself.
is intended to persuade the mass of the people, themselves insufficiently rational to remain permanently uncorrupted, to surrender themselves unconditionally to the law, represented as handed down by, or somehow originating from, the or a divinity. The second, by contrast, allows the possibility that there will emerge an individual or individuals who share sufficiently in the rationality perfectly exemplified by the gods to be able to construct a system of laws that deserves the unconditional obedience of the rest.

At this point the objection might well be raised, probably by one of those whom I have accused of not reading the text closely enough, that I have yet to show that the *Laws* is committed to the rule of *philosophical* reason. There is no mention of philosophy in the *Laws*, and precious little evidence of any philosophy – any dialectic – being practised by the work itself. So why shouldn’t we suppose that what Plato is envisaging is something more humdrum and commonplace: the application of the same general ideas, certainly, as he has used before, about the ends of politics, but within the framework of what is no more than good, sound, practical and moral sense, anchored in a familiar-looking Platonic universe, additionally informed by the example of existing (especially Athenian) laws? Where exactly is the evidence of the survival of that peculiar, even eccentric, notion that power should be handed over to *philosophers*?

My first response is that I could hardly myself envisage Plato as sponsoring any kind of wisdom that is not philosophical, or at least philosophically based. But that, for the objector, will of course be no more than a presumption, to which the *Laws* itself will be sufficient counter-evidence. I should then, as a second line of response, ask the objector what she makes of the Athenian’s treatment, in the part of *Laws* Book 4 I attempted to summarise above, of *sôphrosunê* (which I continue to leave untranslated). This is a quality to be possessed by the young tyrant – the one who is going to bring about the best kind of city; but, the Athenian specified, what he has in mind is ‘the demotic sort …, not the sort that

---

55 After all, the objector might add, there isn’t even any mention of it, as such, in the *Politicus* – and it has, it seems, disappeared from that sketch of the political argument of the *Republic* (if that is what it is) with which the *Timaeus-Critias* begins. (But on the latter, see Rowe 2004.) A form of this objection is already preleptically contained in Schofield (1999: Section III, ‘On statesmanship’): what, after all, has philosophy to do with ruling at all? Not only does Plato move away from the idea of the philosopher-ruler, but he was right to do so, because ruling – as the *Politicus* allegedly suggests – is a quite separate kind of expertise or *techne*, analogous to the expertise of the navigator or the doctor. (Whoever would want to be treated in the doctor’s surgery by a *philosopher*?) But see n. 59 below.

56 For the sake of argument let us suppose that the objector is female.
one might mention in a loftier context, making sôphronein be a matter of wisdom as well’ (710a–2–6). Now Clinias and Megillus have no idea at all about this higher kind of sôphrosunê,77 which the Athenian will use again in the passage that sums up of this part of the discussion: ‘It’s the same in relation to power in general: that whenever the greatest power comes together with wisdom and sôphrosunê among humankind, then the birth of the best constitution, and laws to match, will come about, but otherwise not at all’ (711e8–712a3). This sôphrosunê, the one that ‘is a matter of wisdom as well’, will surely be – for the ‘practised reader’ of Plato – the one talked about in the Charmides, which is either or both (1) knowledge of knowledge and of ignorance, in relation to the good and bad, or/and (2) substantive knowledge of the good and the bad themselves.78 So, at any rate, I propose.

Why so (my objector might interject)? Why shouldn’t it be just sôphrosunê in its alternative, ordinary, everyday sense of ‘sound-mindedness’, guaranteed even – one might be tempted to say – by the etymology of the word? Why should the Athenian not be thinking of a Solon, say, or a Lycurgus (or of the good sense of a Nestor)? Answer: even the best of actual lawgivers, and a fortiori any ordinary, non-philosophical ‘sound-mindedness’, will belong to the world that gives rise to the Athenian’s pessimism about the prospects for humanity – the world, that is, as it is. What he is arguing for, and hoping to help construct, is something better than has so far existed, certainly in Athens and in fact even in Sparta (or Cnossus). And what he is constructing, I propose, is meant to be better precisely because based on something more than sound sense, even with intelligence and experience added in: it is this claim, precisely, that lies behind the idea that Magnesia will be controlled by god, at the same

77 Clinias needs confirmation from Megillus even that he’s got Socrates’ reference to ‘demotic’ sôphrosunê right (see summary above).
78 See Rowe (2007b: Ch. 3, §1, and Ch. 9, n. 11). In this case, Plato is to some degree talking across the Republic; for sôphrosunê as it appears in its leading role there, in Book 4, seems rather closer to sôphrosunê of what the Athenian in the Laws calls the demotic sort; at any rate it is specifically distinguished from wisdom. See Rowe (2007b: Ch. 9), where I argue that it is part and parcel of Socrates’ strategy in the Republic to treat of the ‘virtues’, in Book 4, from a viewpoint other than his own. The true, Socratic, view of sôphrosunê (one that equates it with wisdom), however, comes close to the surface in the description of the ‘philosophical nature’ at 5. 485d–e (see Rowe 2007b: Ch. 7, text to n. 9, with nn. 9 and 11). This will then give special point to the denial, in the parallel passage in Laws Book 4, that the young paragon will possess more than the demotic variety of sôphrosunê; what is presented to Clinias and Megillus, like what is presented to Glaucon and Adimantus, Socrates’ interlocutors in the Republic, is what they can recognise and accept (even as the trail to a richer account, recognisable to the ‘practised’ reader, is also laid: the Republic too requires such a reader).
time that it is not ruled by ‘divinely’ given laws à la Crete or Sparta. That something more is: philosophy (Platonic dialectic).99 I do not claim in the least to have proven any of the above, which I mean still to possess the status of a ‘proposal’.60 However, I do claim that it explains rather more of the phenomena than rival readings, and, particularly, as we move down to the minute detail of the text itself, including the interchanges between the speakers. I recall here especially my diagnosis of the claimed obscurity of the Laws, namely that it derives from Plato’s strategy of working simultaneously at more than one level: at the same time addressing both a philosophically innocent audience (Clinias and Megillus), and one that is not only philosophically experienced but has read other dialogues, and is able to pick up the resonances and put them to work. Much, on any account, passes over the head of the interlocutors; there is much, even, that they ought to see is passing over them. They probably ought to be asking, far more often than they do, ‘what on earth do you mean by that?’ But they are practical people, with a clear practical objective in mind, and the sheer depth and regularity of the Athenian’s apparent obscurantism would in any case mean that calling him properly to account would stop the conversation in short order. We readers, however,

99 I do not mean to suggest by this that Plato thinks philosophy is politikê. What I do suggest is that Plato thinks, and always thought, that politikê, whatever else it requires, has as an absolute requirement that its practitioners be philosophers. The claim is parallel to the one he makes about orators in the Phaedrus: only philosophers have that secure understanding – however secure it can be – of the true ends of life to ensure that their utterances, whether as orators or as statesmen, are always and wholly consistent with those ends (cf. also the outcomes of the encounter with Gorgias in the Gorgias). It is in this sense that philosophy must rule, somehow or other: perhaps, more or less fantastically (cf. Burnyeat 1992), by the medium of entrusting power to philosophers themselves – so long as they also acquire the necessary experience; (slightly) more realistically, by imagining, praying (cf. Laws 4, 709c–e) that a ruler and an expert (sc. and philosophically qualified) lawgiver will come together in a human community, at some time and in some place. So long as that link with philosophy is maintained, the actual detail of the legislation to be recommended might vary considerably: as much, say, as between the Republic and the Laws. (In truth, however, there is relatively little detailed law in the Republic: that is the business of the Laws. Cf. Laks 1996.) ‘Platonic dialectic’: in which, evidently, the Nocturnal Council will themselves indulge: see Laws 12, 963d–964a, and Rowe (2003, a first sketch out of which the present chapter has ultimately grown – along with discussions with Hyeok Yu in Durham in 2004–5).

60 The proposal, if fully spelled out, would break the bounds of the present chapter; it would include the claim – which to many, if not most, would seem preposterous – that the Plato of the Laws retains a Socratic-style psychology, according to which our actions are always and only driven by our desire for the good, and if we miss in our aim it is our beliefs alone that are at fault. This is why knowledge (philosophical knowledge) can be a guarantee of human incorruptibility; or rather, why it could be if it could be fully, or perhaps even ‘adequately’, attained. I shall in a moment recur briefly to this claim of mine, argued for at length in Rowe (2007b), but I do not wish to press it too hard here, for fear that adverse reaction to it might take attention away from other parts of my proposal that will, I hope, appear less outlandish.
are in a different position, with the leisure to interrogate everything the Athenian says.

Take as a further small example, of something he surely needs to explain, the sentence at 712a4: ‘Let this count as said in oracular fashion, as if it were some kind of story.’ ‘As if this were some kind of story’: this could perhaps be taken, by a Clinias, to be picking up the reference to Nestor in 711e1–4 (‘that happened at the time of the Trojan Wars, but never in our time’), and as reflecting the unlikeliness that the right people would ever be found. And yet this seems less than wholly consistent with the kechrêsmodèsthô, ‘let this be said in the fashion of an oracle’, in a context that clearly refers to the future, and with at least a degree of optimism, rather than of pessimism.\(^\text{64}\) So here is an alternative suggestion. ‘As if this were some kind of story’ is a covert reference to the Republic itself (the dialogue which, as I have argued, provides the basis of the theme of the young tyrant), a conversation parts of which Socrates himself, twice, describes as a kind of ‘story-telling’.\(^\text{62}\) Here in the Laws, the reference is designed to mark the end of what is in truth – as I have argued – a digression from the business of the Laws, while also, to the close, ‘practised’, reader, acknowledging its source.

Or, if this is too speculative, I offer a second example.\(^\text{63}\) This example is, appropriately, taken from the address to the colonists itself;\(^\text{64}\) it comes from the preamble to the law on marriage (but still in Book 4). ‘A man should marry’, the more sophisticated, ‘double’ version of the law begins, in between the ages of thirty and thirty-five, having reflected that there is a way in which (estin hêi) the human race, by virtue of a certain aspect of its nature (phusei tini), shares in immortality – something at which in fact (kai) every desire of every human being is by nature aimed (pephuken epithumian ischein pas pasan); for [sc. desiring] to become famous, and not to lie nameless after death, is a desire

\(^{61}\) The sentence, after all, continues ‘and let it count as shown that while it’s a hard thing for a well-governed city to come into being, still, if things were to come about as we say, then that would be by a long way the quickest and easiest route by which it could happen’.

\(^{62}\) See Republic 2. 376d9–10 (‘let us educate the men, in our conversation [logoi], as if in a story [bōsper en muthôi], story-telling [muthologountes] at our leisure’), and 501e4 (‘the constitution we’re telling stories about [muthologoumen] in our conversation [logoi]’). See also Timaeus 26c7–8: ‘the citizens and the city which yesterday you [Socrates] described as if in a story [bōsper en muthôi]; and Phaedrus 276e1–3, which describes it as a ‘fine form of amusement’ to write, ‘telling stories about justice’ and the rest – which Thomas Szlezák (1985: 14), following W. Luther, plausibly sees as itself a reference to the Republic. In the world of the dialogues, the construction of Callipolis as ‘a kind of story’ begins – perhaps – to look like a standing idea.

\(^{63}\) That is, of the way in which the Plato of the Laws operates, at one and the same time, on different levels (one of which requires previous reading).

\(^{64}\) Appropriately, in so far as I claim that the level of understanding shown by Clinias and Megillus is either the same as or rather close to that of the colonists.
for this kind of thing. The human race, then, is something that has natural affinity with (sumphues?) the whole of time; it goes along with it always, and will always do so, in this way being immortal, by leaving behind children, and children of children, always being one and the same thing, and so having a share in immortality, through reproduction. So (dé) to deprive oneself of this willingly is never acceptable to the gods (bosion), and whoever neglects [sc. having] children and a wife does this purposely (ek pronoias).65 (721b6–c8)

At least two aspects of this sentence, apart from its overall logic, immediately require comment: (1) the double qualification of the idea that human beings ‘partake in immortality’ by virtue of their ability to reproduce (‘there is a way in which … by virtue of a certain aspect of its nature’), and (2) the claim that ‘every desire of every human being’ is aimed at immortality. It is possible to gloss over these two issues, and indeed that is what the colonists will presumably have to do, since they will have no opportunity for any discussion with the law. They’ll just have to take it or leave it. But the reader can, and presumably, should, ask questions; and Plato – I propose – will provide the answers. (1) is easy, since after all it is only a few pages since we have been told that human beings also share in immortality in a different way, that is, through our possession of reason (713e). But as soon as we remember this, a question is likely to arise: how will our fulfilment of our natures as reproductive beings relate to our rational natures?

That, I think, is the motivation for the addition of that curious tini to phus­sei (‘by virtue of a certain aspect of [our human] nature’). Plato is saying to us, even as he addresses his audience of colonists, that he is not giving up on his usual position, that reason, and the acquisition of wisdom, constitute the essential focus of a truly human life – one that will enable us, so far as possible for mere humans, to emulate the divine. This is, of course, one of the central themes of the Symposium; indeed, the central theme, in Socrates’ account of what he learned from the seer Diotima, which also happens to include a valuation of the achievements of the ‘true’ lover as against those of ordinary lovers who produce mere mortal children.66

And, of course, the same account includes, and explains, the idea of a universal desire for immortality: ‘And it follows from what’s been agreed that we must [sc. all] necessarily desire immortality along with the good, if indeed our passion is for the good to be ours always’ (Symposium 206e8–207a2). I would venture that the argument here is wholly peculiar to the

65 The Laws keeps the distinction between deliberate and non-deliberate wrongdoing even while still repeating the Socratic maxim ‘no one does wrong willingly’: see Rowe (2009).
66 ‘Becoming immortal’, Symposium 212a5–7; valuation of ordinary reproduction as against higher forms, 208d ff.
Symposium context, apart from being somewhat peculiar in itself, even if its ultimate purpose and purport are clear enough: namely that we all, in truth, desire the state that Diotima describes at the end of her account (because that, it seems, is true happiness, and what else would we want for ourselves?). I would also venture that the aspect of the Laws passage in question, that is, my (2) above (the claim that all desires are for immortality), will not make any sense without the Symposium passage. If that passage did not exist, we would scarcely be able to make it up, so peculiar is it, and so bound to its context.

So much for my proposal: that we need always to read the Laws together with other dialogues (without distinction, i.e., not just dialogues of some particular ‘period’), at the risk of not understanding, with any completeness, what the author had in mind at all. Whatever he may say to a Clinias, a Megillus, or any other non-philosophical person (i.e., any non-philosophical reader of the Laws), that will normally be consistent with what he has said before, and (2) find its full and proper justification in what he has said before.

67 ‘Normally’, because I should not wish to rule out in advance the possibility of genuine innovation in the Laws (see especially n. 59 above). At the same time I urge that readers of this difficult but important dialogue follow the lead of Laks (1990, 2005) and Schofield (1999, 2003, 2006) in seeing its continuity with other dialogues, rather than starting with the assumption that Plato is making a new start (or just starting to fail). The present chapter is intended as a contribution towards this end – albeit from someone who is considerably more of a unitarian than it has been fashionable for some time to be, and certainly more than either Laks or Schofield. (A ‘unitarian’ here is someone who tends to deny what he or she will regard as the excesses of ‘developmentalism’ in the reading of Plato.)
The principal thesis of this chapter is that Plato’s Republic and Laws should be read together as explorations of a theme that fascinates Plato at every stage of his career: the ability of those who have more understanding of what is valuable to lead those who have less. Notice that I say less understanding rather than none. Plato believes that human beings need not be put into one of two exhaustive categories: those who have perfect understanding of what is good, and those who are utterly ignorant of value. Most people, he assumes, fall somewhere between these extremes; and if someone has an unusually good understanding of value, it is appropriate—in fact, it may even be necessary—for him to try to educate those whose grasp of the good is smaller, but who are nonetheless educable. Not everyone, unfortunately, is educable. Plato holds that there can be no common understanding and therefore no stable political cooperation between those who are irreversibly sunk in ignorance and those who have a fuller (yet still imperfect) understanding of what is good. The hope that animates his political philosophy, from its initial steps to its culmination in the Laws, is that those who have some small grasp of value can form a community with those whose cognitive and ethical achievements are greater.

Differential understanding of this or that topic is a theme that pervades Plato’s dialogues, even those that do not overtly deal with political or practical matters. In each of his works, one interlocutor emerges as the leading speaker, and is entitled to play this larger role because he most clearly recognizes the difficulties of the subject being investigated, and has the richest stock of ideas about how to confront them. Even in the short ethical
dialogues that end with the conclusion that a satisfactory definition of some concept has not been found, Socrates is portrayed as the speaker who has a better grasp of that concept than any others. In Plato’s avowedly political works, differential powers are assigned to those who have a greater and those who have a smaller understanding of value. That, of course, is evident to every reader of the Republic and the Statesman, but it is no less true of the Laws. The constitution of Magnesia requires that important offices be filled by an elected elite, and that method of selection is designed to give more authority to those of greater wisdom and virtue.

One of Plato’s great contributions to political philosophy lies precisely here, in his recognition of the importance of this unequal relationship among human beings. In one respect, his idea is simply a piece of common sense. Successful and stable communities must endure over many generations, and that requires the transmission of their values to new members, who start with a small understanding of what is worthwhile and right. But Plato extends this idea to arrive at the conclusion that political institutions must be overseen by exemplary citizens who have achieved a deeper understanding of the values of the community than is possessed by ordinary citizens. If a polis is to flourish, there must be an ethical and political elite: a group of adults whose rule over other adults is based on their greater understanding of value. That idea animates the Republic and is no less vital to the Laws. So, at any rate, I will argue.

II THE PHAEDO ON ORDINARY VIRTUE

Let us begin by reminding ourselves of one of the recurring patterns of the short ethical dialogues, many of which were likely to have been written at an early point in Plato’s career: when someone who lacks knowledge comes to recognize his ignorance, he can make at least some progress in remedying this deficiency, if he is properly guided by another person who has a better understanding of the subject. The Meno illustrates this idea by means of a geometrical example, but in many other dialogues that probably pre-date it, some progress is made toward a better grasp of this or that ethical notion.

The interlocutors with whom Socrates speaks in these early dialogues are not so lacking in understanding that they cannot make improvements in their ethical beliefs, because they are open-minded enough to accept the arguments Socrates presents to them. (Think of Crito, for example.) These works reflect Plato’s optimistic assumption that progress in moral understanding is possible, provided learner and teacher are a good match for
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each other. There is an ideal state of wisdom to which we should all aspire; there are many who can make no progress toward that goal, because they are locked into systems of false evaluations; and, between these extremes, there is a sizable group, ranging from the ever-inventive Socrates to his less gifted interlocutors, who can, working together, collectively improve themselves.

It might nonetheless be said that a significant change occurs in Plato’s thinking at the time that he wrote the Phaedo, for here he could be interpreted to be saying that unless someone subscribes to the distinctive tenets of Platonic metaphysics – an ontology of perfect forms, non-corporeal and eternal souls, and an unknowable world of perceptible objects – he is doomed to remain utterly distant from moral understanding and virtue. Socrates says in this work that when such virtues as courage and temperance are divorced from wisdom – as they are when they are valued only insofar as they are instruments for storing up pleasures and avoiding pains – they are “a kind of illusion” (skiagraphia) and “contain nothing sound or true” (69b6–8). If Plato thinks that wisdom, and progress toward that goal, is available only to people who subscribe to his metaphysics and epistemology, and who actively seek a better understanding of the forms, then most human beings must be counted as devoid of wisdom and every other virtue, and they must be deemed incapable of moral progress. Their brand of courage and temperance, which is practiced solely because of the role they play in the calculus of pleasures and pains, must be considered a sham – not a lower level of virtue, but no virtue at all. According to this interpretation, only a tiny band of philosophers is capable of virtue, and it would be fruitless for them to try to educate anyone who cannot be turned toward the philosophical life, because such people are irreversibly locked into an evaluative perspective that overvalues the pleasures of this world and prevents them from ever having any appreciation for what is genuinely worthwhile.

But this interpretation of the Phaedo, tempting as it is when we read 69b and the material that immediately precedes it, becomes difficult to sustain when we look at the rest of the dialogue. In a fascinating interlude (89d–91c), Socrates warns Phaedo about the dangers of misology (hatred of argumentation). What is important for our purposes is the comparison he makes between misology and misanthropy, and his condemnation of

1 The interpretation proposed here of the Phaedo should be compared with the very different reading ably defended by Christopher Bobonich (2002: 13–41). My way of interpreting the Republic and Laws is distant from his, but I am indebted both to this work for provoking me to defend an alternative reading, and to the challenging questions he posed about an earlier draft of this chapter.
the latter as a cognitive error. Misanthropy – the hatred of human beings in general – arises, Socrates says, when someone is frequently betrayed by people he had trusted, and leaps to the overly general conclusion that there is nothing worthwhile in any human being (89d–e). The truth about humankind, Socrates insists, is that very good people and very bad people are small in number, and most people fall between these extremes (90a1–2). Ordinary people may not have real virtue, but they are not to be despised – although Socrates does not say, in this passage, what is credit-worthy in them.

This acknowledgement of an intermediate level of human worth is reaffirmed in the myth of otherworldly rewards and punishments with which the dialogue closes. Those who have been fully virtuous (that is, philosophers) will be posthumously rewarded with a permanently bodiless existence, and those who once gladly performed the most abominable crimes will be severely punished in Tartarus. Between these extremes are people who are judged to have lived average (mesôs) lives; they are both punished for their misdeeds and rewarded with honors for their good deeds (113d). It is safe to conclude that, according to Plato, most people have something sound in their grasp of value. The imperfections in their understanding of the good make them deserving of punishment for their misdeeds, but their partial moral insight makes them no less deserving of honors for their good behavior.

So, even though Socrates describes the apparent courage and temperance of unphilosophical people as “a kind of illusion,” he works with a threefold taxonomy of character, not a simple dichotomy of the very good (namely, philosophers) and the very bad (everyone else). Unfortunately, he never explains, at any point in the Phaedo, why he adopts this more nuanced scheme. Why do most people not deserve our contempt, if their so-called virtue is merely illusory? It might be suggested that Plato gives ordinary people a bit of credit simply because their behavior conforms to minimal moral standards. After all, regardless of their motives they refrain from murder, rape, incest, theft, and so on. Common sense holds that people who commit horrible crimes are at the lowest level of human viciousness, and accordingly Plato, bowing to common sense, agrees that even though it is not virtue that stops most people from living a life a crime, at least something stops them, and that is to their credit.

This interpretation does not give a satisfying answer to our question, because it is hard to see why Plato would assume that when we assess a person’s level of praiseworthiness, we can simply ignore their motives and look solely to their behavior. If someone refrains from trying to
kill his father only because he thinks his father will overpower him and deprive him of his inheritance, we do not say that he is a better person than his counterpart who actually does kill his father. Praiseworthiness is necessarily sensitive to motivation; there is no reason for Plato to think otherwise, and no evidence that he does. When he says that many people deserve posthumous honors, he takes that judgment to be based on certain features of their souls, for it is souls that are judged in the next world. Evidently, some aspect of their motivation deserves a modicum of praise.

What we must remember, if we are to solve our puzzle, is that, according to Socrates, most people are filled with beliefs that contradict each other. Yes, many of them believe that the only reasons to be a virtuous person are the extrinsic rewards that justice, courage, and temperance often bring. Insofar as that lies behind their behavior, they deserve no credit for abiding by ordinary social norms. But suppose that at the same time they also believe that there is some reason to be virtuous, apart from the extrinsic rewards of virtue. That feature of their motivation would make them deserve some credit. It might be asked: is it possible for someone both to believe that virtue is desirable only as a means and also to believe that it is desirable in itself? The answer is yes – especially when he is not aware of this contradiction. Someone may consciously think of the virtues as valuable because of their instrumental benefits. If asked, he may say, with complete sincerity, that they are valuable only for this reason. But it is possible, even likely, that at the same time there are beliefs and emotions within him that cannot be reconciled with that conviction. My proposal, then, is that this is how Plato thinks of ordinary people.

This conjecture is made plausible by the presence in several dialogues (probably written soon before the Phaedo) of characters who are conflicted in precisely this way. Consider Meno, for example. He thinks of virtue as something that enables someone to manage a household or a city, and thereby to acquire material goods and positions of power. When Socrates asks him about the unjust acquisition of such goods, he shows no hesitation in saying that a virtuous person would never do such a thing (78d1–6), and no doubt he believes that one never should commit acts of injustice. Just below the surface, he both conceives of the virtues as valuable only because of their rewards and also thinks of them as qualities that hold us back from the pursuit of such rewards.

Similarly, in the Gorgias, both its eponymous orator and one of his admirers, Polus, are shown to have contradictory beliefs about the relationship between justice and other goods. Justice and other virtues have
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a grip on them that cannot be based solely on their usefulness, for they assume that one should never use the orator’s power for unjust or shameful purposes. But their other beliefs give them no basis for resisting the widely held view that the virtues are valuable only for their effects. I take Plato to be suggesting to his readers that people like Meno, Gorgias, and Polus are not to be entirely despised. After all, Socrates does not think they are hopeless; otherwise he would not be trying to reason with them. Something in their system of beliefs makes them educable; it is possible for them to be shown that some of their convictions, the ones that are false, should be rejected. In this respect, they are representative of a very large portion of humanity.

Socrates speaks at one point (Phaedo 82a11) of the “ordinary” (dêmotikê) and “political” (politikê) virtue that most people have – suggesting, with these words, that they indeed have such virtues as justice and courage, although the kind of virtue they have is of a lower order of value than full, philosophical virtue. Since, according to the Phaedo, there is no virtue apart from wisdom, we might say that their souls contain a shadowy form of wisdom – a partial grasp of the good, based on the vision of the forms their souls attained when it was disembodied. They have some true opinions about what is valuable, and these are not just lucky guesses, because they inhere in their souls through its earlier contact with the forms. It is on the basis of this shadowy wisdom that they deserve some small honors in the afterlife.

We should recall Socrates’ statement that the virtue of most people is a kind of skiagraphia or illusion (69b6–7). That Greek term designates the kind of painting that creates the illusion, when the viewer is at a certain distance, of solid objects. Something two-dimensional appears as though it has greater depth. What the term is meant to convey, then, is that the virtue of ordinary people is a thin, two-dimensional thing, lacking the full depth of a truly virtuous person. Like a shadow, it has some of the features of what it resembles, because it is similar in shape and size. A painted horse that gives the illusion of three-dimensionality is not completely illusory; it is not like a light beam that looks green even though it is really the opposite color. Similarly, the virtue of ordinary people stems from a thin understanding of what is valuable – thin because it is underdeveloped and lacks the robust complexity that comes only when one’s opinions are worked up into genuine wisdom. Their virtue is illusory, then, in that it presents itself as being all there is to virtue, whereas in fact true virtue is a far fuller quality, requiring genuine wisdom rather than the more limited cognitive achievement of those who implicitly realize that there is something
intrinsically valuable about virtue, but cannot consistently combine that insight with their other beliefs.

III ORDINARY VIRTUE IN THE REPUBLIC

When we turn to the Republic, we find further indications that Plato’s taxonomy of psychological conditions includes a large area between the extremes of perfect virtue and utter vice. To begin with, we should recall that the analogy of the divided line posits intermediate levels of cognitive accomplishment between shadow-thinking and fully philosophical understanding. The analogy of the cave narrates a story, parallel to the divided line, of progressive moral and intellectual development. Between those who are forced to stare at shadows and those who understand the world of forms in the light of the form of goodness, there are people who occupy intermediate stages, and they arrive at those middle points by a process of learning.

The progressivism of the early dialogues thus remains intact, and so too does the idea that to make progress we generally need a guide who has a deeper understanding than we do. The prisoners in the cave do not turn around on their own – they are rescued from their ignorance by others, and are guided through a period of initial confusion caused by the breaking of old habits. (In the same way, the speech of Diotima in Plato’s Symposium assumes that to learn the mysteries of eros we often need an instructor.)

The guides who turn the prisoners around are philosophers who, having seen the form of the good, recognize, however reluctantly, that justice requires them to return to the cave and govern those who dwell there. Presumably their job, when they return, is not to supervise the parade of shadows on the wall of the cave, but to insure that the cave dwellers live a better life than that. Their goal cannot be to bring all of the cave dwellers out of the cave and into the sun, for Kallipolis (Plato’s coinage at 527c2) is not a city in which every citizen is brought to a state of full philosophical enlightenment. Plato must be assuming, then, that the non-philosophers over whom the philosophers rule make some progress, but not full progress, in virtue and understanding. These non-philosophers are made better off because of their submission to the governance of philosophers. Plato would not count them as better off unless that governance enables them to travel at least some small distance toward the ideal of full wisdom and virtue.

Socrates calls the virtues that the philosophers inculcate in the citizens “ordinary” (démotikê, 500d9), and here, as in the Phaedo, we should
understand him to be saying that they possess a lower order of virtue – not the mere appearance of virtue. It is no doubt a shadowy kind of virtue, since it is based on right opinions and not genuine wisdom, but we have already learned from our discussion of the *Phaedo* that Plato means to give credit to people whose virtue is two-dimensional. Nonetheless, the ordinary virtue of citizens of Kallipolis is, by Plato’s lights, a cut above the ordinary virtue of most of humankind, because it does not present itself as all there is to virtue, as a *skiagraphia* presents itself as though it were a genuine three-dimensional object. Ordinary citizens who have been exposed to the rule of philosophers acknowledge that it is the philosophers who truly understand what is valuable, and they defer to their greater wisdom (just as the appetitive part of a well-ordered soul is persuaded that reason should rule). It would therefore be inaccurate to call the virtue of members of Kallipolis’ economic class “illusory”; unlike paintings that create the illusion of depth, they are not trying to deceive anyone about what they are like. They acknowledge their limitations both to themselves and to others. In that respect, they are more admirable than the ordinary people who populate ordinary cities, for although the latter have something creditworthy in their souls, they complacently believe that the virtues they possess are as fully developed as virtues can be.

Plato assumes that innate cognitive and affective limitations among many of those who are ruled in Kallipolis prevent them from making more than a modicum of moral progress, so they are incapable of full understanding and virtue. That is one of the underlying truths conveyed by the myth of the metals (414d–415c). Not only are these citizens limited in the cognitive tools they possess – tools that are needed to achieve a philosophical understanding of value; there are also powerful affective forces at work in them that would, if unchecked, take over their souls and fill them with injustice. They have the faculty of reason, but in them it is a weak force, like a charioteer who is not fully up to the task of controlling his horses (to use the image of the *Phaedrus*). Furthermore, the influence of the emotions and appetites is quite powerful in such people, threatening to chart the course of the chariot. Only the intervention of philosophical rulers prevents what would be the natural course of their misdevelopment from ruining them. In such a person, “the best element is naturally weak … so that it is unable to rule the beasts within him” (*Republic* 590c2–4).

I take Plato to mean that the citizens who occupy the two lower classes are ruled by reason (in a way) and therefore are just (in a way). They are ruled by an *external reason* (590d5) – that of their philosophical rulers. When they act, they do so because they accept the framework of
understanding that has been inculcated in them by their governors, somewhat in the way a passive interlocutor in a Socratic dialogue – someone like Crito, or Lysis, or Charmides – accepts the suggestions of Socrates. It is not merely fear of punishment that makes them act justly, but also their acceptance of the greater wisdom of those whom they have come to trust and admire. The craftsmen and soldiers of Kallipolis possess a passive virtue that can recognize the cogency of reasons offered by others, even though their reasoning faculties, operating on their own, could not have discovered those reasons. The values of such people would have been created by their appetites and passions, had they grown up under the usual circumstances that prevail in Greek cities. A second nature is instilled in them from the outside, overriding and overcoming the resistance of their first nature.

IV GLAUCON AND THE VIRTUOUS ATHEIST

An adult who was trained as a child to take pleasure in acting justly did not thereby acquire any understanding of the nature of justice, and will at first be unable to answer Socratic questions about whether justice is properly classified as a virtue and a great good. That is the condition that Glaucon is in, at the beginning of Book 2 of the Republic. He tells Socrates that justice is good both for itself and for its consequences (358a1–3), but it is only by the end of that dialogue that he has some understanding of why justice is desirable for itself. The members of the lower two classes never reach that stage of comprehension, presumably because they lack the philosophical power to comprehend the arguments of the Republic. Nonetheless, there is no reason why Plato should not think of them as capable of believing that justice is good in itself, and that is presumably what they will believe, if the education arranged for them leads them to take pleasure in just acts. The craftsmen and craftswomen nurtured by the institutions of Kallipolis exercise their manual skills not only for the modest monetary rewards they thereby receive, but also because they genuinely care for all citizens (462a–e) and see the craft they enjoy practicing as a way to be just and useful members of the community.

Similarly, in the Laws, Plato’s discussion of the dangers of atheism acknowledges the existence of religious doubters whose character nonetheless gives them a natural love of justice and hatred of injustice (908b). He says that they spontaneously and unreflectively dislike unjust people and their actions, and admire just people for what they do. These good-natured and justice-loving atheists deny that they or anyone else will win
otherworldly rewards for being just, and they have nothing approaching a philosophical understanding of what justice is, but even so there is, Plato thinks, something admirable in their character. They have an intuitive grasp of the value of justice, a value they perceive it to have on its own, because they have dismissed as an illusion the otherworldly rewards that others think are given by the gods to just people.

Someone who, like Glaucon in Book 2 of the Republic and the justice-loving atheist of Book 10 of the Laws, believes that justice is good in itself is likely to act justly, at least in many circumstances; and he will do so, at least on some occasions, even when the rewards that come with a reputation for justice are not available to him. Otherwise there would no significant behavioral consequences of his sincere admiration of justice for its own sake. But that does not mean that his commitment to justice is absolute, or that he can always be counted on to do the right thing. Justice is one of the things he values for itself, but no doubt he values many other things. So, he might, at least on some occasions, be more attracted to those other goods, and be willing to act unjustly for their sake. It is no surprise, then, that in the Myth of Er Socrates finds in an individual who “shares in virtue through habit but without philosophy” (619c8–d1) the potential to make a grievous posthumous mistake when he selects his next mode of life. Making a snap judgment, he elects to become a tyrant in his next existence, although he comes to regret his decision when he has had more time to reflect on it (619b–d).

That does not mean, however, that someone who “shares in virtue through habit but without philosophy” is not really sharing in virtue at all, and merely appears to be virtuous. Demotic virtue is a lower order of excellence than full, philosophical virtue, but it is not the mere appearance of virtue. People who have this unreflective virtue do not regard just acts as a mere means to further ends. They can in normal circumstances be counted on to do what justice requires. Alas, when they find themselves in extraordinary circumstances, such as those described in the Myth of Er, the defects in their understanding of justice and the limits of their emotional attachment to it are likely to become manifest in the choices they make, and they can easily go astray.

V Magnesia: A Second-Best City

I now turn back to my thesis that Plato’s Republic and Laws are complementary contributions to a single project. Needless to say, there are enormous differences between these works. There is no denying that the
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Republic proposes what is, in some sense, a utopian vision, whereas the Laws is a more practicable guide to political action and more accommodating to widely accepted social customs. But if we apply the label “utopian” to the first of these works and not the second, we should be careful about how we use that word. Malcolm Schofield’s usage is one that I find helpful: utopian thinking, he suggests, is “the imagining of a blueprint for a desired world which is nevertheless located in present-day concerns, with questions about practicability … not necessarily excluded, but regarded as secondary.” The Republic certainly does make “questions about practicability” secondary, but we should not lose sight of the fact that Socrates insists four times in this work that Kallipolis is not an impossibility (450c–d, 456b, 499c, 540d). There is nothing in human nature, Plato believes, that rules out a harmonious society governed exclusively by philosophers who have an objective and effective concern for the well-being of all citizens, care nothing for private possessions, and have abandoned ordinary practices of monogamous marriage and childrearing. The Laws contains not a word that retracts this vision of the ideal polis. On the contrary, it reaffirms the ideal of sharing sexual partners, children, and property (739c, 807b), and presents Magnesia as inferior to that ideal precisely because all Magnesians live in conventional households, overseen by a monogamous, child-raising, property-owning couple.

From the fact that, for Plato, Kallipolis is the best city, and a possible city, it does not follow that he urges his readers to try to realize it, whatever their circumstances. Whether someone is well advised to improve the world by trying to mold a city’s constitution is a separate question from the problem of what the best city would look like. But in the Republic Plato certainly means to say that if circumstances are favorable, Kallipolis is the kind of city a politically minded person should try to establish, because it is the best possible city. It is not impossible, however unlikely and remote, for circumstances to be favorable for the construction of what is ideal, and in that case politically minded and enlightened people must treat the Republic as a guide to action. It would be a mistake to suppose that only Magnesia is imagined by Plato to be a possible ideal.

Although Plato chooses to discuss political issues in the Republic because the best city is to be used as a large-scale model for discerning the best constitution of the soul (368e–369a), his discussion of the role of women in an ideal society, his proposals for the abolition (among the
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governing class) of private property and conventional marriage, and his
eugenic program would be extraneous material, if his sole purpose in
describing Kallipolis were to help us better depict justice in the human
soul. It goes without saying that the philosopher who wrote the mas-
sive and detailed treatise contained within the covers of the Laws had
a deep interest in the reconstruction of Greek political life, and no one
could seriously propose that we cannot find evidence of that interest in
the Republic. Plato clearly believes that something is amiss when people
have their own possessions and dilute their devotion to the good of the
city by dividing their attention between its well-being and that of their
spouses and children. He implicitly concedes in the Republic that a large
proportion of humanity cannot be trained to accept any other arrange-
ments than these, and since he wishes to remain with the realm of the
possible, his radical changes in property rights and family relations are
meant only for the small number of people who can be expected to have
lost, through philosophical reflection and habituation, their attach-
ment to the conventional household. By contrast, in his construction
of Magnesia, he makes the civic institutions he constructs far less of a
departure than Kallipolis was from what ordinary human beings find
appealing, but he insists that his construction thereby makes Magnesia
a worse city than a city can be. Magnesia achieves as much unity and
civic friendship as a city can, if it is based on conventional households
(739c–740a); but Plato remains firm in his conviction that a city can
do better than that, when its governors are freed from those traditional
arrangements.

In a way, the construction of Magnesia provides an argument to demon-
strate just how useful the political philosophy of the Republic is. Questions
about practicability are certainly not secondary in the Laws, and yet one of
the organizing ideas of this dialogue is the thesis of the Republic that the
good-making property of a city is its unity, a property that is most fully
instantiated when children and property are common rather than private
possessions. In effect, Plato is telling those who read both dialogues: “See
how useful my ideas in the earlier work have turned out to be! The house-
holds of Magnesia are as close to being common property as pieces of pri-
vate property can be. So the ideal of having all things in common has
wider application and practical utility than you might have expected. It is
certainly not unrealistic to mold the households of existing cities on the
model of those of Magnesia, which is, in turn, an approximation to the
superior arrangements that would come with the outright abolition of the
private sphere among as many citizens as possible.”
VI PHILOSOPHICAL RULE AND THE RULE OF LAW

One of the most important and evident differences between the *Republic* and the *Laws* is that the earlier dialogue gives unlimited power to a ruling elite and none to those governed by them, whereas in the later work rulers are selected in a complex electoral process and scrutinized for malfeasance when their terms of office end. Plato might therefore seem to have become a convert to the ideal of limited government, having flirted in his earlier days with a naïve absolutism. But an attentive reader of these works will see that the truth is more complicated, and that there is no reason to take him to have had second thoughts about the confidence he places in philosophically trained governors.

Those who are selected to the many offices prescribed for Magnesia are often described as “servants of the laws” (*hupēretas tois nomois*, e.g., at 715c7), and it is made clear in several passages that no officer of this city is legally permitted to violate a law, and that those who do so will be severely punished (948a–b). But Plato also affirms, both in the *Laws* and in the *Statesman*, that a constitution that adheres to the rule of law in this way is inherently defective. The best arrangement, rather, would be one in which a few individuals with extraordinary insight have the authority to set aside a law when they perceive that the particular circumstances with which they are faced are exceptional and that therefore the law, which is always general in scope, should not be applied (*Statesman* 294a–295e). That is not a legal freedom that the rulers of Magnesia enjoy, and so this is one respect in which Magnesia must be considered an imperfect political system.

Plato recognizes as much when he designates it a second-best arrangement. In an important passage, he emphasizes how difficult it is to find a human being who will not let self-interest or partiality to friends and family distort his perception of the common good, but then he adds that if someone had, by divine dispensation, a nature that is free of the usual human biases, “he would need no laws for himself, for no law or order (*taxis*) is superior to knowledge, and it is not right for understanding (*nous*) to be subordinate or a slave to anything, but it is right for it to rule all things” (875c5–d1). He then adds that at the present time there are no such people, or at any rate, too few, and so “one must choose what is second-best, order and law, which sees and looks after what holds for the most part, but cannot see and look after everything” (d3–5).

So, Plato is not someone who once believed in the possibility of incorruptible rulers who must be allowed to serve without legal oversight, but then became convinced that no human being can rise to that level
of unwavering and absolutely trustworthy moral excellence. The arrangements prescribed for Kallipolis, which place some godlike human beings above the law, are not rejected in his later work as an impossible ideal.

VII ORDINARY VIRTUE IN THE LAWS

Instead of looking for radical alterations in Plato’s political philosophy, we should view the Republic and Laws as works that tackle different but complementary problems. The Republic depicts the highest possible level of human virtue and understanding as qualities underwritten by a philosophical education, and it prescribes institutions that allow for the full flowering of these achievements. Its rich portrayal, in Books 8 and 9, of the various inferior states of the soul and of the corrupt political systems that correspond to those psychological depravities are of interest to Plato not because one would ever want to imitate them but because studying increasing degrees of badness sheds further light on what is best.

By contrast, the Laws is a study not of the height of human excellence but of ordinary virtue, which is an order of accomplishment that approximates full virtue and is not to be confused with the diminished psychic conditions examined in the later books of the Republic. Ordinary virtue is a topic to which the Republic pays scant attention, even though it is one that Plato’s political philosophy can scarcely afford to ignore. He devotes almost no attention in that dialogue to the question of how ordinary people, who are not philosophers or the military assistants of philosophers, are to be educated. He says nothing about how a city’s social environment can improve the character of ordinary citizens even when they are adults. This is a remarkable omission, because the householding population of Kallipolis, the group that looks after and generates its material resources, is its largest segment, and its well-being must be of great concern to the city’s rulers. In that sense, Plato had to write more about politics. If he had had no more to say about ordinary virtue, there would have been an immense gap in his political philosophy.

Plato acknowledges in the Republic that his exquisitely trained philosophical rulers must return to the cave and become molders of moderation, justice, and the rest of what he calls demotic virtue (500d9), and we should recognize that demotic virtue is precisely the order of excellence that he spends much of the Laws studying: it is the level of virtue that most citizens of Magnesia attain. Only members of the Nocturnal Council – a small segment of the population of Magnesia – attain something more than ordinary virtue, because they alone have acquired a deep
understanding of the cosmological truths demonstrated in Book 10 of the *Laws* (967d–968a). Plato expects that the Nocturnal Council will be an institution that trains the most important future leaders of Magnesia, and insists that those who remain at the level of demotic virtue cannot be fully competent rulers, but should serve instead as assistants to those who have a higher order of virtue (968a).

So, the *Laws* advocates a civic hierarchy that resembles that of Kallipolis: political institutions create an elite whose power rests on superior understanding, and that elite promotes the well-being of non-elite citizens by reasoning with them (in preambles to legislation) and training them (through drinking parties, common meals, public education, dance, song, and military exercises) to reach the level of ordinary virtue, which is the highest good they can attain. The ordinary citizens of Magnesia are related to those who occupy high office as students are related to teachers, and education speaks to them *de haut en bas*. They attend drinking parties organized by leaders who insure that wine will be consumed with moderation; the preambles to important laws that they read are the constructions of the philosophical founder of Magnesia (that is, the Athenian Visitor) or the city’s philosophically trained elite; and should any citizens lapse into atheism, they are sent to a school where experts on cosmology will try to show them the errors in their world view (908e–909a).

Admittedly, although ordinary citizens are treated, in some respects, like the minor conversational partners of a Platonic dialogue (in which one interlocutor controls the discussion and proposes all of the major ideas, whereas the others soak up doctrine and ask occasional questions), their civic role is not one of complete passivity, because the citizens of Magnesia actively select their rulers, unlike the ordinary citizens of Kallipolis (751a–753e). Plato allows them to play this active role because he assumes that people who have acquired ordinary virtue are generally able to recognize which among their fellow citizens have extraordinary skills of political leadership, and will want those superior human beings to fill the most important positions. The philosophical rulers of Magnesia are admired by ordinary citizens, who want to see them continue in office, so long as their admiration continues to be earned. Likewise, Plato undoubtedly believes that the members of the economic class of Kallipolis, properly educated and therefore virtuous to a degree, would choose precisely the philosophical rulers who have overseen their education, were they given a choice. The citizens of Magnesia *are* given a choice, but no careful reader of Plato believes that in the *Laws* he comes to believe that political authority derives from the consent of the governed. In this work, as in
the *Republic*, what makes it the case that some should have more political power than others is the good that is done by giving them this authority, not some legitimating transfer of power from those who are ruled to their rulers.

**VIII THE FRAGILITY OF MAGNEsIAN VIRTUE**

My claim that most of the discussion of virtue in the *Laws* should be understood as having ordinary rather than full (that is, philosophical) virtue as its subject matter has, thus far, been based entirely on a passage in which Plato uses *demosia*, a variant of *demotikê*, to designate the qualities of mind that a citizen must supplement with cosmological understanding, if he is to be a competent governor (968a2). But there is far more textual evidence than that. In fact, nearly every page of the *Laws* testifies to this. Recall that I have been taking ordinary virtue to have two principal features. First, it is fragile rather than stable. Someone whose virtue is fragile might act badly in extraordinary circumstances, when temptation becomes overwhelming, as it would if he were given a magical ring that made his crimes undetectable. Second, ordinary virtue gives someone a non-instrumental appreciation of virtue for its own sake.

It is a safe assumption that Plato does not take the virtue inculcated in Magnesia to be utterly spurious – a mere façade, resting solely on the recognition of the value of virtue as a means to other ends. What would be the point of composing this vast depiction of a second-best city if the bulk of its population is in no way improved by its legal system, but merely exhibits a pseudo-virtue? Furthermore, if it is asked what evidence we have that the virtues possessed by many of the citizens of Magnesia are fragile, we need only look at the highly restrictive regulations that Plato prescribes for them. Nearly every aspect of their lives is curtailed by legislation. Looking at the content of this legislation, we see that the restrictions imposed on the Magnesians express Plato’s conviction that were most citizens given a larger sphere of freedom to make their own decisions, they would go badly astray.

To give some examples: Magnesians are not free to travel abroad at their pleasure, but must receive the city’s permission to do so, which is granted only if travel would benefit the whole city (742b, 949e–951a). We might at first be puzzled about the justification offered by the Athenian for this restriction: it is to prevent Magnesians from needlessly observing the novel customs of foreign cities (950a1). But what is the danger in their doing
so? After all, the Magnesians are educated to think of their city as one of the finest possible, and so were they to visit other parts of the world and observe how life is lived under alternative political systems, there ought to be little chance that they will wish to change their way of life, when they get back home. The Athenian must be assuming that the meretricious attractions of foreign cities, and perhaps the psychological power of whatever is novel, will tempt them to adopt those inferior practices when they return home. His thought is that one can be genuinely satisfied with the social customs of one’s familiar world, but then become envious and therefore discontent when one observes people evidently enjoying themselves in ways that go beyond one’s own experience. That reaction would not occur in someone who had a deeper and therefore more stable appreciation of value, and so Plato must be assuming that many Magnesians need to be protected from experiencing the temptations on offer in other cities because they lack that deeper appreciation.

Other examples: Magnesians are not allowed to profess atheism, or to publicly question whether the gods supervise human affairs (907d–909e). They cannot construct religious shrines in their houses (909d–e), because that would tempt them to think that if they commit a crime, they can privately make a sacrifice to some god and escape detection and punishment. Plato must be afraid that they would violate the law, at least on some occasions, if they thought that there are no gods, or that the gods are not watching over them, or that even if they are watching, they can be bribed. That does not mean that he thinks these Magnesians obey the law only for extrinsic reasons, but it does show that, in his mind, fear of punishment and expectation of reward are essential parts of the reason why these Magnesians act justly and uphold the law.

These points about the fragility of the virtue of the Magnesians are crude generalizations, because Plato realizes that in any large population a variety of psychological types can usually be found. He expects that some citizens of Magnesia will have something better than ordinary virtue, and some others will have merely spurious virtue, or perhaps might even sink to the level of those who publicly or privately exhibit disdain for justice, moderation, and respect for the gods. But there is no reason to think that Plato has, in the Laws, revised his belief, on display in the Republic, that the largest part of any citizen body will be people whose reason is a weak force, and whose commitment to justice is sensitive to social circumstances. He realizes (as we noted earlier) that an atheist might love justice, but he insists that generally atheism is a corrosive cosmology (908b–c). For the most part, people will not reliably treat each other as citizens should
unless they think that there are extra-mundane rewards and punishments that supplement the intrinsic worth of justice.

IX PLATO’S FUNDAMENTAL INSIGHT REVISITED

I close with three observations. First, if Plato is read in the way I propose, with the *Republic* and *Laws* fitting together as complementary treatises, then he must be assuming that a serious error infects the lives of the citizens of his second-best city: although they sense that justice has *some* non-instrumental value and this guides their behavior, they do not realize that its intrinsic goodness is so great that it is worth cultivating and exercising however bad its consequences, and however lacking it is in good consequences, in this life or any other. Plato assumes, in other words, that they cannot be persuaded of the principal moral thesis of the *Republic*. That is why he does not have the Athenian make *that* dialogue, unlike the *Laws*, required reading for every Magnesian (811c–e). (The workers of Kallipolis have the same defect: although they are taught to value justice for itself, they do not understand it well enough to assess it at its true worth. For them too, the worth of justice needs to be augmented, if it is always to compete successfully with unjust alternatives.)

Why is he so pessimistic about this matter? My guess is that he takes the argument of the *Republic* to rest on the existence of eternal, changeless, and incorporeal forms, and he finds it unrealistic to suppose that this philosophical doctrine, so far removed from common sense, will ever be accepted by a large body of citizens. The Magnesians, after all, are deeply attached to household life. Private property – something they can see and touch – is, alas, important to them. Their sense of what is real and important cannot be expected to encompass entities that cannot be seen and are not made out of any corporeal or psychic stuff. Their physical bias is of a piece with their inability to take justice to be so great a good, by itself, that it needs no supplement in the form of material rewards, honors, or pleasures. Nonetheless, despite these failings, Plato must be convinced that these are people worth caring about, just as the cave dwellers of the *Republic* must be people worth saving from a life of gazing at images.

Second, Plato, as I understand him, assumes that the members of the economic class of Kallipolis are better off than a large proportion of the Magnesians. Kallipolis is, he thinks, the better of these two cities, and it is made better by the fact that its citizens live better lives. But how can that be the case, if many of the citizens of Kallipolis are vulgar craftsmen
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(banausoi), whereas the Magnesians, freed from wage-earning and commercial activities, leave the building, baking, weaving, and so on to non-citizens?

My conjecture is that Plato believes that the working class of Kallipolis is happier than their more leisured counterparts in Magnesia because those craftsmen and farmers live under the constant and direct supervision of philosophers and their assistants, whereas the householders of Magnesia are ultimately ruled not by superior individuals but by laws, which, according to the Statesman, are by their nature crude approximations of the ideal imperatives that could be tailor-made by a moral expert to fit the peculiar circumstances of each individual person and action. Wisdom at its best can rule better than a legal system designed for large populations, and it is better to be guided by wisdom than the gross generalizations of the law. It is remarkable, and not often recognized, that, according to Plato, whether one works with one’s hands is not all-important to one’s well-being. What matters much more is the degree to which one is ruled by reason – one’s own or that of another. Both the ordinary citizen of Magnesia and the ordinary citizen of Kallipolis are ruled by a reasonable external authority – a wise human being in one case, an approximation to such wisdom in the other. But if we read these two depictions of ideal regimes as complementary, then Plato’s message is that it is better to work with one’s hands and be ruled by real wisdom, with its flexible sensitivity to context, than to live at leisure but submit to the overly general and unbending generalities that laws must be.

My third observation is the one with which I began, when I said that that one of Plato’s great contributions to political philosophy is his recognition of the importance of this unequal relationship among human beings. Like nearly every enlightened person of the modern world, I am a firm believer in human equality, which I take to mean that the well-being of every human being is equally important. I do not take that thesis to be incompatible with Plato’s insight about differential understanding and the need for social hierarchies to assign people of greater understanding to the most important roles. In Plato’s two exemplary cities, Kallipolis and Magnesia, the good of all citizens is equally served by social arrangements, and hierarchies of power are justified by their equal contribution to the good of both those who have more and those who have less power. At bottom, Plato’s political philosophy rests on the assumption, which I find plausible, that what is good for us is not immediately transparent to us, because we are not constructed in a way that makes it easily recognizable. The opacity of the good rests on a still
more fundamental Platonic thesis, namely his conviction that goodness consists not in pleasure or the satisfaction of desire, or knowledge, but in something more elusive – order, harmony, proportion, and balance. We do not have to accept that account of the good to agree with Plato that political communities must be organized with a view to the good of all citizens, and that political philosophy must therefore rest on a theory of human well-being.
In both the *Republic* and the *Laws*, Plato delineates societies whose aim is the happiness of the citizens; and in both works they are to achieve happiness by living a life of virtue. It is the chief aim of Magnesia, the city of the *Laws* – one it shares with the Doric societies of Sparta and Crete, though with an enlarged and improved view of it – to make the citizens happy by rendering them virtuous.¹

In the *Laws* we do not find an account of virtue as the harmony of the soul’s parts, as we do in the *Republic*, but this does not indicate that Plato has narrowed or impoverished his view of virtue as the good condition of the person’s character. Virtue is not merely a matter of reliably doing the right thing, but requires that the person do it in the right way, with the right understanding and with the right feelings. So much is clear from the important programme of education, which is to train the citizens of Magnesia not just to do the right things but to enjoy this, to find a life of virtue pleasant and a life of vice repulsive.

There is one obvious change: in Magnesia the citizens are to become virtuous by growing up and living in a society explicitly regulated by laws. The *Laws* introduces much of the legislation for the new city, and also extensively discusses the nature and role of law in the life of the city, and the way in which the city’s aim, the virtue of the citizens, is to be brought about by the laws. In the *Republic* it is the education of the rulers, the
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¹ Plato’s view in both works is, I hold, that virtue is sufficient for happiness, but by the standards of later theories his position on this is not ideally clear. It is at least clear that in both works virtue is necessary for happiness.

² Happiness is said to be the city’s aim at *Republic* 419a1–421c5. In the *Laws* the aim is happiness (718a6–b5, 742d2–743c6, cf. 631b3–d2, 734d4–e2, 858d6–9); virtue (650b8–e4, 688a1–b4, 705e1–706a4, 770b4–771a4, 853b4–c3, 963a1–4); making the citizens happy by rendering them virtuous (631b3–632d7, 718a3–b5, 828d5–829b2).
Guardians, which is the key to virtue, and so happiness, while in the later work law is prominent as the work of divine reason in the universe and in us. We are told that we should obey the immortal element in us as we order our homes and cities both publicly and privately, giving the name of law (nomos) to the distribution made by reason (nous).\(^3\)

It is important, of course, not to exaggerate the differences between the two works. The ideal state in the Republic is envisioned as an exercise in ideal lawmaking, and its provisions and practices are sometimes referred to as laws that have been established.\(^4\) The Guardians are sometimes said to be guardians of the laws that structure the ideal state.\(^5\) Attention to legislation is said to be unnecessary, but only in matters of detail, in a context where citizens obey the city’s most important laws.\(^6\) Still, a new idea is introduced into the Laws by the idea that the citizens’ virtue, and thus happiness, is now to be sought through obedience to laws rather than to rulers. We can appreciate this if we reflect on the emphasis we find, in the Laws, on the idea of ‘slavery to the laws’.

The Laws not only accepts the contemporary institution of actual slavery as part of the ideal city, but treats the position of the slave more rigorously and harshly than contemporary practice.\(^7\) A master’s communication to slaves, Plato holds, should be mostly one of command (epitaxis).\(^8\) For that’s just what the institution is: unquestioned authority on the one hand and unquestioning deference on the other. Given this, masters and slaves can never be friends.\(^9\) Plato thinks that we should look this fact in the face unblinkingly. He is notably unworried by humanitarian considerations about the slave; he worries only about masters ruining their own characters by abusing their authority or weakly evading it.\(^10\)

Given this emphasis on slavery as unquestioning deference to authority, it is remarkable how prominently Plato uses slavery, in the Laws, as a metaphor for the correct human relation to laws. Law is a command (epitaxis), he says.\(^11\) He repeatedly says that Athenians of what he takes to be the exemplary generation of the Persian Wars were ‘willing slaves’ to
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\(^3\) 713e6–714a2; cf. also 957c4–7 for the play on nous and nomos.
\(^4\) For example, 471b9–10 – ‘shall we establish this law?’ (about conduct in war).
\(^5\) 421α5 (at 484b9–c1 they are said to guard the laws). However, the term ‘law guardian’ (nomophylax) is new in the Laws.
\(^7\) Morrow (1939) shows that where Plato departs from contemporary Athenian practice it is nearly always in the direction of strengthening the institution and emphasising the distinction between slave and free.
\(^8\) 777c6–778a1.
\(^9\) 757a1–5. Possibly a contrast is intended with Republic 590c7–d7.
\(^10\) 777c7–778a5.
\(^11\) 723a5.
their laws and rulers. This kind of slavery is one that should be undertaken by anyone wishing to be virtuous; only the coward is free and fearless. The threat of the Persian Wars, Plato says of the Athenians, ‘made us serve an even greater slavery (douleian eti meizona … douleusai) to the rulers and to the laws’. He is describing what he takes to have been an actual society, so he is not limiting the idea to an ideally rational population.

In Magnesia, we are told, offices will be assigned to those notable for their obedience to law. ‘We say that the highest service of the gods is to be given to the person who is first in being most readily obedient to the established laws, and wins this victory in the city … I have called servants of the laws those referred to as rulers not for the sake of innovation; rather, I hold that the city’s safety, and the reverse, depend on this most of all.’

And it’s not just the rulers, the officials, in Magnesia who must have this attitude to the laws. We find that ‘Every man should have this view about every person, that he who has not served as a slave could not become a praiseworthy master, and that we should take pride in serving finely as a slave rather than in ruling finely – first serving the laws, this being slavery to the gods, and then the young serving their elders and those who have lived notably.’ Plato cannot fail to be aware of the shock-value of this metaphor as applied to free citizens of a state, who pride themselves on not being slaves to any person, and who own actual slaves, and are encouraged to maintain an attitude of authority over them.

This attitude, of recognising law as having unconditional authority, is of great interest, and I shall return to it. It inevitably, however, prompts the question of how this can be the basis of a life of virtue, which is what the citizens are to lead in order to be happy. There are two sources of worry here, which Plato does not distinguish, though his emphasis seems to be on the first, namely, that the citizens’ motivation for obeying the law

---

12 698b8–c2. In this passage, which stresses the freedom of the Athenians, slavery to the laws is mentioned repeatedly and emphatically: 698a5–c3, 699c1–d2, 700a3–5, 701b5–c4.

13 The idea has a partial antecedent (though we do not find the actual term doulos) in Demaratus’ claim to Xerxes, at Herodotus VII 104, that Spartans are ‘free, but not free in every respect, since they have law over them as a master, which they fear more than your people fear you; at any rate they do whatever it bids’.

14 Both the Oxford text and England defend the MSS reading theôn against editors’ suggestions themôn or nomôn. Service to the gods is service to the laws because law is an expression of the divine element in us.

15 715c2–d4, d4–6.

16 The word kallôpizesthai suggests taking pride in something in the sense of making a display of it, thinking of it as an ornament to show off.

17 762et–7. The opening phrase shows that the thought is not limited to the immediate context concerning the country wardens.
would prominently be one of fear of the sanctions for breaking it. It would also seem that even people habituated to obeying the law might be doing so merely out of deferential routine. In either case, how can a developed disposition to live in obedience to the laws, one for which a leading metaphor is service and slavery, amount to the virtue of citizens?

Plato certainly expects Magnesian citizens to be virtuous in a full, rich sense. For one thing, virtue is to be produced and sustained by an elaborate and far-reaching system of formation and education of the citizens from birth (and even before birth) to the grave. It would be strange if this amounted to no more than the idea that ‘the citizens can become virtuous if only their desires and passions are disciplined in such a way that they obey the law as a matter of habit’, as one unsympathetic modern commentator has put it.18

Much in the Laws obviously fills the role of training the citizens to be virtuous; there is an entire system of physical, intellectual and aesthetic training whose goal is to produce citizens with good character. My question here is how this concern for becoming virtuous and living a good life (and thus being happy) is related in Plato’s thought to the idea that citizens not only live under a system of laws but regard themselves as having the deeply deferential attitude to it of slaves.

Plato puts great emphasis on one aspect of his ideal legislation in the Laws, one whose originality he rightly stresses. The laws are to be preceded by prooimia, preambles or preludes (punning on the double sense of nomos as law and as musical composition).19 The preambles are introduced as a means of persuasion, in addition to the force that lies behind any law which comes with sanctions. Previous lawgivers, he says, have failed to ‘mix’ persuasion with necessity in their lawgiving, but have used force unmixed.20 It is a feature of Magnesian life that the citizens expect to be persuaded that they should obey the law, instead of merely giving in to a threat; the youthful atheist in Book 10 feels entitled to this.21 When the idea of the preambles is introduced, in Book 4, it is illustrated by an example later repeated in Book 9, which contrasts the behaviour of free doctors treating free people, and their assistants, slaves who treat slaves.

20 722b4–c2. I accept Ast’s conjecture anagkên in 722c1; whatever word is read there the passage clearly and repeatedly contrasts persuasion with force, bia. The MSS reading machên seems impossible; the Oxford text marks corruption, while England, though he reads it, thinks that it can only be defended if the containing phrase is read as a poetical quotation.
21 885c8–d4.
The latter just give instructions and hasten on to the next patient, while the free doctor listens to the patient’s whole history of the problem, and not only tells him what to do but discusses the matter with him until the patient is himself convinced to take the necessary steps.\(^{22}\)

We get numerous examples of preambles. Plato gives, as an explicit example, a preamble to the law requiring men to marry.\(^{23}\) There is a long preamble to the whole law code,\(^{24}\) and we often find preambles to individual laws.\(^{25}\) There is a long discussion of the voluntary/involuntary distinction preceding the laws specifying penalties for different kinds of action,\(^{26}\) and most famously the bulk of Book 10 consists of a long argument for the three theses that the gods exist, that they exert providence for humans and that they cannot be deflected by human gifts, a passage preceding the laws against impiety.\(^{27}\)

The preambles are a fascinating contribution to legal and political theory, despite the point that Plato found no followers in this area.\(^{28}\) They raise a number of issues that I shall not be able to touch on. I shall be focusing on the single issue of how the preambles help us to grasp how citizens living in a state where they are to give the laws unquestioned authority will become *virtuous*, rather than merely reliably rule-following. Since the preambles are emphatically aimed at persuading the citizens to be obedient to the laws, they have an obvious role in the citizens’ attitude to the laws, and to the citizens’ own self-definition as slaves to the laws. I will look at three suggestions about the preambles’ role in forming the citizens’ attitude to the laws, all of which have considerable merit but leave us with further problems. I shall then make my own suggestion, which involves looking at what I take to be a fruitful parallel. We find, I claim, that Plato’s ideas are, regardless of the rather dogmatic way in which they are put forward in the *Laws*, suggestive in opening up our thoughts about Plato’s political thought, as well as virtue and the forms that this can take.

One thought is that what the preambles provide is rational explanation of the point of the law in question; the citizen is not just told what to do,

---

\(^{22}\) 719e7–720e9 — the slave doctors follow the *epitaxis* of their masters (720b2), while the free doctor does not command (*epetaxen*) his patient until he persuades him (720d6–7); 857b9–e8.

\(^{23}\) 721a3–722a2.

\(^{24}\) 726a1–734e5.

\(^{25}\) E.g., 833a3–834d1 on temple-robbing; 916d1–917b7 on adulteration of items for sale; 930a3–932d7 on care for parents.

\(^{26}\) 859b6–864c9.


\(^{28}\) Seneca, in letter 94.38, tells us that Posidonius found the *Laws* absurd in this regard, holding that a law should be brief and memorable, and that the essence of law is to command, not to teach. Seneca disagrees, but neither he nor anyone else took the *Laws* as a model.
but given an explanation which he can rationally scrutinise for justification as to why this is a good regulation, one operating for the citizens’ benefit.\footnote{This suggestion has recently been defended by Bobonich (2002).} This is certainly an obvious message of the illustration contrasting the free and slave doctors, and it makes good sense of the second passage in which this occurs, in which the slave doctor is imagined as encountering a free doctor ‘conversing with the patient and using arguments (or accounts, \emph{logoi}) close to philosophising, starting from the source of the disease and mounting to the whole nature of bodies’. The slave doctor sneers that this is educating the patient rather than curing him, as though a patient wanted to become a doctor rather than to get well.\footnote{857c7–e8. The Athenian’s response to Cleinias, where a connection is drawn between the doctor’s procedure and the speakers’ task, is problematic and has been variously interpreted. I take the Athenian to be saying that the critic is right (not to sneer but) to think that the doctor is educating his patient, provided that he realises that the procedure of the speakers in the \emph{Laws} is indeed educating the citizens rather than legislating. Here ‘legislating’ must mean ‘merely legislating without education’, that is, using force alone without persuasion; this is because it is here cast in the role of the doctor’s cure, which presupposes that something has already gone wrong. It need not imply that Plato standardly thinks of legislating as being an alternative to education.} This certainly suggests that the preambles are designed to enable the lawgivers to convey to the citizens their own articulate grasp of the good of having the law in question. And we can see how this would contribute to the citizens’ becoming virtuous, for this will help to make them, as active reasoners, active participants in the rational ordering of the city, rather than passive conformers to the laws because of the threat of sanctions.

Since, however, the citizens’ rational grasp of the good aim of the laws has to be compatible with the attitude of deference that Plato emphatically calls slavery, we should not overplay the contrast here between the free and slave doctor. It would be unsafe to take Plato to be adumbrating the idea that free citizens are entitled to have laws presented for them to accept on the basis of their own reasonings.\footnote{See Bobonich (2002) for discussion of the citizens’ entitlement as free and rational members of a community of equals very unlike the hierarchically ordered society of the \emph{Republic}.} It is moreover striking that Plato takes persuasion to be ‘mixed’ with force; the alternatives he presents are the single method of force and the double method of force ‘mixed’ with persuasion, never persuasion alone.\footnote{720e2–9; 722b4–c2.} Even for those capable of understanding it, rational persuasion alone does not provide an adequate basis for their attitude to the laws. Further, many of the preambles are rather far from providing rational argument; the great preamble to the law code as a whole, in Book 5, has the earnest character of an address, but provides no argument, and some preambles even make use of mythical tales of terror.\footnote{865d3–866a1, 870d4–871a1, 872c7–873b1.}
Other considerations apart, however, how does the idea that the preambles give the citizens rational arguments for the laws help us to see how these citizens are developing and living *virtuous* lives? On the face of it, understanding the reasons for a law enables a citizen to see it as something she could give rational assent to, rather than as an alien imposition, something she can see no justification for but has to obey anyway. But there is a distance between this and the idea of the virtuous citizen as envisaged in the *Laws*, one whose every activity and enjoyment is in tune with those of the other citizens, whose life exhibits order and discipline even in singing and dancing. It is not clear how we get from rational argument and justification to the virtuous citizen’s unforced enjoyment of living virtuously. This suggestion, then, needs supplementation.

A second suggestion is that the preambles, far from offering rational argument, are rather supposed to work on the citizens in non-rational ways, making them docile and law-abiding by rhetorical means which manage and manipulate their susceptibility to praise and blame. Some of the preludes do explicitly appeal to the force of non-rational myths – for example, that the soul of a murdered person will roam the earth seeking vengeance for the crime. Moreover, in some cases Plato stresses the way that the message will have to be embedded in a variety of more and less rational forms, as with the message that some forms of sex are unnatural: ‘we shall tell them from childhood, in stories and sayings and singing in music, putting them, as is likely, under a spell’.

It is also a feature of the preambles that what they convey comes from experts to learners; the doctor is familiar from Plato’s other works as the expert whose recommendations you should follow, and his being prepared to explain them to you doesn’t take the edge off the fact that you still must do what he says. The Athenian gives an alternative: should we think of the written laws as being like loving and caring parents, or think of them as ordering and threatening, like a despotic tyrant, writing commands on the wall and then simply going away? The first alternative is obviously more attractive than the second, but both involve authority being imposed. People are to be taught by those who know better, in ways adapted to their level of understanding, as children are taught by parents. This does not, of course, exclude rational argument where that is required, as with the
young atheist in Book 10, but that will not be generally needed. On this view, the point of the preambles will simply be to make the citizen receive the law’s command (epitaxis) more readily, and hence learn it better.\footnote{723a4–b2, referring specifically to the preambles. The learning comes through the docility of the acceptance, not the other way round.}

The preambles, on this view, will dispose the citizens to have the kind of characters which are ready to obey the law because they have learned to do so from authoritative sources, ones which have presented it in ways which, relying on praise and blame, and prominently shame, have resulted in the law’s being firmly internalised. These ways are appropriate to the citizens’ ages and levels of intellectual achievement. And the sources are not merely authoritative, but also have independent claims on the citizens’ attention because of the stability and benefits of the city life which are made possible by the laws and those administering them. This at any rate is one implication of the claim that the preambles present the laws as loving parents rather than arbitrary tyrants.

Does this help us to see how living under a system of laws which you regard as having unquestioned authority could render you a virtuous citizen? It is not yet clear how Plato could think that the aim of Magnesia’s laws is the virtue, and so the happiness, of its citizens. The idea that the preambles are to render the citizens more docile and apt to accept the laws fits in with many aspects of the work – the importance of education, training and continuing vigilance in the way the citizens live, for example. But it falls short of what Plato requires for virtue, as we can see when we recall the passages where law, nomos, is connected with reason, nous. In obeying law, we have been told, we are obeying the immortal part of ourselves. If the citizens’ attitude is simply one of obeying law unquestioningly because any impulses or tendencies to do or think otherwise have been neutralised by the spell-binding effect of our upbringing, they appear passive and unthinking. A city, says the Athenian, won’t be able to preserve its laws unless they are grasped with understanding and not merely by habit.\footnote{951a7–b4; the context is the need to keep aware of what those outside the city, good and bad, are doing. Mere habituation will leave the citizens unprepared for new challenges.}

And all citizens are to have an education, particularly in mathematics, which will enable them to grasp at least the rudiments of the workings of reason, in the cosmos and in the city. It would be strange if citizens had an education in the workings of reason, but grasped its workings in law only in the reduced sense of being rendered by their upbringing incapable of not deferring to it.
Clearly, the preambles have the role of helping to make the citizens’
relation to the laws a richer one than that of being disposed to obey them
out of deference or fear of sanctions. They do this by ‘persuading’, and
Plato explicates this by appeal both to rational explanation and to non-
rational aspects of the citizens’ upbringing which rely on praise and blame
to mould their attitudes. We can see how in both kinds of case the citizens’
disposition to obey the laws would be reinforced. Some kinds of upbring-
ing, especially those using shame, make some kinds of action repulsive, or
even unthinkable to people; and rational understanding makes people able
to withstand intellectual assaults on their positions. But Plato insists that
his is a ‘double’ approach; obedience to the law and fear of its penalties is
never replaced, only reinforced. So far we have just found factors dispos-
ing people to obey the law readily and firmly, as well as out of deference to
its authority. This suggestion also needs supplementation: we haven’t yet
found anything explaining how these law-abiding citizens are to be virtu-
ous, to have good character.

Part of the answer here is, I think, to be found in a third suggestion,
which stresses the way that Plato claims that those persuaded by the pre-
ambles would not need law at all. Magnesia is to be a state where all the
citizens get a thorough ethical education, and in such a state the need for
law with its penalties at all represents a kind of failure. It is, the Athenian
says, in a way shameful to be legislating for a city which is to be well run
and well equipped for virtue. It has, then, been suggested that the pre-
ambles give us an ideal, while the need for law represents a concession to
the greed and competitiveness of our actual human nature. In the ideal
state of affairs of the preambles, law would not be needed because the citi-
zens would have proper understanding of what the preambles direct them
towards; real life, however, requires laws and the less ideal motivation of
those obeying them.

It is an objection to this suggestion that in the Laws the preambles are
represented as an essential part of the same project as the laws – the ‘dou-
ble’ project of making people be persuaded as well as obeying the law.

---

83b3–c3.

41 This position is defended by Laks (1990, 1991, 2000). I do not agree with Laks’ claim that 857e3–5
shows that for Plato the lawgiver’s task is to educate rather than to legislate; the passage is a vexed
one, open to different interpretations (see above, n. 28). There are, however, many passages where
Plato sees the need for law as an unfortunate fallback – for example, where citizens educated in
Magnesia receive different penalties from those of foreigners and slaves who lacked the benefit of
this education (e.g., 854d1–e6).

42 718b2–5, 720e2–5. Other objections to Laks’ view can be found in Bobonich (2002: 109–11,
506–8). Here I am concerned simply with the point about virtue.
None the less, there is something right in the idea that the preambles put forward an ideal, while laws are there to correct actual defective behaviour. What we need is to find a role for the preambles that does justice to the point that they present an ideal, and shows how they can function to help people who obey the laws to become virtuous. If we cannot do this, we should note, we lack an adequate account of their role in the work, as well as an adequate account of how following laws will render the citizens virtuous. The account of such a role should also show why we cannot do justice to them by a focus on rational understanding alone or irrational habituation alone.

Here we can, I think, be pointed in the right direction by looking at another ancient author presenting a system of law as a context in which people learn to be virtuous and so happy. This is Philo of Alexandria, the Jewish philosopher and commentator on Scripture, who in a series of works on the Decalogue, the Special Laws and the Virtues presents the demands of Mosaic law in a way which shows how those who follow them with the right kind of understanding develop the virtues of piety, wisdom, temperance, courage and humanity.43

Philo is interpreting the Torah, which he takes to be the work of Moses as lawgiver. Moses, he says, differed from lawgivers who simply lay down what is and is not to be done, for he thought that to command (prostat-tein) without encouragement (paramuthia) is the way to treat slaves rather than free men. ‘In his commands and prohibitions he suggests and advises for the most part rather than giving orders, trying to give guidance on the large number of necessary points by means of preambles (prooimia) and after-words, for the sake of exhorting (protrepsasthai) rather than forcing.’44

Philo’s own procedure can also reasonably be seen as aiming to show how the system of Mosaic law is not just a set of rules to obey but structures a way of life which can be positively and persuasively recommended.

The Laws is obviously, from the above passage, among Philo’s influences,45 and despite their obvious differences of aim Plato and Philo

43 On the Decalogue, On the Special Laws, On the Virtues. (I take no stand on the issue of whether the following sections, on repentance and on good birth, should be placed at this point or not.)
44 Life of Moses II 51 (cf. all of 48–51).
45 The influence of the Laws is quite widespread in Philo’s writings. He borrows memorable phrases, though often using them with his own twist. For example, he uses the Law’s notorious image of humans as puppets (Laws 644d7–645c6, 804a4–b8), putting it into a Stoic context where it is the ruling part or hêgemonikon which pulls the strings to move the other parts (Op. 117, Abraham 73, Fig. 46, QG III 48). The phrase about blind wealth at Laws 631c4–5 is used at Special Laws I 25 and elsewhere, adapted to the contexts. Other examples, gathered in the index to volume 10 of the Loeb edition of Philo, show similar changes and twists.
share some important concerns. They are both interpreting a system of laws which, being divine in origin, is not to be changed by any human political process (though it may need ongoing interpretation). They both see these laws as aimed at making the community virtuous – in both cases, virtuous in a way in which piety, and the proper attitude to the divine, is dominant. Moreover, they both see living virtuously as being necessary for members of the community to live a happy, flourishing life. I suggest, then, that paying attention to some general features of what Philo is doing may point us in the right direction as we try to answer the question of the role of the Laws’ preambles in helping to make virtuous people out of Magnesian citizens who think of themselves as slaves to the laws. I am not suggesting that we can argue from specific features of what Philo does to interpret Plato; for one thing, their tasks are quite different. Philo is interpreting the Torah, and Plato is sketching an ideal state (a project of which Philo is quite critical).

Two things are noteworthy about Philo’s procedure. One is that it does not occur to him that laws and rules might be ethically self-standing, that what is ethically basic might be simply the peculiar force of rules. Living according to Mosaic law, he holds, produces a virtuous character, and he does not by this mean the mere disposition reliably to follow rules. The character he has in mind is described as one in which reasoning, feeling and decision are harmoniously integrated:

For each of the ten pronouncements individually and all together prepare and exhort us (protrepuons) to practical wisdom (phronēsis) and justice and piety and the rest of the chorus of virtues. They make our words (logoi) healthy with good deliberations, and attach good actions to our words, so that the soul’s instrument

---

46 I am not a Philo scholar, and cannot address the issue of Philo’s intended audience for these works. I have been much helped by the work of David Runia, Gregory Sterling, Hava Tirosh-Samuelson and especially Hindy Najman.

47 See Life of Moses II 12–16. See Najman (2003) and Sterling (2003). Philo’s views about divine law are influenced by the Stoics, and my claims about similarities between these specific projects of Philo and Plato do not rest on any larger claims about Philo’s being a Platonist. I take him not to be committed to any of the pagan philosophical schools, but rather to use their work as material for his own interpretative task. See Mansfeld (1988).

48 That Philo should be read in a eudaimonistic framework, and further that this is part of an ongoing Jewish tradition rather than an alien import from pagan philosophy, is argued in Tirosh-Samuelson (2003).

49 From Aristobulus on (Fragment 3a Supplement in Holladay 1995), Jewish writers in the ancient world see Plato as influenced by Mosaic law, and thus see the Laws as an inferior, pagan version of a truth that the Jewish tradition has in a sounder form.

50 Life of Moses II 49–52: it is more appropriate to set lawgiving in a cosmic framework than in that of an invented city. Philo seems to think that the latter compromises the lawgiver’s task from the start. He ignores the Laws’ own cosmic framework.
may throughout play in tune to produce concord of life and an unassailable harmony.\footnote{Special Laws IV 134. Philo appeals to the idea of virtue as a disposition not merely to act in certain ways, but to do so for certain reasons, and to have one’s feelings and emotions in harmony with this.}

Secondly, he does not treat the Ten Commandments as a list of isolated rules. Rather, he treats them as ‘generic’ rules which ‘summarise’ the specific ones, while the latter ‘tend towards’ the ten major ones.\footnote{Special Laws II 189: the Ten Commandments are \textit{genikoi nomoi}, while the particular rules of Mosaic law are \textit{ta en eidei}; III 7: \textit{ta en merei} are said to \textit{sunteinein} to the ten.}

The Sixth Commandment, ‘You shall not commit adultery’, for example, is not treated as an isolated prohibition of one kind of action. Rather, it is treated as the ‘heading’ round which are grouped a whole cluster of diverse positive and negative rules and practices unified by concern with the proper management of sexual desire. Thus we find prohibition not only of adultery but of incest, homosexuality, bestiality, rape and seduction, as well as rules regulating sex within marriage. Practices and rules covering different areas of life are unified by their reference to the aim of properly controlling and conducting sexual desire, which is taken to be universally strong and liable to transgress boundaries.\footnote{Special Laws III 8–82.}

In this way a variety of rules and the way these structure social practices are grouped in ways that relate them to an ethically salient aim. In keeping with the fact that Philo finds the control of \textit{pathos}, passion or feeling, to be an important part of what many rules are for, we find that the Tenth Commandment, which Philo reads as ‘You shall not desire’,\footnote{Special Laws IV 79–131. The discussion of desire is prominent in the treatment of the Tenth Commandment in \textit{The Decalogue} 142–53. Philo is reading this commandment, in the Septuagint translation, as prohibiting \textit{epithumein}, and takes it to concern desire as a fundamental and potentially disastrous aspect of human psychology.} is treated as the heading under which are brought rules to regulate desire. Nothing, Philo claims, is more troublesome than desire, the urge to get what we don’t have; it leads us to think things good which are not, and so to disturb our values. Desire leads the irrational part of the soul to get the person to take various irrational and disastrous courses, and to mistaken evaluations of what in life is important. This happens in all areas of our life; desire for money, for example, turns people dishonest, desire for fame turns them unreliable and desire for power turns them unscrupulous. It is important, therefore, to discipline from the start the most basic form of desire, which will help to render its other forms more amenable. Hence the basic desires for food and drink are from the start to be regulated and
trained by the dietary laws, which bring it about that even basic eating and drinking take place in a disciplined and discriminating framework. When hungry, members of the Jewish community will not just gratify desire, but will always think in terms of what foods are permitted and forbidden, and which ways food can and cannot be prepared. Thus desire for food will be trained to seek only orderly and discriminating gratification, and will come to take an orderly and discriminating form. This lays the foundation for a well-regulated character in a number of other areas where different kinds of desire are in question. The overall aim of managing desire as the basis of well-regulated character thus leads to what might seem at first like the unobvious bringing of the Jewish dietary rules under the heading of the Tenth Commandment.

Similarly, Philo’s treatment of the Fourth Commandment, to honour the Sabbath, treats the seventh day as only one of all the Jewish festivals, grouping them by the idea of right observance of a festival, something that requires the right frame of mind and not just the performance of ritual. He gives the different details of the festivals, all of which are to be scrupulously observed, focusing on the different ways in which these celebrations bring the members of the community to understand their relationship with God and with one another. If only we were not dominated by the vices, ‘but the powers of the virtues had remained unconquered in any way, our time from birth to death would have been one continual festival, and families and cities, in peace and freedom from fear, would have been filled with good things in tranquility’. For properly understood, keeping a festival is not having a good time but ‘finding delight and festivity in the contemplation of the cosmos and what is in it, and in following nature and in harmony of words with actions and actions with words’. (This idea, that the true meaning of a religious festival is to be found in the joys of virtuous living, is reminiscent of the passages in the Laws where the Athenian says that a citizen’s life is properly to be thought of as one of ritual singing and dancing, these being proper forms of play (e.g., 803d2–c1 – a passage ending with a sharp reminder of humans’ littleness in relation to God).)

Just from these three examples (more could be given) we can see that what is stressed is the ethical point of a given practice or following a given rule. This ethical aim is not obvious if we merely think of the rules in an isolated way, but a grasp of it can change the spirit in which the rules are

55 The giving of first fruits is also important in this discipline (Special Laws IV 98–9.) Philo has many, mostly symbolic, explanations of why the dietary laws take the particular form that they do.
56 Special Laws II 42.  
57 Special Laws II 52.
followed. Obeying the Jewish dietary laws can be an exercise of temperance, not just rule-following, if done in relation to the aim of disciplining desire as the basis of good character. Avoiding adultery can be an exercise of virtue, not just obedience to rules, if done in relation to the aim of living in a manner in which sexual desire is from the start treated as more than mere gratification of desire, and is seen in a framework of marriage and its responsibilities.

The rules, then, are to be obeyed, but obedience to them is embedded in practices which structure what we can see to be a good way of life. Rules require obedience but also enable us to aspire to an ideal in the way we live, trying to improve our characters rather than merely conforming to what is demanded. Keeping the dietary laws, for example, can be seen as a way of developing, and living in accordance with, a disciplined set of appetites. Understanding this enables the following of the rules to become not merely a habit, but first a learning and then an exercise of temperance, and ultimately part of the development of a steady and self-disciplined character.

Philo, as I suggested, can point us in the right direction when we are thinking about the role of the preambles in the *Laws*. What his project suggests is the idea of presenting a system of laws supplemented neither by purely intellectual argument for their foundations, nor by merely rhetorical ways of inducing acceptance, but rather by a presentation of ethical aims – aims to be pursued not as an alternative to but rather in living in a way structured by these laws and rules. Such a presentation gets across the ideals of character to be achieved by the person who follows the rules, and such a person comes to see their education, and, when adult, their whole lives, as a constant exercise of self-improvement.

If we approach the preambles of the *Laws* with this in mind, we can see that they give us an ideal which is not an alternative to following laws. The laws, by commanding and prohibiting actions in various areas of life – birth, marriage, farming, political interaction – structure the citizens’ activities and practices in those areas. The preambles set out for the citizens ideals of living that they are to achieve in following the laws. As they come to see obedience to laws in the light of ethical aims, they appreciate that following the laws is the way to become temperate, disciplined and thus better people. The citizens thus come to aspire to an ideal in

---

58 Temperance, self-discipline and lack of self-assertion are strongly emphasised in the *Laws*; the *Republic*’s focus on justice is replaced by an emphasis on sôphrosunê as the citizen virtue (though even in the *Laws* itself it continues to be seen as a characteristically female rather than male virtue).
doing what they do, and see their actions as aimed at a good beyond that of merely following the rules.\textsuperscript{59} They come to see that they have reasons for doing what they do, reasons referring to the good achieved for them and for society in their following these rules and engaging in the practices they structure. Further, if guided by the right kind of education, they come to internalise this understanding in a way that is harmonious with their feelings and emotions. They come to follow the laws in a way which expresses virtue.

Take, for example, the \textit{Laws’} very first preamble, put forward as an example.\textsuperscript{60} Men are to marry between the ages of thirty and thirty-five; otherwise they are to be penalised by fines and loss of status. They are also to be persuaded by a preamble, which briefly develops the idea that it is natural for a human being to look further than the span of his own\textsuperscript{61} biological life, and to aim at a kind of immortality, as is shown by the desire for posthumous fame. It is not ‘pious’ (\textit{hosion}), the preamble claims, to break the link of generation which keeps humans going on without end, for this shows lack of understanding of a crucial fact about humans: the way in which individual humans look beyond their own lives and see themselves as part of a continuous linked family.

This is not a piece of argument, or in any obvious way a rhetorical ‘spell’. It is a discursive attempt to give individual humans a correct, rather than a misguided, understanding of what it is to be human, one to be understood, as the context stresses,\textsuperscript{62} in tandem with the law and its penalties.

Without the understanding provided by the preamble, someone might get married as a possibly disagreeable obligation. With it, he is more likely to think of getting married in an unforced way, as something he does without prompting at a certain stage of life because it is part of what he understands as living well. He will find getting married attractive, and will see his life as improved by his change in status, because he is aware of it as part of what humans do in a good society where the generations are linked.\textsuperscript{63}

\textsuperscript{59} The latter will always be important, however, for the city’s stability.\textsuperscript{60} 721b6–d6.
\textsuperscript{61} Despite the \textit{Laws’} (somewhat unclear) commitment to including women in the citizen body, it is definitely men who are in mind here. The passage is bound to remind us of \textit{Symposium} 207c–208e (though without the contrast with the higher-minded who seek immortality through non-physical means).
\textsuperscript{62} The Athenian goes on to stress the benefits of using both methods, persuasion and force, not merely one (722e1–723b2).
\textsuperscript{63} The importance of family, of respecting elders and of maintaining family continuity, is a very strong theme in the \textit{Laws}. 
He will see someone who fails to marry as not just a lawbreaker but as selfish, lacking appreciation for what makes a citizen’s life a good one. He will develop the appropriate disposition, one which will be expressed in contexts other than marriage, and will concern family life as a whole. Given that this disposition does in fact lead to humans living the best life for them (something which Plato assumes without arguing for it in the *Laws*), this is one way in which he will develop the virtues. Following this law in the right way can be, for someone with the appropriate understanding, part of living virtuously and thus happily.

The great preamble in Book 5 to the laws as a whole is also neither rational argument nor rhetorical ‘spell’. It has sometimes been characterised as a sermon, and this is (for us) not entirely inappropriate. It makes the claim that a human should, after honouring the gods, honour his soul before his body and possessions; this is the attitude that should direct treatment of family, friends, fellow-citizens and strangers. Honouring the soul is explicated in terms of making virtue one’s overall aim, and this notion of virtue is then spelled out further in terms of combining what is good in spiritedness and gentleness, and avoiding selfishness and self-assertion. Moreover, the preamble ends, a life in which these are the priorities is in fact the most pleasant, and therefore the one that everybody really aims for.

A citizen of Magnesia who took this preamble to heart would thereby have learnt that in obeying the laws he was not just avoiding penalties, but rather coming to live a good life, one in which he was being educated to have the right aims and ideals. This cannot be adequately seen as simply being given rational justification, or simply being ‘magicked’ into obeying the laws. Rather, he has come to see himself as having an aim, in living according to the laws, which he accepts in his life as a whole, in both rational and non-rational aspects. And so he realises that in living according to the laws he is not just staying out of trouble, but is coming to have good values, and is becoming someone to whom living virtuously is unforcedly pleasant.

This is, in an obvious way, a more positive attitude to obeying Magnesian laws than he would have had without the preamble. A citizen seeing the preamble as giving him a positive ideal to work towards would see the laws, and obedience to them, not just as a way of keeping stable order in the state but as a positive help towards rendering himself and all the citizens virtuous. Magnesian citizens thus do not merely avoid breaking the law; they have a positive attitude to it and to its being obeyed, by themselves and by others. One aspect of this which Plato stresses is that part of
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being a good citizen in Magnesia involves not just obeying the law oneself but intervening and informing on lawbreaking by others.64

This account of the role of the preambles makes it easy to see why Plato lays stress on the importance of contexts for praise and blame which don’t fall under law proper, and why he puts great emphasis on informal regulation and social sanction. It is not practicable for laws to regulate every detail of family life, yet it is important for citizens’ lives overall to reflect correct values if the laws are not to be destabilised. Plato relies on the thought that citizens educated in his state will appreciate the values that are fostered by obeying the laws, and thus will come to praise and blame behaviour in ways that will, as we say, informally ‘police’ it, before it gets to the stage of needing law and hence punishment to be imposed.65

This fits well with the idea that obeying the laws should properly be done in awareness not only of their demands but also of the ideals that obeying them will enable citizens to achieve. We obey the demands of divine reason not only by habitually conforming to the laws but by coming to understand them. Since we obey them in the everyday contexts of our social practices, we come to have proper understanding of them by coming to appreciate how following them is part of a good way of life. Coming to understand this will in turn enable citizens to draw the right distinctions, and praise and blame the right things, in daily life. The informal system of praise, blame and other informal sanctions thus produced supports the actual laws in two ways. It enables the citizens’ law-abidingness to become a self-maintaining system, where education can ideally obviate the need for the threat of penalties. And it produces individuals who follow the laws and organise their lives in self-directed ways. It is not through fear of penalties that Magnesia’s citizens leap from their beds every day before dawn and get moving before the servants do.66

Citizens, then, are obliged to obey the laws – not just those enforceable in court but the ‘unwritten laws’ and practices of Magnesia which are enforced

64 While doing no wrong is honourable (timios), the person who does not let others get away with wrongdoing is twice as worthy, since in informing to the magistrates he ‘counts as’ many rather than just one. Still more commendable is the person who assists the state officials in punishing wrongdoing (730d2–7). Sometimes legislation includes penalties for those who fail to inform on wrongdoing (e.g., 808e7–809a3).

65 793a9–d5, 822d2–823a6. Philo makes a similar point: ‘Habits (ethê) are unwritten laws, the resolutions (dogmata) of men of old, engraved not on monuments or on papyrus, which gets eaten up by moths, but on the souls of people who share in the same constitution’ (Special Laws IV 149–50). People should inherit these from their parents, and not despise them because they are not written down. Cf. On the Virtues 65.

66 806d7–808c6. Sleeping and waking appropriately is, obviously, a habit that cannot be commanded by law but must spring from a self-directed ordering of one’s life.
by community praise and blame. Educating themselves to follow these laws, however, eventually renders them virtuous, because the laws structure practices that enable and encourage ideals that citizens can follow in order to live the good, and so happy, life. Hence it is not the most ‘complete’ praise of a citizen for virtue to say that he best serves the laws and is most obedient to them; more complete praise is that he passes his life throughout obeying the lawgiver’s words not only of law but also of praise and blame.67

This suggestion about the role of the preambles puts into context what is right about the previous suggestions. The preambles do present an ideal – but one which is to be achieved in following the laws, not as an alternative to them, though it is correct that for well-educated citizens the laws’ sanctions should always be a back-up and not foremost in their minds. We can also see that preambles will use both rational argument and non-rational rhetorical devices, and which will be used, or will preponderate, will depend on the topic. Citizens who have once got the idea of atheism need to be met with argument, since a rational challenge to tradition has to be met on its own ground; and we need argument to sort out the place of voluntariness in the legal code. But sometimes, as when dealing with unruly forces like sexual desire or homicidal rage, irrational means are a more effective way of getting across the point of a regulation.

I have tried to show how the preambles in the Laws play an important role in showing how a society whose citizens’ lives are organised by a system of laws can also be seen as a society whose aim is the virtue (and hence happiness) of the citizens, without any weakening of the notion of virtue. As Plato stresses, the lawgiver’s task is always the double one of persuading as well as forbidding, since his aim is a society of virtuous people. Plato encourages us to see the preambles in this light, given his stress on them as well as on the formal and informal education of the citizens from the cradle to the grave. But how does this fit with the sharp insistence, which I earlier highlighted, on the citizens and their rulers as ‘slaves of the laws’? Plato goes out of his way to make us notice his harsh metaphor characterising free citizens as slaves to the laws. How does this fit with his picture of obeying the law as leading to virtue if done in pursuit of the ideals given by understanding of the laws’ aims?

For Plato in the Laws, as we have seen, actual slavery embodies the idea of deference to unquestioned authority. In seeing ourselves as slaves to the

67 822e4–823a1; here the preambles as well as the laws proper are referred to as the lawgiver’s ‘writing’. The lawgiver must write down what things seem to him fine and not fine ‘interwoven’ (empeplegmene) with the laws (823a2–5).
laws, we are to see ourselves as obeying their requirements without question. What is ethically basic is seen as a matter of demand. One of the most interesting aspects of the Laws is that Plato uses the highly charged metaphor of slavery to claim that this should be our relationship to laws. The laws, like masters, give us orders and commands (epitaxis) and we have to do what they say; that is just what the relationship is.

Plato does not of course think that we should have this relationship to any actual laws, any more than to any actual rulers; we should have it only to laws of an ideally planned and governed society. We should have it to laws which aim at our good, so that in following them we live virtuous and so happy lives. Thus the authority we defer to is expert understanding of our good, which we ourselves lack. In the Republic it was the Guardians who had this expert knowledge; in the Laws it is embodied in the laws. Plato does two things which are new. One is to sharpen our understanding of obedience by means of the metaphor of slavery to the laws. The other is to pair this with the idea that we can, through the persuasion of the preambles, grasp the ideals to be achieved in following the laws, so that we become virtuous in so doing. Virtue is thus unified with the notion of obligation in a way which is distinctive. It is a commonplace that ancient social and political thought focuses its reflective attention on the notions of good and virtue rather than the deontic notions of rules and obligations. In the Laws Plato synthesises these two kinds of notion to produce a result which is far more similar to Philo’s interpretation of the Law than it is to the thought of Aristotle’s Politics, and which finds no substantive echo in pagan ethical and social thought generally.

The plausibility of this relation between law and virtue rests, of course, on Plato’s grounds for thinking that the laws he discusses will in fact be the basis for the good and happy life. Plato himself makes the claim that law is not just reason but divine reason; those who use their minds and think rationally will come to understand the way that the cosmos as a whole, and human society in particular, is rationally organised by the divine. The way law thus comes from God makes it reasonable to see Plato’s Magnesia as a theocracy, and we should thus not be surprised to find analogies with Philo, although they differ in ways corresponding to the ways that their theologies differ. For Plato theology is a matter of rational understanding, based on mathematics and astronomy; for Philo it centrally focuses on interpretation of a sacred text. Still, Plato says many things in this text that became congenial to the later Judaeo-Christian tradition: God, not man,
is the measure of all things;\textsuperscript{69} self-love is the root of most evils,\textsuperscript{70} we should be humble before God, not self-assertive,\textsuperscript{71} and think of human matters as utterly insignificant in relation to God.\textsuperscript{72}

As I said earlier, Plato’s ideas in the \textit{Laws} are, despite the dogmatic tone, often suggestive in opening up the way we think, particularly about ancient ethical and political thought. I will end by suggesting two ways in which this seems to me to be the case.

Recent discussion of the \textit{Laws} has emphasised ways in which it anticipates Aristotle in taking political society to be a community of free and equal individuals taking turns ruling and being ruled,\textsuperscript{73} aiming at the common good. In such a society the individual is recognised as having a status missing in the hierarchical structure of the \textit{Republic}. There are elements in the \textit{Laws} which bring this out, but there are also the strong analogies I have stressed here to explicitly theocratic societies, where the ethical framework of the community is found in demands from a divine source, demands which have the force of obligations, and which, because their source is divine, can’t be changed by mere human agreement (though they will need ongoing interpretation).\textsuperscript{74} The \textit{Laws} gives us an interesting combination of theocratic with the more familiar picture in ancient political thought of society’s aim being the virtue and so happiness of the citizens.

The unfamiliarity of this combination indicates dangers in seeing Plato’s political ideas in terms of our own. This is a tendency which has produced particularly toxic results for the \textit{Republic} but which is problematic with any ancient text. Rather than trying to locate the \textit{Laws} in any one tradition of political thought, I think it is probably more fruitful for us to study the ways in which it can combine ideas which for us belong in different traditions.

\textsuperscript{69} 715c7–716d4, esp. 716c4–6. \textsuperscript{70} 731d6–732b5. \textsuperscript{71} 715c7–716a4: the person hoping to be happy should be humble (\textit{tapeinos}) in following God; the self-assertive person is doomed to unhappiness. Elsewhere \textit{tapeinos} is an unfavourable term, and even in the \textit{Laws} it appears as an undesirable extreme of spiritlessness and grovelling (728d1–5, 791d–9).

\textsuperscript{72} The passage 803c2–804c1 is remarkable for its insistence that humans are altogether insignificant in relation to God; even Megillus is shocked by this idea.

\textsuperscript{73} 643e3–6. \textsuperscript{74} The \textit{Laws} contains both the view that a successfully created society should be self-sustaining and complete (960b5–c1), and the recognition of the need for an analogue of the painter who can continue to improve his creation and teach others to do so (769b6–771a4). (The fact that ten years is set as the limit for improving the regulations about sacrifices and dances at 772a4–d4 should not encourage us to think of total stasis for the whole law system.) Cf. 951a4–c4, where the city, to preserve its laws, has to grasp them with understanding and not just habit; this is a reason for seeking useful information from foreign travel. Some kind of ongoing adjustment seems to be the province of the Nocturnal Council.
The other way in which the *Laws* can perhaps open up or extend our philosophical discussions concerns virtue. It is a familiar fact that the last two decades have seen a huge revival of interest in virtue ethics, much of it focusing on naturalistic virtue ethics of an Aristotelian kind, in which the virtues are rooted in human nature. Much of the impetus for the revival of virtue ethics is rightly given to Elizabeth Anscombe’s article ‘Modern Moral Philosophy’, in which she does indeed make some statements which have been influential in the modern revival of neo-Aristotelian virtue ethics. But it has been less noticed that Anscombe herself makes the following striking statement: ‘To have a *law* conception of ethics is to hold that what is needed for conformity with the virtues failure in which is the mark of being bad *qua* man … – that what is needed for *this*, is required by divine law.’

The modern development of Anscombe’s ideas has focused on neo-Aristotelian virtue ethics, which think of the virtues in the context of human nature and are congenial to modern naturalism and secularism. The idea of virtue as developed within a framework of divine law has not had similarly extensive contemporary examination. Perhaps some of this neglect has been due to the assumption that within such a framework all that virtue could amount to would be reliable rule-following, perhaps motivated by fear of sanctions. The *Laws* is one of the works that can enable us to see the limitations of this line of thought. For, despite the new kind of emphasis on law, one thing Plato does not do is to thin out his citizens’ disposition to obey the laws, making it mindless, merely habitual or motivated by avoidance of sanctions. He is not satisfied to make it anything less than virtue. For we all want happiness; and only virtue can lead to happiness.

---

75 Anscombe (1997: 31). She adds, ‘Naturally it is not possible to have such a conception unless you believe in God as a lawgiver; like Jews, Stoics and Christians.’ (I think it is reasonable to include the Plato of the *Laws* in this group.) See the articles by Roger Crisp, Sabina Lovibond and Onora O’Neill in O’Hear (2004).
Kant is well known for his admiration both of the starry heavens above and of the moral law within. He is not the first to believe that morality should be understood as internal law. Butler expresses the same view in his claim that human beings are ‘a law to themselves’. Butler quotes this phrase from St Paul, and in doing so he connects his view with the conception of natural law that Patristic and medieval writers derive from St Paul. This conception is not purely Christian. Lactantius endorses the conception of natural law that he quotes from Cicero’s De Re Publica, and so he allies himself with Stoic views.

How is Plato connected with this belief in morality as internal law? The author of the Epinomis (986c) agrees with Kant’s view that the starry heavens above are an appropriate object of admiration. He finds there the embodiment of cosmic order and reason. The Laws has quite a lot to say about law and morality, but does it treat morality as internal natural law? If it does, we may take Plato to be part of a natural law tradition. If it does not, we may regard Plato as an ancestor of this tradition, but not as a part of it.

This statement of our main question is not definite enough to allow a clear answer. We need to clarify claims about an internal natural law. (1) What does it mean to speak of morality as law? If we call it internal law, what do we mean beyond the mere claim that morality consists of internal principles or virtues? (2) What does it mean to speak of natural law? Do we mean that everyone is somehow aware of it, or can become aware of it without instruction, or do we refer to some different sort of connection with nature?

Perhaps an answer these questions should precede a discussion of Plato, but it would be a long task to find an answer. To give a rough idea of what

---

I am looking for, I will confine myself to one explicit statement of belief in natural law. We can try to see how much of this belief is present in Plato.

In the *De Re Publica*, as preserved by Lactantius, Cicero sets out a doctrine of natural law:

> True law is correct reason agreeing with nature, diffused through everyone, constant, everlasting. It calls to duty by commanding, and deters from wrongdoing by forbidding. It neither commands good people in vain nor moves bad people either by commanding or by forbidding ... And God will be the one common master and commander of all – God, who is its discoverer, arbitrator, and proposer (*inventor, disceptator, lator*). Anyone who does not obey it flees from himself and shuns the nature of a human being, and by this very fact pays the greatest penalties, even if he escapes the other things commonly accounted punishments.  

Cicero affirms that the moral content of ‘true law’ comes from its agreement with nature, and specifically with human nature. Law is not confined to the positive law of particular human societies, or even to divine positive law. God has discovered the natural law, but Cicero does not suggest that the natural law exists only because of some divine legislative act. Anyone who has correct reason and pays attention to it can discover the natural law, and is required to follow it. The moral content of natural law is available to everyone, but not everyone listens to it or is moved by it.

Does Plato accept a similar doctrine of natural law? The fullest modern discussion of some of the relevant questions is the book by John Wild, *Plato’s Modern Enemies and the Theory of Natural Law*. The fortunes of this book may have suffered from its polemical aim. The ‘modern enemies’ mentioned in the title are the twentieth-century critics who attack Plato for his sympathy with views that have been described as reactionary, totalitarian and historicist. Popper, Winspear and Crossman are prominent among these critics. Wild defends Plato on all the main points on which his critics attack him, and his defence probably loses some plausibility by its attempt at exhaustiveness. Since he sees no merit in attacks on Plato’s political outlook, Wild’s exaggerated defence of this aspect of Plato may have diverted attention from some of his more reasonable claims about natural law.

I do not believe the *Laws* takes a clear position on the doctrine set out by Cicero. But I believe we will find it instructive to ask ourselves how close Plato comes to acceptance of this doctrine.

---


2 Wild (1953).

Plato summarises his view of law in his etymology of *nomos* (law) as *nou dianomê* (ordering by intelligence) (713e–714a). He finds rational order in the laws of a city, to the extent that they approach the order of true law. Without the rule of law, we would be no better off than wild beasts (874e–875b). Human nature without law cannot achieve the distinctive excellences of human society. Our natural cognitive deficiency prevents us from seeing what is best for a human society, and our natural motivational deficiency prevents us from acting on the appropriate convictions.

The cognitive deficiency consists in general ignorance of facts about political society and its relation to the good of individuals. Most people are ignorant of two connected facts: (1) the political craft should aim at the common good; and (2) one achieves one’s own good only by aiming at the common good.

The first claim opposes two other claims about the aim of political society. (1a) Individuals and groups necessarily aim above all at their self-confined and exclusive interest, which gives no non-instrumental role to the interests of others. Hence a state is governed by individuals or groups who aim at their self-confined interest without reference to anyone else’s interest. (1b) Individuals and groups tend to aim at their self-confined interest. Justice achieves an appropriate balance between the interests of individuals and groups. Hence the political craft should aim at this just balance. If it achieves its aim, I am not as well off as I would be if the state served only my self-confined interest, but I am better off than I would be if it served other people’s interests.

Plato considers and rejects (1a) in favour of (1). He does not explicitly consider (1b). But he rejects it in so far as he accepts (2). If (2) were false, perhaps (1b) would be the best we could do to make the state stable and tolerable for most of its members. But since Plato accepts (2), he does not believe that the city should balance the interests of different people who aim at their own good. If we take a self-confined view of our own good, and we accept a political system only in so far as it seems to aim at our own good, we do not even achieve our own good. If we understand the good of an individual better than most people understand it, we see that self-confined goods are not the only elements of an individual’s good. On the contrary, one important element in an individual’s good is the achievement of the common good of one’s community. If we give priority to the common good over our individual good, we do not sacrifice our individual
good. Moreover, if we refuse to give priority to the common good, we cannot achieve our individual good.\footnote{This point is explained a little further in section 12 below.}

The motivational deficiency that undermines a state results from the presence of tendencies that lead us to pursue pleasure and to avoid pain. If we accepted (1b), we might say that these tendencies lead us to pursue our own interest contrary to the demands of justice. Since Plato rejects (1b), he believes that these tendencies lead us to pursue a mistaken conception of our interest, contrary to the common good of ourselves and others (875bc). Even if we believe that our individual good and the common good coincide, we have impulses that do not automatically conform to this belief, and that may cause us to act against it. Moreover, once we form the habit of acting on these impulses, they undermine true convictions about the common good.

Plato infers that a political system should not allow individuals to rule without restraint by external laws. If they are allowed to exercise absolute and unregulated power (\textit{anhupethunos} and \textit{autokratôr}, 875b3), they act against the common good for the sake of their individual good (as they mistakenly conceive it), because their wayward impulses are not properly restrained. Even if they have been properly trained and educated, they should not rule without institutional restraints, because the motives that divert them from pursuit of the common good are always present and liable to emerge.

3. Law v. Knowledge

There might, however, be exceptions to this general rule that individuals and communities need law. If by divine arrangement someone with the right nature were born, he would not need law to restrain him, but his knowledge (\textit{epistêmê}) would be supreme within him (875c3). But in the actual world we find this sort of nature only to a small degree (\textit{kata brachu}, 875d3). Hence we need law to restrain almost everyone. Law is second-best because those who need no law to restrain them have a better nature than those who need restraint.

Plato also believes law is inferior in a second way. It does not achieve by external means precisely the results that a good nature achieves by internal means. The results it achieves are inferior to those achieved by internal knowledge. Law suffers because of its generality. It can discover what is usually best, but it cannot cover every case (\textit{epi pan}, 875d4–5). Apparently, someone with the right nature could form the right convictions and act
on them if he acquired the appropriate knowledge. He would not need restraint by general principles that would limit his powers; for he would know what to do in this or that particular case.

This is Plato’s view in the *Politicus*. He argues that it would be foolish to restrain the expert by general rules (*Pol. 293a*). Medical expertise depends on what one knows, not on whether one persuades patients, or acts with their consent or in accordance with written rules. All that matters is whether one knows what promotes the health of patients, and whether one uses knowledge for that purpose. It does not matter whether one acts according to written prescriptions (*293b3*). If we maintain that a good ruler must rule in accordance with law, we have not grasped the difference between inexact general rules and the exact conclusions of the expert (*293e*).

Laws are even harmful, because they are inflexible. Since a law is stated in ‘simple’ or ‘unqualified’ terms (*295c7*), it cannot cope with the variety and multiplicity of circumstances and their possibilities of unforeseen change. Hence the Stranger compares law to stupid and stubborn people who insist on getting their way, even when circumstances require them to give way and to change their mind.

Similarly, it would be inappropriate to use law as the basis of principles on which the citizens might agree to accept a ruler. It is foolish to demand that a genuine expert must rule with the consent of the ruled, or must persuade them that they ought to depart from the laws in this case (*296a*). Such a demand is foolish because it suggests that a mass of people could be qualified to assess the proposals of an expert.

If this is Plato’s view, law has no essential function in the best city or in the best individual. We need it only in communities where no one is naturally suited to acquire the appropriate expert knowledge and to act on it without distraction. Cities and individuals need law only when they fall short of the best.

A contrast with Kant may capture Plato’s point. According to Kant, a holy will lacks impulses that tend to conflict with morality, and so it acts on the law without any imperatives.\(^6\) According to Plato, however, a will that lacks rebellious impulses does not act on a law at all, because it needs no external restraints; it would be worse if it tried to follow the provisions of law.

Is this a significant difference from Kant? To see where the difference might be found, we should notice that Kant does not envisage the relevant law as a series of general rules that give us an inexact guide to action, leaving some exceptions where it would be better to act differently. The moral law

---

\(^6\) On the holy will see Kant, *Groundwork* 439.
does not contain rules such as ‘One ought to tell the truth’ or ‘One ought to keep one’s promises’; if such rules have exceptions, it does not follow that the moral law consists of rules that have exceptions. Still, the moral law is general in a non-trivial sense. It does not consist of all the answers that the ideal moral expert would give in every particular situation. And so knowledge of the moral law consists in something different from the knowledge that Plato seems to attribute to the expert. We grasp the moral law, as Kant understands it, in so far as we grasp the principles that make it right to observe or to violate more determinate rules on particular occasions.

If we think of a moral law as a generalisation of this sort, Plato does not show that law is dispensable in someone with the best nature, or that it is inevitably inexact because of its generality. Experts could do without law only if they were simply machines for generating the right answers to particular questions, and had nothing to say about what makes their answers right. If they have something to say on this further question, they are guided by the sort of principle that Kant identifies with a law. But it would be entirely contrary to Plato’s conception of a craft to conceive the expert as a machine who produces the right answers with no account of why they are right.

In that case the passage from the *Laws* that we have discussed does not express Plato’s commitment to any doctrine of natural law. Though the description of law as a rational order may make us think of the natural law tradition, his treatment of law as necessarily inexact and therefore second-best suggests that he does not use ‘law’ to refer to the general principles underlying specific prescriptions. Since the expert does without law, but could not do without general principles, Plato does not treat these general principles as a law.

But do our passages from the *Politicus* and the *Laws* give us the whole story about Plato’s view of law? When we look further at his discussion of external law (in the city) and internal law (in the soul), we may come to doubt whether he really thinks of law as second-best.

### 4. LAW IN THE CITY AND IN THE CITIZEN

What is internal law? Do citizens have internal law in their souls simply in so far as they observe the laws of the city?

Plato’s discussion (719e–722bc) shows that this suggestion is too simple. The citizens of Magnesia do not simply learn to keep the laws. They also learn something about the grounds and purpose of each law. The Athenian wants the actual statement of the law to follow a ‘preface’ that says why the law is needed and what general principles it relies on (see, e.g., 721b–d). He
defends this policy through a comparison with medical practice (720b–e). Doctors who treat free people do not coerce them into undergoing treatment. They add persuasion and encouragement to compulsion.7

What does Plato mean in speaking of persuasion? We might suppose that persuasion is addressed to the non-rational parts of the soul so that citizens who are incapable of rational understanding will none the less support the laws and will conform to them willingly. Perhaps the Laws simply extends the policy of the Republic. The ‘noble lie’ embodied in the myth of the metals is an example of this sort of persuasion.

This may be the sort of persuasion that the Politicus refers to when it denies that ability to persuade is a criterion for being an expert ruler. Wise rulers use persuasion, rather than force, as far as they can; but it would be unreasonable to claim that the expert’s prescriptions are right only if people can be persuaded that they are right. The truth or falsity of principles for separating the classes in the Republic does not depend on Plato’s ability to devise the myth of the metals.

Alternatively, and more plausibly, we might take persuasion to require rational instruction. To explain the point of prefaces to the laws, the Athenian imagines a doctor who is criticised for ‘instructing’ or ‘educating’ (paideuein) the patient, as though he were making him another doctor (857d7–e1). This sort of instruction distinguishes the doctor who addresses free people from one who addresses slaves.

Since the prefaces to the laws offer the sort of instruction that a doctor offers to free people, Plato implies that they convey rational instruction that should lead to rational understanding. It is reasonable to expect experts to offer this sort of persuasion in support of their prescriptions. The claim in the Statesman that persuasion is irrelevant to expertise is false for rational persuasion.

If, then, the prefaces to the laws aim at rational persuasion and conviction, what sort of soul is open to this rational persuasion, and what condition of soul results from it? Answers to these questions will tell us how Plato conceives the law in the soul.

5. Internal Law and the Parts of the Soul

Plato introduces the rational function of internal law in the course of his description of the parts of the soul (644c–645c). Pleasure and pain are two opposed and thoughtless (ap phrone) advisers in each of us (644c7). We

7 On persuasion see Bobonich (2002: 97–105); Morrow (1960: 553–60).
also have a golden cord, reasoning (logismos). In the city this is called law (644d3), and we always ought to follow it (645a6).

This internal law does not simply find ways to satisfy one’s dominant desire on the basis of pleasure or pain. If it is correctly trained it achieves wisdom (phronēsis), and wisdom forms the right impulses in us. That is why we should not pray to get whatever we want; we should want our impulses to be guided by wisdom (687e5–9); for the ‘leader of all virtue’ is ‘wisdom, understanding, and belief, with passion (erōs) and appetite (epithumia) following them’ (688b1–4). Wisdom belongs to the rational part of the soul, and hence to the golden cord (644c9–645b8). We need wisdom to make sure that we use non-moral goods correctly (631c4–5), and wisdom itself is the leader among the goods of the soul (631c5–d1).

In contrast to the wise person, the foolish (amathês) person recognises that something is fine and good, but hates it; or else he recognises that something is base (ponēron) and unjust, but still loves and welcomes it (689a5–7). Foolishness is discord between rational belief, on the one side, and pleasure and pain, on the other (689a7–9). Concord is necessary for wisdom: ‘For how … could even the least sort of wisdom come about without concord? It could not. Rather, the finest and greatest of concords would most rightly be called the greatest wisdom (sophia)’ (689d4–7). Wisdom is supposed to differ from the other virtues in so far as it involves rational judgement (963e5–8).

6. The content of internal law

The citizens of Magnesia, therefore, are not simply law-abiding, and are not simply disposed to follow the external laws of the city. They are also guided by an internal law that belongs to their reason and understanding, and, in so far as they are guided by it, they achieve wisdom. What does this internal law say?

Perhaps it embodies the external law. In that case, the citizens follow internal law to the extent that they learn and understand the principles of the external law. If this is Plato’s view, he is an ancestor, but not a member, of the natural law tradition. If, however, the internal law consists of a set of moral principles that correspond to natural facts and provide some basis for the criticism of positive law, Plato agrees with later supporters of natural law.

He recognises natural law most clearly in his appeal to nature as a basis for the criticism of positive law. According to Plato, Thrasymachus claims that nothing is just by nature, so that we have no reasonable basis for
claims about justice that are independent of claims about particular pos-
tive laws made in the interest of the ruler (714c). 8 Plato answers (715b) that
positive laws are open to moral criticism; a law is not correct (orthos) unless
it aims at the common good of the whole city. Constitutions that do not
aim at the good of the whole are not genuine constitutions (politeiai), 9 and
the unjust laws that they enact are not genuine laws, because they do not
meet the standards for law as a rational order. 10

To see how Plato introduces natural law into this argument, it will be
helpful to examine Thrasymachus’ conception of justice more fully.

7. Justice and Self-Interest

In order to explain why constitutions that do not aim at the common
good are not true constitutions with true laws, Plato points to the basic
error in many arguments about justice. Many people assume that justice
involves some sacrifice of their own interest to the interests of others, and
that therefore they have good reason to accept a system of laws and justice
only in so far as it achieves a satisfactory balance between one’s own inter-
ests and the interests of others.

Plato ascribes to Thrasymachus a consistent and intelligible view of jus-
tice that relies on this widespread assumption. Readers have sometimes
found it difficult to reconcile different claims that Thrasymachus defends
in the Republic Book 1 and that Glaucon and Adeimantus revive in Book
2: (1) justice is the interest of the stronger; (2) justice is the good of another;
(3) and systems of justice arise from a social contract. As Plato presents
Thrasymachus’ position in the Laws Book 4, the first claim gives the essen-
tial character of justice; it is a set of rules designed for the maintenance of
the existing regime.

Since the survival of the state with its present regime does not always
benefit the individual, the first claim about justice supports the second.
The third claim explains why, in the light of the first two claims, sys-
tems of justice none the less come into being and survive. Though they
demand some sacrifice of one’s own interest to the interests of others, they
are none the less advantageous for self-interested individuals. If we agree

8 The same idea is expressed at 890a.
9 ‘Such societies, we are now, presumably, asserting, are not constitutional states (politeiai) at all,
just as enactments, so far as they are not for the common interest of the whole city, are not correct
laws (orthous nomous); men who are for a party, we say, are factionaries, not citizens, and their
[claims about] just things are empty’ (715b).
10 This view that unjust laws are not real laws is explicit in Hippias Major 284c–e.
to a system of justice, we are protected against aggression, even though it is not always in our interest to do everything that the system demands of us.

In Plato’s view, this attitude to justice is deeply rooted in human nature. We need to see the natural basis of this wrong attitude to justice in order to see why the internal natural law takes a different view of justice.

8. Self-love and happiness

Plato discusses the common view that every human being is by nature a friend to himself, and must be so (731e1–3). In answer to this common view, he maintains that ‘the cause of all errors arises on each occasion for each person because of extreme love of oneself’ (731e3–5). But once we recognise these errors, we can avoid them, and so self-love does not inevitably dominate us.

Self-love makes us excessively favourable and charitable to ourselves and to our own point of view; since we prefer what is our own before the truth, we are bad judges of just, good and fine things (731e5–732a1). Love of ourselves makes us slow to correct our ignorance, and prone to claim knowledge that we lack (732a4–b2). A truly great man, therefore, should not love himself or what belongs to him. He should love just things, whether they are his own actions or someone else’s (732a2–4).

We may be surprised that Plato denounces self-love so strongly, given that he seems to appeal without hesitation to this motive. The frequent assertions of eudaemonism in the Laws seem to recognise the importance and rational necessity of self-love. The just person is happy whether he is rich or poor, strong or weak (660d11–e5), and the unjust person is miserable, no matter how healthy, strong and powerful he may be (661d6–e4). Plato affirms this connection between justice and happiness because he wants to give us an overriding reason to be just. He assumes, as he assumes in the Republic, that we have such a reason if and only if justice is best for the promotion of one’s own happiness.

Plato does not, therefore, attack the self-interested outlook that attaches supreme practical importance to one’s own eudaimonia. On the contrary, he takes this outlook for granted. That is why we should not even contemplate the idea of the gods telling us to be just while agreeing that the just life is not the happiest.

In 731e3 dein might be taken to refer to a natural necessity (derived from phuesi in the previous line) or to a rational necessity (i.e., ‘ought to be so’).
This point is even clearer in Plato’s demand for a proof that the just life is not only happier, but also pleasanter, than the unjust life. In his view, we must not allow any separation between happiness and pleasure. If we separate the most just life from the pleasantest, we must decide which of them is happier. Plato assumes it would be intolerable in these circumstances to have to say that the pleasantest life is happier than the most just life (662c5–d7).

When he explains why more pleasure belongs to the virtuous life than to the vicious life, Plato says that anyone who ‘knows’ this way of life (733e6–734a8) will agree. Similarly, he claims that we ought to praise the finest life on the ground that ‘if one is willing to taste it and does not become a fugitive from it when one is young, it is superior in what we all seek, greater enjoyment and less pain over one’s whole life’ (733a1–4).

How, then, is Plato’s denunciation of self-love consistent with his appeal to self-interest? His appeal to self-interest seems to be addressed to people who care about their interest above all, and these people seem to be moved primarily by self-love.

We might suppose that Plato addresses his eudaemonist arguments to people who are dominated by a motive that he believes should not dominate them. Though he may regret the fact that most people are dominated by self-love, he may suppose that he needs to defend justice to people in whom this motive dominates. We might compare Butler’s view that though conscience is rationally superior to self-love, he needs to defend morality to people who take self-love to be supreme.12

It is difficult to apply Butler’s distinction to Plato, however. When he defends justice by appeal to happiness, he does not suggest that he addresses people who are wrong about the place of self-interest, or that the enlightened person does not need such a defence of justice. He speaks as though the eudaemonist defence of justice is rationally indispensable, and not merely useful in arguments with excessively self-interested people.

If the Laws does not take Butler’s approach, either Plato is inconsistent or his denunciation of self-love does not apply to the overriding aim of achieving one’s own happiness. In that case, the self-love that he attacks is not self-love as a whole, but only some sort of ‘excessive’ self-love. But what makes it excessive? For reasons we have already considered, Plato does not think it is excessive to treat one’s happiness as rationally supreme; hence

---
excessive self-love is not taking one’s own happiness to be more important than it really is. Where, then, should the excess be found?

9. EXCESSIVE SELF-LOVE

To see Plato’s point, we may return to our earlier discussion of his claim that many people fail to see that individuals are better off if they pursue the common good above their individual good (875a). A state that is governed by genuine law, as Plato conceives it, aims at the common good rather than the good of any individual or group within the state. Internal law within an individual also aims at the common good of oneself and others. Neither the external nor the internal law opposes one’s own good to the common good; for one promotes one’s own good by advancing the common good, and the common good does not require genuine self-sacrifice.

This conception of the internal law does not settle the question of whether Plato takes the common good or one’s own good to be rationally prior. It is consistent with acceptance of Butler’s view, as we described it before. But if Plato sticks to a eudaemonist outlook in the Laws, he may affirm that if we understand our own interest correctly, we will find that we achieve it by advancing the common good.

Plato’s remark that we should prefer the common good over our own good may be explained by a division between a practical and a reflective level. If we ask how we should decide the considerations that should guide our action, our question arises at the reflective level, and we answer by appeal to our own happiness. If we then ask what considerations should guide our action if we aim at our own happiness, our question arises at the practical level, and we answer that considerations about the common good should guide us. We do not give priority to our happiness in decisions at the practical level about what to do. We give priority to the common good at the practical level because we have already found, at the reflective level, that this policy achieves our happiness.

To put it briefly and too simply, one’s own happiness is supreme at the reflective level, whereas the common good is supreme at the practical level. If this view of Plato’s position is right, Plato differs from Butler at the reflective level, but agrees with him at the practical level.

This account is oversimplified in so far as it does not discuss the character of the two ‘levels’. Some defenders of indirect utilitarianism have spoken of two levels in order to indicate the different considerations that one ought to be thinking about on different occasions, and in particular to suggest that one ought not always to be thinking about how to maximise
utility. It would be difficult to attribute such a view to Plato. He does not suggest that we ought to exclude or suppress thoughts about our happiness when we decide what to do. The prefaces to the laws do not encourage us to form any habit of excluding or suppressing such thoughts. The different levels mark different questions that we can ask. When we have answered the reflective question, we can see why we do not sacrifice our own happiness by refusing to give it priority at the practical level.

Recognition of these two levels allows us to understand Plato’s attack on excessive self-love and his injunction to pursue the common good rather than one’s own good. Self-love is excessive in so far as we take it to be primary at the practical level; it should be subordinate, at this level, to the common good. Our own happiness, however, is supreme at the reflective level, and if we take it as supreme at this level, we are not guided by excessive self-love. If we take our own happiness to be supreme at the reflective level, and we understand the nature and composition of our happiness, we prevent the excessive influence of self-love at the practical level.

10. NATURAL LAW, SELF-LOVE AND THE COMMON GOOD

Further discussion is needed to decide whether this interpretation of Plato’s views about self-love and the common good matches everything that he says, or leaves him with a plausible position. But we may have said enough to draw some possible conclusions about the content of the internal law.

We have a powerful natural tendency to form excessive self-love, but though this tendency is natural, it does not suit our nature. The internal law contains the principle that suits our nature. This law is a rational principle that affirms the reflective supremacy of one’s own happiness and the practical supremacy of the common good. It is a law in so far as it is a prescription of practical reason aiming at the common good. It does not ignore our natural tendency to self-love, but orders it appropriately in relation to the common good.

If Plato holds these views, he believes in a natural law, in so far as he believes in rational moral principles that are correct because they fit the nature of human beings. He agrees with Kant in so far as he recognises an internal moral law that states principles of practical reason. This is a common natural law in so far as its principles are appropriate for the nature of each human being individually, and for all in common.

Some believers in a natural moral law also hold that the relevant moral principles are natural in an epistemological sense, because they are either innate or readily acquired without ordinary learning, and hence are
attributable to nature rather than to society and instruction. Plato does not hold a very explicit doctrine of this sort, but some of his remarks suggest that he takes the principles of natural law to be readily accessible to all sorts of people. We all have the golden cord in the soul that expresses practical reason; to this extent the provisions of the internal law are accessible to us all. Plato also implies that people who do not listen to the internal law are none the less aware of what it says. The foolishness of the foolish person does not consist in his unawareness of rational principles, but in his failure to prefer them over the suggestions coming from his non-rational part.

It is difficult to say, on the basis of the *Laws* alone, what the foolish person misses in the internal law. Two interpretations seem to fit what Plato says. (1) The foolish person is aware of what the law prescribes at the practical level, but he does not see that these provisions can be justified at the reflective level. That is why he thinks he will lose if he accepts the practical principles that make the common good supreme. He fails to grasp the reflective argument for the natural law because he does not free himself from the suggestions of his natural tendency to favour excessive self-love. (2) He recognises that the provisions of the law can be justified at the reflective level, and so he sees that he promotes his own happiness by following the law. But he does not pursue his own happiness; he prefers the satisfaction of his non-rational desires guided by pleasure and pain. His non-rational desires make him act against his conception of his good.

It is not clear, then, how much of the natural law the foolish person recognises. If Plato takes the first view, the foolish person only recognises the practical aspect of the moral law, and has not recognised its reflective aspect. According to the second view, even the reflective aspect of the natural law is available to the foolish person. Whichever of these views Plato accepts, he takes the provisions of rational morality to be natural in so far as they are naturally accessible to all rational agents.

**II. THE FORM OF NATURAL LAW**

It might appear, however, that we have asked too few questions in our effort to decide whether Plato has a conception of natural moral law. Perhaps a genuine conception of natural law should impose further conditions, and in particular perhaps it should make it clear how the natural law is a type of law. We might argue that laws are inherently and unconditionally prescriptive to a degree that precludes our attempt to fit natural law into Plato’s teleological conception of morality. If laws essentially prescribe
in their own right, and not because of some end that they promote, they have to express a deontological outlook. If the provisions of natural law are principles directed towards individual and common good, they are not purely deontological.

If, therefore, we take a belief in natural law to require belief in inherently prescriptive principles, and therefore in purely deontological principles, Plato does not belong to the natural law tradition. While he sometimes advocates humble submission to the demands of the law (tapeinos kai kekosmêmenos, 716a4), he does not demand the sort of unconditional submission that would treat the law as inherently obligatory apart from any end it might achieve.

If, however, we exclude Plato from the natural law tradition on the ground that his conception of the law is not purely deontological, we also exclude a number of philosophers who claim to believe in natural law, and we make the natural law tradition rather short. It is not clear, for instance, that the Stoics, Augustine and Aquinas accept a purely deontological account of the obligation imposed by natural law; but it seems pointlessly restrictive to exclude them from the natural law tradition. The teleological and eudaemonist character of Plato’s conception of the internal moral law should not exclude him from the natural law tradition.

12. EUDAEMONIA AND NOMOS

If we are right to ascribe a belief in internal natural law to Plato, and if we are right to explain it by reference to his views about the individual’s good and the common good, we can ask a question that does not seem to receive a clear answer in the Laws. Plato rejects the conception of external laws as bare commands without any further justification; the prefaces provide the justification. Similarly, the internal law should not simply assert that one achieves one’s own good by making the common good supreme at the practical level. It should provide a reason to believe this assertion. What sort of reason does Plato provide?

A modest claim is fairly easy to accept. It would be difficult to argue that a person is completely well off, that nothing that he could reasonably want is missing in his life, if he takes no interest at all in any other people for their own sake. It is plausible to claim that social relations are part of a person’s good.

13 In Plato and in contemporary Greek, tapeinos usually has an unfavourable connotation.
This is not enough for Plato’s purposes, however. For we can form some social relations with particular individuals without being concerned about the the common good of a whole city. Plato argues that concern for the common good of a city supports a wider range of friendships. He sometimes describes the social relations between citizens as a form of friendship (philia; 730e–731a, and cf. 693b3). A city should aim at freedom, wisdom and friendship within itself. These are really the same goal (731c3; houtos ho skopos ouch heteros all’ ho autos), and this is the goal that the legislator should aim at. The basic aim and assumption (hypothesis) of the laws is that the citizens should be, as far as possible, happiest and friends to one another (eudaimonestatoi and malista allêlois philoi, 743c); that is why we should avoid disputes and quarrels among citizens. The most stable type of friendship is between those who are similar in virtue and equal in status, because these have the strongest sense of common interest (837a).

If a city is designed to promote friendship, it will allow citizens to participate in political activity (697c5). The Perisans went wrong when they went too far towards absolute rule (to despotikon). They took away freedom from the mass of the people (the démos), and thereby they destroyed friendship and common interest (to philon and to koinon en tê(i) polei). The contrast between freedom and slavery implies both that the free person participates in rule and political activity and that his interest is considered. The free person, in contrast to the slave, has the right and opportunity to have his voice heard and to have his interests respected. If a constitution does not allow this sort of freedom, it makes people into slaves because they do not participate and because their interest does not count.

A system that prevents participation neglects the common good, and so leaves no basis for friendship. There can be no friendship between master and slave, or between a good and a bad person (757a). In both cases, the ‘friends’ lack a sufficient sense of common interest. A slave’s interest is not considered at all in its own right, and a good person cannot rely on a bad person’s concern.

Plato’s emphasis on friendship is understandable, since one might take it to be a mark of some kinds of friendship that we care about the good of the other person apart from any further benefit to ourselves. If Plato could show that this sort of relation between citizens is both desirable and possible, and that it is part of each individual citizen’s good, he would have taken some steps towards the justification of his claim that it is good for each citizen to take the common point of view that avoids partiality to oneself.
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Dorothea Frede

Preface: Plato on the Nature of Pleasure

Pleasure in Plato is a highly controversial issue. The controversy is not just over the evaluation of pleasure within Plato’s ethics, that is, whether he regards it as an overall good or bad thing, but what he takes the nature of pleasure to be. There is conflicting evidence on this issue in the different dialogues. This is in itself not particularly disturbing, because there is conflicting evidence on most central concepts in Plato’s philosophy. One of the main reasons for such diaphonia is that Plato never speaks in his own name and lets different speakers express different views at different occasions, including Socrates himself. Another, equally important reason lies in the fact that Plato’s writings, as far as we know, reflect over fifty years of authorship. Whether one favours a unitary, a developmentalist, or a revisionist reading of Plato, there are bound to be differences, at least in approach and perspective. But in the case of pleasure there is more than that. There is clearly some change, if not revision. Since the spectrum of Plato’s views on this issue may be important for the evaluation of the role assigned to pleasure and its counterpart, pain, in the Laws, a brief overview of Plato’s different treatments of pleasure is apposite, an overview that must necessarily remain superficial and at the same time controversial because Plato treats this concept in different ways and from different angles.¹

Where Plato enters into a discussion of the nature of pleasure at all, and does not just presuppose that it is a well-known phenomenon of a somewhat dubious nature, he treats pleasure as a kind of process rather

than as a stable state or as the awareness of such a state. This is manifest from the *Gorgias* on, where Plato first contends that pleasure is the “filling of a lack” and that there is a difference between “filling” as a process and “being filled” as its product. The *Gorgias* uses mostly metaphorical speech to demarcate this distinction (cf. the contrast between the Sisyphean tasks of constantly refilling one’s “jars” of needs with the state of having them well filled, *Grg.* 493a–494a). The *Republic* Book 9 assigns a specific kind of pleasure to each part of the soul and provides a more thorough investigation of the nature of pleasure in the final comparison of the just (philosophical) and unjust (unphilosophical) lives (583b–587a). In that passage Plato uses the language of “filling” and “motion” in the explanation of pleasure and insists that the processes of filling or moving toward a state of fulfillment and that state itself are to be kept distinct. This doctrine is further worked out in the *Philebus*, where Plato defines pain as the destruction and pleasure as the restoration of the natural equilibrium in both body and soul (31d–32d). This conception of pleasure and pain is the basis of his lengthy critique of the different kinds of pleasure that occupies nearly half of that dialogue (31b–55c).

There are, however, some passages in the *Philebus* that have given rise to the claim that Plato, in addition, adopts a “steady-state” account of pleasure. For in the dialogue’s final part he speaks of the pleasures connected with health and the virtues (63c). If he thereby meant the sheer enjoyment of being healthy and exercising one’s virtues then he would indeed endorse not one but two different genera of pleasure in the *Philebus*: (1) pleasure as a process of restoration or generation, and (2) pleasure as an activity, Aristotelico more. But there are good reasons to deny any such dichotomy of pleasure. A closer look shows that Plato is referring to the pursuit of health and virtue rather than to their possession and exercise: “And besides, also add the pleasures of health and of temperance and all those that commit themselves to virtue as to a deity and follow it around everywhere” (*Phlb.* 63e). For the expressions used suggest that he is alluding to the *Phaedrus*’ depiction of each soul’s “heavenly voyage” in the pursuit of its god: “If any

---

1 Not all pleasures are replenishments: intricate mixtures of pleasure and pain are incurable because relief increases the irritation. This applies to both body (e.g., itching and scratching) and soul (e.g., anger or malice). But pace Gosling and Taylor (1982: 136–9), the notion of unsuccessful relief does not undermine the model as such.

3 Interpreters from Gadamer (1931) and Hackforth (1945: 107) to Carone (2000: 257–83) have argued that in the *Philebus* Plato somehow anticipates Aristotle’s conception of pleasure as an energia. Others assume that pleasure is a kind of activity, without addressing the question of how this agrees with the *genesis* theory; cf. Cooper (1999).
soul becomes the follower of a god and catches sight of any true thing” \((\textit{hēris an psychē theôi sunopados genomenê katidêi ti tôn alêthôn}: 248c; \text{cf.} 252c)\). This suggests that Plato regards the pursuit of health and virtue as no more than the pure pleasure of the filling of an “unfelt lack” with true and pure objects (\text{cf. Philb. 51b}).\footnote{On this issue \text{cf.} Frede (2009a). According to Xenophon (\textit{Mem.} IV 8.6–8) the historical Socrates treated pleasure as the ‘perception of the improvement of one’s life’.} Apart from the unqualified verdict that pleasure is always a process of generation or regeneration, in contrast to the undisturbed state of pure thought, which concludes the critique of pleasure (54d–55a), Plato had stated at the outset in no uncertain terms that there are only three conditions: the process of disintegration (pain), the process of restoration (pleasure), and the neutral middle state (\textit{Philb.} 43d–e). To regard such a state as pleasant turns it into a “false pleasure.” This does not leave any room for treating health and harmony as special positive states.\footnote{42c–44b: it is the position traced back to the austere people (\textit{duschereis}) in 44c–d, whose hatred of pleasure makes them identify it with freedom from pain.} For in the \textit{Philebus} the comparison of the divine and the human life clearly speaks against such an assumption: what seems like equilibrium in humans is in fact an imperceptible process of continued emptying and refilling (42d–43c).

Such a “Heraclitean” model is also the basis of the short discussion of pleasure and pain in the \textit{Timaeus} (64a–65b), which defines pain as an intensive and noticeable disturbance of the natural state, and pleasure as its restoration. The \textit{Timaeus’} explanation is at first confined to sensory pleasures and pains, but when it is extended to the emotions in the soul’s mortal parts, the “remedial model” is not invoked. Instead, both pleasure and pain are treated as turbulent processes, unless they are under rational control and do not exceed the natural order. Both are called “powerful affections” (\textit{deina pathêmata}): “pleasure, first of all, evil’s most powerful lure, then pains that make us run away from what is good, boldness also and fear, foolish counsellors both; then also the spirit of anger hard to assuage, and expectation easily lead astray. These they fused with unreasoning sense-perception and all-venturing lust” (\textit{erôs}: 69c–d).\footnote{Perhaps the query in the \textit{Sophist} (248a–249a) concerning the refusal by the “Friends of the Forms” to accept “change” of any kind even to accommodate life, soul, and thought, and their insistence that the Forms remain in “solemn aloofness,” is a sign that Plato was concerned with that question.} But even the best forms of pleasure in the \textit{Timaeus} are treated as processes. Thus, at 81d–e Timaeus calls all natural processes pleasant, including death as the

\footnote{Both excessive pleasures and pains are mentioned in 86b–e among the diseases of the soul, together with the physical conditions that bring them about.}

release of the soul if it comes in a natural way rather than through disease and destruction. And in his final summary he states that because virtue and vice depend on a natural equilibrium and disequilibrium respectively, everyone ought to pursue wisdom and the arts to secure a good balance between body and soul through constant motion and agitation (kinêseis, seismoi: 88c–89a), in imitation of the motion of the universe as a whole. Though the overall treatment of pleasure in the Timaeus appears less systematic than in the Philebus, Plato’s “kinetic” model of the soul in the Timaeus confirms that there is no anticipation of Aristotle’s conception of pleasure as a perfect and unimpeded activity (energeia). Not only does Aristotle treat this conception as an important innovation, he runs a spirited attack on the position that pleasure is a genesis or kinêsis in his ethics. Though he does not cite his opponents by name in that connection, there can hardly be any doubt that Plato and some of his followers in the Academy are the targets of that attack.

1. THE INTRODUCTION OF PLEASURE AND PAIN IN THE LAWS

One of the great advantages of the dialogue form lies in the fact that Plato can always make a fresh start and is not tied to other dialogues’ results. Hence he may well advocate a different conception of pleasure in the Laws, just as he introduces different views on other important issues, such as on the indispensability and feasibility of an absolute rule by philosopher-kings, and the like. Furthermore, there is the difference in perspective and intention to be kept in mind between the Philebus and the Timaeus on the one hand and the Laws on the other. While in the former two dialogues Plato is interested in a philosophical explanation of pleasure and pain, starting with the most basic physiological and psychological conditions, in the Laws he is not focusing on a theoretical elucidation of the nature of pleasure or pain, but treats the ordinary understanding as sufficient for his purpose.

To clarify this issue it is necessary to give a rough overview of the progression of the discussion in the first book, because it explains the

---

8 This definition is first introduced in EN VII 11–14; it is further refined in X 1–5 by the qualification that pleasure is an integral part of such an activity. On this issue cf. Frede (2009b).
9 For major political revisions contained in the Laws in contradistinction to the Republic cf. Bobonich (2002: esp. 194–215). As he points out, one of the major changes consists in the assignment of reason (the “golden cord”) and hence of some kind of autonomy to all citizens.
importance of a thorough training with respect to pleasure and pain in its concern with education. This progression is far from transparent, for the discussion meanders between questions of general principles of legislation and comments on the actual state of affairs in Sparta and Crete. In addition, these two states are sometimes treated as models, sometimes criticized as defective. If their laws are praised on account of their concern for education, they are also found lacking because they prepare their citizens for a life of permanent warfare instead of a life in peace. Because peace and friendship in state and soul turn out to be superior to constant war of all against all, systematic training in withstanding fear is insufficient but must be supplemented by a proper training in dealing with pleasure. This supplement is not just to set the balance right: the Athenian also claims that the right comportment toward pleasure is more important than the ability to withstand pain.

If this focus on Cretan and Spartan conditions may seem to put undue emphasis on the training of pleasure and pain, this concern is soon integrated into the broader framework of the lawgiver’s overall task, which consists in securing the right order of the goods of life to guarantee the citizens’ happiness. This order is then explicated by a hierarchical ordering of the goods (631b–632c):

1 There is a separation of (i) “divine” and (ii) “human” goods. The latter’s goodness depends on the former and both are ultimately based on reason (nous). (i) The divine goods consist of the four cardinal virtues: (a) wisdom (phronēsis), (b) self-control (sôphrosunê), (c) justice (dikaiosunê) (which supposedly is a mixture of the former two with courage), and (d) courage (andreia) (631b6–d6). (ii) The human goods consist of (a) health, (b) beauty, (c) strength, and (d) wealth.

---

11 In this chapter a “charitable” reading will be given that largely ignores the inconsistencies pointed out by critics, from the 25-year-old Édouard Zeller (1859) on. Also, the chapter will not discuss the role of pleasure and pain in the later books of the Laws. For a reconciliation of internal differences cf. Bravo (2003). For discussions of philological and other problems of detail concerning the text cf. Schöpsdau’s commentary (1994: ad loc.).

12 There are dramatic reasons for the combination of two levels: Plato makes converts of two representatives of states whose legal systems are concerned with their citizens’ education and lifestyle, but focus exclusively on war and warlike values.

13 On the dependence of the human goods on the divine ones cf. Irwin (1995: 342–53) and Carone (2002). The necessity of the human goods should need no defense, for it would be very strange if Plato designed such extensive legislation concerning those goods if they were unnecessary for the citizens’ happiness.

14 Though justice clearly represents virtue entire, nothing is said about the interdependence among the virtues.
2 The human goods are to be secured by the provisions that order the citizens’ lives: the organization of marriage, childbearing and childrearing, their further development and behavior toward each other from youth to old age.

3 The function of maintaining the right order of the whole state is to be entrusted to “guardians of the laws,” who excel in *phronēsis* or at least true belief. Their expertise is to secure the rational order that gives precedence to moderation and justice, that is, to the divine goods, over the human goods, most of all over wealth and ambition.

This division contains, in a nutshell, the *Laws*’ entire legislative program. (1) The organization of education serves the task of securing the divine goods. Because the quality of the citizens’ emotions plays a major role in that respect, their conforming to the right standards is of the greatest importance (631e3–632b1). (2) The human goods are the subject of all those laws that regulate the give and take in the life of the citizens, the distribution and security of property, commerce, and other kinds of transactions. In their case justice is to be backed up by honours and punishment (632b1–c4). (3) Nothing further is said at this point concerning the legal regulations pertaining to the “guardians of the laws”; this question will be taken up later.

The prominent place given to the training of the emotions in the provision of the divine goods confirms that Plato regards them as a major concern in the education of the citizens. Therefore, a careful analysis of the different emotions and their connections with the virtues would be expected. But no such analysis is given, and it is even hard to recognize a systematic order in the introduction of the emotions. Thus, there is at first no indication, as there is in the *Philebus* and elsewhere,¹⁵ that pleasure and pain function as generic names for all positive and negative emotions or that desire is a painful concern for specific intentional objects (*Phlb*. 34d–35d). Instead, the crucial passages in the *Laws* (631e–632a) largely leave it to the reader’s intelligence to work out the nature and order of the citizens’ emotional states: “their pleasures, pains, desires, and serious loves” (*erôtôn tas spoudas*). It also remains unclear whether there is to be a real distinction between the emotions that concern the divine goods and those that relate to human goods. Although such a distinction may be witnessed by the fact that some affections are called “reactions to misfortune (*dystychia*) and good fortune (*eutychia*),” the actual examples seem to refer to all kinds of

emotions: “anger (orgê) and fear (phobos) and whatever other disturbances (tarachai) of the soul it gives rise to … and the relief (apophugai) from such things.” Because anger is usually treated as the reaction to an intentional insult by another person, it would be strange if it were confined here to “misfortune.”

Given that it is of prime concern “to teach and determine what is good in those situations with respect to each disposition and what is not,” such carelessness in the treatment of the affections must seem quite odd. The oddity disappears if we realize that a systematic treatment would have required a careful philosophical investigation with partners trained in such analyses. These are qualities that the Athenian cannot and obviously does not expect from his partners. He therefore treats the ordinary understanding of the emotions as a sufficient basis for what is to follow.

Instead of commenting on the details of the hierarchy of goods in the city, the Athenian proposes a fresh start (632d). It is necessary to work out the practices that promote courage and to follow this model in the determination of the other virtues in order to define virtue as a whole. But again, this proposal is not carried out as promised. Because all the institutions typical of Spartan and Cretan life (common meals, sports, hunting, etc.) concern only the endurance of pain (karterèsis algèdonôn: 633b–c) the Athenian suggests that training in courage must also include immunity against longing, pleasure, and the powerful allurement of flattery (633d). And this in turn leads to the question of the right control of pleasure, because a ban on all pleasures endangers young people unused to pleasure’s allurements (633a–d). At this point the Athenian introduces moderation as the second virtue to counterbalance the warlike virtue of courage (635e). He makes no clear-cut division by decreeing that as courage is to pain, so is moderation to pleasure. Instead, he insinuates that moderation’s task is to keep the sexual appetites within the borders of what is natural. But there must be more to the avoidance of a proper division of labor between courage and moderation than just oversight and distraction by a side-issue, important as that issue may be in Plato’s eyes. Instead, the Athenian has internal reasons to avoid an assignment of pain to courage and of pleasure to moderation. The Spartan and Cretan would

---

16 The Athenian admits that while expert lawgivers must possess the requisite knowledge or sufficient familiarity, both he himself and his partners are lacking the necessary insights (633d).

17 This does not preclude, however, that Plato presupposes that students of his Laws are familiar with the Philebus’ basic assumptions and elaborate elucidations of the affections.

18 The reasons for Plato’s much-debated ban on homosexual love are not to be pursued here (636a–e).
offhandedly reject wine-drinking as a test of virtue as such, on the ground that it has nothing to do with courage. Even as it is, the Athenian has an uphill fight to justify that test, because his partners at first reject drinking parties as quite incompatible with the military prowess that is the mark of a good state. It costs the Athenian quite a bit of persuasion to show that total abstemiousness from pleasure is not the right policy, and that military success does not present a safe criterion on which to judge a system’s worth (336e–368e). Instead, he recommends as a test of the citizen’s moral fibre a “controlled practice of pleasure” in symposia under the leadership of a sober and moderate maitre de plaisir (639a–641a).  

The question of the overall benefit of this institution leads to the discussion of the topic that is clearly Plato’s main concern, anyway: the citizens’ education (paideia: 641b–642a). What kind of education he has in mind and how it involves training in the emotions is at first specified by an analogy with the best way of acquiring professional skills. For, as the Athenian contends, all proficiencies are best acquired by a combination of play and work from early childhood on (643a–d). The analogy to the professional skills is then dropped: what is really at stake in education is the playful acquisition of the right moral dispositions. If pleasure thereby becomes a major element in education, it does so because the pleasures and desires have to be directed toward the right end in children: “we mean rather the education from childhood in virtue, that makes one desire and love to become a perfect citizen who knows how to rule and be ruled with justice” (643e).  

Given the importance attributed to the éducation sentimentale, it is necessary to take stock of what has been said so far concerning pleasure, pain, and their relationship to the virtues. All of these concepts have been introduced in an informal way, without any attempt at definitions or at a systematic ordering. When pleasure and pain are treated as natural phenomena, “two springs flowing by nature” (pêgai metheintai phusei rhein: 636d–e), they are called so on condition that they come from the right source, in the right amount and at the right time. But their internal connection with virtue and the individual virtues has been as little explained as the conception of virtue itself, beyond the general claim that

19 What may have inspired Plato to regard drinking as a harmless litmus test of a person’s character is a question that cannot be pursued here. Plato’s Symposium is a gathering of sober symposiasts, and Alcibiades’ drunken self-revelations notoriously do not mark the beginning of his improvement.

20 That learning should not be done under compulsion but in play is an important part of Plato’s theory of education in the Laws. On this issue cf. Jouët-Pastré (2006).
virtues are acquired by practice and concerned with pleasure and pain. Most of all, there is no indication that Plato is here relying on the Phileban conception of pain as a disturbance of a healthy equilibrium and pleasure as its restoration. When Plato calls certain emotions disturbances (tarachai: 632a3) he seems to refer to both pleasant and unpleasant emotions alike. It therefore remains to be seen what kind of psychology is at work here by a careful study of the famous comparison of the soul with a puppet that supposedly explains the different forces that are operative in human beings.

2. The Puppet

The illustration of the “mechanism” at work in a well- or ill-conditioned human soul by a comparison (di’ eikonos: 644c1) with a “puppet” is prefaced by the introduction of three basic forces in the soul. These forces are (1) pleasures and (2) pains, both of which are tied to expectations concerning the future. If the expectation (elpis) is of something painful, the emotion is fear; if it is of something pleasant, it is confidence. In addition, (3) there is the faculty of calculation (logismos) of what is better or worse about these expectations. Once the verdict of this calculating faculty has become the accepted view of the city (dogma tês poleôs) it is called “law” (644c–645b).

The simplicity of the model is mirrored in the comparison of the soul to a thauma made by the gods for whatever purposes they saw fit. Although thauma is commonly translated as “puppet,” this translation is misleading if it suggests that humans are mere marionettes whose strings are pulled by the gods. For, as the further descriptions show, the “puppet’s” behavior is not determined by the higher powers; it depends, rather, on the workings of its own strings. Hence, Plato seems to have in mind wind-up toys that move by themselves, rather than marionettes.21 Thus the gods’ influence is limited to the construction of those automata, while the person’s behavior is determined by the working of its soul’s three inner factors (pathê).22 They consist of the pleasure and pain of good and bad expectations that act as “unreasoning advisers,” and of the rational calculation concerning those expectations. These three forces supposedly are opposed to each other.


22 As Bobonich emphasizes (2002: 540 n. 77) pathos is often used in a quite general sense of “state” rather than “affection” by Plato.
Compared with other, better-known, and more complex models of the soul in Plato, this image looks surprisingly simplistic. For there appear to be no further motivational forces besides pleasurable and painful expectations and no higher rational faculty, beyond the “calculation” of pleasure and pain (logismos). But the very simplicity of this model gives rise to several questions. Of those just a few can be addressed here. (1) Why are only expectations at work here? (2) What is opposed to what in this inner mechanism? (3) Why is the force of the rational faculty weaker than the “pull” of pleasure and pain? (4) What connection is there between the calculations of the “golden cord” and the laws of the city?

(1) The limitation to expectation must be due to the fact that only the future provides incentives to act in one way or another, while affections concerning the present and the past do not. For this very reason expectations are called the domain of virtue and vice. (2) Pleasant expectations are, of course, not necessarily the very opposite of painful ones; we may well be pained by not getting what we want. If there is opposition then it concerns the fact that pleasures often pull us to what is bad, while pains make us flee what is good. The crucial opposition, however, consists in the calculative faculty’s verdict on the expectations’ worth, because it determines whether the corresponding actions are to be pursued or avoided. (3) Prima facie it seems odd that the force of rational calculation should be “soft because golden” (malakên hate chrusên), as if it had less power than the two other strings, which are “hard and iron” (skléras kai sidéras). But the “hardness” of the latter signifies only their inflexibility. Pleasure and pain are “unreasoning advisers” because they are not in control of themselves: they invariably remain what they are. Reasoning, by contrast, is “soft” because it does not compel the agents in a simple tug of war, but compares the good and bad and thereby gives shape and direction to the emotions without exerting any force (645a). (4) That the laws are at the same time the “decrees of this calculative faculty writ large” is due to the fact that they are in charge of organizing the citizens’ entire life, in accordance with the proper hierarchy of goods (cf. 631b–632c). This connection does not mean that the will of all should become law. Instead, it is

23 This is the explanation used in the Timaeus, where pleasant and painful emotions are also called “unreasoned counselors” (aphrone symboulos: 69d).

24 Though Plato at first suggests that there are only two irrational cords – attraction and aversion – these may consist of various sorts, pulling at the same time (cf. 645a3–4: pantodapais eidesin homoias). On this issue cf. Laks (1987).

25 The kinship between law (nomos) and reason (nous) is confirmed in 4.714a2, where the Athenian calls law “the distribution of reason” (tên tou nou dianomên epomomazontes nomon).
emphasized that the laws should come from a god or from someone with superior understanding of what it means to live a well-ordered life, both within the state and in its relation to other states. Not all calculations are right calculations and not every citizen is able to act as lawgiver.

Before looking at the conclusions that Plato draws from this psychological design for his scheme of education we should note certain omissions in the model of the puppet. Apart from their triadic structure the “cords” have little in common with the Republic’s tripartite soul or with the Phaedrus’ winged steeds and its charioteer. The puppet’s three forces are treated neither as “parts of the soul” nor as separable. Reason does not exert the strong disciplining force of the ruler/charioteer and there is no functional distinction between the two unreasoning strings of pleasure and pain, as there is between the two lower parts/horses, with the better part acting as an ally of reason against the powerful pull of the appetites.26 There is also no hint of a higher metaphysical task of the calculative faculty in the Laws. Finally, there is no correspondence to the psychological explanation of pleasure and pain in the Philebus.27 In the Laws pleasure and pain are neither conceived as the destruction and restoration of a healthy equilibrium in soul and body, nor form incurable mixtures. Nor is there a distinction worked out between better and worse, true and false types of pleasure, just as there is no differentiation made among the abilities of reason.

These omissions suggest that the “puppet” analogy serves only a limited purpose and may not fully disclose Plato’s psychology in the Laws. This assumption seems indeed borne out by what follows. For the only further use made of the “puppet” is to illustrate the effect of wine-drinking (645b–c). Drinking intensifies the iron cords of pleasure and pain, anger and love, while it dulls all cognitive abilities and reduces the puppet to a childlike state with total loss of control over its emotions.28 That an individual should undergo spiritual self-debasement is justified by one of Plato’s many medical analogies: temporary weakening by a cathartic therapy leads to an overall better condition. Similarly, the slackening of rational control has the cathartic effect of instilling into the soul a special kind of fear: the fear of public disgrace. Shame (aischunê) strengthens the resistance to pains and to vicious pleasures of all kinds like insolence and undue confidence.

26 The same applies to the tripartite soul in the Republic.
27 Though “expectation” is an important factor in the explanation of the nature of pleasure and pain in the Philebus, its purpose is to explain their truth and falsity, not the quality of actions (32b–e, 33c–36b).
In addition, the use of wine as a means of moral education is justified by the relative harmlessness of such a test, compared to the experiment of giving free rein to one's predilections in real life (649e–650b).  

The subsequent enumeration of these inclinations *prima facie* makes one wonder that pleasure should be the only target here, for that list contains all sorts of emotions: anger, love, insolence, ignorance, greed, cowardice, plus the attitudes concerning wealth, beauty, and strength. Yet for all of them the Athenian claims that “they make us drunk with pleasure and turn us into fools” (649d). There are three explanations for this motley crowd of alleged “pleasures.” (1) Plato may just have overlooked the fact that not all of these emotions are pleasurable, as in the case of anger, ignorance, or cowardice. (2) He may presuppose that giving free rein to all inclinations, both positive and negative, is a kind of “second-order pleasure.” (3) He may presuppose a theory of pleasures mixed with pain like the one discussed in the *Philebus* (47d–50e). There is indeed some overlap between the emotions enumerated here and those listed in the *Philebus* (47e): “Anger, fear, longing, lamentations, love, jealousy, malice and other things of that sort.” The mixed character, so Socrates explains in the case of anger in the *Philebus*, is due to the fact that the pain at an insult contains the pleasant anticipation of revenge (47e). Given that Plato in the *Laws* is not concerned with a critique of pleasure, but with the vindication of his test by means of intoxication, it is difficult to decide between the three options. At any rate, the phobia of shame, which the Athenian wants to inculcate as a means to keep inordinate emotions in check by publicly exposing them, acts as a kind of restoration of the person’s moral equilibrium. It is a restoration not mentioned in, but also not incompatible with, the conception of mixed emotions in the *Philebus*.  

But why, if emotions also act as deterrents or correctives, should they be treated as irrational? Surely the person who is prevented from acting in a certain way by fear of public disgrace does so for a reason and not on the basis of an irrational force. This must be Plato’s reason for treating the calculating faculty as the third “string.” The puppet does not contain three strings that pull in different directions in a contest that is won by the strongest; it contains two strings that are in principle non-rational, and which are given shape by the rational faculty that judges their worth. Pleasure and pain are, therefore, the generic name for all positive and negative affections; as such they do embrace quite different motivating

---

29 If there were a corresponding controllable test in coping with pain and fear, it would be preferable as an educational means to the exposure to real danger (647e–648c).
forces, but there is only one rational faculty that gives them the right direction.  

If this is right, there is only a superficial resemblance between the iron strings and the Hydra-like snake-heads in the Republic’s depiction of the soul as a multicolored beast in the Republic Book 9 (588b–589b). The crucial difference lies in the fact that the appetitive forces in the Laws form no separate part of the soul and are neither eradicated nor appeased by reason. Instead, they are conditioned by the practices and tested by the means ordained by the laws. It should also be noted that Plato’s educational design in the Laws leaves much more room to the practice than to the containment of the appetites. If this sounds Aristotelian rather than Platonic, there are also important differences. Plato’s education does not aim for the “right mean” between defect and excess with respect to the same affection. Instead, there are right and wrong kinds of pleasure and pain. The right kind of fear is the fear of disgrace; the wrong kind of fear is that of injury or death, and other expectations of this sort (646e).

The upshot of the comparison of the human soul with a puppet, pulled by internal strings, is then as follows. Plato is not depicting humans as mere playthings, controlled by the gods. He also does not treat them as self-propelled machines, acting in accordance with the pre-established conditions of their inner mechanisms. Instead, there is quite a bit of flexibility when it comes to the interaction between the inner strings, despite the “wiry” quality of the strings of pleasure and pain. But the image of the puppet also suggests that there is at best a delicate equilibrium between the different forces that are at work within each individual. Otherwise there would be neither a conflict between emotions of all sorts, nor the need for public testing and exposing of the citizens’ inner mettle. That the soul’s inner equilibrium is at risk is indeed suggested by the last words of the Laws’ first book: it is the statesman’s task to care (therapeuein) for the soul. Whether this kind of “care” ever leads to a permanent harmonious state remains to be seen.

3. PLEASURE, PAIN, AND THE CONDITIONS OF A WELL-INTEGRATED SOUL

The Laws’ second book starts with a promise to show that the pedagogical use of drinking parties is not confined to the testing of an individual’s character. Instead, they are to provide a much more substantial

---

10 This is indicated by the somewhat enigmatic expression that the struggle lies “in the region where virtue and vice lie separate from one another” (644e3–4).
benefit as safeguards (sôteria: 653a3) of the education, if they are conducted in the right way. But in the subsequent depiction of that benefit, wine-drinking actually plays a minor role. Instead, moral education as such becomes the topic, with pleasure, pain, and reason as its main components. This leads to a further elaboration of the moral psychology outlined by the image of the soul as a “puppet.” First of all, we learn why pleasure and pain are such powerful “wires”: they are not only the earliest sensations in children, they also lead to the acquisition of virtue and vice, while reason (phronësis) and true, secure beliefs come fairly late in life, if they come at all. For this very reason education (paideia) must start by forming the experience of pleasure and friendship, pain and hatred in early childhood, so that the right attitude toward the objects of human inclinations and aversions is achieved: “to hate the things they ought to hate (ba chrê) and to love the things they ought to love from the beginning to the end” (653b–c). Thus, the properly constructed puppet is no longer pulled by its iron strings in the wrong direction; the strings themselves are pulling in the right direction. Understanding, once it comes, completes the education; for the agreement between the acquired habits and reason is a concord (symphonia) that is true (mature) virtue.

If this depiction suggests that the concord in the virtuously conditioned soul represents a permanent state, this impression is soon dispelled. “Now, this education which consists in correctly trained pleasures and pains tends to slacken in human beings, and in the course of a lifetime becomes corrupted to a great extent. So the gods, taking pity on this suffering that is natural to the human race, have ordained the periods of holidays as times of rest from labor (anapausas tôn ponôn)” (653c–d). The final words might suggest that the religious festivities are concerned with rest and recreation. But as the context shows, their real purpose is to restore the moral fiber of human beings: “They have given as fellow celebrants the Muses, with their leader Apollo, and Dionysus – in order that these divinities might set humans right again. Thus men are sustained by their holidays in the

31 That humans are playthings (paignion) constructed (memêchamenon) by the gods is mentioned once again in 7.803c, but otherwise the analogy is no longer used.
32 The program for the citizens’ education is discussed extensively in Book 7, where the Muses once again play a major role in education, but the emotions no longer stand in the limelight. Instead, attention is also paid to physical exercises (813a–815b) and to the requisite intellectual instructions (817e–822d).
33 This conception to some extent anticipates Aristotle’s notion of the character virtues because they, too, are habitual dispositions concerned with pleasure and pain; cf. EN II 3, 1104b8–13 and passim.
company of gods.”\(^{34}\) It is easy to overlook the fact that the feasts serve as a means of moral correction of the soul, rather than as a means of relaxation, if “set right again” (epanorthontai) is taken in a weak sense.\(^{35}\) But this makes unintelligible why Plato should dedicate an entire book to the organization of the citizens’ “musical” occupations. Instead of venting a strange over-concern for the citizens’ entertainment by song and dance, he focuses on the provision of constant moral (re-)edification.\(^{36}\) Singing well and dancing well are supposed to be both the result and the sign of a successful education, because their objects are the appropriate songs and dances that manifest the kind of harmonious order that is associated with Apollo and the Muses. The Athenian therefore emphasizes that “performing well” implies not so much technical proficiency as the right emotional attitude expressed in rhythm and harmony (654e–d).

To the modern mind a close connection between festivities, even religious festivities, the organization of the population in different “choruses,” and moral education may seem rather quaint. But given that instead of Sundays the Greeks had a host of religious holidays with official ceremonies and public gatherings, the idea of using these occasions for educational purposes is not far-fetched at all, because to some degree this was the function of those holy days, anyway. The special twist Plato gives to these ceremonies lies in the organization of the citizens’ activities in choruses, divided by age-groups (664b–665d).\(^{37}\) First, there is the chorus of children up to age eighteen under the guidance of the Muses; second, there is the chorus of citizens under thirty, which is guided by Apollo; third, there is the chorus of the age-group between thirty and sixty, under the leadership of Dionysus. Because old people over sixty are no longer up to singing or dancing, they confine themselves to story-telling. In order to understand how the formation of a chorus could function as a means of moral edification we have to keep in mind that in an ancient Greek chorus dancing

\(^{34}\) It is impossible to imitate the phonetic similarity between syneortastês = “fellow-celebrants” and epanorthoun = “set right again.” That the festivities are a divine gift for human restoration is confirmed again in 665a.

\(^{35}\) Saunders’ rendering “men were to be made whole again” leaves open the kind of wholeness intended, as does Schöpdua’s “wieder erneuern”; A. E. Taylor’s “keep the right spirited sustenance” is even vaguer, as is Jowett’s “improve their education by taking part in the festivals of the gods.”

\(^{36}\) That a healthy equilibrium presupposes constant exercise and replenishment is emphasized especially in Diotima’s great speech in the Symposium (207d–208b). Plato still maintains this position in the Timaeus and hints at it in the Philebus by contrasting the imperturbable state of the gods with the “neutral” state in humans, which consists of constant imperceptible processes (Phlb. 41).

was as important as singing. Thus the influence on the soul’s condition depends not only on the content of the songs and on the character of the musical modes, but also on the rhythm of dancing. Different age-groups need different kinds of “tuning,” and that is why the Muses, Apollo, and Dionysus are invoked to establish and to maintain order and concord in the different types of soul. Singing and dancing in the right spirit work like “charms” (epôdai) on the performers’ frame of mind.  

How do symposia and the testing with wine fit into this picture of musical enculturation? Contrary to what one would expect, Plato turns to the topic only relatively late in the second book and keeps organized drinking within narrow limits (665e–666c). Wine is to be used chiefly as a drug for older people whose taste for singing and dancing is on the wane. This fact is reflected in the legislation concerning the consumption of wine for all age-groups: the chorus of children should touch no wine at all; the bodies and souls of the young need no extra “fire.” The chorus of citizens under thirty is to take wine only in moderation, while the chorus of the thirty-to-sixty-year-olds is admitted to the “rites of Dionysus” as an antidote against the stiffness of increasing age and as a stimulus for rejuvenation. The “testing” at symposia reappears only at the end of Book 2 (671b–672b), as a means of the necessary surveillance of the citizens’ character under the guidance of sober leaders. “Controlled drinking” of this kind is the only type that the Athenian treats as legitimate.

Apart from the fact that this musical “lifelong learning” includes the entire population of Plato’s second-best city, both female and male, and from youth to old age, the regimentation of cultural life does not look very attractive to modern readers, most of all because of the rigidly conservative spirit of the musical program. For in this respect the Laws share the Republic’s restrictiveness. Imitation is, once again, to be kept within narrow limits, because the enjoyment of impersonation of bad models may lead to moral deterioration (655d–656b). In addition, innovations of any kind in form and style are strictly prohibited. In justification of such austerity the Athenian refers to the legal regulations in Egypt, where innovations of any kind in music and the arts had allegedly been prohibited for more than ten thousand years (656d–657b). Modern sensitivity concerning censorship

---

39 Thus both the production and the use of wine are only a minor concern in a properly governed state (674a–c).
40 The injunction against change is confirmed in even stronger terms in the discussion of education in Book 7 (797d–798d), where Egypt serves as the model once again. For the exaggerated notions on the age of Egyptian culture among the Greeks, cf. Solon’s “Egyptian tale” in the Timaeus 20d–25d and Diogenes Laertius I 2.
of the arts notwithstanding, it should be kept in mind that Plato’s artistic conservatism is based on a moral conservatism: if there is a best moral state of the human soul then this best state ought to be preserved. And the joint festive activities of the citizens in Plato’s eyes have a crucial role to play in that preservation, because musical training from childhood onward forms and maintains the citizens’ moral taste. The play of children is therefore no less subject to censorship than are the cultural activities of youths, of the citizens in their prime, and of those in mature age. They all need the right kind of “maintenance,” and given that such maintenance is provided by the common religious festivities that fit each age-group, these cultural activities are indispensable.

In judging the appropriateness of “musical” activities, pleasure, once again, is to serve as an important criterion, provided that it is based on the high standards set by the virtues, rather than those of the pleasures of the mob. For Plato never loses sight of his pedagogical mission: the aim of musical production is to procure concord in the soul between reason and the affections (658e–660a). If allowances are made for the taste of children and youths, it is because they are not yet up to the highest standards. But no allowances are made with respect to the standards of goodness when it comes to the moral taste and convictions of the population at large.41 The imposition and maintenance of high moral standards are, therefore, the function of the chorus of grown-ups, the topic that occupies the rest of Book 2 (664b–674c).

The importance attributed by Plato to pleasure and pain in moral education has not gone unnoticed in the secondary literature. Nor has it been overlooked that the separation of the emotional dispositions and the state of reason has a decidedly Aristotelian ring, as has the idea that the overall aim of moral education should be “to enjoy what one ought to enjoy, to hate what one ought to hate” (653c). Hence commentators from early on have remarked that this conception in a way anticipates certain fundamental features of Aristotle’s ethics. It may appear natural, therefore, to treat these similarities as evidence that Plato’s use of pleasure in the Laws also anticipates the Aristotelian notion of pleasure as an activity (energeia), rather than the filling of a lack or the restoration of equilibrium. Though Plato employs no such terminology, the Athenian’s postulate of a lifelong enjoyment of the right kind of musical practice in the Laws Book 2 seems

41 The Athenian encounters quite some resistance when he urges that the so-called goods are not good for a bad man and that his life will be miserable. It is one of the rare occasions where a philosophical argument is needed to support the inseparability of virtue, pleasure, and happiness (660e–664c). On the “dependency thesis” in the Laws, cf. Bobonich (2002: 179–85).
to suggest a close affinity.\textsuperscript{42} But such an interpretation overlooks the crucial difference between the kind of “practice” that is at work in Plato and in Aristotle. It is no accident that Plato does not have in mind the practice of moral actions in real life that Aristotle recommends for the acquisition and maintenance of character virtues, but only the practice of musical training. What must seem strange from an Aristotelian standpoint — that is, that not the practice in life but the practice “on stage” is to be morally effective — is explained by the fact that Plato is concerned with “continued educational correction” rather than with any superiority of art over life.\textsuperscript{43} Artistic practice serves, rather, as a corrective of the corruptions of life’s practices. That is why the Athenian in the end is intent to modify the impression that pleasure is the decisive criterion of the quality of the festive pastimes. For he supplants pleasure by correctness (orthotês: 667b–c) with respect to moral goodness and badness, a correctness that is then spelled out in terms of the truth that manifests itself in measure and proportion (667c–668b).\textsuperscript{44} Cultural pleasures are, therefore, not to be sought as ends in themselves. The choruses are not chanting “Freude, schöner Götterfunken” because it is an enjoyable activity; their singing, rather, serves the purpose of correcting their moral standards.\textsuperscript{45}

The specifications of the standards of musical imitations of the truth are rather complicated and not altogether clear (668d–670b). But in essence the Athenian is claiming that “musical practice” should have endowed the mature citizens with sufficient judgment to act as guides of the younger citizens’ education (670c–671a). Given that concord functions as the ultimate aim, the question arises of whether the pleasure of the musical training is, then, to be explained in terms of the “remedial account” of the \textit{Philebus}. It should be pointed out right away that “remedial” is a somewhat misleading characterization of the overall function of pleasure in that dialogue, despite its emphasis on the filling of a lack and the regeneration of a healthy equilibrium in soul and body. For this characterization does

\textsuperscript{42} Cf. also the preference for the right performance with pleasure over the merely correct performance in 654c.

\textsuperscript{43} The practices in life are to be taken care of by the laws as well (cf. the overview in 1.631b–632c), but they concern the “human” rather than “divine” goods. As the program for the upbringing, education, and activities of the citizens in Book 7 is going to show, in Plato’s second utopia the activities consist, in the main, of sports and “the Muses” (806d–807d).

\textsuperscript{44} The need for correctness is emphasized throughout Book 2 (cf. 654c, 655d, 657a–b and \textit{passim}), as is the fact that pleasure (and pain) is no secure standard because it varies with the quality of the “enjoyer” (655c–d, 657c–659a and \textit{passim}).

\textsuperscript{45} For this very reason the choruses contain not only male citizens, but also women and slaves: 665c. In this respect the musical education in the \textit{Laws} could not be further from the one in the \textit{Republic}, which is geared only to two upper classes.
not do justice to the fact that pleasures serve not merely as compensations for some defect or depletion, but also as incentives to self-improvement beyond the ordinary state of human beings, as indicated by the pleasures of the pursuit of health and virtue. To be sure, from a god’s-eye view the striving for self-improvement and self-completion would still be “filling a lack.” But this lack concerns the permanence and perfection in the human condition rather than a state of decadence and deprivation.

As has been pointed out, Plato’s conviction of the fragility and imperfection of human nature remains an important factor in the *Laws*’ educational program. If the puppets are to aim for the right objects, they need continuous training in that respect, and the pleasure they experience in the correct musical pastime is a sign that they are on the right path. Where Plato did not so much change his mind as shift his focus is with respect to pain. The entertainment of certain negative feelings, like hatred of what is wrong or fear of public shame, is now treated as on a par with taking pleasure in what is right. But neither of those two sentiments would be either necessary or appropriate if humans were perfect beings; in short, if they were gods. Aristotle is right, then, in his claim in *Metaphysics A 6* that Plato adopted the Heraclitean doctrine of a constant flux in sensible things early in his life and held on to it in later years. Stability, including moral stability, is to be attained only by a constant striving for self-improvement and self-restoration; and this conviction is to be found still at work in the *Laws.*

---

46 There are passages in the *Laws* that insinuate that pleasure and perfection do go together, such as in the Athenian’s argument that the most just life is also the most pleasant life (2.661d–663d). But this passage ignores the ordinary human condition and pretends that there is perfect justice and goodness among humankind.
CHAPTER 7

Psychology and the inculcation of virtue in Plato’s Laws

Rachana Kamtekar

I. A PUZZLE ABOUT PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Although Aristotle says that Plato’s educational recommendations in the Laws are pretty much the same as in the Republic (Politics II.6.1265a6–8), one striking difference in the Laws is its emphasis on a lifelong regime of gymnastics or prescribed physical movement: the Athenian says that pregnant mothers are to take exercise so that the fetus they are carrying is moved about (789a–93e); from the age of three to six, children must play at wrestling and dancing (814e–16e); thereafter, they are to dance (as well as sing) in the chorus of the Muses until the age of twenty, when they graduate to the chorus of Apollo (664c), in which they participate until they reach old age and retire to the chorus of Dionysus (653d, 665a, 666b, 670b, 812b–c). They also train in fighting (813d–e). But what is the value of all this physical activity? The answer to this question is surprisingly elusive, and trying to answer it takes us to the heart of the psychology of Plato’s late dialogues.

Let us begin with two passages in the Laws that suggest a direction for our investigation. In the first, the Athenian is commending the practice of rocking distressed babies to calm them.

whenever mothers want their children to sleep when they are having trouble falling asleep, they bring to them not rest but, the opposite, motion, always shaking them in their arms, not in silence but with a song, exactly as if they were charming their children with flute-playing as in the cures of ecstatic Bacchics, using this dance of motion and the Muse … Both these affections [viz. the crying child’s and the Bacchics’] are fear, and fear comes through some bad disposition of the soul. So when someone brings to such affections shaking from without, the

I am grateful to Chris Bobonich, Stephen Menn, Yaseen Noorani and Tom Tuozzo, as well as to audiences at the University of Arizona and the Humboldt University, Berlin, for their comments on earlier versions of this chapter.
movement from without overpowers the internal fearful and manic motion, and having conquered it, having brought calm and rest to appear in the soul after the beating of the heart had become difficult, which are wholly welcome, makes the one group [viz. the children] partake of sleep. (790d5–91b6)

The Athenian goes on to say that eliminating fear by rocking is training for courage (askēsis andreias: 791b7–c2), for otherwise a child would grow up accustomed to feeling fear and so would become a coward. Yet elsewhere, the Athenian says that fear involves the expectation of evil (Laws 646e). If this is so, how can it be fear that the rocking alleviates in the baby? Alternatively, if a rocking motion can rid us of an expectation of evil, what are the limits to the psychological attitudes that physical movement can produce: can I learn propositions in astronomy by running in circles?

The second passage follows a claim that pleasure and pain are “children’s first education, in which virtue and vice first arise in the soul” (653a).

The present account says that every young animal is so to speak unable to be at rest either in body or voice; but always moves and seeks and cries out, some jumping and leaping so as to dance with pleasure and play, others crying out all kinds of sound. While other animals do not have perception of order or disorder in motions, which are named rhythm and harmony, the gods have given to us, as companions in dance, perception with pleasure of what is rhythmic and harmonious, by which we both move and lead choruses, connecting with one another by means of songs and dances. (653d–54a; cf. 664e)

So the part of physical education consisting in dance teaches us to take pleasure in order – the order of rhythm and harmony – and thereby helps us on the way to virtue, somehow. But how?

Before I offer my own account of what physical education does toward making us virtuous, let me briefly explain why the answers available in the current scholarship are not fully satisfactory. Morrow (1960) begins by noting that the Laws’ program of gymnastic education is built on the theory that human beings take pleasure in orderly movement (p. 305, referring to 653d–54a, quoted above). However, Morrow goes on to assimilate dance to music, and so to conceive of its value to us in terms of its contribution to virtue through the imitation of action, emotion, and character (p. 307). As for training in fighting and non-musical athletics, Morrow says that Plato wishes to de-professionalize it so that it serves its original goal of preparing citizens for war (pp. 332–3, 351). In the end, Morrow makes little of the Laws’ arresting claim about our enjoyment of orderly movement.

Laks (1990) suggests that dancing is the Laws’ answer to the problem of how to produce the harmonious condition of virtue in the soul and
in the city when both contain within them unruly elements – at least some appetitive desires in the case of the soul, and the démos in the case of the city (p. 220). This is because dancing can produce harmony between reason and unruly pleasure (pp. 227–8). But this suggestion needs working out: what is it about dancing that makes it capable of harmonizing pleasure and reason? What is the character of pleasure and of reason that they can be harmonized thus? What is the nature of the harmony that it requires lifelong reinforcement, especially from gymnastics?

Bobonich’s (2002) account of the role of pleasure in education offers deeper answers to our questions about physical education’s value. According to Bobonich, pleasure, or at least the pleasure relevant to education, is a perception of order, fineness, and goodness, beginning with the human being’s intelligent perception of order in the movements of physical education (pp. 359–60). This pleasure-in-order is continuous, in terms of cognitive content, with the pleasure taken in the fineness and goodness of moral actions expressive of virtue (pp. 363–5). According to Bobonich, this continuity in cognitive content is possible because in the late dialogues, non-rational psychological attitudes must draw on the – more or less educated – resources of reason for their cognitive content, because the non-rational soul-parts can contribute only non-conceptualized affections (Bobonich calls this the “cognitive impoverishment” of the lower parts of the soul; pp. 259–67). And this conception of the soul-parts’ respective contributions reveals the late dialogues’ rejection of the Republic’s conception of the soul as composed of three “agent-like” soul-parts, each of which is capable of motivating action on its own. (A crucial consideration for rejecting the agent-like conception of soul-parts is that such parts undermine the unity of the subject, a consideration which, Bobonich points out, Plato makes use of when he argues that perception requires a unitary subject which sees through, rather than with, the various sense-organs (Theaetetus 184c–e). Bobonich’s account of the psychology of the late dialogues requires him to read the likely-late Timaeus as exaggerating the agent-like character of the soul-parts in order to make manifest the reasons to reject the Republic’s conception of the soul; pp. 295–8, 316–31.)

1 Pleasure construed narrowly is a perception and hence a non-conceptualized psychic movement, but construed broadly is an appearance, a “mixture of belief and perception,” which includes interpretation and so is representational and has conceptual content (Bobonich 2002: 354). The conceptualizing requires the resources of reason, and so a pleasure can attend to different features of a perception, be more or less discriminating, and so on (p. 355). Pure pleasures, including pure sensory pleasures, don’t depend for their pleasantness on a contrast with pain, but consist in appreciation of the fine-making properties of objects (p. 356).
In my view the point of the agent-like conception of soul-parts is protreptic rather than explanatory, and so I do not regard the acceptance or rejection of the agent-like conception as a watershed for Plato’s psychology. But in any case, I will argue that in the Timaeus the motivational sufficiency of the non-rational soul-parts (a key element in agent-likeness) is part of our design. I will make the case for this in section 2, where I will also explain how the Timaeus’ (Republic-like) account of the tripartite soul articulates with the Laws’ and Timaeus’ characterization of psychological attitudes as motions. In section 3, I will argue that the main insights of Bobonich’s account of how the pleasure in orderly movements of physical education contributes to the development of virtue are compatible with a soul that has agent-like parts.

2. THE PSYCHOLOGY OF THE TIMAEUS AND LAWS

To begin, since my ultimate concern is the Laws, I should say why I think it hermeneutically defensible to draw as heavily on the Timaeus as I will do. The Laws contains only two substantial discussions of the soul: one identifying the soul’s motions with mental attitudes (896e ff.), and one likening the forces in the soul to the strings that pull a puppet (644c ff.). The first of these quite clearly helps itself to a conception of the soul dealt with more explicitly in the Timaeus; the second, as I will argue at the end of this section, is compatible with the Timaeus’ conception, but, since it is concerned with illustrating the differences between the developed states of incontinence, continence, and the virtue of self-control, is not as helpful for understanding the process of education. Let us then consider this excerpt from the first of the two discussions in the Laws:

[T]he soul moves (agei) everything in the heavens and on earth and in the sea by means of its own motions, the names for which are wish (boulesthai), inquiry (skopeisthai), care (epimeleisthai), deliberation (bouleuesthai), true and false belief (doxazein), pleasure and pain (chairousan lupoumenên), boldness and fear (tharrousan phoboumenên), hatred and love (misousan stergousan), and by means of all, however many of these are kindred or primary motions that take over the secondary motions of bodies, moves all things to increase and diminish and separate and mix. (896e–7a)

The Athenian is in the process of arguing that the soul is prior to the body, on the grounds that the soul’s self-motion must be prior to any motion of

On the protreptic value of the account of the soul as consisting of three personae, see Kamtekar (2006).
the body, which is always moved by something else. In this passage, he identifies the soul’s motions with mental attitudes. He goes on to describe the motion involved in intelligence or reasoning (nous): this motion is uniform rotation around a fixed center (i.e., it always thinks the same thoughts about the same things), and it contrasts with unreason, the motions of which are irregular and wandering (898a–b).

In identifying psychological attitudes with motions, the Athenian is here clearly drawing on a conception of soul developed in the Timaeus. Psychology in the Timaeus is a part of physics or the account of the natural world; integrating psychology into physics also requires integrating the soul as subject of cognition and bearer of moral value with the soul as source of motion and animator; Timaeus accomplishes this integration by identifying cognition with motion.

Like the Athenian, Timaeus describes the rational and immortal soul as thinking in circular orbits (37a–c). Timaeus adds that the World Soul contains the whole cosmos and moves the heavenly bodies in their circular orbits: it moves the fixed stars in the perfectly uniform Circle of the Same, which moves the planets, the sun and the moon, in the seven Circles of the Different (36d–e). Our own souls’ acts of cognition too are circular movements: understanding’s grasp of intelligible objects is motion in the Circle of the Same, and true opinion’s grasp of perceptible objects is motion in the Circle of the Different. We are able to grasp Being, Sameness, and Difference and thereby to make judgments or have beliefs (e.g., that something is, that it is the same as itself and different from other things) because the rational and immortal part of our souls is composed of Being, Sameness, and Difference (37a–b). (In the Theaetetus, Socrates says that in grasping these forms the soul is operating by and through itself, rather than through the senses (185c–e), and that knowing anything requires grasping at least Being (186c–e).) When we study astronomy, thinking about the heavenly bodies’ circular orbits makes our thoughts

1 As Broadie (2001) has pointed out, the Phaedo had failed to unite these two functions of soul. In the Phaedo, despite Cebes’ demand that he show that after a man has died the soul still exists and still possesses some capability and intelligence (70b), Socrates offers a pair of arguments for the immortality of soul qua animator – viz. the cyclical argument (70c–72d) and the final argument (105c–106c) – and another pair for the immortality of the soul qua subject of cognition – viz. the recollection (72c–77a) and affinity (78b–80e) arguments together. Broadie suggests that what ultimately unifies the soul’s two functions is the fact that the soul is essentially a valuer, with the kind of life it desires to have determining the kind of body with which it becomes involved (p. 304); she describes the soul as fashioning and animating its body for the sake of physical action, sensation, and experience (p. 309).

2 Cf. Aristotle summarizing the rational soul in the Timaeus before going in for his attack: “the motions (phoras) of the heavens are the movements (kinéseis) of the soul” (DA 1.3 406b26 and ff.).
themselves move in circles inside the spherical body of our head (90a–d). And when our own thought becomes sufficiently circular and rational, our souls are returned to the heavenly bodies (42b).¹

Mental attitudes other than understanding and true opinion are distortions of circular motion, caused by the embodiment of souls into mortal bodies (43a–44b). (Immortal souls must be embodied in mortal bodies if the cosmos is to have mortal as well as immortal species in it, and thereby to be as perfect as possible (39e–40a).) Timaeus gives two accounts of embodiment. On the first account (41c–44c), two things happen to the rational soul when it is put into a mortal body: its motions in the Circle of the Same stop entirely (43d), which means that it no longer grasps intelligibles and that it does not rule its body (43d, 44a–b); further,⁶ its motions in the Circles of the Different are badly distorted, which means that many of its judgments about perceptibles, that is, its opinions (37b), are false because the sense-perceptions affect it through the body (43b–c). Timaeus recounts these events through (1) the demiurge’s instructions to the lesser gods (41c–d), (2) the demiurge’s account of their imminent embodiment to those souls that are to be embodied (41e–42d), (3) direct narrative of the demiurge’s sowing these souls into heavenly bodies (42d–e), and (4) direct narrative of the lesser gods’ embodying these souls into mortal bodies (42e–44c).

Although (1), (2) and (4) all pertain to the same event, namely the immortal souls’ embodiment into mortal bodies, the demiurge’s instructions to the lesser gods (in (1)) do not include any mention of the psychological disturbances he foretells in his address to the souls who are to be embodied (in (2)) – namely, that their embodiment (viz. into mortal bodies) will result in their having perception arising from violent affections (εκ βιαιόν παθημάτων: 42a5–6), desire (ἐρώς) mingled with pleasure and pain (42a6–7), and other affections consequent on these, such as fear, anger, and so on (42a7–b1). Now in the explanatory scheme of the dialogue, some features of the world are necessary as a means to bringing about some good end (for example, mortal embodiment is necessary in order to bring about the good of filling the world with all the kinds of living things: 39e–40a; cf. 70e), while other features of the world are simply necessary consequences of something that happens (for example, the distortion of circular motion because of its encounter with rectilinear motion in embodiment: 43a–d).

¹ On the circularity of thought, see Lee (1976) and Sedley (2000).

⁶ The astronomical parallel suggests that the motions in the Circles of the Different are distorted because they are no longer controlled by the Circle of the Same, so judgments about perceptibles are false because they are no longer controlled by knowledge of intelligibles.
The difference we have noted between the demiurge’s two speeches, to the lesser gods and to the souls who are to be embodied, suggests that the psychological disturbances of perception, desire, fear, etc. are not brought about by the gods for the sake of some good but are simply necessary consequences of mortal embodiment. This conclusion is corroborated by Timaeus’ later characterization of them as dreadful and necessary, inducements to evil, and terribly misleading (69d).

In its three versions of what happens during mortal embodiment, this passage does not specify in cognitive terms the relationships between (a) the sensations produced when external bodies impact our bodies and this motion is conveyed to the soul (43c), (b) the false judgments that result (43d–e) (both of these are reported in (4)), and (c) the desire, pleasure and pain, and fear, spiritedness, etc. that are also consequent upon embodiment (42a–b) (reported in (2)). A later passage denies the appetitive soul judgment or belief (doxa) – while granting it perception, desire, pleasure, and pain – and associates the lack of judgment with passivity and the lack of self-motion (77b–c). Are fear, spiritedness, and so on, like desire, pleasure, and pain, in being without judgment? Or do they somehow involve judgments, so that they might be among or share in the distortions of the Circle of the Different? We see here the same unclarity about the nature of psychological attitudes like fear as in the Laws 790d–91b passage about rocking the baby (quoted in section 1).

As noted in section 1, Bobonich argues (on the basis of these passages from the Timaeus and many others) that non-rational psychological attitudes depend on reason to provide whatever cognitive content they have, since the non-rational soul-parts themselves contribute only movements to non-rational attitudes. These movements cannot be by themselves motivations to action; the directedness of action requires reason’s contentful contributions.8 Bobonich’s view seems to require that states such as fear or anger have representational content, so that the distress of the infant in our first passage (section 1) would not count as fear, strictly speaking. It is not non-rational attitudes that Bobonich’s interpretation impoverishes, but the non-rational soul-parts that are their (partial) source.

Yet such dependence-on-reason for action and for content conflicts with Timaeus’ account of how the non-rational soul-parts are designed to serve the good end of enabling the rational part to reason in peace and rule.

---

7 Johansen (2004: 146–8) argues that Timaeus’ use of these epithets for the affections is evidence that their being necessary is not conditional necessity, the necessity of a means to some good end.

8 See further Bobonich’s chapter in the present volume for what the rational part must supply to psychological attitudes for them to ensue in determinate action.
That good, I argue, requires that the non-rational soul-parts be capable of motivating actions all by themselves.

To see this, let us turn to Timaeus’ second account of the soul’s embodiment into a mortal body (69c–72d). The lesser gods create a body for the immortal soul (69c4–6) and a mortal soul (69c6–7).

They [viz. the lesser gods] imitated him [viz. the demiurge]: having taken over the immortal principle of the soul, they surrounded it with a mortal body and gave it the whole body as a vehicle, and they built as an extension (prosóikodomoun) in it another kind of soul, the mortal kind (allo te eidos ... psuchês ... to thmêton), having in it terrible and necessary (deina kai anankaia) affections: first pleasure, the greatest incitement to evil, then pains, [causes of] avoidances of good things, further, confidence and fear, a pair of foolish counselors, and hard-to-assuage anger and easily-misleading hope. And having mixed these with irrational sense-perception and all-venturing desire, they put together the mortal kind as necessary. And because of these, fearing to pollute the divine where it was not completely necessary, they housed the mortal [kind] in another dwelling in the body, having built an isthmus and boundary between the head and the chest, placing the neck between them in order that it might be apart (hina eiê chôris). (Timaeus 69c5–e3)

How is this account of the construction of the mortal soul related to the earlier account of embodiment resulting in false opinions and other psychological affections? The divine circles of reason being put into mortal bodies are described in 43a; does 69c introduce the construction of mortal soul-parts as a second stage in the complex event of embodiment? Or does 69c simply fill in details about which soul-parts experience the various psychological affections mentioned in the earlier account? How does the second account help us to answer the questions raised by the first account about the relations between sense-perception, false judgment, desire, pleasure and pain, and the various emotions?

Timaeus’ second account of embodiment makes it clear that the lesser gods deliberately create the mortal soul-parts (by contrast with the psychological affections that are simply necessary as a result of embodiment). In creating the mortal soul-parts, the lesser gods are imitating the demiurge (69c4); this means they are making things as good and beautiful as

---

9 Reydams-Schils (1999: 60–9) argues that Timaeus’ first account of mortal embodiment (41–4) gives us the soul–body dualism of the Phaedo and suggests that the early Stoics would have accepted the first account of creation, but rejected the second (pp. 69–72), since it gives us a dualism between rational and irrational parts of the soul. According to Reydams-Schils (p. 65), Galen indicates that Chrysippus rejected the second account. I think the alternative interpretation of the second account of embodiment I am proposing would have made the account acceptable to a Stoic. Although it is possible that the two accounts are in some tension with each other, I will assume that a reading that harmonizes them is preferable to one that does not.
possible by means of their craft (29a–30a). So our discussion should be
guided by what the second account tells us is the good aimed at by the
lesser gods in mortal soul-creation. And the account tells us that the goal,
for a creature that must have an appetitive part of the soul if it is to be a
mortal living creature (70e4), is to enable the rational part to reason in
peace and to govern effectively in the common interest (unpolluted as far
as possible, 69d6; apart, 69e3, deliberating about the common good far
from the disturbances of appetite, 70e5–71a5).
Clearly the best way to secure for the rational part conditions in which
it could reason and govern effectively would be to enable the non-rational
parts to do by themselves the things the rational part would direct them
to do (seek out food, avoid enemies) – without the rational part’s online
involvement – if this is possible. And this seems to be just what the lesser
gods are equipping the non-rational parts for when, in making them,
they combine pleasure and pain, fear and confidence, anger and hope
with perception and desire (69d). Timaeus says, “having mixed these
[pleasure and pain, confidence and fear, anger and hope] with irrational
sense-perception and all-venturing desire, they put together the mortal
kind as necessary.”
Is the necessity of the combination simple necessity,
like the necessity by which the affections were produced in embodiment,
or is it the necessity of a particular means to bringing about a good end?
The fact that it is the gods who are the direct cause of the combination
suggests that the necessity is that of a means, as does the combination
itself – what simple necessity would result in perception and desire com-
bining with the other psychological affections? And on the other side,
what point could adding perception and desire to, for example, fear, have,
other than to enable an animal to run immediately upon sensing danger,
without having to think, “death/injury is bad,” “safety is good,” “I can
be safe by running away” – thoughts a non-rational animal cannot have?
Today, we tend to think of our reason-independent responses as adaptive
because they are quick and economical; the Timaeus’ view seems to be
that they are good because they give reason the leisure to learn the truth,
including the truth about what is good for the whole soul, and so, to gov-
ern the soul effectively.

10 We need not suppose any inconsistency between this passage and 42a6–7, which describes desire
as “mingled with pleasure and pain”: the earlier description is the demiurge’s forward-looking
characterization of how the souls he is addressing (in (2)) will experience desire when they are put
into mortal bodies – it is not a description of what desire is like before the lesser gods get to it. As
a matter of metaphysical or physical fact, desire’s being mixed with pleasure and pain and percep-
tion is a result of the lesser gods’ intelligent design (69d).
A reasonable objection to what I have said is that Timaeus so cognitively impoverishes the appetitive part of the soul that it is not capable of originating action on the basis of the affections and perception and desire it does have. Here is the crucial passage:

[To the type of soul] which our account seated between the lungs and the navel, there belongs neither belief nor reasoning nor intelligence (doxês men logismon te kai nou), but sense-perception, pleasant and painful, along with appetitive desires. For it is entirely passive, and [its] generation has not given it a nature to reflect and reason about (logisasthai) anything of its own by turning itself in itself around itself, repulsing external movement and using its own movement, on account of which it lives and is not other than an animal, but it is rooted and fixed because deprived of self-motion. (Timaeus 77b–c)

Apparently, the denial of reasoning (logismos), intelligence (nous), and opinion (doxa) to the appetitive part of the soul has the consequence that a living thing with only an appetitive soul cannot move from one place to another. But do all animals that engage in locomotion have opinion, intelligence, and reasoning? Timaeus’ accounts both of reincarnation and of the shape of animals’ heads require that non-rational animals possess reason in some distorted form (91e–92c), but does animal locomotion involve this distorted reasoning capacity? The problem is that while Timaeus talks about the soul of plants – the appetitive part – and of human beings – the appetitive, rational, and spirited parts – he says very little about the souls of non-human animals. Since the stationary life of plants is due to their possession of only an appetitive soul, it would seem that animals that engage in locomotion must have some part of the soul other than the appetitive.

Here are two possibilities: first, since Timaeus attributes locomotion to reflection on and reasoning about “one’s own,” animals that locomote may possess very low-grade abilities to reflect on and reason about their own. So whereas a plant can only respond in one way to a stimulus – it can only grow branches toward the light above ground and roots toward the water below the ground – locomoting animals have at their disposal a greater variety of responses to select from. A lizard approaches a bug, and upon examining it, discovers it is a bee. It can attack or run. Selecting among these possible responses requires it to have a sense of its own abilities and its situation (this is presumably included in whatever is “its own” to reflect on). While such assessment by an animal of its situation is far from a Protagoras-style art of measurement that would deliver appearance-free truths, to the extent that it requires something like comparison, something like ranking alternatives, we can see why Timaeus would contrast it with
a purely passive registering of appearances and suggest that it is a kind of distorted reasoning. Another possibility is that the other part responsible for locomotion is the spirited part. Timaeus only discusses the function of the spirited part in human beings, where it is to be the rational part’s strongman, but perhaps non-human animals’ rational parts are dormant, so that the spirited part in animals serves the appetitive part by engaging in something like reasoning about its own. Among considerations in favor of attributing such capacities to the spirited part are that many animals grow angry with those that cause them pain, that their anger is characteristically aroused by attacks on their own young, or their own territory, and that such anger is frequently followed by a counter-attack.

These proposals are admittedly very speculative, but discussions that stick more closely to the text of the Timaeus can end up modeling the whole of the non-rational on the appetitive, with the result that either they cannot explain non-human animal behavior or else they accord the appetitive part too much cognition. Bobonich’s account has the first of these problems, because of its too-severe cognitive impoverishment of the appetitive part and extension of this impoverishment to all the non-rational parts of the soul. Timaeus says that the appetitive part, even if it could perceive something of reason or argument, would not care about it, but would be led (ψυχαγωγεύοιτο) by images and phantasms, and so god designs the liver to be reflective and to receive imprints of the power of thought as visual images, in order to frighten or cheer the appetitive part (71a–b). Since Bobonich holds that the rational part is required to contribute not only propositional but also representational content in image form, he reads this text to say that the viewer of these images is the rational part itself, for the appetitive part is responsive only to the pleasure or pain caused by making the liver smooth or rough, not to any represented content (p. 318). But why would these be reflected in the liver, seat of the appetitive part, rather than in the head, if they were not to be seen by the appetitive part? Further, the fact that reason can be the source of the appetitive part’s images does not entail that it alone can be the source of such images (consider that the appetitive part is capable of divination when one – and presumably one’s rational part – is asleep: 71d). Finally, how do non-rational animals act if reason’s input is required for every action?

To avoid these problems about animal movement, but still modeling all the non-rational parts of the soul on the appetitive part, Lorenz (2006: 99–109) grants the appetitive part too much cognition. Lorenz argues that while the appetitive part is deprived of reason and belief, it has the representational powers of the sensory imagination, centrally, the
power to have appearances (phantasiai). Lorenz adds to the evidence of the Timaeus two (in his view better worked-out) passages from the Philebus: 32b–36c, which asserts that any desire requires memory, and 38e–40c, according to which the pleasures of anticipation involve imagistic representations of (propositionally conceived) beliefs.

While I agree with Lorenz’s conclusion that the appetitive part is capable of motivating action by itself, I do not see that these texts certify it rather than Bobonich’s alternative. For the fact that the soul has in it a “painter” that illustrates the words of the soul’s “scribe” (Philebus 39a–c) does not even suggest that the painter can motivate actions without the scribe. And complementing this idea of the painter following the scribe, the Sophist defines appearance as a combination of perception and belief (264b). Since Timaeus 71a–e and Philebus 38e–40c are about one particular effect of the rational part on the appetitive part – the appetitive part’s imagistic representations of the rational part’s beliefs – we should not assume that these passages give an exhaustive account of the relations between the parts. It is undeniable that Philebus 35a–c argues that desire implies memory, and that at least the paradigm desires in this context are appetitive, but that, together with Timaeus on the liver as theater, hardly suffices to grant the appetitive part all the powers of the sensory imagination: should we suppose that plants have all these powers? If so, which scribe do plants’ images follow?

I conclude from these considerations that although the texts are hazy on the details of how in various cases the non-rational soul-parts motivate independently of reason, the teleological account of mortal soul-construction in the Timaeus supports the view that the non-rational parts can generate actions independently of reason. In what follows, I sketch a couple of different ways in which the construction of mortal soul-parts might serve the end of enabling the rational part to reason well.

One possibility is that mortal soul-construction protects the rational part by preventing it from having to suffer the psychological affections that it would have had to suffer if, contrary to fact, the mortal soul-parts had not been constructed. On this interpretation, the mortal soul-parts are created simultaneously with the embodiment of the rational soul. (This event would then be partly recounted in Timaeus’ first account, with details filled in by the second, such as that embodying the soul into a mortal body must include the simultaneous construction of a mortal

A standard strategy for compensating a creature denied reasoning capacities is enriching its non-rational capacities. For extensive documentation, see Sorabji (1993).
soul.) And on this interpretation, the fear and anger mentioned in the first account of embodiment are revealed in the second account to be located in the spirited part; the desire, pleasure and pain to be located in the appetitive part; and so on.

This is not an entirely satisfactory interpretation, because the first account affirms that reason’s thinking is actually, and not just counterfactually, distorted when it is assailed by sense-perceptions upon embodiment (43a–d). Now one could suppose that mortal soul-construction protects reason from psychological affections like anger and fear, but not from sense-perceptions, and so the rational part develops false opinions, but not emotions and appetites, as a result of embodiment. But when the demiurge is telling the souls what they will experience as a result of embodiment, he lists, without any distinction, sense-perceptions along with desire mixed with pleasure and pain, fear, and anger (42a–b). Further, surely at least some emotions involve opinions, and finally, it seems odd to attribute false opinions to sense-perception but not to appetites, when Timaeus clearly says that some distortions of the circles of thought are due to nutrition (44b2–3 is explicit about this).

The alternative is that embodiment results in the rational part actually experiencing non-rational psychological affections such as anger, love, and so on, until the mortal soul-parts are created to take over these experiences. Perhaps embodiment involves two successive stages, in the first of which the rational soul experiences distorted thoughts, perceptions, pleasure and pain, desire, fear, anger, etc. (42) when it is put into a mortal body. That shock to the soul is so great that it loses contact with intelligibles (forgetting what it knows, as Socrates puts it at *Phaedo* 76d). Then, in a second stage of embodiment, the lesser gods make mortal soul-parts. These soul-parts can take over some of the experiences previously suffered by the rational soul in order to enable it to reason and rule with fewer distractions. They can absorb or dampen the shocks coming through the body so that these do not reach the rational part, and then, because the body still needs protection and nutrition, they can respond to the shocks themselves after their own fashion. So, for example, the spirited part takes over anger, for which the chest is a good location, because the blood can boil there, and because the lungs can cool it there (70c).

A radical version of the view that the rational part experiences anger, fear, and so on upon embodiment is suggested by the account of embodiment

---

12 Johansen (2004: 154–5) reports that David Sedley calls this a “devolution of irrationality” from reason to the lower parts of the soul.
in Karfik (2005). Karfik argues that the mortal soul-parts just are spatially segregated collections of psychological disturbances that originated in the rational soul’s embodiment.\(^{13}\) On this view, there would be only one kind of disturbance resulting from embodiment – the disturbance due to the collision of circular with rectilinear motion – and the construction of the mortal soul at 69c would be no more than the containment or housing of some of these disturbances in different parts of the body and the concomitant disengagement of reason in them. Assailed by various troubles, reason alienates some of its more troublesome affections, which henceforth become an inferior soul-part – just as, in the 2008 financial crisis, banks were made “good” again by the creation of “bad banks” into which they sloughed off their “toxic assets.”

Karfik must understand the “mortal kind of soul” that the lesser gods create (69c) as the immortal soul in a particular – spatially separated – condition. In his favor, the shape of the marrow – round as well as elongated (\textit{strongula kai promêkê}: 73d4), making it suitable for circular motion altered by rectilinear motion – suggests that it is meant to be housing the movements of embodied reason.\(^{14}\) But the marrow could have that shape in order to facilitate reason’s communication with the other soul-parts. Probably the decisive objection to Karfik’s account of what the mortal soul-parts are has to do with composition. For the explanation of the rational part’s ability to grasp Being, Sameness, and Difference and thereby to think and form beliefs is that it is composed of these (37a–b). Now if the mortal soul-parts are made up of the same materials (Timaeus is silent on this question), then they too should be able to grasp Being, Sameness, and Difference, and then they too should be able to think and form beliefs. But Timaeus denies at least that the appetitive part can reason and form beliefs (77b–c). On the other hand, the question of composition is not easily answered. Suppose we grant that the mortal soul-parts can’t be made up of the same things as the rational part. What are they made up of? If earth, air, water, or fire, how can they move themselves, as souls must?

If the suggestion that the rational part may experience non-rational affections but may also cease to experience them by dint of another part’s taking them on is correct, then we have a possible answer to our question

\(^{13}\) Karfik (2005: 214): “the ‘mortal kind’ of soul or the ‘mortal parts’ of it are but specific movements of specific tissues, both arising from the immortal soul and acting upon it. There is no mortal soul apart from the body of a living being nor is there any substrate of it other than the bodily tissues of an organism. That is why Timaeus can say \textit{wherein} the mortal kind of soul is to be found and what happens \textit{in it}, but not \textit{what it is in itself}.”

of how opinion on the one hand, and sense-perception and desire on the other, are related to psychological affections like fear and anger, as well as to our question of the basis on which the Athenian in the *Laws* attributes fear to the distressed child who is to be rocked, when fear involves expectation of evil. Fear may, but need not, involve the rational part. When it does, it involves the expectation of evil, but when it does not, its history (or perhaps more ponderously but precisely, its ontogeny) is the reason still to consider it fear. The characteristic phenomenological and physical correlates of the expectation of evil (a vague agitation, a racing heart) are counted as fear not only because of the usualness of their correlation with the expectation of evil, but also because of this history.

It is time we turned to the second psychological passage in the *Laws*, the famous comparison between the soul and the strings that pull a puppet (644c–45b), to see how our interpretation of the *Timaeus* tripartite psychology squares with it. According to the *Laws* passage, the affections of pleasure and pain, confidence and fear, and calculation are like the cords that pull a puppet in this direction and that: they pull on us, one against the other, and thereby lead us to act. All the other cords are thick and strong, but calculation's is soft and gentle, so in order to triumph over the other cords, calculation needs helpers. We should pull along with the cord of calculation; and each individual and the legislator should acquire an account of these pullings in the soul. Bobonich sees this passage as rejecting the agent-like conception of soul-parts in its characterization of the parts as strings and the non-rational parts’ contributions to action as pullings, and in its framing the puppet analogy by the claims at the outset that each of us is one individual, and at the end that we must pull along with the golden string of calculation.

Yet the *Republic* too, despite accepting agent-like soul-parts, sometimes characterizes soul-parts as strings (410e–11a, 411e–12a; cf. 443d and the very metaphor of harmony) and their contributions as pullings (437b–c), and at times invokes a self over and above the three parts (553c–d). Further, in the *Laws* passage it is only reason that is said to be too gentle to pull the puppet – the other strings seem quite strong enough to pull without the help of reason (which makes it sound as though reason needs the other parts to motivate action, rather than the other parts needing reason). So while the *Laws*’ puppet passage does not represent the soul-parts as agent-like, the internal textual basis for saying that it *rejects* this conception is slight.

Plato has good contextual reasons for not invoking the agent-like conception of soul-parts in the puppet passage. The puppet analogy is introduced to illuminate, to the would-be legislator, the nature of the
virtue of self-control (645b), so as to justify a quite specific educational proposal, viz. the symposium (638c ff., 645d ff.). The symposium has two functions: first, it tests whether citizens are virtuous – their non-rational motivations aligned with their rational judgments – or merely enkretic – their actions in accordance with reason, although not their feelings. Ordinarily, it is only possible to see whether a person’s actions are in accordance with rational judgment; learning their feelings is far more difficult. The institution of the symposium provides a way of learning their feelings: get people drunk, and their pleasures and loves are intensified, while their rational operations (their perceptions, memories, opinions, understanding) are weakened (645d–e). Second, the symposium affords opportunities to correct the balance of motivations: if the overseer of the symposium finds citizens’ pleasures out of alignment with their opinions, he will rebuke them publicly and in their presence reward others whose pleasures are so aligned (648c). This experience will give them another motivation, presumably concern for honor or reputation, to side with calculation. The puppet analogy enables us to visualize this process by likening the different motivations to cords that pull a puppet. The analogy is also helpful from the first-person perspective insofar as it prescribes a way of managing our own motivations while owning them all (contrast the Republic’s prescription to think of oneself as a human being containing within oneself a human, a lion, and a many-headed beast (588b–d): that clearly encourages alienation from one’s non-rational motivations).

The role of the puppet analogy in the larger context also shows why, while the puppet analogy is richly informative about enkrateia, its difference from virtue, and akraia, it is not helpful for understanding how virtue is inculcated in citizens in the first place. How do music and gymnastics work on the thick and tough cords of pleasure and pain so that they pull along with the golden cord of reason? Is it by propitious pullings

---

15 As Bobonich (2002: 263–85) shows, the puppet passage can tell us a great deal about the Laws’ conception of the soul: that affections such as pleasure and pain, confidence and fear, anger, etc. arise independently of calculation, have a motivational force independent of what the reasons are to act on them, and indeed are resistant to reasoning. The analogy allows for several different types of akraia: (1) one acts without a properly formed rational judgment; (2) a properly formed rational judgment about what’s all-things-considered best is rendered ineffective (e.g., when one is drunk); (3) one’s judgment about what’s ATC best is irrationally changed; and (4) one acts contrary to what one knows is best. Observing that rendering the akratic action intelligible requires that what conflicts with the ATC knowledge be not only independent but also connected to deeper or long-term concerns, Bobonich offers that the conflicting motivation involves a memory of what’s good or what’s pleasant.
of a pleasure cord every time a citizen acts in accordance with reason so as to create a favorable association? Is it by giving pleasure cords practice at being pulled by fine and orderly things so as to strengthen the motivating power of those pleasures over others? In order to understand the whole program of education that begins in utero, we will need to go beyond the puppet analogy.

3. HOW PHYSICAL EDUCATION MAKES US BETTER

At the start of his account of musical education in the Republic, Socrates likens the souls of the children to be educated to wax, impressionable and mouldable (malista … plattetai kai enduetai tupos: 377a–b). When it comes to the mathematical and dialectical education, he has to change the image, for reason has an innate power that is activated when it is turned onto intelligible objects, just as an eye does not need sight to be poured into it but can see as soon as it is turned toward the light (518b–e). As for physical education, all Socrates says is that gymnastic as well as musical education is undertaken for the sake of the soul, that gymnastic education arouses the spirited part, and that without it, musical education makes people cowardly – if they are naturally unspirited – or irascible – if they are naturally spirited (410b–11e).

By contrast, the soul of the child to be educated in the Laws is neither simply impressionable nor already equipped to grasp its object, but is instead characterized by unruly motion (653d–54a). Strikingly, at least part of this unruliness is the unruliness of reason:

Of wild animals, a child is most difficult to take in hand (dusmetacheiristaton): for insofar as he most of all has a spring of reasoning that has not yet been channeled (pêgên tou phronein mépô katêrtumenên), he becomes cunning (epiboulon) and shrewd (drimu) and most hubristic of wild animals. (808d)

This explanation of wildness reminds us of the Timaeus’ explanation of the wild movements of young children as caused by the impact on reason’s circular movements of the rectilinear movements that affect the soul through the body (43b). Education, then, is quite naturally conceived of in terms of channeling these disorderly movements to get them back on course. The Laws seems to foreground the reason that is present in the

---

16 This is the most commonly repeated metaphor for motivational source; cf. 636d, where pleasure and pain are the two natural pêgai.

17 Cf. Symposium 203d4 for this characterization of Erôs insofar as he is a son of Poros.
as-yet irrational child as a capacity to be trained, at first by musical and gymnastic education. The Republic, by contrast, says nothing about reason in children although it does recommend teaching them mathematics through play (536e). Instead, it brings in reason as a developed capacity that follows musical education (402a). These contrasts may reflect changes in Plato’s psychology between the Republic and Laws, but they may also reflect Plato’s greater interest in the Laws in explaining the mechanics of education.

I suggested in the previous section that our souls have been so constructed that the rational part may, but need not be, involved in our non-rational attitudes. Combine this with Socrates’ insistence in the Phaedo that our false opinions are due to the involvement of our thought in bodily affections like pleasures, but that it is open to us not to get caught up in these affections and attend instead to our intellectual improvement (cf. Phaedo 83a). The Timaeus adds to this static account of the adult’s condition an account of development. There is a point in human development at which, due to the gods’ intelligent design of our souls, the soul divides so as to allow the rational part to do what the Phaedo recommends: draw itself up into itself in order to concentrate on what it has forgotten in embodiment. After this point, it is open to us to involve our thought in our non-rational affections (and thereby to develop false opinions, for example that happiness lies in appetitive satisfaction) or to disengage thought from these affections. An effect of such a voluntary disengagement might be that full-blown emotions would be reduced to felt disturbances in the chest or gut without the involvement of any judgment, like the “scars” of emotion that Seneca says still remain in the Stoic sage (On Anger, I.16). 18 I want now to suggest that the Timaeus and Laws add to the recommendation of intellectual disengagement with non-rational affections physical training to manage these affections (as opposed to the pretense that we simply don’t experience them).

Physical education’s most straightforward benefit is, of course, bodily strength: Timaeus says we should exercise both body and soul so that their strength is proportional, for a soul that is too strong for its body will make that body suffer disease and exhaustion from inquiry and debate – conversely, a body that is too strong for its soul makes the soul stupid by

---

18 Cooper (1999: 467–8) argues that Posidonius introduced into Stoic psychology pathētikai kinēseis (“affective movements”), to refer to sub-impulsive movements through which non-rational powers in the soul contribute to emotions (impulses to action which constitute evaluative judgments) proper. Unlike the emotions, these affective movements would be natural to humans (and animals) – and consequently would survive the extirpation of the emotions.
forcing it always to serve appetitive desires (Timaeus 88a–b). And we can imagine ways in which bodily weakness might interfere with virtue other than by making for a sleepy student. If courage demands that I engage in some strenuous physical exertion but I am physically weak, my appetitive part may defect from acting as courage demands because of the pain of such exertion. Had I been stronger, my appetitive part would not have experienced pain upon strenuous exertion. We can think here of physical education as reducing the appetitive part’s passivity with respect to pain. Still, the means by which it does so are indirect, via the strengthening of the body.

However, when the Athenian says that calming frightened children by rocking them is training in courage (791b–c; cf. section 1), he suggests that physical movement does more than strengthen the body. The child’s soul is afflicted by the disorderly motions of fear, and rocking overpowers this motion. The Athenian thinks that such practice at overcoming fears contributes to courage, whereas growing up with fear makes one more likely to end up a coward (791b). If the rational part may, but need not, occupy itself with non-rational affections, then perhaps eliminating such affections from the child’s early experiences reduces the opportunities for the rational part to form the associated false opinions which would, if they took hold, make for a coward. Presumably the motions of fear are uncomfortable and a child familiar with them would tend to form the opinion that whatever occasions them is evil. Perhaps alongside this, getting accustomed to the feeling of fear from infancy would have the effect that when grown, upon feeling fear, one would not be motivated to get rid of either the putative dangers or one’s opinion of an evil in store.

If our psychological attitudes are motions, and their course can be influenced by bodily movement, can we induce opinions, or knowledge, through movement? It is clear that intellectual virtue requires the study of astronomy, music theory, and theology (Laws 821e–22c; cf. 817e–18a, 967d–e), not running in circles, so clearly physical education cannot produce knowledge. The psychological explanation for this commonsense fact must be that knowledge is movement in the Circle of the Same, and movement in the Circle of the Same is self-motion in the strictest sense, and so cannot be the effect of any bodily movement. The case of opinion is unclear: on the one hand, since false opinion is the product of affections that reach the soul through the body (as in the Timaeus’ first account of embodiment), it seems that true opinion could be the product of different affections coming through the body; on the other hand, if opinion requires the grasp of Being, Sameness, and Difference, which the rational
part grasps by itself, it is difficult to see how this could be solely the effect of bodily movement.

By far the greatest benefit of physical education, indicated by Bobonich’s account of the contribution made by pleasure in orderly movement to the inculcation of virtue, seems to be indirect. Since physical education consists in orderly movement, and since human beings from their infancy are able to perceive and enjoy the order in movement (Laws 653e–54a; cf. section 1 above), orderly movement serves as the first rung on a ladder of instances of order on which virtue is a higher rung. Since order in movement, like order in other instances, is intrinsically valuable, the pleasure in orderly movement is an appreciation of something intrinsically valuable. In education the student ascends from appreciating the order in physical movement to appreciating the more abstract order in mathematics or virtuous action. A similar ascent is suggested by the Timaeus’ account of the point of sight and hearing: sight enables us to observe the heavenly bodies; training our sight on them enables us to focus our intelligence on their intelligent movements, and thereby to become intelligent ourselves; hearing enables us to hear music, focus on its harmonies, and thereby to become harmonious ourselves (46e–47e). Although this passage doesn’t mention pleasure, it explains that physical movements provide for us instances of orderliness and intelligence that are easily detected by us. Presumably if we have learned to see and enjoy order in movement, music, and visual phenomena, we will be more receptive to experiences that involve such order and less receptive to experiences that don’t, and so we will not find pleasure in overeating or excessive drinking. And if we do not find pleasure in these things, we will not be inclined to believe, falsely, that food and drink, or the means of getting them, are particularly valuable. And in this case, our pleasures will support, rather than impede, our rational activity. Bobonich’s account of the educational role of pleasure also fits well with the Philebus’ and Laws’ acceptance of pleasure as a good, whose goodness, however, consists in the (degree of) truth, purity, and proportion (Philebus 65a) in each pleasure.

Plato, it seems to me, can give pleasure this role even if he has not rejected the view that the non-rational soul-parts are capable of independent movement and so does not require the rational part to provide the content for pleasures, perceptions, desires, and so on. Now whether or not the non-rational soul-parts are capable of independently originating action, it is only the rational part that can be involved in the educational
ascend described by Bobonich, because it is only the rational part that can respond to order as such – hence the Athenians’ supposition in the *Laws* that among animals, only human beings are able to perceive the order in dance (654a). What Bobonich’s proposal that the rational part must provide the representational content for non-rational affections secures for the properly educated person is that their non-rational affections cannot conflict with their rational part’s attitudes. But such perfect harmony (not between reason and appetite exactly, but between reason and pleasure) in the soul of the educated person is belied by the need for institutions like the educational symposium for old men; the regime of lifelong gymnastics suggests that some misalignment between our opinions and pleasures is an ongoing condition, requiring ongoing correction by physical education throughout life. In my view physical education is different things to the different soul-parts: it provides the rational part with a pleasing instance of order from which to generalize and ascend; it makes the appetitive part less passive with respect to pain; it cancels out the psychological affections that intellectual training has detached from the opinions associated with them.

My account of the value of physical education is rather messier than Bobonich’s, but in its favor is the fact that on Bobonich’s account, we benefit from orderly movement as spectators only – we could derive the same intellectual benefit from watching others’ physical activity as from engaging in it ourselves. But the Athenian insists on participation in gymnastics, not just watching it, and when Timaeus ranks the different kinds of physical movement, he says that our well-being is best served by self-motion (which is kin to the motion of the universe), second to which is locomotion in a vehicle (sailing on a ship at sea, being carried about by a parent), after which is a change of state induced by drugs (89a–b). (Timaeus’ own explanation of why self-motion is the best appeals to the kinship between self-motion and the motion of the universe, suggesting a connection, or analogy, between moving one’s own body and thought, perhaps that both display spontaneity, but more likely that when I move my own body, I do so upon judging that it is for the best. But this is an appeal to the good that self-motion expresses rather than the good it develops.) Now perhaps I will have more immediate access to instances of order if I am engaging in them myself than if I am watching others do so, or I will also appreciate order proprioceptively rather than only visually. Such instances of order as are to be had in having a healthy constitution, coordinating one’s movements, or participating in a chorus
may be accessible only to the participant. Yet if the point of pleasurable experiences of order is to enable us to grasp order as such, then missing out on one particular kind of orderly experience (proprioceptively grasping order, say) would not seem to be such a great loss as long as one had access to others. On the other hand, if, as I have suggested, physical education has an important role to play in settling the psychological affections detached from their associated beliefs, then participating in physical education is as crucial, and as crucial throughout one’s life, as the *Laws* says.
SECTION I: INTRODUCTION

Plato’s views about psychology in the later dialogues, such as the Laws, just as in the middle-period ones, such as the Republic, are tightly connected with other important aspects of his philosophy. An individual’s character, virtuous or otherwise, is essentially constituted by the content, structure, and ways of regulating his knowledge, beliefs, emotions, desires, pleasures, and so on. Plato’s understanding of these items will thus shape many aspects of his views on education, ethics, and political community. But Plato’s understanding of these items also will constrain and be constrained by his epistemology and metaphysics.

The main issue that I discuss here is how Plato conceives of non-rational motivations – such as appetitive desires, some kinds of desire for sensory pleasures, anger, fear, and so on – and how he understands the relations among them and the person’s reason. In previous work, I have argued that Plato’s psychology in the Laws and other late dialogues differs significantly from that of the Republic. Here I want to consider some worries that have been raised about this account. I begin by noting, without arguing for them here, my earlier claims that are most relevant to the topic of non-rational motivations. Famously, the Republic divides the soul into three parts: the Reasoning part, the Spirited part, and the Appetitive part. This account holds that in the Republic:

1 the three parts of the soul are the ultimate subjects of psychic items, such as beliefs, desires, emotions, and so on;
2 all the parts have contentful beliefs and desires and this content is, at least partly, conceptual;
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1 Bobonich (2002).
3 the lower parts do not have the conceptual resources made available by grasping Forms or recollecting concepts that are drawn from Forms; and

4 the lower parts may well not be permanent parts of the soul and are, in some quite strong way, other than and alien to the Reasoning part.

This account holds that in the *Laws*:

1 there are no longer multiple parts of the soul that are the ultimate subjects of psychic items, such as beliefs, desires, emotions, and so on;

2 non-rational motivations still essentially involve beliefs or concepts;

3 at least some aspects of non-rational motivations use resources shared with reason; and

4 at least some non-rational motivations are not wholly distinct from reason.

There are many other interpretive options and many issues to explore in evaluating them, but here I want to focus on one especially interesting other option that has been endorsed by Charles Kahn and developed in more detail by Hendrik Lorenz in their valuable contributions, from which I have learned.² On this view, (1) the three parts of the soul are the ultimate subjects of psychic items, such as beliefs, desires, and emotions, from at least the time of the *Republic* onwards, and (2) the contents of the Reasoning part and of the non-rational parts are radically different in kind. Rational beliefs and rational desires have conceptual (language-like) constituents, but either none of the items in the lower two parts has conceptual content, or at least none of the items in the Appetitive part does. The content of non-rational desires and emotions is provided solely by the non-conceptual resources of perception (and stored perceptual memories), paradigmatically, by picture-like imagery. So the desires of the lower parts (or, at any rate, the Appetitive part) are not merely brutish in the way that the conceptualized thoughts of a gluttonous human are, but rather, literally have only the sort of epistemic resources available to non-human animals.³

² Kahn (2004) and Lorenz (2006). I shall not record the detailed differences between Kahn and Lorenz, but (1) Kahn denies that any items in the lower parts have conceptual content – Lorenz agrees about the Appetitive part, but is reticent about the Spirited part; and (2) Kahn thinks that Plato’s account of the Appetitive part is “not fully coherent” (2004: 355). I shall not keep repeating these differences.

³ E.g., the lower parts of the soul “have beliefs only in the Humean sense of animal belief as implied by behaviour” (Kahn 2004: 354).
Determining Plato’s views on these matters is of intrinsic interest and questions about the role of mental imagery in thought have a fascinating history. But getting clear on these issues is of ethical importance, since they are essential to understanding Plato’s conception of the soul and thus of how human beings can be moved to act and perfected.

Section 2: Non-rational Motivations: Conceptual and Imagistic Theories

To begin, in the late dialogues, Plato has an explicitly linguistic conception of thought and belief: “thought (dianoia) and speech (logos) are the same, except that what we call thought is speech that occurs without the voice, inside the soul in conversation with itself” (Soph. 263e3–5). Plato goes on to point out that speech, whether or not silent, contains affirmation and denial, and he characterizes belief as silent speech that involves affirmation or denial (Soph. 263e10–264a3). We also find that Plato freely gives accounts of even quite simple non-rational motivations that are conceptualized. Early in the Laws, for example, he characterizes confidence (tharros) as belief (doxa) that pleasure is in the offing, and fear (phobos) as the belief that pain is in the offing (644c9–d1; cf. Laches 198b and Prot. 358de). This is exactly what we would expect if such non-rational motivations have conceptual content in the late dialogues; imagery theorists will have to try to find ways of reading away the apparent commitment to conceptualization. But before turning to detailed analyses of particular passages, let us try to make clearer some of the philosophical issues.

Non-rational motivations have two important features. First, at Laws 644e–645a, both rational and non-rational motivations “draw” or “pull” the person to act. So, for example, sometimes an appetitive desire moves the person to act. I, for example, want a martini and the pitcher of martinis is in the refrigerator in the next room. My desire for a drink by itself does not explain my walking to the next room, picking up a glass along the way, and opening the refrigerator. What I also need to explain is how this appetitive desire for a martini interacts with the appropriate information – that the martinis are in the refrigerator, that drinking my martini is nicer if I put it into a glass, and so on – to produce the relevant action.

Second, sometimes the appetitive desire does not move me to act because reason overrides it or intervenes in some other way. In some of these cases, the desire remains and produces (or involves) some inclination to action. The existence of a desire is not, however, reducible to having a disposition to act. Plato, after all (unlike, e.g., Ryle), does not have a pure dispositional
theory of desires, but thinks of them as psychic particulars. If we accept, as Plato does, that desires can have causal strength, we can say that in these cases the desire’s strength is still more or less the same as it would be if there were no opposing rational motivations. In other cases, reason (or reasoning), in some way or another, substantially reduces (perhaps to zero) the appetitive desire’s strength. Suppose, for example, a bystander informs me that the pitcher has been poisoned and I believe this. In at least some cases, the strength of my appetitive desire to drink what is in the pitcher will be substantially reduced. Plato clearly recognizes the existence of all three kinds of case.

In cases in which reason provides essential information or in those such as that of the helpful bystander, the relevant information interacts in some way or another with the appetitive desire. These cases set an essential task for the competing conceptual and imagistic accounts: an acceptable theory of non-rational motivations should be able to explain what is going on in them.

So how do these accounts compare in explanatory value? To begin, let us consider some of the general limitations of images. This is all the more important, since issues about the role of imagery have a long philosophical history. First, images are ambiguous or indeterminate. Consider, for example, appetitively desiring a soy burger. On the imagistic view, the content of this desire is provided by a picture-like image of a soy burger. But images have very many representational features. In the given picture, the soy burger is, say, round, sitting on a plate, very thick, and has tomato on top of it. Is this a desire for a round soy burger or one of any shape? Do I want it on a plate or not? Thick or not? Would a burger with the tomato under it also be fine? The picture of a soy burger by itself leaves the content of the desire quite indeterminate, since it does not single out the features relevant to the desire. It is conceptualization and predication that allow us to pick out particular features in a way that picturing does not. And it is conceptualization and predicative structure that the imagery theorist denies to desires. Merely claiming that perceptual imagery has these capacities in virtue of possessing “quasi-predicational” structure without explaining the relevant mechanism and showing its adequacy is simply to declare victory without addressing the real problem.

4 For an overview, see Thomas (2008). These issues about images’ limitations are surprisingly absent from the Platonic secondary literature. For a good brief discussion of Aristotle with further references, see Caston (2009: 331–5).
Second, there are severe limitations on what such pictorial imagery can represent. Suppose I want a martini made with Tanqueray gin; picturing a martini will not do, since that does not capture the idea that it has Tanqueray in it. Perhaps the idea is that this content could be specified by picture imagery associated with memories of certain smells and tastes. (Memories will consist of stored perceptual contents that – insofar as they are available to appetite and interact with appetitive desires – are non-conceptual.) Let us grant (although it is not at all clear that we should grant this) that this is enough to give us the idea of a single thing that has all these characteristics without involving any conceptualization or predicative structure. But what would give the content of my desire for a Tanqueray martini when I have never tasted one? (I have heard that their flavor is excellent, and this desire for one might lead me to perform various actions.) The more general problem is that there are all sorts of features of objects that are not straightforwardly sensory (much less pictorial) and it is very hard to see how picture imagery could represent them. Consider, for example, the trite characterization of the primitive and undiscriminating erotic desires of the adolescent male: he wants to have sex with someone human and not his parent or sibling. What picture captures the notion of negation involved here? What picture gives the content of an erotic desire for someone amusing or your neighbor’s spouse?

There are two further points to notice here. First, we cannot avoid these problems by attributing these desires to reason or the Reasoning part. They can be present in a person who rejects such objects as not best, and putting these desires in the Reasoning part only introduces akratic conflict within the Reasoning part. Second, the problems only become much worse if we consider some central non-rational emotions. Anger, for example, involves the thought that I have been injured or insulted by you and can include the thought that you have injured or insulted me unjustly (e.g., Tim. 70ab). What picture captures this?

There are a number of other worries about giving images the primary place in specifying the content of non-rational motivations. Plato interpreters
holding imagery theories often do not explain how it is that picture-like imagery provides content to non-rational motivations, but a very common line of thought, for imagery theorists in general, has been that images have the content they do because they resemble the objects of which they are images. Pictures, so to speak, carry their content on their surface. The fact of resemblance is enough to provide content, and there is no need for the picture to be interpreted or used in some particular way. This issue is a fundamental criticism of image theories; I shall discuss some related issues in connection with a consideration of the poverty of associationist connections among images.

It is important to remember that the conceptual theorist need not deny the psychological reality of mental images, and she can well grant that they play important roles in perception and memory. What she does deny is that they are the sole source of content for all non-rational motivations. It is also important to realize that the sort of imagist interpretation that we are considering is committed to a strong dualism about the content of rational motivations and non-rational motivations. Rational motivations, including rational desires, as well as any item having predicative structure, have content that is expressed in thoughts (or components of thoughts) that are themselves instances of inner speech. The content of non-rational motivations consists of picture-like imagery that is radically different in kind. Thus the judgment of a two- or three-year-old, “The ball is red,” has conceptual and propositional content that makes it vastly more cognitively sophisticated than any possible non-rational motivation. As we shall see, a severe problem for such theories is explaining the possibility of appropriate interaction between these two very different kinds of content. This problem is not faced by classic empiricist theories of content since typically in these theories all content, including that of thoughts, is cashed out in terms of images.

SECTION 3: THE TIMAEUS

These imagery theories have two main motivations. First, it is held that the lower parts of the soul have only the cognitive resources of perception (including, for example, memories consisting of stored perceptions) and

---

7 For a classic criticism of this view, see Fodor (1975: 174–95), and an overview with references in Thomas (2008).
8 This theory holds that the images themselves provide the content of non-rational motivations; it does not attribute to Plato a theory in which the content of picture imagery is provided by a functionalist or a causal historical account. Functionalist or causal theories of content may give a central place to imagistic representations (e.g., Prinz 2002), but this is quite different from the imagistic interpretation we are considering here.
that the *Theaetetus* excludes any sort of conceptualization or predicative structure from perception. Second, the *Timaeus* explicitly denies belief to the Appetitive part of the soul and invokes, instead, picture-like imagery. Let us consider whether these provide plausible reasons for accepting an imagery theory, and begin with the *Timaeus*. Passage 1 characterizes the Spirited part of the soul; Passages 2 and 3, the Appetitive part.

**Passage 1**
That part of the soul, then, which partakes of courage and spirit, since it is a lover of victory, they settled … between the midriff and the neck so that it might hearken to reason and, together with it, forcibly restrain the part consisting of desires whenever it should utterly refuse to yield willing obedience to the word of command from the citadel. The heart, which is the junction of the veins and the fount of the blood which circulates vigorously through all the limbs, they set in the guardhouse, in order that, when the force of the spirit boils up, as soon as reason passes the word round (*tou logou paraggeilantos*) that some unjust action is being done which affects them, either from without or even from the desires within, every sentient part of the body (*pan hoson aisthëtikon en tôi sômati*) should quickly perceive through all the channels both the exhortations and the threats and in all ways obey and follow them.⁹ (*Tim*. 70a2–b8)

**Passage 2**
The part of the soul that has appetites for food and drink and whatever else it feels a need for, given the body’s nature, they settled in the area between the midriff and the boundary toward the navel … They knew that this part of the soul would not grasp speech (*logos*) and that, even if it did have some share in the perception of *logoi*, it would have no natural instinct to pay heed to any *logoi*, but would be bewitched for the most part both day and night by images and phantasms. Hence the god conspired with this very tendency by constructing a liver … situated in the dwelling place of this part of the soul. He made it into something dense, smooth, bright and sweet, though also having a bitter quality, so that the power of thoughts, which proceed from reason, moving in the liver as in a mirror, which receives impressions and provides visible images, should frighten this part of the soul. (*Tim*. 70d8–71b5)

**Passage 3**
[The appetitive part of the soul] is totally devoid of belief and calculation and reason (*doxês men logismou te kai nou*), but does share in perception, pleasant and painful, together with desires. For it is always wholly passive (*paschon gar diatelei panta*); its formation has not by nature permitted it, revolving in itself around

---

⁹ Translations in this chapter draw on Cooper (2005) and Pangle (1980).
itself, repelling motion from without and using its own native motion, to discern and reflect on itself. (*Tim.* 77b5–c3)

On the simple literal reading of these passages, which is adopted by the imagistic interpretation, Plato accepts that the soul is composed of three distinct subjects. Although in the *Republic* each part had an array of psychic items including beliefs, here the Appetitive part, at least, is much more restricted: it has no beliefs, but only perceptions with allegedly only imagistic content. Its most important interaction with the Reasoning part is via images that the Reasoning part intentionally projects onto it.  

But should we take these passages literally? This is an especially pressing question, since, as we shall see, there is another, more sophisticated account in the *Timaeus*. There are a number of reasons not to take the account in these passages literally. First, the proposed explanation of how the Reasoning part interacts with the Appetitive part is that the former projects images on to the surface of the liver that frighten or cheer the Appetitive part. But, taken literally, this is simply a grotesque psychological theory. It requires, for example, that the Appetitive part has a mode of visual perception by which it literally sees the images on the liver. (This is an “inner eye” theory with a vengeance.) Whatever the mistakes or infelicities of Plato’s account, we should avoid attributing to him views that are ridiculous.  

Similarly, the *Timaeus* presents the penis and womb as ensouled creatures that are the subjects of sexual desire (*erôs*) and the womb as capable of anger.  

10 There is no evidence that Plato allowed at least some beliefs to have only imagistic content in the *Republic* and denies this for all beliefs in the late period while allowing at least some desires and emotions to have imagistic content in both the middle and the late period. First, in *Republic* Book 4 the argument for the division of the soul relies on attributing to all desires both causal force and linguistic content (cf. Bobonich 2002: 216–47). Nevertheless, if we had strong evidence that up to the *Republic* Plato had an imagistic theory of beliefs and desires, we might try to read away the parts of the *Republic* that do not fit this picture. But Plato in the early dialogues takes it as obvious that beliefs and desires have conceptual content. Plato, for example, takes it as obvious that a person’s only ultimate (or at any rate decisive) desire is for her own happiness and thus that once she realizes that X is best overall for her she will (try to) do X. A necessary condition for finding this so obvious is seeing the logical relations between the contents of the belief and the desire that rationalize the action. One might still think that *akrasia* is possible, but without accepting the semantic and logical relations between belief and desire, there is no *prima facie* reason to accept either the rationality or necessity of acting when the belief and desire fit together as above.  

11 In (2006: 101) Lorenz, with commendable restraint, admits that the *Timaeus’* solution is “less than successful,” but thinks that Plato had no better idea until the *Philebus*. In unpublished work, Lorenz may move to the idea that in the *Timaeus* these images are directly transmitted through motions in the body’s internal fire from the Reasoning part to the Appetitive part so that the Appetitive part becomes aware of the images. But this option still leaves the images painted on the liver with no essential part to play.  

subjects of psychic states or activities is surely not intended by Plato to be literally true. They are not genuine psychic subjects, but rather parts of the body that are especially affected by psychic states or activities such as desire. These claims should rather be seen as a metaphor for the literally true claim that psychic states can have direct bodily effects (and Plato correspondingly recognizes that bodily movements can have psychic effects, e.g., Laws 790c–791c).\footnote{For more discussion, see Kamtekar’s chapter in this volume.}

We see a related phenomenon in Passage 1 above (Tim. 70ab), where the Reasoning part is seen as communicating linguistically with the body. Here, again, taking the passage literally is highly problematic. How could Plato think that every percipient part of the body to which blood flows can understand linguistic commands? And this would also fit very awkwardly with the idea that the Appetitive part cannot grasp linguistic content: why think that my heart can grasp logoi, but my Appetitive part cannot? We should rather see this, again, as a metaphorical expression of the literal truth that psychic states can have direct bodily effects. The awareness of injustice and anger can cause, for example, a more rapid heartbeat and breathing, flushing in the cheeks, and so on.

These points should make us open to the idea that talking of mortal parts of the soul as subjects is also a metaphorical expression of a literal psychological truth. I return below to the status of the mortal parts.

Next, there are other puzzling features of the mortal parts of the soul in the Timaeus. To begin, Passage 3 claims that the Appetitive part is “wholly passive.” This is very problematic in two ways. First, it entails that the Appetitive part is not a self-mover and, on Plato’s views in the late dialogues, being a self-mover is an essential characteristic of souls (e.g., Laws 892a–896c). This would seem to make the Appetitive part not a psychic entity at all. The soul’s status as a self-mover might well be consistent with the idea that some psychic items are caused (and in that way moved) by other psychic items; for example a belief might cause a belief or a desire. But the Appetitive part, like the other parts of the soul, is, on the imagistic interpretation, meant to be a genuine subject of psychic states and not merely a featureless container of psychic states. Plato never spells out exactly what this comes to, but in a number of places in the late dialogues, he stresses that the soul as subject is active with respect to its affections: it examines, characterizes, and compares them; it asks questions about them, comes to judgments about them, and so on.\footnote{See, e.g., Thet. 191a–196d (the Wax Block), and Bobonich (2002: 279–82, 330–1).}
Plato shows no sign of wanting to reduce all this activity to interaction of the psychic items all by themselves. But regardless of whether we see this activity as activity of the soul itself (or its parts) or as an attribute of some psychic states themselves, this kind of activity is precisely what is denied to the Appetitive part: it cannot “discern and reflect on itself” (*Tim. 77b7–8*). Why posit a separate subject as a holder of such psychic states, even if the purported subject can never discern its own states?

When we turn to the *Timaeus* on perception, we shall see that in what goes on in a typical case of seeing, say, a red apple we can distinguish two elements or aspects: both a representation that is in itself unconceptualized and some active conceptualization of it. There I shall take up the analogous suggestion that a typical case of an appetitive desire involves both such elements.

Second, even if we could solve the above worries, there is another problem. As Filip Karfík aptly observes, the *Timaeus* tells us what affections are found in the mortal parts of the soul and where in the body they are placed, but not what the mortal parts are made of. This is a conspicuous omission, since Plato goes out of his way in the *Timaeus* to describe the composition of the World Soul and the immortal part of the human soul. The World Soul is made (at least partially) out of parts of the Forms of Being, Sameness, and Difference and the immortal part of the human soul is made of the same things, but in a less pure form (*Tim. 42ae*). It is this composition, and the mathematical arrangement of the circles of the immortal part, that allow it to make judgments about both Forms and sensibles that involve the concepts of being, sameness, and difference. The Appetitive part’s inability to apply concepts suggests that it is not composed of Forms.

Moreover, whatever the composition of the mortal parts may be, there is no reason to think that there is any significant metaphysical difference between the two mortal parts with respect to their composition (*Tim. 69ce*). But if the Spirited part is not composed of Forms, it, too, should lack the ability to conceptualize. Yet trying to account for the content of all the psychic items found in the Spirited part – such as anger at injustice, shame, and so on – purely in terms of images is very implausible, and Plato

---
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16 Here, again, it is very hard to take these details literally. In the construction of the World Soul (*Tim. 35b–36d*), the parts of the Forms that go into the World Soul are spatially extended. It is very difficult to make good sense of this construed literally (even if one were to think of Forms as scattered particulars).
explicitly associates spirited emotions with linguistic content (see Passage 1 above, *Tim.* 70a2–b8). But, then, granting that a psychic entity cannot be composed simply of matter, what is there left for the mortal parts to be made of? Peter Lautner and Filip Karfík make the important suggestion, to which I shall return later, that the mortal parts are “nothing but specific motions of the specific tissues in the body.”

In particular, Karfík suggests that they are just the “specific movement of specific tissues, both arising from the immortal soul and acting upon it.” I shall return to this idea below and suggest that it be supplemented by giving some role to the immortal part of the soul in non-rational motivations.

The cases noted at the beginning of this chapter that any account of non-rational motivations needs to explain remain quite puzzling on the literal *Timaeus* view. We have seen that it is part of the literal *Timaeus* story that the Reasoning part sends images to the Appetitive part to frighten or soothe it, that is, especially to dissuade the Appetitive part from acting on its bad desire. (This cannot be seen as trying to get the Appetitive part to make a better decision, since the Appetitive part is not capable of the reflection involved in decision. If, after all, you are not capable of being aware of your desires, in what sense can you decide?)

So presumably when the Appetitive part’s desire does move the person to act, the desire for a martini with its imagistic content interacts with current sensory information to produce the relevant action. But we saw earlier that there are severe problems for imagistic theories here because (1) images are indeterminately ambiguous in what they represent, and (2) their capacity to represent anything other than simple non-conceptual content is quite limited.

But consider the case in which the Appetitive part’s desire is for something that the Reasoning part rejects. Suppose that the Appetitive part has a desire for candy that the Reasoning part rejects. I have no candy in my room, but I realize that you might, and that I can email you to ask you to bring some over. I have never done this before to get candy, so there is no train of memories in my soul of typing followed by eating candy. The Reasoning part has no reason to provide the relevant imagery (pictures of the keyboard letters, etc.) needed for the appetitive desire to produce the relevant bad action. How, then, could the appetitive desire produce action? The imagistic account thus fails to provide a good account of the ways in which the non-rational motivations operate.

Lautner (2005: 246 n. 28) and on plants’ souls, see Karfík (2005: 213–14).


Again, this is not to deny that a language user could use images to represent very abstract conceptual content.
I note two final points before turning to the other account in the *Timaeus*. First, it is an essential part of Lorenz’s account that an appetitive desire with pictorial content can by itself move the person to act. Yet we are often aware of desires for something that is disapproved of by reason; for example Jane is aware of desiring to sprinkle spoons of sugar on her cereal and akratically acts on the desire. For Jane, this desire is recognized and interacted with, at least in part, by virtue of the relevant propositional content, for example, “I want to sprinkle lots of sugar on my cereal.” On Lorenz’s story, however, the desire that actually moves Jane to action is the appetitive desire that has only the relevant pictorial content. So if there is also some desire (i.e., some psychic particular) that actually has the relevant propositional content, this desire is causally inert. It is more in the spirit of the imagistic account to hold that there is only one desire present and that this desire has only imagistic content. What has propositional content on this suggestion would be reason’s awareness of the unconceptualized desire, and reason’s awareness need not (and, indeed, should not) be a causal element in getting Jane to act on her appetitive desire.

This is not, however, an attractive account. It leaves it far too open that the Reasoning part’s interpretation of the appetitive desire might actually come apart from the end aimed at by the appetitive desire: Jane’s reason (or her Reasoning part), for example, rejects what she takes to be a desire to sprinkle sugar on her cereal, but the appetitive desire’s imagistic content of a white, granular substance may produce the action of sprinkling salt on her cereal. The imagistic account leaves too much room to open up between reason’s interpretation of the desire and the desire’s imagistic content and its causal powers. On the imagistic account, our behavior should be much more surprising to us than it actually is.

Second, there is something inherently philosophically odd about (1) holding that appetitive desires have only imagistic content and are related only by associationist mechanisms, and (2) positing a separate psychic subject for these items. A primary motivation for associationist psychology is that it provides a parsimonious account of psychic phenomena. In basic outline, it attempts to account for the relevant psychological activity by positing (1) certain psychic representations, and (2) certain laws of association that determine the succession of these representations. We thereby obviate the need for any further psychic structure and especially the need

---

21 This is stressed by Fodor (1996: 23–38), but is also well noticed by Frede (1990). For an account of the strengths and weaknesses of associationism, see Fodor (2005).

for psychic subjects or faculties that operate on these representations via inference.

Consider, for example, the clearest instance of the “association of ideas” in Plato, that is, the account of recollection in the *Phaedo*. (Memory has historically been the psychic activity that is the central case for associationism.) In the *Phaedo*, a perception triggers the unconscious stored memory of a Form and it is essential to this story that the process is not one of a subject drawing inferences, but is instead simply causal. (If we were moved by inference to the recollected concept, it would not need to be innate.) But in the *Phaedo* both these trains of association and also genuine inferences are found in a single subject: there is no need for additional subjects. On the sort of imagistic theory we are considering here, there seems to be little, if anything, left for a subject that houses these representations and those linked via association to them to do except to serve as a substratum for these particulars. We have just seen the problems with making such representations causally efficacious with respect to action. And I have argued above that a “bare substratum” account is an unsatisfying conception of a subject for the late Plato.23

**SECTION 4: PERCEPTION AND PLEASURE**

Consider a theory of perception and perceptual content that posits two basic subjects: one to have unconceptualized representations and another to be aware of and conceptualize these representations. Why posit two subjects? Taking a clue from the *Republic’s* Principle of Contraries, we might think that two subjects are needed when the items in each cannot

---

23 I am unsure of how Lorenz thinks of psychic subjects, and his position on the *Republic*’s Principle of Contraries is puzzling. Since the Principle as stated in Rep. 4 is not transparent in its application to conflicting desires, there has been a long debate in the secondary literature over whether there is some plausible formulation of it that produces exactly the three parts of the soul that Plato wants. Proposals have been made, they have been found open to counter-examples, and new, modified proposals have been offered. Lorenz announces that he will defend the “simple picture” according to which “the simultaneous occurrence of a desire and an aversion towards one and the same object … reveals a partition of the soul” (2006: 41). He also agrees that the Principle requires that it is impossible (not just uncommon or technologically difficult) for a single thing to have genuine contraries (pp. 23, 49, 202). But he also allows that counter-examples to the Principle are possible in unusual circumstances (pp. 51–2). He does not consider the range of cases that scholars have seen as counter-examples to the simple picture and thus does not give a satisfactory account of the sorts of cases in which the simple picture fails. Even those proposing counter-examples do not think that conflict within a soul part is the norm (cf. Bobonich 2002: 217–14; Irwin 1995: 212–21, 234, 290–9). But in any case, such a strategy is to hold that the simple picture is not adequate, not to defend it.
coexist in the same thing. But positing two subjects as described above for perception seems decidedly unnecessary: the same subject can it seems, quite obviously, have conceptualization and representation. Indeed, such doubling of subjects not only seems unmotivated and extravagant, but is perhaps simply counterproductive. The conceptualizing subject, after all, needs to be aware of these representations in order to conceptualize them. Positing a distinct, proper subject for these representations only needlessly introduces problems about access.24

We find a philosophically much better story about perception in the *Timaeus*. Given the close link between perceptions and non-rational motivation, we might hope that this better story about perception can help us find a satisfactory account of non-rational motivations. So let us begin with perception.

The motions produced by all these encounters [of the immortal part of the human soul with parts of the body and with external bodies] would then be conducted through the body to the soul, and strike against it. That is no doubt why these motions as a group came afterwards to be called “perceptions” (*aisthêseis*).25 (*Tim.* 43c4–7)

[When the immortal soul was added to the body] the motions involved with perception joined with the continually flowing channel to stir and violently shake the soul’s revolutions … They mutilated and disfigured the circles in every possible way so that the [soul’s] circles [of the Different and the Same] barely held together and though they remained in motion, they moved irrationally (*alogôs*)… Whenever the revolutions of the soul encounter something outside of them characterizable as same or different, they will speak of it as “the same as” something, or as “different from” something else when the truth is just the opposite, so proving themselves to be false and lacking reason. And at such times, souls do not have any revolution that rules and guides … It is then that these revolutions, however much in control they seem to be, are actually under their control. All these disturbances are no doubt the reason why even today and not only at the beginning, whenever a soul is bound within a mortal body, it at first lacks reason. [But over time the circles can regain their proper courses.] They then correctly identify what is the same and what is different, and render intelligent the person who possesses them … if such a person also gets the proper nurture to supplement his education, he will turn out perfectly whole and healthy, and will have escaped the greatest of illnesses. But if he neglects this, he will limp his way through life and return to Hades uninitiated and lacking reason. (*Tim.* 43c8–44c4)

---

24 Positing a second subject or system might be warranted if it engaged in operations on the input that are cognitively inaccessible to the Reasoning part. (Cf. Fodor’s notion of modularity (see Fodor 1996) discussed in Bobonich 2002: 257.) But the motions coming from outside in the case of perception (and as we shall see pleasure) are simply transmitted, not processed.

25 For the etymology, see Taylor (1928: *ad loc*).
This is an account of the origin of irrationality in the *Timaeus* that does not involve the addition of separate subjects to the immortal part. There is much more to say about these passages than I can discuss here.\(^{26}\) What are most important for us are the following points.

The immortal part of the human soul is comprised of the circle of the Same and the circle of the Different in a certain mathematical structure. These circles move, and I agree with commentators going back to Plutarch that Plato ascribes actual spatial motions to these circles.\(^{27}\) On the cognitive side, the immortal part contains the soul’s innate resources, including the concepts of Being, Sameness, and Difference, and at least the concept of Being is necessary for any belief.

According to *Tim.* 43c, perceptions (*aisthéseis*) are motions (1) in the body that originate from the body’s contact with external objects, and (2) that reach and affect the immortal part of the soul. These motions are unconceptualized until they reach the immortal part of the soul that then characterizes them. It is the property of motion that provides the basis for the interaction of the psychic and the material. Both the soul and material things are capable of being in spatial motion and of bringing about and being affected by spatial motion (material things bring about motion by having been moved themselves, the soul is a self-mover). Interaction is possible because what is psychic and what is material share a common property, that is, motion.

It is the interaction of these motions (*Tim.* 43e–44a) that (at least partially) constitutes the conceptualization of perception by the resources of the immortal part. The upshot of such interaction is that the soul characterizes something as the same or different and this characterization is straightforwardly conceptual and propositional; that is, the soul says that this is the same as or different than something and what it says is either true or false (*Tim.* 43e–44a). This is silent speech or thought that culminates in belief (doxa) as the *Sophist* characterizes them (263e–264a).\(^{28}\) And as Kamtekar aptly points out in her contribution to this volume, in *Laws* Book 10, Plato identifies items such as deliberation (bouleuesthai), belief (doxazein), pleasure and pain (chairousan lupoumenên), boldness and fear (tharrousan phoboumenên), and hatred and love with psychic motions (896e–897a).

---

\(^{26}\) This extends the account in Bobonich (2002).


\(^{28}\) It is also *phantasia* as *Soph.* 264b2 characterizes it, that is, “a mixture of perception and belief (*summeixis aisthéseis kai doxês*).” Cf. Silverman (1991). It is important to note that *phantasia* is not independent from belief.
The passage at *Tim.* 42e ff. describes ordinary perceptual encounters that occur shortly after the entry of the immortal part into the body: the immortal part provides the conceptualization of perception, and this happens very early, for example, in young children. There is no invocation of and no need for the mortal parts of the soul as separate subjects that are aware of and house perceptions. (Indeed, as we have seen, the Appetitive part cannot be aware of its own states; cf. *Tim.* 77bc.) Perception and perceptual belief are not described as involving separate, distinct subjects being added on to the immortal part, nor as the immortal part of the soul giving rise (e.g., by fission) to separate, distinct subjects. At least with respect to perception, all that is going on is motion reaching the soul and then being characterized in virtue of affecting the motions of the immortal part. The connection between the immortal part and the perceptions is direct. What remains throughout the interaction are the circles of the Same and the Different and their basic structure. The elements of this story are (1) the original circles of the Same and the Different, (2) the motions that strike these circles, and (3) the resultant motions of the circles which are, so to speak, the composition of these motions.

Further, from very early on, conceptualized perception is a basic input of ordinary action (*Tim.* 43ac, 43e–44c). There is no hint of a subject that houses unconceptualized images that interact via association to produce action. In ordinary and early action (much of which will be in service of non-rational desires), perception plays its role as part of a larger whole including conceptualization. Ordinary visual experience that is relevant to action may include image-like representations, but these are conceptualized so as to give rise to true or false beliefs, such as, that this is different from that.

Given the close links between perceptions and non-rational motivations, we should expect a similar story about the latter. Part of the content of these motivations might often be perceptual or derived from perception and sometimes imagistic, but as they are part of our ordinary experience and enter into our actions, they will also be conceptualized. Remember that the imagist theories we are considering hold that all non-rational motivations have only imagistic content; the conceptualist interpretation that I advocate only requires that some human non-rational motivations have conceptual content. This is entirely consistent with the idea

---

29 Plato in the *Laws* is concerned with establishing and maintaining the proper motions in children’s souls as part of the education, e.g., *Laws* 653d–654a and 790c ff. For an important discussion of this, see Kamtekar’s contribution to this volume.

30 For details about hearing, see Lautner (2005).
that non-human, non-language users do not possess concepts or that non-language-using human babies’ psychic states have only imagistic content. It is also consistent with the idea that some (or even many) non-rational motivations in normal, adult human language users have only imagistic content. All that is necessary to reject these imagistic theories is that at least some human non-rational motivations have conceptual content. The evidence and arguments that we have considered and will consider, however, warrant stronger conclusions.

In a later passage in the *Timaeus* there is a suggestion as to how non-rational motivations may involve the resources of the immortal part of the soul and have conceptual content.

The most important point that remains concerning the properties that have a common effect on the body as a whole, pertains to the causes of pleasures and pains in the cases we have described as well as all cases in which perceptions are registered throughout the bodily parts, perceptions which are also simultaneously accompanied by pleasures and pains in those parts … When even a minor disturbance affects that which is easily moved by nature, the disturbance is passed on in a chain reaction with some parts affecting others in the same way as they were affected, until it reaches that which is intelligent (or cognizant) (*to phronimon*)\(^{31}\) and reports the property that produced the reaction … This, then, is what we should understand about pleasure and pain: an unnatural disturbance that comes upon us with great force and intensity is painful, while its equally intense departure, leading back to the natural state, is pleasant … All those bodies which experience only gradual departures from their normal state or gradual depletions but whose replenishments are intense and substantial are bodies that are unaware of their depletions but not of their replenishments, and hence they introduce very substantial pleasures in the mortal part of the souls but not any pains. (*Tim.* 64a2–65a2)

Here motion is transmitted through the body until it reaches the “that which is intelligent” (*to phronimon*). The *phronimon* here must be the immortal part of the soul. If, as is plausible, we follow the parallel with *Tim.* 43b–44c, there will be interaction between the *phronimon* and the incoming motion and the resultant composite motion should partially constitute the awareness.\(^{32}\)

\(^{31}\) It is very implausible to think that Plato would use such a term to refer to the Appetitive part, which lacks belief and the ability to reflect on itself or discern its own states (*Tim.* 77b5–c3). Also, the parallel with *Tim.* 43b–44c supports the identification of *to phronimon* with the immortal part. For a good discussion of the issue, see Lautner (2005: 237–46).

\(^{32}\) In the case of both pleasure and perception, the motions coming through the body are not self-reflexively aware and there is no awareness of them until they reach the mortal part. The Appetitive part is not aware of itself (if it is a bare substratum, there is nothing to be aware of) and as *Tim.* 77bc shows it is not aware of its own states. It transmits the relevant motions, but all awareness is
The awareness of the motion reaching the immortal part is thus at least a necessary constituent of anything that counts as a pleasure (even of appetitive pleasures). So pleasure, as such, only has psychic effects when the immortal part has the necessary awareness of the relevant motions. Accordingly, no pleasures are fully characterizable simply as movements belonging to the mortal part of the soul. They do count as pleasures and enter into their typical psychic interactions, for example, giving rise to certain desires, only with this contribution of the immortal part. Thus a paradigmatic item in the lower part relevant to non-rational motivations only is what it is and has the psychic effects that it does at least partially in virtue of the deployment of the immanent resources of the immortal part.\textsuperscript{33}

Does such awareness include conceptualization? Since awareness is an operation of the immortal part of the soul, there is nothing to prevent simultaneous conceptualization. The parallel with \textit{Tim}. 43b–44c suggests that conceptualization is typically part of the interaction (when there is interaction) between the immortal part and the motions coming through the body, as was the case, for example, in the perceptions of young children.\textsuperscript{34} And if we were to hold that all pleasures are unconceptualized and given their content simply by picture-like imagery, we would again face the problems noted above for imagistic theories of content.

Moreover, there is good evidence that Plato in the \textit{Philebus} thinks that at least some non-rational pleasures have intentional and conceptual content, and it is even clearer that he also accepts there that non-rational hopes have conceptual content (\textit{Phil}. 39e–40a).\textsuperscript{35} In the \textit{Timaeus} itself, the

\textsuperscript{33} I have argued that the mortal part of the soul is not a genuine subject and that some of the affections attributed to it are composites of the motion of the immortal part of the soul and the motions coming through the body. But it is not easy to give an exact catalogue of the affections attributed to or classed under the mortal parts and in a longer discussion we would have to consider, e.g., the motions arising in the body as a result of motions sent by the immortal part. Consider, for example, the effects noted at \textit{Tim}. 70ab; a difficulty here will be distinguishing what is purely bodily and what is in some way psychic. It would also be a mistake to think of the three “parts” of the soul as located in simply the head, the chest, and the midriff. Sexual desire (\textit{erōs}) may be localized in the genitalia (\textit{Tim}. 91ab), and the immortal part may extend throughout the marrow and interact with other motions in places other than the head (\textit{Tim}. 73bd, 81de). For discussions, see Johansen (2000), Karfík (2005), and Lautner (2005).

\textsuperscript{34} This interpretation is supported by the claim that bodily motions when they reach the mortal part of the soul “report [\textit{exaggeiēō}] the property that produced the reaction” (\textit{Tim}. 64b5–6).

primary constituents of the mortal part of the soul are “pleasure, a powerful lure to what is bad, then pains which make us flee what is good; besides these, confidence (tharros) and fear (phobos), foolish counselors both (aphrone sumboulô); then also anger (thumon) hard to assuage and hope (elpida) easily led astray” (Tim. 69d1–4). Confidence and fear have conceptual content for Plato (Laws 644c9–d1; cf. Laches 198b and Prot. 358de), as does hope, as we have just seen, so this passage is sufficient by itself to show that not all the psychic states or activities attributed to the mortal have only imagistic content. We have also seen the difficulty of giving a purely imagistic theory of anger. We should instead see whatever imagistic representation is involved in non-rational motivation as an aspect of a broader state that includes conceptualization and whose effects depend at least in part on its conceptualization.16

To sum up, as we saw in the analysis of Tim. 42e ff., irrational perceptual beliefs are the result of the composite motions of the immortal part of the soul and motions coming through the body, and from such beliefs certain actions arise. In the case of pleasure, the analogous story is quite straightforward. Insofar as some non-rational pleasures involve perceptions that include the awareness of the immortal part, they are like the perceptual beliefs at Tim. 42e ff. They are a result of the interaction of motion coming through the body and the immortal part’s activity including conceptualization. This account can and should be extended to include other non-rational motivations such as fear, anger, hope, desire, and so on.

Irrational perceptual beliefs, such as those at Tim. 42e ff., are not irrational because they are unconceptualized. They are wrongly conceptualized because of the influence of the incoming motion. Just as irrational beliefs are not unconceptualized beliefs, but wrongly conceptualized ones, so non-rational motivations are not unconceptualized, for example desires, but are wrongly or incompletely conceptualized.

It is sometimes thought that such an interpretation makes Platonic psychology essentially Stoic, that is, that it gives Plato a theory in which all motivation is rational. But to think this would be a mistake. Plato in the late dialogues certainly does not think that, for instance, spirited emotions or appetitive desires involve or stem from a judgment about what is the best thing to do all things considered. At the metaphysical level, the motion that underlies irrational perceptual beliefs at Timaeus 42e ff. is not simply an instance of the immortal part of the soul’s own circular motion, but is a composite of this and motion coming through the body. This will

16 Cf. n. 37 on Plato’s wider notion of perception.
also be the case for at least some pleasures, and I have suggested that such an account can be extended to other non-rational motivations. Further, Plato continues to accept that spirited emotions and appetitive desires can cause action without the endorsement of reason: Plato is not a Stoic. But I have argued that at least some of these motivations will have conceptual content and this can only come from the resources of the immortal part. There is no place left for mortal parts of the soul that are separate, distinct subjects with exclusively imagistic content.37

SECTION 5: CONCLUSION

An ethical psychology should provide, at least in very broad outlines, some view of how people think, feel, and are moved to act, and of how they can be ethically educated, and it should offer some understanding of their perfected ethical condition. In all these ways, the imagistic theory attributes to Plato a worse theory than he actually has.

First, the canonical interaction for the imagery theorist is the projection of images by the reasoning part on the liver. This is not something of which one is typically aware and it reduces the central interaction of reason and appetitive desire to unconscious levels. This worry does not depend on a general skepticism about unconscious psychic activities, but

37 It is sometimes thought (e.g., Lorenz 2006: 102–7) that Philebus 32b–36c and 38e–40c provide support for the imagistic theory, but this is doubtful. In the first passage, memory is said to be involved in certain pleasures and desires for both humans and other animals. If animals’ desires and pleasures have only imagistic content, one might infer that so do the corresponding human ones. But this is not a good inference. Plato never says that the mechanism of animals’ and humans’ memories is exactly the same. In humans, memories might produce conceptualized desires and pleasures, while animals’ memories might only be imagistic. Phil. 36a7–ct may attribute hope (elpis) to both humans and animals, and at least for the former such hope has propositional content. (Note also that Phil. 34a3–5, cf. Tim. 43c–44a, seems to count as “perception” the combination of the motion of the body and the motion of what the Timaeus passage describes as the immortal part of the soul which includes conceptualization. For a similar use of “perception” in a list including memory, see Laws 645et–2.) At Phil. 38e–40c, in discussing certain anticipatory pleasures, Plato says that there is a scribe in the book of the soul that writes sentences (logoi) and a painter that follows the scribe and paints images (eikones) of these sentences. If Plato were to hold that such images by themselves provide the content for, e.g., appetitive anticipatory pleasures, this would, in this case, at any rate, support the imagistic interpretation. But Plato never says here that the images by themselves are all that are available to appetitive pleasures, and the images and sentences seem to go together. Further, if, as many interpreters think (cf. n. 35), at least some non-rational anticipatory pleasures are true or false in a semantic sense, that is, as beliefs are, then their content cannot be provided by pictures alone. Theaetetus 184b–186e holds that attaining truth in the semantic sense requires grasping being or predication, and Lorenz (2006: 86–8) agrees that pictures alone cannot do this. It is, of course, possible to use a picture to stand for a proposition, e.g., a skull and crossbones to stand for the proposition “This is poisonous,” but this a different matter.
it is paying a high price to make unconscious the large majority of reason’s dissuasive effects on appetitive desires. Worse, it makes the relation between the input of reason and the effect on the appetitive desire disturbingly contingent: any aversive image should do, and, even worse, what may really do the work are pain and the prospect of pain. The relation between reasoning and non-rational motivations thus becomes oddly manipulative. Indeed, it is difficult to make sense of the distinction between the manipulative and the non-manipulative if we are restricted to the causal interaction of associationistically connected images.

Second, as we have seen, because this theory identifies the non-rational motivation with its imagistic representation it makes our non-rational motivations, as we are normally aware of them, causally inefficacious. Third, restricting the content of non-rational motivations to picture-like imagery has a surprising, but logically straightforward consequence. If, for example, a desire or an emotion has conceptual content, it cannot be a non-rational motivation and must instead be a rational motivation. Desires that actually have the conceptualized content “I want a Tanqueray martini” or “I want to sleep with my neighbor’s spouse” (or emotions such as being angry that you have done me an injustice) either simply cannot exist or must count as rational motivations. Neither consequence seems acceptable and the latter option threatens to reintroduce akratic conflict among rational motivations.

Fourth, as we have also seen, what we wanted was some account of, for instance, our appetitive desires that would do the following work.

1. It should explain how the representations involved in non-rational motivations can fix upon a certain object, such as a round soy burger. Here the imagery theory faces, without attempting to address, the problem of the ambiguity of images.

2. It should explain how the representations involved in non-rational motivations can represent something that is not an object of sensory awareness (either present or stored), such as a martini made with Tanqueray gin, but we found no such resources in the imagery theory. It is simply a fact about human psychology that non-rational motivations in adult language users can take as their objects very complicated and sophisticated objects, such as, one’s neighbor’s spouse. The imagery theories we have considered do not attempt to meet this challenge.

3. It should explain how appetitive desires interact with each other and with relevant pieces of information such that we can explain our ordinary
experience of having appetitive desires, having them be affected by
other appetitive desires, having them change in light of information,
and having them move us to action. We found that the imagery theory
had no account of how images and linguistic information could inter-
act, since there seems to be no common denominator allowing such
interaction, and we also found that trains of associationistically con-
nected images seemed much too impoverished to guide even primitive
appetitive desires.

In sum, we have seen no reason to think that such a model could be
anything other than woefully inadequate for describing human psychol-
ogy. It is in no way an adequate substitute for the conceptual and lin-
guistic characterization of non-rational motivations that we saw that Plato
actually gives (e.g., Laws 644c9–d1).

In conclusion, I would like to return to the ethical implications of such
imagistic theories for understanding the training of non-rational motiva-
tions and ethical education in general and the value of having, at last,
well-ordered non-rational motivations. First, since pictures cannot by
themselves plausibly represent non-sensible value properties, they can-
ot be ways of grasping, even partially and infirmly, truths about value.
(This is an especially implausible result for spirited emotions.) Having
one’s non-rational motivations in good condition thus seems only to have
instrumental value insofar as this avoids psychic turmoil or interference
with rational belief and desire of the sort we find in akrasia. The idea that
the only states that have non-instrumental value are rational motivations
gives us a Plato who is all too Stoic.

Second, the imagistic account also fails to provide a plausible account
of the role of non-rational motivations in ethical learning. Once again,
they seem only capable of instrumental value or disvalue. But in the Laws,
Plato is concerned to stress the importance of some sensory pleasures. Plato
conceives of value properties in quasi-mathematical terms, for example, as
certain kinds of symmetry or orderliness. He also emphasizes the impor-
tance of children engaging in and taking pleasure in the right sorts of
movements, such as in dance, from very early ages (e.g., Laws 653a–654a).
These pleasures will be identified (at least in part) by the children having
them in linguistic terms, in particular, in terms that make some reference
to harmony or order. Desires for pleasures thus have more than pictorial
content, and thus cannot be assigned to the appetitive part of the soul on
the imagistic theory. But such pleasures and desires for them need not,
and typically in youths will not, be the product of an all-things-considered
judgment of what is overall best and can come into conflict with such judgments. Thus we cannot put them into a distinct and separate reasoning part. Nevertheless, they provide the building blocks for later and more sophisticated conceptions of order.\textsuperscript{38}

\textsuperscript{38} For further discussion, see Bobonich (2002: 350–73). For a distinct view, see Kamtekar’s contribution to this volume.
Unlike the Republic, which expresses the ideal of an aristocracy of philosophers, that is, essentially the ideal of rule by the most intellectually talented members of the upper classes, the Laws offers a more traditional paradigm of conservative agrarianism, principally founded on the time-honored model of the Greek soldier-farmer. This farmer is the citizen who serves his city economically by ensuring that his plot remains productive and militarily by serving in the army as a heavy infantryman (hoplētēs). In all likelihood, some of the citizens of the Laws are leisured landlords and some self-sufficient but not excessively wealthy farmers regularly toiling on their own land. The conservatism of both groups informs much of the thinking of the Laws on social issues. I would like to thank Christopher Bobonich and Robert Mayhew for their useful comments on an earlier draft of this chapter.
Family and the question of women

It is in the framework of this conservatism that the family structure espoused in the *Laws* can be best understood. The formal prerequisite for citizenship is membership in one of the city’s 5,040 households (*oikoi*). In making membership in the *oikos* the basic criterion for citizenship Plato follows a long and almost universal Greek tradition. The household was the fundamental social and (to a large extent) economic unit of the Greek world. Aristotle understandably treats it as the first social structure out of which the city (polis) eventually emerges (*Politics* 1252b9–10).

In addition, the treatment of slaves that Plato prescribes in the *Laws* is harsher than the normal Athenian practice of his time (this is the conclusion of Morrow 1939, which remains the classic study on the subject); and, in unions of mixed status, the child always gets the lower status (for example, the offspring of a citizen man and a slave woman will be a slave).

The treatment of homosexuality in the *Laws* is also characteristic of its conservatism. As a rule, upper-class Greeks adopted one of two attitudes toward pederasty: a more liberal one, involving provisional acceptance, but with emphasis on the spiritual/pedagogical side of the relationship as opposed to the sexual one; and a more rigid one, involving its unconditional condemnation. Despite having provided a brilliant defense of the former attitude in the *Symposium*, in the *Laws* Plato unreservedly endorses the latter (636c, 836c–e, 838e, 841d).

4 In order to remain an active citizen one must, of course, fulfill the regular obligations of citizenship, such as completing the educational curriculum and the military service required by the city. In 753b Plato explicitly makes voting rights dependent on bearing or having borne arms.

5 Plato departs from this tradition in the *Republic*, where the abandonment of the individual family means that the Guardians are not members of particular households. At another level, however, it may be claimed that Plato creates a single *oikos* of which all the individual Guardians, male and female, are members: noticeably, the affection normally reserved for members of one’s immediate family is now transferred to the whole Guardian class (463c–d, 465a–b, 471d; cf. also the *Republic*’s recapitulation in *Timaeus* 18c–d).

6 It was assumed for a long time that the rise of the *oikos* based on the conjugal family superseded the older kinship organization known as the *genos* and that this development was essential for the emergence of the democratic city, because the aristocratic *genê* helped the upper classes consolidate their political domination of the masses. This was the view of De Coulanges, Glotz and Gernet (for references see Lape 2002/3: 128 n. 48). Nevertheless, there is no compelling reason to think of the *genos* and the *oikos* as incompatible, and this position has now been all but abandoned. On the other hand, it is true that the democratic city used a variety of devices to make the aristocrats transfer their loyalty from the *genos* to the city as a whole. These devices included the institutionalization of the *liturgies*, by which the rich offered part of their resources to the whole community rather than to a few friends (see Johnstone 1994: 223), the replacement of the ideology of *habrosyne* – which entailed the private enjoyment of luxurious goods – with the egalitarian ethos of the democracy (see Kurke 1992: 103–6), and the channeling of aristocratic competitiveness toward winning the goodwill of the demos. As Ober (1989: 333) puts it, under democracy “the continuing strength of the aristocratic code of competition and *philotimia* served the interests of the democracy.” Despite the fact that Plato has no sympathy for democracy, he clearly wishes the allegiance of all citizens, including the richer and most powerful, to be to the city rather than to other native or foreign families. His attitude can be explained by two factors. On a formal level, Magnesia is a colony and has no traditional aristocracy of birth. On a more substantive level, the nexus of intra-family relations typified by structures like the *genos* not only united the aristocracy, but also divided it between alliances of families competing for political power. It is precisely this intra-aristocratic strife that Plato tries to arrest in the *Republic* by abolishing the *oikos* for the Guardians and thus transferring their undivided allegiance to the city.
The land of Magnesia is divided into 5,040 parts to be distributed by lot, one to each head of a family coming into the colony (737c). These parts must be of roughly equal productive capacity (737c, 745c), a provision which promotes citizen equality, but is also in accordance with the standard Greek procedure of land distribution when founding a new colony. More innovative is Plato’s requirement that all lots should be divided into two parts, one close to the city and one further away. This is an interesting arrangement, also followed by Aristotle in his ideal city of the Politics (1330a 14–16). Although obviously difficult to implement, it aims at achieving two goals: obliterating the difference between city and country, which was a factor in the politics of many Greek cities, including Athens, and again promoting citizen equality by making sure that all properties are roughly equidistant from the psychologically important center of the city.  

The model of land-ownership that Plato follows in the Laws is based on the premise, commonly accepted in the classical Greek world, that only citizens may possess land. Despite occasionally granting the right of land ownership (ἐγκτῆσις) to metics or freed slaves, most Greek cities reserved this right solely for citizens. Actually, according to one theory about the emergence of the classical polis, the polis comes about as an association of landowners excluding other groups from political participation. But despite the fact that Greek cities generally reserved the right to land-ownership for their citizens, a crucial difference existed between oligarchies and democracies: the former restricted citizenship to those actually owning – mainly landed – property, whereas the latter did not. As Josiah Ober puts it, talking about the Athenian democracy, one of its fundamental characteristics was “the disjunction of property ownership from political participation.”

---

7. The distribution of plots of land of equal value has been associated with Sparta, but, as Hodkinson (1986: 383) remarks, “[t]here is … no suggestion of equality of landholding in any of the historical sources from the sixth century down to Aristotle.” It is therefore unclear whether Plato would associate such equality with the Spartan constitution.

8. Charbit (2002: 224) remarks that “[d]ividing each plot in two parts and distributing them in such a way that no citizen will be nearer the center of the city than any other will prevent serious conflict.” On the political significance of the meson, the middle or center of the polis, see Vernant (1982: 47–8, 125–6); Ophir (1991: 19–20). The fact that all properties in the Laws are equidistant from the center of the city becomes even more important if we take into account that no mention of such a center is to be found in the Republic. In their classic study of civic space in ancient Greece, Lévêque and Vidal-Naquet (1964: 134) explain this feature by characterizing the Republic as “utopia in its purest form.”

9. Sparta is the one anomaly to this rule. The Spartans allowed metics to legally own and freely dispose of land in Lacedaemon.

10. This theory was particularly popular in the nineteenth century AD and accepted by, among others, De Coulanges and Engels.

In the *Laws*, Plato not only rejects the idea that citizenship may be conferred on individuals without landed property, but makes the two groups, landholders and citizens, absolutely co-extensive: the citizens of the *Laws* not only have the right to own land *in abstracto*, but are actually citizens by virtue of belonging to a landowning family. According to this criterion, then, Magnesia is an oligarchic city.

In making membership in a landholding family and citizenship co-extensive, Plato follows a Spartan precedent. Although, as we shall see, the philosopher draws much of his inspiration from pre-democratic Athens, some of the arrangements of the dialogue come from the traditions of Crete and Sparta, the two political systems universally admired by Greek conservatives. Dramatically, Sparta is represented in the dialogue by Megillus and Crete by Cleinias.

In the case of Sparta, because of the constant menace of a revolt by the helots, the initial lot-holders transformed themselves to a professional army and, as Paul Cartledge succinctly puts it, “‘hoplite class’ became synonymous with ‘citizen-body’.” By instituting an absolute coincidence between citizenship and membership in a landowning family, then, Plato adheres to an oligarchic political principle.

Other elements of the *Laws* probably inspired by Sparta include Plato’s educational system and the citizens’ common meals, the *syssitia*. The educational system of the *Laws* shares a fundamental attribute with the Spartan one: it is universal and mandatory (804d–e). Plato develops this system in considerable detail (788a–822d). It begins with pre-school education at the age of three and ends at sixteen, after which some form of military service probably follows. Plato is categorical about the importance of education, and the position of the minister of education (paideias epimelêtês)
is the most important officialdom in the city (765e), surpassing both the Guardians of the laws and the members of the Nocturnal Council.\(^5\) His system has one substantial difference from the Spartan educational system, known as *agogê*, in that it does not aim only at developing physical strength and military skills, but it still has in common with it the fact that it is organized and absolutely controlled by the state. Moreover, although it is not true that individual reflection is prohibited or even necessarily discouraged in the *Laws*, the fact remains that by creating a universal and mandatory educational system Plato takes away from the parents the prerogative of controlling their children’s education.\(^6\) This raises the problem of how collectivist institutions like a state-controlled education may be reconciled with the fact that the *oikos* is the elementary social unit of Magnesia.

The same problem is posed by the other major Spartan institution that Plato introduces in the *Laws*: the common meals (*syssitia*) for men and women (762b–e, 780b–781a).\(^7\) Female *syssitia* is of course an extraordinary proposal, which will be discussed below. But even the existence of men’s common meals in Magnesia raises questions of interpretation. First of all, it is unclear how practical the measure may be in a community of small farmers, who live in their own individual houses. Even with moderate-size farms, the distance between these houses will not be negligible given fourth-century BC transportation means, and getting together every evening to dine could be physically demanding, especially if some citizens engage in physical labor on their farms during the day. This is a real difficulty, and David’s suggestion of “a large number of *syssitia* in the neighborhood of the farms”\(^8\) would alleviate but not solve it. Essentially, the

---


6. Bobonich (1996: 273) is right when he argues that in the *Laws* there is “[a genuine tension] … between encouraging citizens to develop good grounds for their ethical beliefs and guaranteeing that they arrive at, and retain, true ethical beliefs.” Moreover, the preambles to the laws are directed to the rationality of the citizens (see Bobonich 1991 and Laks 2007), which is an indication that Plato thinks of those citizens as rational beings able to make up their own minds. Further, in his metaphor of the free and the slave doctor (720a–e), Plato underlines the superiority of the former, who explains the medical situation to the patient and tries to persuade him, to the slave doctor, who only gives orders. It is clear, therefore, that he allows some moral and intellectual autonomy to Magnesians.

7. Common meals were not unique to Sparta, but existed also in Crete. The difference between the two is that in Sparta each citizen contributed individually toward these meals, whereas in Crete they were paid for by the state (Aristotle, *Politics* 1271a28–30, 1272a13–21). Since the *syssitia* of the *Laws* will be supported by individual contributions, it is reasonable to assume that Plato’s model on this point is Sparta. But cf. also 842b, which is discussed in the text below.

problem stems from the fact that *syssitia* is an organization created by and appropriate for a small “militaristic” leisured aristocracy, but hardly suited to the lifestyle of individual farmers only occasionally taking up arms. On top of that, there is a clear tension between common meals and the individual family. Although David rightly points out that the two coexisted in Sparta, there can be no question that the existence of *syssitia* was an important part of a whole nexus of collective institutions which decisively diminished the social role of the household. As David Schaps puts it, “[i]n Sparta military and quasi-military communal organizations fulfilled many of the functions of the family, so that the family was correspondingly weaker.” The tension, therefore, between the *syssitia* and the *agogê* on the one hand and the *oikos* on the other is real. Can it be resolved in the framework of the *Laws*?

The answer is, in my opinion, that Plato sees the former two as institutions which augment virtue, friendship, and uniformity of belief among the citizens. From this point of view, they both play an important political role by strengthening common values and ideas and therefore checking the potentially destructive individualism promoted by the existence of the *oikos*. In the *Laws*, Plato concedes that the common possession of goods and the dissolution of the individual family of the *Republic* is not feasible in a colony inhabited by ordinary people. He still regards these arrangements as the best absolutely (739a and e), but probably beyond what is achievable by humans: the common possession of women, children, and property of the *Republic* can only come about in a city “inhabited … by gods or children of gods” (739d6–7). The *agogê* and the *syssitia* can therefore be interpreted as attempts to bring the society of the *Laws* closer to the ideal of a polis in which all particular interests are abolished and, in consequence, universal ideological uniformity can be achieved. But whereas a state education with strong emphasis on uniformity and the institution of common meals squares perfectly well with the common possessions of the two higher classes of the *Republic*, they are obviously harder to reconcile with the concept of a society composed of individual *oikoi*. Actually, it is not an accident that Plato never specifies the precise

---

19 David (1978: 490–1).
21 The Spartan *syssitia* had a reputation for being frugal, as implied by Plutarch, *Lycurgus* 12 (cited by Morrow 1960: 390 n. 329) and *Lycurgus* 10, and could therefore be seen as particularly promoting moderation (*sôphrosyne*); cf. Bobonich (2002: 377). The educational system of the *Laws*, on the other hand, explicitly aims at promoting all the virtues. As for the role of *syssitia* in promoting civic friendship, see Aristotle, *Politics* 1313a39–b6, with the comments of Kraut (1997: 110).
22 All passages of the *Laws* cited are in Pangle’s (1986) translation.
form that *syssitia* should take in Magnesia. In an often-quoted passage in 842b, he writes:

we’re now just about at the point where the common meals have been set up. We assert that elsewhere this would create difficulty, but that in Crete nobody would suppose there ought to be any other arrangement. As to the way they are to be organized – whether as they are here or as they are in Lacedaemon, or whether there is yet some third form of common meals better than both of these two – I don’t think it’s a very difficult matter to figure out, and no great advantage is to be had by figuring it out: they’re well arranged now.

Downplaying a problem, however, is not the same thing as solving it. Plato implies that the *syssitia* of the *Laws* will be different from both the Spartan and the Cretan version and explicitly claims that little is to be gained by a detailed exposition of how they will function in Magnesia, probably implying that a well-organized society of good citizens will be able to work this out easily. Similarly, in 783b–c the Athenian Stranger promises to give a detailed account of how *syssitia* will be organized in Magnesia, but the promise remains unfulfilled. Why? The unfinished state of the *Laws* has been suggested as the answer. Nevertheless, as a singular response to this problem it is clearly unsatisfactory. Given that common meals are historically the product of a social organization completely different from that of the *Laws*, Plato’s inefficacy in adequately explaining how they are going to be implemented, or how their compatibility with a strong *oikos* may be defended, can be treated as symptomatic of a tension which remains ultimately unresolved in the *Laws*.

But Magnesia does not have only similarities with Sparta. It also has essential differences: its citizens are colonists, not a conquering army. They employ chattel slavery, the usual practice in Athens and throughout most of the Greek world – they do not dominate a whole subject population. Most of them toil on their own fields or at least manage them, unlike the Spartans, who were full-time soldiers. Moreover, in addition to Plato’s unequivocal rejection of both helotage and militarism in Book 1, most of Magnesia’s individual laws come from the tradition of Athens and not of any other city, as Morrow has shown in great detail. The use of the land prescribed in the *Laws* also fits the pattern of Athens before Plato’s birth.

---

23 See David (1978: 492); Morrow (1960: 397).

24 Plato notes that chattel slavery is preferable to the enslavement of a whole people, because it makes revolt much more unlikely (777c).


Finally, there is one more crucial consideration suggesting that Plato’s inspiration comes more from an earlier-day, pre-democratic Athens than it does from Sparta: the concept of the “mixed constitution,” which is introduced in 756e and which constitutes the fundamental political principle of the Laws, was in the mid-fourth century BC identified with the Athenian “ancestral constitution,” a romanticized version of the Athenian past before Cleisthenes or even before Solon.

All this means that Plato’s attitude toward the family in the Laws is informed by two separate traditions: first, an Athenian one, which entails a society composed of private oikoi – more or less the norm in the Greek world; second, a Dorian one, including several collective institutions restricting the social role of the household. But the fact that, even when adopting the Athenian model, Plato moves far beyond his contemporary Athens, to the “ancestral constitution,” means that both the Spartan and the Athenian models that he endorses are inherently conservative.

In this conservatism Plato goes even further than fourth-century BC Athens and Sparta. He espouses two rules which hardly existed in Greece in his own lifetime: the inalienability of land and its inheritance by a single son.

The question of the inalienability of land in archaic and classical Greece is a complex one, to which the extant evidence does not permit a definite answer. In the fourth century BC land was alienable, that is, it could be sold and transferred outside the family, in both Sparta and Athens. Was there a time when it was legally forbidden or practically impossible (due to, for example, custom and strong social pressure) for this to happen? There is some evidence that this may have been the case in both cities. For Sparta, we know that in the fourth century BC there was a concentration of land in very few hands, which led to a serious lack of fighting men, and Plutarch mentions a decree of Epitadeus in the early part of the century which made it possible to bequeath land as a present, effectively making

---

27 Plato never uses the term “mixed constitution” (*meiktê politeia*), but the concept is clearly formulated in 756e.

28 For the identification of the two concepts see the references in Samaras (2002: 262–3). In adopting the idea of the “mixed” and therefore by implication of the “ancestral” constitution, Plato flags his sympathy toward the “moderate” oligarchs of the Theramenian tradition, who were dreaming of a “mixed” constitution including the highest classes and the landowning farmers, but excluding from citizenship the propertyless Athenians who were enfranchised by the democracy. The more radical oligarchs, who were the staunchest admirers of Sparta, wanted a narrower constitution with more restricted citizenship. Plato’s stern criticisms of Sparta, the fact that Magnesians are farmers rather than full-time soldiers, and the importance of the oikos, which ultimately over-rides collectivist Dorian institutions present in the Laws, strongly indicate his preference for the “moderate” group.
it alienable. But Plutarch’s two accounts of the Spartan system of land tenure, in *Lycurgus* 8.3–6 and 16 and in *Agis* 5.2–3, are inherently inconsistent and incompatible with Aristotle’s analysis in the *Politics* 1270a15–b6. 29 Stephen Hodkinson argues that the alienation of Spartan land must have started in the mid-fifth century BC at the latest, and this is a plausible position which squares well with Aristotle and provides a satisfactory account for the lack of men (*Politics* 1270a33) of the next century. 10 A similar time framework is credible for the end of inalienability in Athens. As early as the 1950s John Fine pointed out that there is no evidence for the mortgaging of land before the latter part of the fifth century BC, and inferred that before that land in Attica was inalienable, a position also accepted by Morrow. 31 A good argument for the inalienability of land in ancient Athens is provided by the fact that just before Solon one had to mortgage his own freedom to borrow money, something which would not be the case if it was possible to borrow against one’s land. 32

Whatever the truth about inalienability, however, Plato’s motive in adopting it appears clear enough. Since in the fourth century BC the transference of the family lot outside the oikos became a much more common occurrence than in earlier years, Plato’s insistence on inalienability in Magnesia obviously demonstrates a desire to recapture a past in which such transference was much more unusual and in which the polis was firmly grounded on a citizenry consisting exclusively of self-sustaining farmers. 33 This desire to reproduce the conditions of a – real or imaginary – Greek past is evident in many features of the *Laws*, like the prohibition for citizens of manual arts and all non-agricultural activities. Such activities, Plato claims, are morally harmful to free men, but they also correspond to a more developed market economy. By legislating the absolute inalienability of land, Plato endeavors to achieve three objectives. First, he aims to secure the longevity of his system – and he is obviously right in that a system in which market forces are limited and agricultural production is

30 Hodkinson (1986: 386). Cawkwell (1983: 390) and Lane Fox (1985: 221) argue that the lack of men (*leipsandria*) itself had already occurred in the fifth century BC, a view supported by Thucydides 5.68.
32 This leaves the whole period between Solon’s reforms and the time of the Peloponnesian War unaccounted for, but given the lack of evidence for the sale of land outside the family during that particular era – Fine’s *ex silencio* argument – and Finley’s (1968: 27) acute observation that no real-estate market developed in Athens even in the fourth century BC, because people were still reluctant to sell their land, the case for inalienability is reasonably strong.
33 On the frequency of the sale of land in the fourth century BC see Aristotle, *Politics* 1266b14–24, 1274b1–5, 1319a10–11.
the only source of citizen wealth will change much more slowly than one involving a more complex economy. Second, he tries to ensure the absolute co-extension of the landowning and the citizen groups, on which the aforementioned longevity ultimately depends. Since Plato follows the oligarchic model of making membership in a landowning family absolutely necessary for citizenship, any citizen losing his land would also lose his citizenship—precisely the situation in his contemporary Sparta. Third, Plato aims to prevent economic antagonism among citizens, an antagonism that would inevitably spill over into politics and threaten the social peace of Magnesia. But it is not simply the collapse of his social structure that the philosopher wants to prevent by employing inalienability. As Moses Finley points out, the latter could be crucial for the survival of a colony: “[n]ew settlements in sometimes hostile environments may well have introduced formal inalienability as a measure of self-preservation.”

Whereas inalienability may indicate a desire to return to the past, unigeniture is a more radical measure, not so much philosophically as historically. What makes it unique is the fact that it goes against the universal Greek practice of dividing one’s land among all of one’s sons. In fact, as Robin Lane Fox observes, the Laws “is the only evidence for unigeniture in antiquity.” The measure must have struck Plato’s contemporaries as more outlandish even than gender equality. Although historically unique, inheritance by a single heir serves a clear political purpose: it protects the overall socioeconomic structure of Magnesia by insuring that lots are not divided into so many parts as to become unviable. The problem in this case, however, is what happens to the sons who do not inherit.

Magnesia’s social and economic structure could be threatened by either single or partible inheritance. In the former case, there could be a surplus of landless male citizens and it would be difficult to find plots for all of them. In the latter, lots could become too small to support a family, social inequality would potentially increase, and the advantages of having exactly 5,040 kléroi would be lost. Interestingly, Plato’s final response is to opt for the solution which goes against the universal Greek practice, but which is also the more conservative of the two.

Since unigeniture will achieve its aims only if the population remains relatively stable, it is no surprise that Plato puts some effort into addressing this issue. The need for population control is one of the principles informing the social policy of the Laws, including the laws pertaining to

34 Finley (1968: 32).
35 Lane Fox (1985: 211).
36 Plato recognizes this difficulty and proposes some ways to deal with it (740c–741a).
marriage.\textsuperscript{37} Officials responsible for these matters should keep in mind the overall aim of a stable population at all times. Ideally, there should be one male heir to each plot, and one daughter to each head of family to be married to the heir of another plot. But, as Plato knows, reality is never so neat. As a general rule, Magnesia’s system could remain relatively stable if the number of adult male citizens about to inherit property throughout the city was close to the number of households, so that children of larger families could inherit the plots of childless ones through adoption. This measure, in slight variations, existed in both ancient Sparta and sixth-century BC Athens. But since it is very difficult to achieve such an equilibrium between plots and heirs, other solutions to both overpopulation and lack of citizens may eventually be needed.\textsuperscript{38} The Athenian Stranger’s response to the former is to propose sending citizens out to colonies (740e), an old Greek practice, but evidently an undesirable one. His reaction to the latter is to have new colonists come in (740e–741a), again an unsatisfactory solution, given that these new citizens will share neither the training in virtue nor the customs and traditions of the original settlers.

There is one more great menace to the stability of Magnesia. As the Athenian Stranger declares, “if … the city must avoid the greatest illness, which has been more correctly termed ‘civil war’ than ‘faction’, then neither harsh poverty nor wealth should exist among any of the citizens” (744d). Plato decrees that any citizen acquiring movable property beyond four times the value of his lot and its equipment will have this surplus confiscated by the city (745a) and forbids any citizen to fall below this value (744e) – although it is not clear how unsuccessful farmers will be kept above that level.\textsuperscript{39} The former measure intends to forestall the desire for wealth and possibly luxury, which Plato finds morally destructive.\textsuperscript{40} The major device for discouraging the appetite for wealth is, of course, the inalienability of land. Inalienability means that no matter how rich a citizen of Magnesia may become, he will never be able to expand his productive capacity beyond his own plot, whereas poorer citizens do not

\textsuperscript{37} 739e–741a, 783d–785a, 930c–d.
\textsuperscript{38} It must be noticed that, given Plato’s aversion to expansionism, gaining additional land at the expense of neighboring cities is absolutely out of the question. Plato appears to understand well that the need for imported food, and in particular grain, was at the root of Athens’ imperialism. Magnesia’s complete reliance on its native agricultural product means that it will not have to resort to such aggression.
\textsuperscript{39} It is possible that Plato counts on both the inalienability of land and the relief provided by the syssitia to help to sustain them at this level. I am thankful to Robert Mayhew for pointing this out to me.
\textsuperscript{40} The desire for luxury plays a big part in Plato’s explanation of the decline of Persia (694d–e, 695d).
run the risk of losing the source of their livelihood. This socioeconomic policy is actually less improbable than it may appear to the modern reader, because in an agrarian economy like Magnesia’s, and with any source of income outside of agriculture prohibited, it will be virtually impossible for any citizen to amass disproportionate wealth. Ambitious citizens will therefore have to channel their energy into public activities, thus promoting the common good rather than their economic self-interest. The *syssitia* reinforce this purpose as well. Plato’s decree that no one should fall below a certain amount of property could be related to the situation in Sparta, where, as Aristotle notices, many Spartans lost their citizenship when they became unable to contribute to the meals. On top of that, the *syssitia* obviously amplify citizen equality, by putting private wealth to public use. As Christopher Bobonich frames it, they are “[o]ne important way in which economic inequality is muted in Magnesia.”

In stark contrast to other parts of Plato’s social theory which indicate a desire to resurrect or enhance older institutions, his position on women is, for the most part, groundbreaking and radical for his time. This position has been the subject of endless controversy, with practically every thesis from full-fledged feminism to unmitigated misogyny attributed to him. Given Plato’s explicit characterization of the *Laws*’ social arrangements as “second-best” to those of the *Republic* (739c–e, 807b–c), the obvious starting point for any discussion of the subject is the *Republic*’s famous argument that women can be Guardians. The question is what precisely is Plato’s position in the *Republic*, and how does it change, if at all, in the *Laws*?

In the *Republic*, the crux of Plato’s argument for the participation of women in government is that, although there are natural differences between the sexes, these are not relevant to their ability to govern. In 454d–e, he writes that

if men and women as a sex appear to be qualified for different skills or occupations … we shall assign these to each accordingly; but if the only difference apparent between them is that the female bears (*tiktein*) and the male begets (*ocheuein*), we shall not admit that this is a difference relevant for our purpose, but shall still maintain that our male and female Guardians ought to follow the same occupations.

---

41 Politics 1276a16–26  
43 Aristotle calls this position “peculiar (*idion*) to Plato” (Politics 1274b9, translation Saunders).  
44 Translation Lee.
Although commentators tend to treat the different roles in reproduction as one example of the difference between the sexes, taken literally the text makes the stronger claim that this is the only difference between them. In any case, however, Plato’s point becomes clear when we take into account what he writes in 454c: both bald and long-haired men can be cobbler, because the difference in hair has nothing to do with one’s ability in this craft. By analogy, the natural differences between the male and the female have nothing to do with their ability to rule.

This ability, however, is not like any other art. It presupposes the capacity to achieve perfect knowledge, knowledge of the Forms, and to put one’s soul right from a moral point of view. What Plato in effect argues here is that women can achieve full virtue and thus moral perfection.

The Republic’s idea of a genderless virtue is not new in the Platonic corpus. It is foreshadowed by the Socratic concept of virtue in the early dialogues and argued for by Socrates in Meno 72d–73c. Moreover, in the context of Plato’s metaphysics, virtue belongs, properly speaking, to the soul, and the soul is genderless, at least in the middle dialogues. On this evidence, Plato would appear to be a feminist philosopher, indeed the first one in the Western tradition.

Nevertheless, there is another side to Plato’s treatment of women, which does not bear out his status as an enlightened proto-feminist. First of all, the Republic includes a number of disparaging remarks about women (e.g., 431b–c, 469d, 579b, 605d–e). Even if these reflect views current among men at the time, they are evidently difficult to reconcile with the concept that women can achieve ethical perfection. Second, not only does Plato fail to recognize that women are equal to men in the abstract, but he explicitly claims that the average man will be better than the average woman in everything, including tasks traditionally associated with women (455c–d).

In other words, although the best women can be better than most – and,

47 Plato also claims that women will be asthenesterai (455e, 456a, 457a), but this means only that they are physically weaker and implies nothing about their moral status. In addition, he talks about the common “possession of women” (423e) and this phrase has been interpreted as misogynistic. Nevertheless, given the absolute equality of male and female Guardians, “possession of women” means nothing more than “possession of spouses,” and the language becomes understandable when we take into account that Plato is writing for an all-male audience. Forde (1997: 659 n. 5) further remarks that “Socrates does speak of the ‘possession of women’ when he first introduces the concept (423e), but this is when he is trying to slip past his auditors without provoking a response.”
in extremis, than all – men, the average woman is still inferior to the average man.48

The fact that Plato does not accept that the two sexes are fully equal has led some commentators to assert that he is not a feminist after all. Julia Annas, for example, has argued that it is a mistake to regard Plato as a feminist because he does not believe in absolute gender equality and is not interested in women’s desires and needs and the realization of their potential for self-fulfillment.49 She also notices that, when he allows women to be Guardians, Plato is only interested in the welfare of the state.

All these individual points are valid, but Annas’ critique raises a more general point: should we judge Plato from the point of view of our modern belief in absolute gender equality, or compare his position to the reality on the ground in fourth-century BC Athens? Although Annas is right that Plato is not interested in the desires and needs of women qua women, this does not mean that he is discriminating against them, because he is not interested in the desires of men qua men either. In fact, what Plato does is to turn his Guardians into genderless creatures, a move which in a patriarchal society is bound to emancipate (at least some) women.50 Moreover, given the Republic’s moral psychology, Plato could respond to this criticism by arguing that being a Guardian is actually fulfilling one’s most important desires and needs, those involving rationality, thus achieving perfect self-fulfillment (eudaimonia) along with perfect virtue. As for the philosopher’s ulterior motive being to promote the interests of the city, this would disqualify him as a feminist only if the desires of women were necessarily incompatible with the interest of the city, a point which modern liberals may take for granted, but Plato would be disinclined to concede. Actually, there is nothing inherently implausible in an authoritarian state promoting gender equality.

But what about Annas’ central point, that Plato does not believe in absolute equality between the sexes? Once more, Annas is right, but does

48 Kochin (2002: 61) proposes an alternative, feminist reading of 455c–d:

“[o]nly if there is no task for which all women are better than all men can women be assigned to tasks solely according to their individual capacities, without regard for their sex. Competent women might have to be restricted from entering some occupations in order to force them to pursue those for which they were uniquely suited as women. Only if women are superior to men in nothing can their excellence be the same as the excellence of men.”


50 Both Vlastos (1995b: 137) and Okin (1977: 353–4) point out that in the Republic women enjoy equal access to sex with men. This secures absolute gender equality and stands in sharp contrast to Athenian practice. In Plato’s native city free women were expected to have sex only with their husbands, whereas the latter had socially acceptable access to concubines, prostitutes, or other men.
Plato’s failure to achieve this high standard entail that he cannot be called a feminist at all? Gregory Vlastos, addressing the same problem, argues that Plato is a feminist because his theory entails that no woman’s rights will be “denied or abridged on account of sex,” in other words because he insures equality of opportunity for women. The question appears, then, to come down to semantics: does one need to believe in essential gender equality to be a feminist, or is it sufficient to give women equality of opportunity, as Plato undoubtedly does? Although the ultimate answer depends on what definition of feminism one may adopt, Vlastos’ view has the advantage of allowing Plato to be judged not in the abstract, but against the historical background of the fourth century BC.

When this background is taken into account, it becomes obvious that the difference between the position of Plato’s female Guardians and the average Athenian woman is immense. Athenian women had no right of legal representation themselves – they always had to be represented by their kyrios, their closest male relative. Sarah Pomeroy aptly notices that Athenian wives had the legal status of a minor. They had no control over property and absolutely no say, except maybe by privately trying to influence their kyrios, on the question of whom they would marry. They were given no education and, with the exception of their participation in strictly regulated religious processions, were expected to stay completely out of the public sphere. Any form of political participation was virtually unthinkable for them. Lower-class women enjoyed more freedom of movement, because they often worked outdoors, but this was the result of economic necessity and their kyrioi would probably have preferred to keep them inside the house, but could not afford to do so. This means that it was in spite, not because, of their gender that underprivileged Athenian women enjoyed increased freedom.

There remains the issue of Plato’s derogatory comments about women. Several interpreters have suggested that these do not apply to the female sex sub specie aeternitatis, but only to the actual, uneducated women of Plato’s society, and that once women are offered the equal education provided for them in the Republic they would stop exemplifying these regrettable characteristics. This reading is not implausible, but it is not entirely convincing either. In all the uncomplimentary comments that he makes in the Republic Plato speaks about women in general; there is no

---

hint that his remarks may apply only to the uneducated women of his society. Moreover, in some of these passages, such as 431b–c and 605d–e, there is an implicit connection between women and the lower, irrational part of the soul. It may therefore be more reasonable to treat Plato’s comments about women as the result of personal prejudice. Plato would probably share this prejudice with most of his male fellow-citizens. The crucial point is, however, that because he argues for equality of opportunity for women, not for essential equality, his position involves no philosophical contradiction. The assumption that some women are capable of achieving the moral perfection of the Guardians is logically compatible with the claim that women are on average morally inferior to men. For this reason, Plato’s pejorative remarks do not cancel out his feminism. Even if he expects fewer women to make it to the top (a possible, but not logically inescapable, implication of 455c–d), the presence of any number of women among the ruling elite of a Greek city is a revolutionary proposal. Moreover, within a society where the supremacy of free to slave and of man to woman was almost universally regarded as natural law, the very concept of one virtue achievable by both sexes is groundbreaking.54 For this reason, despite its failure to endorse essential equality, the Republic is still an exceptionally feminist work within its historical context.

But is this feminism retained in the Laws? In order to uphold equality of opportunity for women Plato must endorse two theses. First, in terms of moral psychology, he must accept that virtue – the fundamental requirement for holding office – is something that women can achieve. Second, in terms of constitutional theory, he must make women eligible for high office. He endorses both.

The critical passage as far as the former position is concerned is the following: “in whatever way a member of the community, whether his nature be male or female, young or old, might ever become a good man (anêr), possessing the virtue of soul that befits a human being (antrôpôi)” (770c–d). The use of anêr notwithstanding, this passage explicitly posits one human virtue, common to men and women.55 Moreover, the assumption of one, genderless virtue is corroborated by the fact that formal education, which aims at inculcating virtue in the souls of the students, is to be shared by both sexes:

It will not be left up to the father’s wish to decide who shall attend and whose education will be neglected, but rather, as the saying goes, “every man and child

54 Just (1985: 177) argues that within a slave-owning society such as Athens a “principle of classification” is generated which views social divisions as natural ones.
55 Bobonich (2002: 571 n. 46) thinks that the use of anêr is ironic.
insofar as he is able” must of necessity become educated, on the grounds that they belong more to the city than to those who have generated them. Indeed, my law would say all the very same things about females that it says about males, including that females should be trained on an equal basis. (804d–e).

Women, Plato goes on to claim, should be given the same education as men, including horseback riding and gymnastics, because

the way [things] are now arranged in our lands – where it’s not the case that all the men with their entire strength, and united in spirit, practice the same things as the women – is the most mindless of all. For this way, almost every city is just about half of what it might be, when with the same expenditures and efforts it could double itself. (805a–b)

By stating that women’s education will practically double the strength of the city, Plato strongly suggests that women can achieve the same level of virtue as men. In fact, this part of the text comes fairly close to asserting complete gender equality: if women, given the same education, can “just about” or “almost” (schedon gar oligou) double the political well-being of the city, it follows that they come very close to full equality with men. In fact, only these three little words, schedon gar oligou, stand between women and such equality. Interestingly enough, in another passage Plato writes that failing to provide military education to women is analogous to failing to train one’s left arm, and this is a mistake because “by nature the limbs on both sides are almost (schedon) equally balanced” (794e). Once more, women are schedon equal. Both passages appear to come closer to conceding essential gender equality than anything that Plato writes in the Republic.

There is, however, one passage in the Laws which could be deemed incompatible with the idea of such equality: in 781a–c, Plato writes

The race of us humans that is by nature (ephy) more secretive and cunning because of its weakness (dia to asthenes) – the female – was incorrectly left in disorder by

Moreover, in 806c Plato writes that the lawgiver should legislate for both men and women, because if he ignores the latter he will “leave the city with only about half of a completely happy life instead of double that.” Bobonich (2002: 386) points out that “given the centrality of virtue to happiness, this passage implies that women can attain the same degree of virtue that men can.”

Levin (2000: 81), notes other passages in which Plato “denigrates women,” but in these passages (934e–935a, 909e–910a) Plato criticizes behavioral patterns connected with women, and they cannot possibly be construed as essentialist. Similarly, in 802e Plato associates “magnificence” (to dê megaloprepes) and that which “inclines to courage” (andreian) with men and “whatever leans rather toward the orderly and the moderate” (kosmion kai sôphron) with women, but does not claim that the former are in any way superior to the latter. In fact, the mention of these particular virtues hearkens back to the Politicus’ distinction of the “brave” and the “moderate” citizens, who need to be interwoven in the social fabric. Crucially, however, the Politicus treats the two groups as morally equivalent: see Bobonich (1995: 329); Samaras (2002: 189).
the legislator’s failure to be firm ... When one overlooks the disorderliness (akosmêtôs periorômenon) of women’s affairs, what is affected is not only, as one might suppose, a half; in fact, to the degree that our female nature (physis) is inferior to that of males as regards virtue (pros aretênh cheirôn), by so much would the harm approach being more than double (diplasion einai). So, if this were revised and corrected, if it were ordained that every practice is to be shared in common by women as well as men, it would be better for the happiness of the city (beltion pros poleôs eudaimonian).

Prima facie, the mention of “nature” and the reference to the women’s “disorderliness” appear to suggest that Plato is actually claiming that women are naturally inferior to men when it comes to the attainment of virtue. On a closer reading, however, the passage does not necessarily pose a natural moral deficiency for women. As Trevor Saunders and Christopher Bobonich agree, it “seems more sociological than essentialist.”58 It does state that, because of their physical weakness, women use deception as a means of achieving their ends. But, far from this being treated as an incorrigible, “natural” state of affairs, it is exactly the point that the legislator is asked to address. His task is to insure that women will not act deceitfully. Will he do this by regulating their behavior using punitive measures alone or will he also educate them, in which case he will treat them as capable of moral amelioration and the achievement of virtue? The latter alternative is more plausible for two reasons. First, given the great emphasis that Plato places on the legislator’s use of persuasion in the Laws, it is unlikely that in this case he will use punishment alone. Second, right after talking about the women’s inferiority “as regards virtue,” the Athenian Stranger states that having both sexes share in the same practices will bring eudaimonia to the city. But how can women share in the same practices as men if they are beyond moral redemption and the only option is to police their contact?

Furthermore, the passage is syntactically difficult and open to a different interpretation. Tormod Eide points out that akosmêtôs is usually taken as designating “disorderly contact,” but that in the two other instances where it is used by Plato it means “unarranged” or “unequipped” and asserts that the passage is not about women’s unruly behavior at all.59 Moreover, according to Eide, “pros aretênh cheirôn [is not] to be taken in a narrow moral sense, it does not mean that ‘women are morally worse than men’, it refers to women’s inferiority to men as regards their natural abilities.”60

is not stated in the text and must be supplied from the context. Recent translators propose “harm” (Pangle) or “danger” (Saunders) to the city; Eide, however, suggests that the subject of einai is the legislator’s task, and translates the whole sentence as follows:

You see, to leave women’s affairs unregulated does not affect just one half of the lawgiver’s task, as one might think. Since women are not endowed with the same qualities as men, so their nature has the effect of making his task correspondingly more than twice as great.

This reading of the text is not only grammatically possible. It is actually very reasonable. If Eide is right, Plato is here talking only about the physical disadvantages of women and does not in any way assert that they are morally inferior to men. This reading is further supported by the wider context of the passage. Beginning at 780c4 Plato argues in favor of women’s syssitia. He concludes that, because women are “habituated in a retired, indoor way of life” (781c), their resistance to public meals may prove impossible for the legislator to overcome. Nevertheless, the establishment of such common meals is both socially and politically desirable.

This is a remarkable passage. There is other evidence in the Laws that Plato wishes women to enter the public sphere (e.g., 785b, 806e, 813b–814c, 833c–d), but in 781c he goes as far as to make the claim that the legislator should induce women to do so even against their will. One has only to remember to what extent the public realm was impenetrable to women in the real world to recognize the revolutionary character of this claim. The question, then, becomes: does this claim square better with the assumption that women are by nature morally inferior to men, or with the assumption that they have physical differences which may be overcome by education and “politicization”? Given the syntactic indeterminacy of 781a–b, the answer to this question obviously has a bearing on how we should interpret this passage.

But even if we take the crucial phrase “our female nature is inferior to that of males as regards virtue” to mean that women in general are morally inferior to men, it still does not invalidate Plato’s feminism in the Laws, provided that we take this feminism to entail equality of opportunity rather than essential equality. This would be the case only if Plato denied that any women can achieve the virtue which is necessary for holding political office. But this claim is not made, or even implied, in 781b. Remember that the requirement for equality of opportunity is rather minimal: no individual should be barred from Guardianship (in the Republic) or major political appointments (in the Laws) because of their sex. This
kind of equality can exist, in principle, even if no women actually achieve the status of Guardian or high office-holder.\textsuperscript{61} Moreover, this type of feminism is logically compatible with derogatory comments about women. Plato makes such statements in the \textit{Laws}, just as he did in the \textit{Republic}.\textsuperscript{62} Nevertheless, insofar as none of them involves the claim that women are inherently incapable of attaining virtue, there is no logical contradiction between these statements and the notion of equality of opportunity for women. If we further take into account that the \textit{Laws} advances the concept of \textit{anthrôpinê aretê}, proposes the common education of both sexes, and emphatically insists on the entrance of women into the public realm, it is safe to conclude that the feminism of the \textit{Republic} is reiterated in the \textit{Laws}.

If this is the case, one expects that women will be, in principle, eligible for major political office in Magnesia; and, indeed, the textual evidence strongly suggests that they are.

In Book 6, Plato specifies the procedure for the election of the thirty-seven Guardians of the laws (\textit{nomophylakes}), one of the most significant offices of the land. He writes that all those who are in arms in the cavalry or the infantry and all those who have taken part in war as their age allowed are eligible to share (\textit{koinônountôn}) in the election (753b). In other words, military service, bearing or having borne arms, is the prerequisite for taking part in this procedure. Since this is the case, and since, as we shall see, women do perform military service in Magnesia, it follows that women can vote in this election.\textsuperscript{63} It further follows that women are eligible to become \textit{nomophylakes} themselves – otherwise we would have the paradox of citizens with voting rights but without eligibility for office. This would be a complex constitutional arrangement which would make women second-rate citizens and on which one should expect some elaboration. But the notion is nowhere even as much as hinted at in the \textit{Laws}. Eligibility for this office logically implies eligibility for every office in Magnesia, including the informal organ of the Nocturnal Council, ten of whose members are the oldest \textit{nomophylakes} (951e, 961a). Furthermore, if women are electable to the most consequential posts in the city, they must obviously enjoy full citizen rights and be able to speak and vote in the Assembly.

\textsuperscript{61} Nevertheless, in the \textit{Republic} women Guardians are needed for procreation within the class.
\textsuperscript{62} For a list of such passages in the \textit{Laws} see Saunders (1993b: 604 n. 9).
\textsuperscript{63} The verb \textit{koinônein} that Plato uses here literally means “to share” and it definitely implies voting rights for women – how would they share in the election if they could not vote? Whether \textit{koinônein} also implies eligibility for office is not entirely clear – but, as I argue in the text, this point can be argued for on non-linguistic grounds.
The conclusion that women perform military service and are eligible for important political positions finds explicit textual confirmation in 785b:

A girl should marry between the ages of sixteen and twenty, to state the longest time period, and a boy between thirty and thirty-five. A woman can enter office (archas) at forty, a man at thirty. A man is subject to service in war from the age of twenty until the age of sixty; in whatever military services it seems women should be employed (gynaiki de, hèn an dokēi chreian dein chrēsthai pros ta polemika), each will be ordered to do what is possible and fitting for her, after she has borne children and until she is fifty years old.

Some commentators have interpreted this passage as equivocal, suggesting that the archai that Plato talks about may be the minor offices that he reserves exclusively for women in 784a–b and that the military service of women is, unlike that of men, qualified. Nevertheless, in 785b no restrictions are attached to the archai that women may hold. Moreover, if women were to be excluded from all officialdoms except minor ones, their equal education, which is so emphatically asserted in the Book 7, would become almost entirely pointless. The difference in their military service can be explained by the fact that they are physically weaker (asthenesterai) and thus may have to perform lighter military duty. But this still counts as military service, and therefore qualifies them for political participation. The fact that women are weaker was repeatedly pointed out in the Republic, but only as a physical difference which has nothing to do with their ability to serve as Auxiliaries first and eventually become Guardians. In addition, the military service of women in the Laws is complicated by a factor which did not exist in the Republic. Because of the reintroduction of the individual family, common service between the two sexes would imply close physical proximity between male soldiers and the wives of other men. Given that the quintessential aim of the sexual politics of the Greek world at the time was paternity certainty, such proximity would be most unwelcome to Plato’s audience. This fact, along with the women’s inferior bodily strength, could mean that women are not regularly employed as hoplitai in the heavy infantry or participate in campaigns alongside men. In fact, what Plato says about the military role of women is consistent with the assumption that they will normally be used in auxiliary and defensive roles.

65 This point is readily conceded by Saunders (1995b: 593) “there is no hint in the text that the offices to be held by women are different in kind or number from those to be held by men.”
66 This remains true despite the fact that women in the army would be over forty, because the husband’s protectiveness would obviously extend beyond that age.
Beyond this limitation, however, the evidence for female military service in the *Laws* is substantial.67 In 794c–d, Plato makes training in military activities, such as horse-riding and archery, mandatory for boys over the age of six. The same training, as well as training in heavy arms, is open to girls of the same age. Moreover, in 834a–d, women are allowed to participate in mounted military skill contests. In 804e, Plato flatly rejects the common view that horse-riding is appropriate for men and not for women, and in 805d–e, he castigates the Thracians for treating their women as slaves and the Athenians for restricting them to the house. But the Spartan system is also criticized sharply: although it provides military training for girls, it fails to produce bellicose women able to take up arms if needed. This particular passage may be read as a comment on the failure of the Spartan women to defend their city in the aftermath of the battle of Leuctra in 371 BC. Although the myth of the Spartan women’s military virtue was cultivated for centuries in laconizing circles, their failure to do anything to protect their city against the invading Thebans and their allies was a rude awakening for Spartan admirers.68

Further uncontroversial evidence for women’s military role is provided by 813d–814c, where Platoprescribes a rigorous military training for girls, including “practice [of] all the dancing and fighting that goes with heavy armor” (813e–814a). He then argues that women should be able to defend the city in the absence of the men’s army, or fight alongside them if attacked by a numerically superior foe. The reference to drilling with heavy armor leaves no doubt that women are to be trained as *hoplítai*. Although probably performing lighter duties most of the time, they should be able to fight as heavy infantry under exceptional circumstances. Finally, the philosopher asks rhetorically: “Well then, won’t we establish this as a law, that the women must not neglect the business of war, to this extent, at least, and that it must be a concern of all male citizens and female citizens?” (814c).

In 829b–e, Plato describes military expeditions occurring once a month and lasting at least one day. Women and children are to participate in these exercises.69 At the end of the expedition poems praising or blaming

67 A more detailed discussion of the passages that follow, leading to the conclusion that military service is required of women in Magnesia, is offered by Saunders (1995b: 594–5).
69 Similarly, in 833c–d Plato recommends military running contests in which girls are to participate until the age of twenty.
individuals for their performance are to be composed by citizens over the age of fifty. The whole discussion concludes with the explicit assertion that women are to be treated as fully equal in both military and poetic matters: “As regards both the military and the freedom of speech in poetry, I say that the same regulations should apply equally to women and to men” (829e).

In conclusion, given that military service is the prerequisite for full citizen rights in Magnesia, including the right to be elected to office, the overwhelming evidence for women performing such service means that they are electable to the highest positions in the city. The text itself conveys as much in 785b, where the age at which women can hold archai is specified. There can be no serious doubt that the political equality of opportunity of the Republic is reproduced in the Laws.

Having said that, Plato’s language indicates that he expects most of the top officials to be men. The superintendent of education, for example, must be a “father” (765d). The fact that the masculine form of several key words denoting positions of authority, especially of the term “guardian” (phylax), can encompass the feminine means that nothing can be made of the gender of these terms. The problem is rather that when he talks about high officials throughout the dialogue, the philosopher never gives an indication that women may actually hold these positions. Although not too much can be made of this, it is not clear to what extent the distance between constitutional equality of opportunity and real political authority for women is covered in the Laws.

In addition, their exclusion from public life for about twenty years, from their marriage at twenty or earlier until the age of forty, when they are presumably done with childbearing, means that women are denied full equality. This is definitely a result of the reintroduction of the oikos into the political equation. Susan Okin has pressed this point and argued that, despite the fact that Plato comes in the Laws closer than in the Republic to conceding the equal natural potential of the two sexes, the former dialogue ends up abrogating the feminism of the latter, because the reintroduction of the private household necessitates the return of women to their traditional domestic role. Okin is partially right. The reintroduction of the oikos does mean that women will nurse and raise their own children. For this reason, Plato wants them to stay at home between the ages of twenty and forty. This has, of course, adverse consequences for their political education and especially for women who aspire to a political career. They

70 Okin (1979: 44–50).
enter the public realm ten years later than men, and with no military credentials at that point in time. So, even disregarding male prejudice, it may be particularly difficult for a woman to succeed in politics. Nevertheless, when Plato’s overall thesis is carefully scrutinized, one realizes that the twenty-year exclusion of women from public life is something that Plato disrelishes rather than welcomes. His ideal is the fullest possible military and the full and equal political participation of women. Nevertheless, the different roles of the two sexes in childbirth and child nursing mean that women have to concentrate on these tasks during their reproductive years. This is, however, from Plato’s point of view, an inevitable concession to human biology rather than an unashamed abandonment of the principles of the Republic.

There is, however, one feature of the Laws which, even if it does not nullify these principles, severely qualifies them. Plato denies to women the right to inherit and own property in their own person. At one level, the move is not surprising. As in many other areas, he opts for Athenian customary law, according to which women could not own land, rather than Spartan law, under which they could. But the repercussions of this for the overall position of women are substantial. Plato’s patriarchal inheritance laws entail that within the economy of the oikos women have a low legal status – essentially, they are minors. Unlike the female Guardians of the Republic, they remain in the power of a male relative, the kyrios. It also means that they have no control over whom they will marry. Their position within the household is actually even more vulnerable than it was in Athens, because Plato also abolishes dowries, which were paid by the father, but belonged to the woman rather than her husband and were returned to the father in case of divorce.

Despite the fact that Magnesian women have some minor privileges that their Athenian counterparts lacked, the most fundamental problem raised by this Platonic move is one of consistency. Although Okin’s claim that women are treated in the Laws as “property” or “commodities” is an exaggeration, the fact remains that it is very difficult to see how the militarily dexterous and politically active human beings that Plato envisages

71 This remains true despite some measures which slightly ameliorate their position compared to real-life Athenian women. The most interesting of these measures is that of boys and girls of marriage age dancing together naked so that they can inspect each other (771e–772a). This implies a limited amount of discretion for women over their marriage, but does not cancel out the fact that the decision belongs to their closest male relative. For a full list of such measures, none of which drastically alters the inferior position of women within the oikos, see Saunders (1995b: 598–602).

72 For a list of such privileges see Saunders (1995b: 597–602).
will happily submit to their subservient domestic role.\(^73\) How is it possible for women to have political rights when they do not have social ones?

The final verdict on the question of the position of women in the *Laws* can only be that there are two aspects to it and that they are probably irreconcilable. On the one hand, Plato acknowledges the potential of women as equal or almost equal to that of men, and wants them to participate in both war and politics. He forces them out of their home and into the public sphere and gives them political rights which correspond to those that they had in the *Republic*. Even allowing for the twenty years of public life that they miss due to childbearing, they are bestowed with privileges unimaginable for the average Greek woman of the time. But within the household women remain legal minors under the total control of their *kyrios* and with hardly any personal autonomy. How can women be reduced to such a subordinate role within their family and at the same time become the warriors and active citizens that Plato wants them to be? The psychological implausibility of this expectation indicates that the philosopher never asked himself this question.

The fact that women are given a public and active political role, but at the same time a private and subservient social one, means that Plato’s position on women in the *Laws* cannot be regarded as entirely congruous.\(^74\)

On issues relating to the institution of family in the *Laws*, Plato’s thought is consistently governed by a deep-seated conservatism. There is only one area in which the philosopher not only abandons this conservatism, but actually adopts a radical stance: the women of Magnesia are not only permitted, but genuinely encouraged to enter the public sphere and even, potentially, to occupy the highest political offices. Regrettably, however, although women are given almost full equality with men in the political realm, they remain unemancipated in the social one, by being irrevocably subject to the legal control of their male relatives within the *oikos*. In the *Laws*, Plato continues the feminist revolution in thought of the *Republic* in a way which is remarkable, but also remains incomplete.

---

\(^73\) Okin (1979: 45–6).

\(^74\) One major interpretive tradition of the *Laws* sees Plato as intending to emancipate women, at least in principle, but not going all the way. It includes Morrow (1960: 113 n. 55), Saunders (1993b) and Bobonich (2002: 385–9). A more purely optimistic assessment is given by Cohen (1987), who focuses on constitutional arrangements. Levin (2000) argues that Plato sees women as inherently incapable of achieving virtue, but this reading is not confirmed by the text. Finally, Okin (1979) claims that Plato recognizes the potential of women, but entirely fails to emancipate them because the introduction of the *oikos* leads them back to a secluded existence. Okin is right about the adverse effect that the patriarchal *oikos* of the *Laws* has on the position of women, but from the fact that they have an inferior social role it does not follow that they will also completely lack political rights.
Chapter 10

The theology of the Laws

Robert Mayhew

1. Introduction

The opening word of the Laws is “god” (theos). The existence and nature of the gods is of central importance in this dialogue, and the focus of attention in Book 10. Yet much of what Plato says about them is imprecise or incomplete.

The Laws is a difficult work presented in relatively difficult Greek. Book 10 – arguably the most philosophically challenging of the dialogue’s twelve books – is especially dense and (at times, it seems) unfathomable. This may in part be the result of its unfinished state. Diogenes Laertius famously reports that “some say that Philip of Opus transcribed the Laws, which was in wax” (III 37). It is not unreasonable to conclude that the Laws may have been in a less than polished state when Plato died. Further, to mention a problem not limited to the Platonic corpus, of course, the centuries-long transmission of this work from the fourth century BC to the medieval period doubtless left its marks on the text we possess.

Some of the ambiguities or uncertainties surrounding Plato’s account of the gods in the Laws are likely the result of such causes. For example, one passage in his description of the atheistic conception of reality (10. 889b–e) is aptly described by Trevor Saunders as “stuffed with vague words of uncertain reference” (1972: 91). Or consider this passage from the Athenian’s attempted refutation of the view that the gods exist but do not take thought for humans:

The way in which the supervision of the universe by the gods would be easy – this is what I seem to be explaining. For if someone, failing always to look to the whole, were to mold all things by changing their shapes – for example, having ensouled [or “cold”]1 water come from fire, and not many things from one or one

---

1 Many thanks to Christopher Bobonich for his comments on an earlier version of this chapter.
1 Depending on whether one follows the manuscripts (empsuchon) or Stallbaum’s emendation (empsuchron).
from many – then once they have taken part in a first or second or third generation, there would be an unlimited number of transformations in the arrangement of the cosmos. (903e–904a)

I. M Crombie comments: “It seems to me that it is anybody’s guess just what this passage means” (1962: 384 n. 1). And in the best discussion of the passage to date, Saunders calls it “Mumbo-Jumbo” (1973: 232).

Not all of the ambiguities in the text, however, are a consequence of its unpolished state or the vagaries of the manuscript tradition. In most cases, I believe, Plato was aware that his account is vague or under-described. I offer an explanation for this vagueness after examining his account of the existence and nature of the gods.

Such an examination is, I believe, important. Discussion of the theology in Plato’s late dialogues often moves too quickly over the Laws, instead concentrating on the Philebus and especially the Timaeus. If the Laws is to shed light on this discussion, however, its theological views must be brought out from under the shadow of these other works and examined in their own right, unconnected to the central interpretive issues of the other dialogues. In what follows, I first discuss Plato’s occasional references to the gods and their nature prior to Book 10 – which appear especially in Books 4 and 7 – before turning to Book 10 and the related passages in Book 12. At the end of this chapter, I say a few words about how the theology of the Laws might contribute to understanding the theology in Plato’s late dialogues generally.

2. LAWS BOOKS 4 AND 7

In Book 4, toward the beginning of the attempt to found Magnesia, the Athenian says that “god – and with god, luck and opportunity (tuchê kai kairos) – pilots all human things” (709b). He then adds that skill (technê) accompanies luck and opportunity: “For the skill of piloting to cooperate with opportunity in a storm – I for one submit that that’s a great advantage” (709c). Plato does not make clear which god this is, or how the god pilots human things.

He next moves the conversation away from the example of piloting a ship to founding a city. If a city that dwells in happiness is to be established, he says, what is required is a “lawgiver possessing the truth” (709c). At this point, Plato mentions prayer: “in each of the cases mentioned the

1 Translations from Laws Book 10 are from Mayhew (2008a). For the other books, I have used Pangle (1980), often with revisions.
man possessing the skill would presumably be able to pray correctly for that which, being present to him through luck, would make the skill alone necessary” (709d). What should a lawgiver involved in founding a city pray for? “Give me a city under tyranny (turannounenēn ... tên polin),” Plato writes, “and let the tyrant be young and possessed of a good memory and quick at learning and courageous and magnificent by nature” (709e). What is being prayed for is “good luck” (eutuchēs) – the chance meeting of a good lawgiver and the young tyrant just described: “For if this happened, then god would have accomplished nearly everything he does when he wants a city to do especially well” (710c–d).

God, in this passage, wishes humans well (or can under some circumstances), and seems to provide them (at times) with good luck – what is not under their control, but is consistent with virtue and better enables them to exercise their virtue. In Book 6, there is a similar connection between god, good luck, and virtue. Plato says that filling certain offices by lot allows some citizens to serve in offices for which they would not be qualified according to a strict application of justice. In such non-ideal cases, the rulers should “pray to god and good luck” (theon kai agathēn tuchēn) that the outcome of the lot be close to what is most just (757e–758a).³

The Myth of Kronos, in Laws Book 4, provides more insight into Plato’s conception of god. He says that each city “takes its name from the authority that is the despot,” and then adds:

If one ought to name the city in this way, then one must use the name of the god who truly rules as despot over those who possess reason ( nous)⁴ ... Now long before the cities whose formation we described earlier, the best of arrangements at the present time is in fact an imitation of this ... Kronos understood that, as we have explained, human nature is not at all capable of regulating the human things, when it possesses autocratic authority over everything, without becoming swollen with hubris and injustice. So, reflecting on these things, he set up at that time kings and rulers within our cities — not humans, but spirits (daimonas), members of a more divine (theioterou) and better species. He did just what we do now with sheep and the other tame herd animals. We don’t make cattle themselves rulers of cattle, or goats rulers of goats; instead, we exercise despotic dominion over them, because our species is better than theirs. The same

---

³ On Plato’s conception of prayer in the Laws, see Mayhew (2008b).

⁴ Nous has traditionally been rendered “intellect” or “mind,” though I believe Menn (1995) makes a good case for “reason” being a better translation.

⁵ The Book 3 account of the history of cities and political systems. The age of Kronos was prior to the beginning of that history, and so refers to some time before the Bronze Age.

is done by the god, who was a friend of humanity: he set over us the better species of spirits, who supervised us in a way that provided much ease both for them and for us. They provided peace and awe and good laws and justice without stint. Thus they made it so that the races of men were without civil strife, and happy. What this account is saying, making use of the truth, is that there can be no rest from evils and toils for those cities in which some mortal rules rather than a god. It holds that we should imitate by every device the way of life that is said to have existed under Kronos; in public life and in private – in the arrangement of our households and our cities – we should obey whatever within us partakes of immortality, giving the name “law” to the distribution of reason (tên tou nou dianomên eponomazontas nomon). (713a–714a)

Now according to the Cratylus, the name “Kronos” comes from koros (a rare form of “pure”) and nous, and thus means “pure reason” (396b). If this is the meaning of “Kronos” in the Myth of Kronos, then according to this myth, the rule of Kronos was a happy time for humans because they were ruled by a god who was or embodied or possessed pure reason.

We see in the Myth of Kronos a connection between reason and at least one god, though it is not clear what that connection is. That the Cratylus-understanding of Kronos is at play here is supported by the etymological connection Plato sees between “law” (nomos) and “the distribution of reason” (tên tou nou dianomên) – the rule of law being one way to imitate the rule of Kronos or pure reason. Further, the myth operates on the assumption that there is (at least) one god, who rules over other divinities and is (or was or can be) a friend of humanity.

Not long after the Myth of Kronos, the Athenian begins to present an address to the (hypothetical) newly arrived colonists of Magnesia, which we later discover is to serve as a prelude to all the laws (715e–718a). The address stresses the connection between god and virtue (more on that shortly), though it is not immediately apparent what precisely it has to say about the nature of god – as is evident from these cryptic opening words:

the god, according to the ancient account, holding the beginning and the end and the middle of all beings (archên te kai teleutên kai mesa tôn ontôn hapantôn echôn), completes the straight course revolving according to nature; and following him always is Justice – avenger of those who abandon the divine law (tou theiou nomou) – whom the one who is going to be happy follows in humility and orderliness. (715e–716a)

The ancient account Plato refers to is clearly an Orphic poem, which includes these lines:

Zeus was born first, Zeus of the thunderbolt was last;  
Zeus is the beginning [or “head”], Zeus is the middle, from Zeus are all things made  
Zeus prôtos geneto, Zeus hustatos archikeraunos;  
Zeus archê [ἐ’ kephalê], Zeus messa, Dios d’ ek panta tetuktai.  

These verses are open to widely varying interpretations. What does Plato’s paraphrase of it tell us about his conception of god?

That god is or holds the beginning (or principle or source, archê) surely refers to god being (in the words of the scholiast) the “productive cause” (poiêtikon aition). God is in some sense the producer or creator “of all beings,” though Plato does not here specify what precisely “all beings” refers to: everything that exists (aside from god) or all physical reality or the present arrangement of the cosmos.

By claiming that god is or holds the end – which may be a revision (or transmogrification) of the Orphic claim that “Zeus of the thunderbolt was last” – Plato is likely saying any or all of the following: that god’s existence and influence extend to the limits or outer reaches of the cosmos; that what happens to a human at the end of life is in god’s hands; that god is the ultimate standard of orderliness and virtue.

Perhaps the most difficult to understand is the sense in which god is or holds the middle. This could be Plato’s way of stressing that, temporally, just as god was present at the beginning (however understood) and will be at the end of every mortal’s life, so he is present at every moment in between. It could also refer to the conviction that all of reality is god’s domain – that there are no gaps in it with respect to god’s presence and
interest and influence. Finally, we could take *mesa* to mean “center,” in which case Plato is saying that god is at (or has hold of) the center of the cosmos (from which point, presumably, he acts as the source of its movement).

This last integrates well with the next point in the *Laws* passage, namely, that god “completes the straight course revolving according to nature.” Now whether the cosmos is a part of god (namely, his body), or in some sense his creation and under his control, the course of the revolution of the cosmos is straight and according to nature, and it is so because of god. Surely this refers to the point Plato makes much of in Book 10 (897b–898c): that the motion of celestial objects, and of the cosmos as a whole, is rational and orderly (not irrational and disorderly), which is to say, such motion is according to reason.

In the context of the address to the colonists, the material that comes next is the most important (716a–b): justice is another god or spirit, following the god just described. There is a divine law, and following this law is part of what being just involves. Further, possessing justice (and presumably the other virtues) is necessary if one is to be happy. Given all of this, what should be the thoughts and actions of the person who is prudent (*emphrona*)?

What then is the activity that is dear to and follows the gods? There is one, and it is expressed in a simple ancient saying: “like is dear to like, if it is measured” (*tôi homoïoï to homoion onti metrioi philon an eiê*); things that lack measure are dear neither to one another nor to things that possess measure. For us, the god would be the measure of all things (*ho theos hêmin pantôn chrêmatôn metron an eiê*) in the highest degree, and far more so than some human, as they assert. He who is to become dear to such a being must necessarily do all in his power to become like him; and according to this argument the moderate man among us is dear to god, because similar, while the man who is not moderate is dissimilar and different and unjust – and the other things follow thus, according to the same account. (716c–d)

---

12 The scholiast says that god is “the middle in the sense of being present in the all equally, even if the all shares in him differently” (*mesa hôs ex isou pasi parôn, kan panta diaphorôs autou metechêi*).
13 I take it that “straight” here refers to the constant and uniform movement of the entire cosmos (or fixed sphere of the stars), in contrast to the stars that are said to wander (i.e., the planets, but cf. *Laws* 7. 821b–d) and perhaps any other erratically moving objects in the cosmos (like shooting stars).
14 Cf. *Odyssey* 17. 218, *ton homoion agei theos hôs ton homoion*: “god leads like to like” or “like leads like, just as god does” (though how to render this line is controversial). See also Aristotle, *Rhetoric* I 11, 1371b12–17.
15 According to Plato, *Theaetetus* 152a, and Sextus Empiricus, *Adversus Mathematicos* VII 60 (= D-K 80B1), Protagoras held that “man [or “a human”] is the measure of all things” (*pantôn chrêmatôn metron anthrôpon einai*).
God, and not some human, is the measure of all things – and in the present context that refers to the measure or standard of virtue (justice, moderation, and prudence are mentioned here). And god is the standard or measure through the possession of these virtues. Being dear to the god and being virtuous amount to the same thing: being or becoming like god.\footnote{On the connection, in Plato, between virtue and being like god, see \textit{Theaetetus} 176a5–b2; \textit{Republic} 10. 613a7–b1; Annas (1999); Sedley (2000). Cf. \textit{Laws} 10. 904d, where Plato speaks of the better souls “mingling with a divine virtue” (\textit{aretêi theiai prosmeixasa}).}

The connection between being like god and being moderate is also made in \textit{Laws} Book 7. For example, the Athenian says that “this is the habit that should be pursued by any one of us who is to be divine (\textit{theion}): one should not allow oneself to pursue pleasures headlong” (792c–d). Later, Plato stresses the intellectual component or manifestation of being like god:

In my opinion, [the subjects of study that are divine] are those which one cannot avoid acting according to and knowing something about if one would ever become, among humans, a god or a spirit or a hero capable of exercising serious supervision over humans. A human, at any rate, would fall short of becoming divine (\textit{theios genesthai}) if he couldn’t learn about one and two and three and in general even and odd, or if he didn’t know anything about counting, or if he couldn’t number the nights and the days, and lacked familiarity with the orbits of the moon and the sun and the other stars. (818b–d)

So becoming like god also involves coming to know (to some degree) arithmetic and astronomy, including (or especially) the arithmetical nature of astronomy – the movement of celestial objects, and the seasons. This says something about the nature of god: that there is a connection between the existence and nature of god, and the fact that the cosmos is intelligible arithmetically – that the movements of the celestial objects, and the resulting seasons, are mathematically ordered.

I end this survey of relevant material in Books 4 and 7 with a brief description of two important passages, one from each book.

In the address to the colonists, the Athenian says that in their city they will honor or worship (in this order): the Olympian gods; the gods of the underworld; spirits; heroes; ancestral gods (i.e., the souls of dead ancestors); and, living parents (4.717a–b). In \textit{Laws} Book 5, continuing the address, he says that each of us must honor one’s own soul (726a).

Finally, in a passage we will return to later, Plato says: “With regard to the greatest god and the whole cosmos (\textit{ton megiston theon kai holon ton kosmon}), we assert that one should not conduct investigations nor busy
oneself with trying to discover the causes (tas aittias) — for it is not pious (bosion) to do so” (7.821a; cf. Timaeus 28c). A few lines later, he refers to the sun and the moon as “great gods” (821b).

3. Laws Books 10 and 12

I turn now to the more sophisticated theology of Books 10 and 12. Here Plato goes deeper than we have seen so far and makes fewer references to the Olympian gods, and he fills in some of the gaps in his account (though certainly not all of them). He is also more prone to offer arguments for his claims. But as far as I can tell, what he says in these books does not contradict his earlier remarks about the gods.

The purpose of the philosophical theology of Book 10 is, as presented, to guard against “the unrestrained and hubristic acts of the young,” especially as these “affect what is public and sacred” (884a). It is this sort of grave crime that gives rise to the need to present an argument for the existence and goodness of the gods.

The Athenian proceeds on the assumption that he and his interlocutors all believe that the sun, moon, stars, and earth are “gods and divine beings” (theous kai theia onta: 886d). But given the existence of impious ideas in a city, it is not enough to believe this; they must demonstrate “that the gods exist and are good” (887b). The three impious views they want to refute are (employing my own labels): (1) atheism, the view that the gods do not exist; (2) deism, the view “that the gods exist, but think nothing of humans”; and (3) traditional theism, the view “that they do think about them, but are easily won over by sacrifices and prayers” (888c).

What the atheist accepts is the idea that the cosmos, and its orderliness, came about “not through reason … nor through some god nor through art, but … by nature and chance” (889c). By contrast, the theist maintains that god is the “first cause of the generation and destruction of all things” (proton geneseôs kai phthoras aition hapantôn) (891e). The impious views are all based on a mistake about the nature of the soul: “what it is, the power it has, and particularly … its generation – that it is among the first things (hôs en prôtois esti), coming into being before all bodies, and that it more than anything governs their changes and all of their transformations” (892a).

As soul is prior to material things, “So opinion and supervision and reason and art and law would be prior to hard things and soft things and heavy

17 In fact, Plato makes no distinction between what we would call atheism and agnosticism.
things and light things,” these latter being “governed by art and reason” (892b). Because of this, the theist would claim that soul exists by nature.

By “nature” they [i.e., theists and atheists alike] mean the generation [or “source,” *genesin*] of the first things; but if soul turns out to be first, not fire or air, and soul is among the first things to have come into being, then it may well be most correct to say that *it* especially is by nature. This is how things are if someone can demonstrate that soul is older than body, but not otherwise. (892c)

To refute these impious views, therefore, the Athenian and his interlocutors must demonstrate that soul is older than body.

After a difficult and dense presentation of the many kinds of motion or change, it becomes clear that two kinds are most fundamental: “one motion that is always capable of moving others but incapable of moving itself, and another that is always capable of moving itself and others” (894c). Plato’s demonstration of the existence of god – and he makes it clear that this is what he is demonstrating – is in fact an argument for the priority of self-moving motion to the motion that can move others but not itself (which includes all motions associated with what is physical). As soul is later identified with (or defined in terms of) self-moving motion, this is, in effect, an argument for the priority of soul to body or matter. Further, at the cosmic level, to argue successfully that soul is prior to matter (or all the actions and characteristics of matter) is (or is taken to be) tantamount to proving the existence of a god.

Plato presents an argument (or pair of arguments) for the priority of soul (894e–895b), and concludes: “So, as the source of all motions, and the first to come to be among what was standing still and to exist among what moves, we shall assert that the one that moves itself is necessarily the oldest and most powerful change of all, while the one that is altered by another and moves others is second” (895b).

The Athenian next attempts to show that soul and self-moving motion and living are three names for or descriptions of the same thing (895c–896a). Clearly speaking of the god(s), the existence of which he has claimed to have demonstrated, he adds that “soul is the same being as the first generation and motion of what exists …, since it has been shown to be the cause of all change and of motion in all things” (896a–b). Kleinias agrees (sort of): “it has been demonstrated most sufficiently that soul, being the source of motion, is the oldest of all things” (896b).

---

18 For a discussion of this argument — a version of the cosmological argument — see Mayhew (2008a: 119–24).
It follows from this that (1) “soul is the cause of good things and bad … if we are going to posit it as the cause of all things” and that (2) “since soul manages and resides in all things that anywhere are in motion, isn’t it necessary to assert that it also manages the heavens?” (896d–e). The Athenian then asks: “One soul or more than one? More – I’ll answer for both of you. At any rate, we should assume no fewer than two: one that does what is good, and one capable of doing the opposite” (896e). This raises a couple of problematic issues that I will return to later.

Soul – employing the motions particular to it (for instance, “wishing, investigating, supervising, deliberating, believing correctly and falsely, rejoicing and feeling pain, being bold and feeling fear, hating and loving”) – “takes over” the secondary motions of bodies, and the result is “growth and cold, heaviness and lightness, hard and soft, white and black, bitter and sweet” (897a–b), organized by reason to produce a cosmos.

At this point, Plato seems to come closest in Laws Book 10 to saying precisely what a god is. Unfortunately, there is likely a problem with the text:

Soul uses all of these [secondary motions of body], and every time it joins with reason – “god correctly for the gods” – it guides all things toward what is correct and happy, but when it associates with lack-of-reason, it produces in all things the opposite of these.

The cryptic words theon orthōs theois (which I have rendered “god’ correctly for the gods”) describe reason joined with soul – that is, good soul. I suspect Plato is saying that reason is correctly called “god” when it refers to the reason (joined with soul) that directs the cosmos (e.g., the sun and other celestial objects, which are traditionally considered gods). Nous is what makes the gods gods. Reason can correctly be called “god” when referring to (what are traditionally thought to be) gods; it should not be called “god,” however, when it refers to the reason of an individual human. A human soul with reason is not a god, though at its best it may be called godlike or said to become like god. Now even if we accept Diēs’

---

99 I supply and translate Burnet’s text, which gives the reading with the strongest manuscript support. The disputed text is theon orthōs theois. The Greek is not completely intelligible, but I find none of the proposed emendations persuasive; see England (1921: II,476) and the app. crit. of Diēs (1956: ad loc.). Based primarily on a marginal comment in two manuscripts, Diēs emends the controversial part to theon orthōs theos ousa.
emendation (*theon orthôs theos ousa*), Plato still seems to be saying (though again, none too clearly) that “divine reason” (*theon* modifying *noun*) is properly considered a god.

As a prelude to his refutation of deism and traditional theism, Plato needs to show that not only do gods exist, but they are good. He does this by looking to the heavens.

If the entire course and movement of the heavens and of all the beings therein have the same nature as the motion and revolution and calculations of reason (*nou*), and proceed in a related way, then it is clear that one ought to claim that the best soul (*tên aristên psuchên*) supervises the whole cosmos and leads it along just such a course … But if they proceed in a frantic and disorderly way (*manikós te kai atakós ercheta*), then it’s the evil one (*tên kakên*). (897c–d)

The heavens pass the test: the gods are good – they move the cosmos according to reason (897d).

Kleinias concludes the discussion for both of them: “But stranger, judging from what has now been said, it isn’t pious to say anything other than that soul – one or more – having compete virtue leads things around” (898c). Armed with a god that not only exists but is good, Plato can with confidence turn to refuting the two kinds of impiety that accept the existence of god but deny god’s goodness.

In the course of arguing against deism, Plato not only claims that the gods possess reason, moderation, and courage (900d–e), he also asserts that they “know and see and hear everything, and that nothing of which there are perceptions and knowledge can escape them” (901d). In fact, the gods are not simply good, they are the best (901e). They neglect nothing, no matter how small, and certainly not humans (902a–c).

In the *Laws*, Plato never outright refers to god as the “demiurge” or “craftsman,” but he comes closest to doing this toward the end of his argument against the deist: after making the point that human craftsmen must attend to both the large and the small, if they are to perform their task properly, he says: “let us never suppose that the god is inferior to mortal craftsmen (*thnêtôn dêmiourgôn*), who, the better they are, the more exactly and perfectly they execute with one art the small and the large aspects of the work that is proper to them” (902e; cf. 903c).

Plato next presents a set of “mythic incantations” to support the refutation of deism, which opens: “The universe is put together with a view to the safety and virtue of the whole by the one who supervises the universe” (903b). These “incantations” make two important claims: (i) the souls of humans survive the death of the body, and what happens to one’s soul
after death is the result of whether or to what extent one was virtuous during one’s embodied life; (2) the universe is ruled by gods who neglect nothing, however small, and so do not neglect humans (especially not after death). During the presentation of the mythic incantations, Plato employs a number of metaphors to describe the god(s): “rulers” (903b), “the game-player” (who moves souls around to better or worse places, like pieces on a checker board) (903d), “our king” (904a).

We can treat relatively briefly Plato’s refutation of traditional theism—“that the gods can be appeased by the unjust, if they receive gifts” (905d). The falsehood of this view can be deduced from the conviction that the gods exist, are good, and do not neglect human beings. Plato’s refutation hinges on treating the gods as rulers: “Presumably [the gods] will necessarily be rulers, since they are to manage the entire heavens perfectly” (entelechôs) (905e). The question becomes: what kinds of rulers would the gods have to be for the traditional view to be correct? The answer: pretty vicious rulers. But the gods are good—they possess virtue (specifically, Plato here mentions prudence, justice, and moderation: 906a–d). They are “the greatest of all guardians and over the greatest things” (907a).

Now there are three (related) theological issues that arise in Laws Book 10, which Plato seems to be aware are not resolved (or need not be resolved in the present context): (1) how precisely soul moves or manages the cosmos; (2) how many gods there are—that is, how many souls there are that move or supervise the cosmos; (3) what is the ultimate cause of evil, and specifically, whether it is a kind of soul. Let me briefly describe each of these controversies.

(1) How soul moves the cosmos

How does soul move the cosmos? Plato illustrates the different possibilities by focusing on the sun, which he asserts soul must lead or direct in one of three ways (898e):

1 Soul resides within the sun, so that the sun is a living thing.
2 Soul is outside of the sun, and uses some kind of matter (“a body of fire or some kind of air”) to push the sun “by force” (898e–899a).
3 Soul, “being itself utterly without body,” guides the sun with “some other extremely amazing powers” (899a).21

---

20 Or “perpetually” (endelechôs), if one follows Stobaeus (Anthologium I 3.55) over the manuscripts. See Mayhew (2006).
21 He also describes the third way: “however or in whatever way it does it” (899a).
Scholars have attempted (I believe without success) to determine which view is actually Plato’s.\textsuperscript{22} But this much is clear: which view is correct (according to Plato) is not as important as the crucial fact, as he sees it, that if one accepts that soul is behind the movement of the sun and other celestial objects, one must accept that the soul that moves the heavens is \textit{good} soul. It is also clear, he believes, that such soul “ought to be regarded as a god by all men” (899a).

\textbf{(2) The number of gods or cosmic souls}

Throughout the \textit{Laws}, Plato moves back and forth between using “god” and “gods.” During his attempt to demonstrate the existence of god(s) by proving that soul is prior to body, he similarly moves back and forth between “soul” and “souls.” At one point in the discussion, the Athenian even asks: “One soul or more than one?” (896e). And he answers: at least two, good soul and bad soul. This raises at least two questions: how many gods or souls does Plato believe created and/or manage the cosmos? And what is this bad cosmic soul that he here seems to claim exists? I discuss the former in this subsection, and the latter in the next.

In \textit{Laws} Book 10, Plato refers to the plural “gods” ninety times, but to “god” singular merely eleven. Of these eleven, six are references to one god among many (889c, 893b, 897b, 899a, 901b, 901c) and so do nothing to contradict the idea that the conception of theology discussed in Book 10 is polytheistic. But the remaining instances raise some questions:

1 In the refutation of deism, and shortly after himself referring to “gods” (at 900e), the Athenian says: \textit{“the god} should not be said to have just the sort of character that he himself hates” (901a).

2 A bit later in the refutation of deism, the Athenian twice refers to \textit{“the god”}:

So let us never suppose that \textit{the god} is inferior to mortal craftsmen, who, the better they are, the more exactly and perfectly they execute with one art the small and the large aspects of the work that is proper to them; nor suppose that \textit{the god}, who is most wise, and willing and able to supervise, will not supervise any of the small things, [etc.]. (902e–903a)

Kleinias and the Athenian immediately return to using “gods.”

\textsuperscript{22} For a survey of various attempts, see Mayhew (2008a: 148–52).
3 In summarizing the case against deism, addressing a hypothetical young deist, the Athenian says, seemingly underscoring the confusion between “god” and “gods”: “So if Kleinias here and our whole Council of Elders persuade you about this – that concerning the gods you don’t know what you’re saying – the god himself would assist you nobly” (905c).
4 Toward the end of Book 10, and shortly after a reference to the gods, the Athenian says: “The god will not blame the legislator, however, for let this law be laid down” (910b). He then presents the law against private shrines.

That the Athenian is willing, without much concern, to move back and forth between “the god” and “gods” (or similarly, “soul” and “souls”) shows that, at least in the context of the discussion of theology in the *Laws*, it is of little importance whether we say that there is one god or more than one. As Philip Merlan writes: “‘One soul’, ‘two souls, one good, another evil’, ‘one soul good, many evil ones’, ‘many good souls, one evil’, ‘many good and many evil souls’ – all this is incomparably less important than the priority of the ‘psychical’ over the physical” (1960: 95). Nevertheless, it is I think possible that this ambiguity also reflects Plato’s conviction that there are (in some sense, at least) many gods, but that one god among them is greatest – a view alluded to in Book 7 (821a).

(3) The ultimate cause of evil

Plato writes that “soul is the cause of good things and bad … if we are going to posit it as the cause of all things” (896d). It follows, Plato seems to maintain, that there are at least two souls active in the cosmos: “one that does what is good, and one capable of doing the opposite” (896e). Plato does not elaborate on this claim in the *Laws*. Some have taken him to be defending the existence of an evil cosmic soul, something akin to the Devil. More recently, and in light of the fact that an evil cosmic soul seems to contradict what Plato says elsewhere about the cause of evil, scholars have tended to argue that the only evil souls in the cosmos are those of evil humans, and that the idea of an evil cosmic soul is merely a hypothesis offered to assist in the discussion of whether the soul that moves the cosmos is rational or irrational.

---

23 This is arguably the view of Plutarch: see *Isis and Osiris* 48 (Moralia 370e–371a) and *On the Generation of the Soul in the Timaeus* 6–7 (Moralia 1014d–1015f).
24 For Plato’s discussion of these issues in other works, see *Theaetetus* 176a–b; *Timaeus* 47e–48b; *Statesman* 269c–270a. There is a vast secondary literature on this issue, for example: Carone (1994); Clegg (1976); Easterling (1967); Meldrum (1950); Mohr (2006: ch. 8); Vlastos (1995a).
Let us conclude this survey by turning briefly to Book 12. In the second half of the last book of the *Laws*, discussing the nature of the Nocturnal Council and the subjects its members must master, Plato has a great deal to say about theology. But what he says repeats or reinforces rather than adds to what was said before. In effect, he summarizes and emphasizes the essential points of the case against atheism.

He writes that there are two facts or convictions that lead humans to believe in the gods:

1. One is what we said about the soul, how it is the oldest and most divine of all the things whose motion, taking over generation, provides ever-flowing existence. 
2. And one is the point about the orderly motion of the stars and all the other things under the control of reason (*nous*), which has organized the universe. (966d–e; cf. 967d–e)

For anyone who studies astronomy, Plato continues, it is clear that the celestial objects possess soul and reason (966e–967b).

**4. THE NATURE OF THE GODS IN THE LAWS**

Let us take stock.

Plato thinks that gods exist and are good. They are good in that they possess complete virtue — reason, justice, moderation, courage — though there seems to be an especially important connection between the gods and reason: to be ruled by god is to be ruled by reason; a god may by definition be reason joined with cosmic soul, that is, a soul that orders and moves (part of) the cosmos. It may also be appropriate to think of justice as a god (and perhaps the same is true of the other virtues). That the gods are good also refers to their moving the cosmos according to reason. As the standard of virtue and the source of celestial order, god is the measure of all things.

Humans are part of a continuum of beings, which runs from gods to spirits to souls of the dead to living humans (though gods and spirits are clearly better than humans), all of which may — broadly or loosely

---

25 On “taking over generation” (*genein paralambousa*), see 889a and especially 897a–b. Soul, or the motions associated with soul (e.g., supervising), take over the attributes and motions associated with bodies, and thus take over the generation of things, thereby providing “ever-flowing existence” (*aenaon ousian*) — which I assume refers to the constant motion of the cosmos.

26 I say this because (1) reason, which is a leader of the virtues, may simply be god according to the theology of the *Laws*, and (2) justice (as described in the Myth of Kronos) follows the god, and so may be a god or spirit. If reason and justice are both gods, it is likely that all the virtues are (though much is unclear here).
What this continuum of beings seems to have in common are souls and (the capacity for) virtue. The gods know and see everything, and neglect nothing – including humans. The gods’ relationship with or connection to humans goes beyond simply being a standard or ideal that humans should attempt to imitate. The gods hear our prayers and generally wish us well.

The gods are prior to (or older than) bodies. In Book 10, to prove that the gods exist, Plato had the Athenian prove the priority of soul to body. So at least in general, as conceived in the *Laws*, gods are (or possess) souls. Further, as each god is a cosmic soul – one that orders the cosmos, and keeps it on its course, through reason – it is the best soul, the kind possessing reason, that supervises the cosmos. Plato says such a soul “ought to be regarded as a god by all men” (899a).

Now to say that these souls are prior to body is not to say that they brought physical reality itself into existence; rather, the gods are responsible for the first motion and generation that brought about the present and continued order in the cosmos – that bestowed upon matter the characteristics that bodies possess (e.g., hot or cold, heavy or light, bitter or sweet) and caused the cosmos to move as it does. When Plato says that soul is the source or beginning of all things, he means all physical things, within the cosmos as it exists. Soul is not the first cause of all things, *simpliciter*, but the “first cause of the generation and destruction of all things” (891e), “the oldest and most powerful change of all” (895b), the “cause of all change and of motion in all things” (896a–b).

Souls, Plato says, are “among the first things, coming into being before all bodies” (892a) – they are “among the first things to have come into being” (892c). But what else, besides souls (including cosmic souls), are among the first things? And what caused souls to come into being? Plato does not answer these questions, at least not in the *Laws*.

Recall this line from Book 7: “With regard to the greatest god and the whole cosmos, we assert that one should not conduct investigations nor busy oneself with trying to discover the causes – for it is not pious to do so” (821a). This does not refer to all theological discourse, because the theological discussion in Book 10 is a prelude to the laws on impiety, and so will be available to all citizens of Magnesia. Therefore, it must refer to something not covered (or fully explained) in the *Laws*.

---

27 In his discussion of funeral laws, the Athenian says that corpses are “images (eidôla) of the dead,” whereas “the being that is really each of us – what is named ‘immortal soul’ – departs to other gods (para theous allous apienai) to give an account, just as the ancestral law says” (12.959b).
Theology of the Laws

I suggest the following issues – perhaps implied, but never discussed explicitly – are the kinds of investigations considered impious to conduct in Magnesia (at least openly, for all to hear):

1. the precise nature of the greatest god, and what (if anything) is its cause (or explanation);
2. the relationship between this greatest god and the other gods;
3. what else (if anything), besides soul, is among the first things to come to be.

Let us, unconstrained by Platonic notions of piety, briefly try to investigate the greatest god and its relationship to the other gods, given what we do know about Plato’s theology.

If a god is reason when joined with a cosmic soul, and the sun is a god because it is an instance of cosmic soul-with-reason moving a particular celestial object, then perhaps the greatest god is the pure reason that is responsible for and orders and moves the entire cosmos – that integrates and directs the movement of all the other gods. Plato connects “the greatest god and the whole cosmos.” Since in the Laws Plato is concerned with keeping his views as much as possible connected to traditional conceptions of the gods, he would likely say that even if it turns out that there is only one good soul that is causing all of the heavenly motions, we ought to continue thinking that there are many gods in the world. Reason-joined-with-soul qua mover of the sun would be one god, reason-joined-with-soul qua mover of the moon would be another, etc. And it would be useful to connect these gods to the names of the gods of traditional religion, calling them, for example, Kronos, Zeus, Apollo, etc.

Now, that Plato speaks of the coming into being of soul raises the question whether the greatest god is or has a soul at all. Perhaps the greatest god being pure reason means that it is reason alone (even the form, Reason Itself), without soul, and further, that it is the source of all soul. Such a line of speculation raises a cluster of questions that may be impossible to answer (and are impious to attempt, according to Plato). For example: can reason exist without soul? Or is there a special kind of soul (possessing

---

28 For example, some god moves the sun, and the inquiry into how such a soul moves the sun is not off limits, as we have seen. But it is likely off limits to investigate how the cosmos as a whole is moved – which perhaps means how the greatest god organizes and is responsible for all the other gods moving the various celestial objects.

29 Plato seems to claim it cannot (Philebus 30c; Timaeus 30b; Sophist 248e–49d), but see Menn (1995: ch. 4). I, too, however, “remain neutral whether nous can exist apart from souls” (Bobonich 2002: 505 n. 6).
reason) that did not come into being but always existed? And further, what is the relationship between this greatest god of the *Laws* and the Demiurge and World Soul of the *Timaeus*? These questions—so important to scholars debating the theology of Plato’s late dialogues—are unfortunately not answered in the *Laws*.30

5. THE VAGUE THEOLOGY OF THE *Laws*

The theology of the *Laws* is vague or under-described. There are, I believe, two reasons for this: (1) philosophical theology is difficult, and (2) it is therefore potentially dangerous.

In the context of the city of Magnesia and its laws—a city of good people who are not philosophers (with rare exceptions) and are not ruled by philosophers—all that is required to help insure the proper support for the laws and the ethical character of the citizens, Plato believes, is successful proofs that there are gods and that these gods are good and care about humans. Demonstrating even this sparse theology to non-philosophers is not easy, as the River Fording Analogy makes clear.

Prior to the demonstration of the existence of the gods, the Athenian tells Kleinias and Megillus:

Suppose we three had to cross a rapidly flowing river, and I, who happened to be the youngest of us and experienced with many currents, said that I should try first by myself, leaving you in safety, and investigate whether it is fordable for you older men as well, or however it is, and if it appears to be such, I’ll call to you and help you with my experience to ford it, but if it’s not fordable for you, the risk would fall to me—I would seem to speak reasonably. Indeed, the argument now coming up is very rapid and probably not fordable given your strength. (892d–e)31

In what follows, Plato presents Kleinias as understanding the arguments, with difficulty, but this understanding takes the form of mere assent. There is no genuine contribution from Kleinias or Megillus to the discussion of atheism, there are clear signs of confusion and difficulty in grasping the material on their part, and there are major doubts about how deeply they can be said to have understood the issues the Athenian raises and the arguments he presents. Megillus is silent throughout the entire discussion; Kleinias occasionally speaks, sometimes to agree with the Athenian, but often to express his confusion (see, e.g., 894b, d–e, 895c–d).

30 In my view, the closest to a successful unitary account of the theology in late Plato is Menn (1995). Nevertheless, this remains speculative as an account of what Plato is saying in the *Laws*.

31 See also 897d–e, 900c, 909e, and cf. *Republic* 6. 506d–e.
As most people absorb the stories about the gods that they are raised on, and are unlikely to challenge such beliefs (implied at 887c–e), to expose citizens generally to deep and difficult issues and questions on the cutting edge of Platonic philosophical theology would not reinforce or solidify proper civic-religious beliefs, but would in fact undercut them by casting doubt upon them or shrouding them in obscurity. This must be why it is impious – for citizens generally – to investigate the greatest god or to attempt to discover the causes of the cosmos as a whole. Those are rivers the Athenian does not even attempt to help Kleinias and Megillus across.

The goodness of the city and its citizens does not require that they know or inquire about whether the greatest god is reason, whether reason can exist without a soul, and whether pure reason is the cause of all other souls, etc.; and therefore such issues did not need to be resolved in the Laws itself. But I think a likely additional (though related) source of vagueness is that not only is theology difficult to convey to or discuss with citizens generally, it is an extremely difficult topic in its own right – even for philosophers.

I think this is hinted at toward the end of Laws Book 12, in the discussion of the Nocturnal Council. Topics its members must discuss include the forms (eidê) of the virtues – reason (or prudence or wisdom), courage, moderation and justice, of which reason is the leader – and a related issue that had long interested Plato, namely, the unity of virtue. This is connected to an issue that especially interested him in his late dialogues: the relationship among the forms. (See 963a–965e.)

Plato suggests that a topic related to these issues is the existence and nature of the gods. He says that anyone who is to be a member of “the Nocturnal Council of Rulers” (968a) must know the key theological points that have been presented, the arguments for them, and their connection (if any) to the traditional religious views:

No mortal human can ever become steadfast in reverence for the gods (theosebê) unless he grasps these two things just now said: that soul is the oldest of all the things that have partaken of generation, and is immortal, and rules all bodies, and in addition to these, what has often been said recently, he grasps the reason in the stars that is leader over beings, and the subjects that necessarily precede these things. He should see what is common to these things and those that concern the Muse, and should apply this understanding, in a harmonious way, to the practices and customs that pertain to the ethical dispositions (tôn êthôn); and he should be able to give the rational account (ton logon) for as many of these as have a rational account. (967d–968a)

I translate Diës’ conjecture (hêgemona) over the manuscript reading (eirêmenon).
As Plato wrote his last work, there were a number of philosophical issues that he was aware remained unresolved. Some of these issues were at the heart of his philosophical theology – to which the lack of anything like a scholarly consensus bears witness. Plato is not clear in the Laws about the nature of the gods, in part, I maintain, because he was not clear about these issues in his own mind. And if the curriculum the Athenian set for the Nocturnal Council is anything like what Plato intended for his own school, then it was Plato’s hope that these difficult issues would continue to be discussed in the Academy that survived him.

In conclusion (and in brief), what can we say about the Laws’ contribution to our understanding of the theology in Plato’s later dialogues? First, I think it does lend some support to Meldrum’s conclusion: “There is no entity that we can call ‘Plato’s theology’” (1950: 74). This may be an exaggeration, but it is not a gross one. Second, and more positively, in the scholarly debate over the identity of Plato’s god, and the corollary discussion of the relationship between Reason (Nous), the Demiurge, and the World Soul, I think any hypothesis that dismisses Reason as a candidate for Plato’s chief god or demotes the place of Reason in his theology is likely to be mistaken.

33 See Morrow (1960: 509–10).
34 Of course, Meldrum himself relied on the Laws in coming to this conclusion. He was anticipated by Cicero, De natura deorum I 30.
Chapter 11

Plato’s ‘truest tragedy’: Laws Book 7, 817a–d

André Laks

In Laws 7.817a–d we find the following passage:

As for what people say are the serious poets, the ones we see occupying themselves with tragedy, let’s suppose that some of them came to us and asked us the following sort of question: ‘Do we have your permission, as hosts, to enter your city and country, or not, and may we bring our poetry with us? Or what policy have you decided on in these matters?’ What would be the correct response to this to give to these gods among men? I think our answer is: ‘Most respected of guests, it’s we who are the tragic writers, of the finest and also the best tragedy that we have it in us to create: thus the whole political regime that we are proposing constitutes a representation (mimēsis) of the finest and best life, which is the very thing that we say tragedy really is, the truest sort. So you are poets, but we are poets too, working in the same genre, your rivals and competitors for the finest play, which – so the hope is, on our side – it is the nature of true law alone to complete (apotelein). So don’t imagine that we’ll be too ready, ever, to give you permission to set up your stage in the agora, bringing on actors with fine voices carrying further than ours, and to give you licence to harangue children and women and the populace at large – talking about the same practices but not saying the same things about them as we do, indeed as a general rule saying exactly the opposite, in most cases. We’d be completely mad, surely, and so would the city as a whole, if it gave you that kind of licence to act, before the magistrates had established in the first place whether you’d written things that should be said and were suitable for public consumption or not. So now, you scions of emollient Muses, start by showing the magistrates your songs for comparison with ours, and if it’s clear that you’re saying the same as we do, or indeed better, we’ll give you a chorus; if it’s not clear, friends, we would never be able to accommodate you.’

This is an important text. It contains a striking claim about what is to count as the ‘truest tragedy’; a claim that will take us close to the core of
The question of the reception that the city – the future Magnesia, in Crete – will give to the tragic poets is raised in the course of a discussion of the education of children over the age of ten. The core of this education is provided by various forms of dancing and the appropriate physical exercise: war-dances, Bacchic, ritual dances, dances associated with peace, and wrestling; comedy and tragedy are introduced into this context because of the singing and dancing roles of comic and tragic choruses. What distinguishes the treatment of tragedy is its self-reflexive character: the identification, in the passage cited above, of ‘the truest’ tragedy with the life shaped by the best political regime (politeia). The effect is at once to relocate the immediate context within a larger one. Not for the first or the last time in the Laws, one context is used to take us back to another.

The identification of the political regime of the Laws as a ‘tragedy’ is both a paradox and no paradox at all. It is paradoxical in so far as it takes us by surprise: we know just how badly Plato thinks of tragedy (with Book 10 of the Republic as the locus classicus), and more generally of mimêsis (also in the Republic Book 10). But at the same time there are good reasons for supposing that the Plato of the Laws intended us to be surprised. The Laws is unique among Plato’s dialogues in the degree to which it relates to another work – the Republic; and the very nature of its relationship with the Republic brings with it the possibility of surprise. Plato declares as much in a passage in Book 5, on the basic arrangement of the regime of the Laws, which involves admitting a certain form of private property: the provision ‘will at first astonish the hearer’, says the Athenian – the reason for this astonishment being that such a proposal marks a divergence (a ‘retreat from the sacred line’, as the Laws puts it, using a metaphor based

---

1 Cameron (1978: 32–3) is typical in this respect: Plato, Cameron says, is doing no more than to set himself up as a rival to the tragic poets (but then, in a way, he was already doing that in the Apology). For the same perspective, but developed with greater refinement, see Halliwell (1984: esp. §8): ‘The Phaedo gives vivid form to the idea later found in the Laws that “the finest and best life is the best tragedy” (817b), in a passage which sets the philosophical life [sic!], in the boldest and most provocative of Plato’s dramatic metaphors, as an alternative to the life of the tragic hero.’ (This citation of the Laws passage illustrates a tendency among interpreters to abstract Plato’s formulation from its context: evidence in itself of its remarkable power.)

2 813a7–817e4. On this grouping, which may seem forced, see Schöpsdau (2003: 583–4).

3 Politeia, traditionally translated as ‘constitution’, or ‘political regime’, can also carry a wider sense that includes the way in which the citizens of a city conduct their lives.

4 See also Gorgias 502a–c.

on a board game) in relation to the arrangements of the ‘first constitution’, described in terms which clearly identify it with that of the Republic. However, our surprise can and should be dissipated as soon as we take into account the parameters of the new discussion (above all, the limits of human nature), in so far as these actually require a certain retreat from the original proposals. The paradox is no sooner stated than removed.

My hypothesis is that our passage from Book 7 of the Laws works in a similar way, even if it is less explicit about what it is doing. The identification of the constitution of the Laws as the best of tragedies is at first sight surprising, but only at first sight. Just for that reason, we should resist treating the equation as a mere metaphor, so weakening the force of the passage at a stroke. My proposal is precisely that the constitution in question is a tragedy (the best of all), and in the literal sense of the term. No doubt we shall be in a better position to understand the potential weight attaching to the appropriation of the genre of tragedy by the (second) Platonic city if we take into account the fact that, in historical terms, tragedy itself has a political dimension. (That does not mean, of course, that the tragedies presented in the context of the Great Dionysia were essentially political, as some have maintained, making of them a moment of ideological ‘self-representation’ on the part of the city.)

The question must then be in what sense of the term ‘tragedy’ the constitution of the Laws is a tragedy. It certainly cannot be in the sense presupposed by the analysis in the Republic Book 10. That would lead to the wholesale rejection of tragedy, entailing not merely that the tragic poets would have no place in the context of the just city any more than Homer, but that tragedy as a genre would be deprived of all legitimacy. In the Laws, the tragedians are imagined as arriving from outside (they present themselves at the gates, and as strangers, and from one point of view, that is natural enough: we are in Crete, in the city of the Magnesians, and not in Athens). But tragedy itself is very much inside the city. Tragedy may even be identified with the city, because it constitutes its politeia.

---

6 Laws 5.739a–e. See also Schöpsdau (1991).
7 For a more extended treatment of the point, see Laks (2005: 36–7).
8 As Halliwell does (1984: 58; see also 1996: 338). It will be equally out of place to talk of irony – which is not to say that the passage is entirely innocent of irony (see especially the subsequent conversation with the tragic poets).
9 See, e.g., Halliwell (1996: 338). This kind of interpretation has been variously developed in the course of several decades, notably in the wake of J.-P. Vernant (see Vernant and Vidal-Naquet 1972: 11–131). As the passage in the Laws suggests, in its own way, what we are dealing with here is in reality a Platonic thesis – which opens up an interesting perspective on the question of its wider validity.
10 Cf. n. 12 below.
How does the Republic Book 10 treat tragedy? The analysis there moves on two levels. First, tragedy is presented as a particular sort of mimêsis (which I shall render here as ‘reproduction’: 595b4). This extension of the notion of tragedy is a part of what may be termed Plato’s ‘de-theatricalisation’ of the tragic – which is the precondition of his assignment of the politeia in the Laws to the genre of tragedy. The most striking expression of this way of treating tragedy is to be found in the Philebus, where Socrates treats tragedy and comedy as sources of ‘mixed’ pleasures, i.e., pleasures containing an admixture of pain: ‘The upshot of our discussion, then, is that in lamentations as well as in tragedies and comedies, not only on stage but also in all of life’s tragedies and comedies, pleasures are mixed with pains.'

Tragedy is then condemned on two grounds, one general and one specific. (1) It is condemned first on the general basis that its products are mere reproductions, like those of the art that serves as the point of departure for Socrates’ argument, the art of painting. The consequence is that if the painter who produces an image of the bed made by the carpenter is at two removes from the Form of Bed serving as the carpenter’s model, the tragic writer will be at just the same distance from the ‘truth’ (597e6–7). (2) But tragedy, in the larger sense now given to it, is also condemned for a more particular reason. This is in the course of a new discussion of the topic of tragedy, beginning at 602c, which rehearses a line of argument already used in Book 3. The main thread of the discussion is that in encouraging the hearer or the reader to lament over the misfortunes of the characters, tragedy is addressing the irrational part of the soul, which it nourishes and strengthens, in so far as it stirs up not just the pleasure we take in the suffering and the tears of others, but also the emotions and passions as a whole (606d). A close connection is thus made between the condemnation of tragic poetry and the theory of the divided soul (595a7, 603d), even to the extent that the former appears as a kind of appendix to the psychology of the Republic Book 4.

11 For this translation of mimêsis, see p. 222 below.
13 The assumption being that ‘misfortunes’, in the strict sense in which the term is being taken, will be undeserved: cf. 3. 379b.
14 605b2–3; cf. 3. 387d. This particular mixture of pleasure and pain is recalled at Philebus 50b2, in the course of a discussion of mixed emotions. Frede (1997: 284–5) has suggested that in the context of the Philebus the ‘pain’ brought on by tragic fear and pity is conceived of as mixed with the pleasure of ‘expectation’; this would take us beyond the ‘pleasure in tears’ as understood in the Republic passage.
To treat the constitution as the truest tragedy, as the Laws does, presupposes that Plato is here adopting a different analysis of tragedy from that in the Republic Book 10 – one that enables it to avoid both the general and the specific criticisms identified above (resting respectively on a general theory of mimēsis and a particular conception of tragedy itself).\(^\text{17}\)

The question in relation to mimēsis is primarily one of semantics. In the Laws passage, self-evidently, tragedy is a matter of mimēsis. But there is nothing to suggest, and there is in truth no reason for thinking, that mimēsis here is to be understood in terms of the triadic structure Form/product/reproduction illustrated in the Republic Book 10 with its three beds. In the first place, it is hard to see exactly what, technically speaking, a Form of the ‘best life’ would amount to;\(^\text{18}\) moreover, the theory of Forms is notoriously absent from the Laws.\(^\text{19}\) On the other hand, despite some similarities, the mimēsis of the Laws is not the mimēsis of the Republic Book 3 either. The Republic Book 3 in effect reserves the term – as distinguished, in this passage, from diēgēsis (‘narration’) – for a mode of dramatic expression that works by way of performance (‘enactment’);\(^\text{20}\) and while a political regime might be a ‘drama’ in a certain sense (in so far as it may be constituted by a series of actions), it is no sort of performance of anything.

\(^{17}\) However, it is not often noticed that the Republic Book 10 does not decisively exclude such a redefinition of tragedy, i.e., a positive appropriation of something rejected under a different description. At 604e, Plato says only that to imitate a ‘wise and unexcitable’ character is ‘not easy’. One could of course always understand this as a litotes, even though that would be surprising in a work whose central thesis, about the possibility of philosopher-rulers, rests on the implication that ‘difficult’ implies ‘possible’ (cf. 6. 502c6–7: chalepa ... genesthai, au mentor adunata de). In any case we must remind ourselves that the idea of a ‘good’ imitation, of whatever it may be, is recurrent in Plato. That there is no contradiction between the Phaedrus, which establishes a good art of rhetoric, and the Gorgias, which presents itself as condemning rhetoric as such, is made clear by the end of the Gorgias itself, when, in a spectacular reversal of the preceding arguments, Socrates sketches the outlines of what would constitute a ‘good orator’ (504d5–e4). Despite what appears to be suggested by references to rhetoric in general, the condemnation of rhetoric evidently applies not so much to the art itself as to orators as they currently are. With these, Plato is able to contrast the orator who is as he should be. It will then be no great surprise to find the same approach applied to tragedy and tragedians in the Republic Book 10 – as it in any case already is, in Book 3 (398a8–b4, a passage cited by Panno as a parallel to our passage from Laws Book 7: Panno 2007: 61).

\(^{18}\) True, the same question arises in the case of the bed, in so far as it is something manufactured. For the debate, see Fine (1993: 81–8) and Brunschwig (1997).

\(^{19}\) The appearance of the phrase pros hen blepein (12. 962d4, 963a2–3) is hardly enough to mandate its presence.

\(^{20}\) Some have supposed that this constitutes the original sense of the term mimēsis (derived particularly from the sphere of dance), seeing this as ‘lingering on’ in the Republic Book 3. According to these interpreters, the conception of mimēsis as ‘reproduction’ (sometimes called ‘imitation’), modelled on painting, which underlies the discussion in the Republic Book 10, is a later development (see Koller 1954). The evidence does not support any such interpretation: see Halliwell’s critical treatment (2002: 38–71).
In one way, it is exactly the opposite (the mimēsis in question is actually a narrative, that is, of the best of lives in the context of the political regime of the Laws), even though the importance of the role accorded in the constitution of the Laws to choral performance does incontrovertibly serve to reduce the distance between representation and performance. (One might go so far as to say that the constitution of the Laws is in part a representation of performance.) For the sake of clarity on the semantic issues, the mimēsis of the Laws Book 7 is representation, while in the Republic Book 3 it is performance or enactment, in the Republic Book 10 reproduction.

As for the reversal presupposed by our Laws passage on the relation between tragedy and the passions, matters are somewhat more complicated (which also no doubt makes them of greater interest). The object of constitutional mimēsis, according to 817b4–5, is ‘the finest and best life’. It is this that allows the representation in question to be qualified not merely as a ‘tragedy’, but as the ‘truest tragedy’. Three questions then arise. (1) In what sense will the representation of the finest and best life provide us with a definition of tragedy generally speaking? (2) What is exactly ‘tragic’, in this sense of ‘tragedy’, in the particular representation of the best life constituted by a political regime? (3) In what does the ‘truth’ of this kind of tragedy consist, vis-à-vis other kinds? The answers to all three questions will clearly be connected with what Plato intends us to understand by ‘the best and finest life’. Here it will be useful to make a detour via Aristotle’s Poetics.

Aristotle notoriously defines tragedy as ‘the representation of a serious action which has been brought to completion and has a certain magnitude; in language with pleasurable complements, each kind brought in separately by the various parts of the work; a representation realised in dramatic, not in a narrative form, employing incidents arousing pity and fear to accomplish its cleansing of such emotions’.

Interpreters have often emphasised the anti-Platonic character of this definition, drawing attention especially to the role assigned to the

---

1. There have been several recent treatments of the role of choruses in the Laws: see now Prauscello (in press: I am grateful to the author for giving me the opportunity of reading this contribution in advance of its publication).
2. I thus somewhat modify the terminology adopted by Dupont-Roc and Lallot (1980) in relation to Aristotle’s Poetics. ‘Representation’, which Dupont-Roc and Lallot also use for mimēsis, includes mimēsis as imitation (for which I prefer ‘reproduction’). In fact they deliberately choose the term for its ambiguity, in so far as it corresponds to the two possible interpretations of the verb mimeisthai (Dupont-Roc and Lallot 1980: 145).
3. Poetics 6, 1449b2–8 (trans. Bywater, with modifications). I have italicised the parts that are most important for my argument.
emotions of pity and fear, whatever the interpretation we may give of the mechanism, and the role, of the ‘cleansing’ (*katharsis*) in question. This anti-Platonic dimension is clear enough, if the point of comparison is the *Republic* Book 10. But if we are comparing it with the *Laws*, and in particular our passage in Book 7, the anti-Platonic features are rather more difficult to identify. What will strike readers at once, even before they begin asking where any disagreement lies, is actually the evident closeness of the two passages. Here are the two most evident points of contact:

1. **Given that there is a clear and demonstrable relation between the concept of an ‘action’, *praxis*, and that of a ‘life’, *bios* (our life, after all, will be the sum of our actions), Aristotle’s characterisation of tragedy as ‘the representation of a serious action’ (*mimêsis praxeôs spoudaias*) will correspond closely to the *Laws*’ description of the best political regime as the ‘representation of the finest and best life’ (*politeia sunestêke mimêsis tou kallistou kai aristou biou*). The Laws passage uses the definite article and the superlative (‘the best life’), the Poetics a less definite expression (‘a serious action’). However, the difference needs to be seen in the context of the idea that an ‘action’ is a constitutive part of the whole represented by a ‘life’. When he comes back in the course of the chapter to this definitional component of his argument, Aristotle actually explains the first term by using the second: tragedy, he recalls at 1450a15, is ‘the representation not of men, but of an action and of a life’. Interestingly, one manuscript (B) substitutes the plural *praxeôn* for the singular *praxeôs*, presumably just because a life is constituted by a series of actions. This well-intentioned intervention is evidently unhelpful: while it is true that a tragic action is typically a particular one, its bearing will also extend to a whole life – as is confirmed, in the immediately following sentence, by the reference to ‘happiness’ and ‘misfortune’, ‘happiness’ being, for Aristotle, a fundamentally holistic concept (cf. *Nicomachean Ethics* I, 6, 1098a12–20; X, 7, 1177b24–5). In any case, Aristotle’s argument shows that *praxis* in the singular refers as much to action as to single actions: ‘human happiness and unhappiness have to do with action; the aim and end is a certain kind of action, not a quality’ (1450a18–19). The sentence has been suspect, especially because of the appearance of the hapax *kakodaimonia*, but nowadays it is rightly defended by the majority of interpreters (see, e.g., Halliwell 1987: 66–7; Nussbaum 1986: 378–80). Dupont-Roc and Lallot (1980) also keep the genitive *eudaimonias*: ‘tragedy is the representation not of men, but of action, of life, and of happiness (unhappiness too resides in action)’, but without commenting on the passage.
represented, as Aristotle puts it, will be a complete one (teleia). Plato’s formulation equally suggests the idea that there is no drama without the appropriate completion of the action (apotelein). What is peculiar and distinctive about his formulation is that it says what it is that brings the constitutional drama to its completion, namely law. But not just any law: the true law (alêthês nomos).²⁷

One might also speculate about a third point of contact – one which is not there on the surface of the text, but needs to be constructed – between the conception of tragedy proposed by the Laws and its Aristotelian counterpart. This concerns the role of the emotions and passions. An essential, and distinctive, feature of tragedy in Aristotle’s conception is that it produces certain effects in the spectator. In Chapter 13 of the Poetics (where he too muses on the nature of ‘the finest tragedy’),²⁸ he underlines the importance of this element in the definition in Chapter 6: ‘We assume that, for the finest form of tragedy, the plot must be not simple but complex; and further that it must represent actions arousing fear and pity, since that is the distinctive function of this genre of representation.’²⁹ These two passions, and the passions in general, which loom as large in the Republic as they do here in the Poetics, are noticeable only by their absence in the Laws passage. Are we to infer from that absence that the passions play no role in the Platonic conception of ‘constitutional tragedy’?

This is a difficult question. In order to answer it, we should return to the formulation ‘the law completes it’ (ho nomos apotelei, sc. the finest play), on which the passage pivots. Through its mention of what brings about this completion (the law), the phrase provides a specification which has nothing corresponding to it in the Aristotelian definition (which provides no criterion for the ‘completeness’ of an action), and which is responsible for the particular orientation of Plato’s interpretation of tragedy in the Laws. The question of how to understand the assignment of the politeia in the Laws to the genre of tragedy now shifts to the more precise question of the meaning of the term nomos, or perhaps rather to Plato’s own problematisation of the concept of nomos.

²⁷ The importance of the ‘end-point’ has been underlined by Mouze (1998: 87–8; 2005: 345–51).
²⁸ What is at issue here is, naturally, the tragedy of the tragic poets; but the Laws passage too, in the way it frames the question (about ‘the finest tragedy’), contains an echo of the institution of tragic competition.
²⁹ That is, it must include recognition or reversal, and if possible both (Poetics 10).
³⁰ 1452b32–34 (Bywater’s translation, slightly modified). Cf. 14, 1453b12, on the pleasure that the spectator derives, thanks to the ‘representation’, from the pity and fear that he experiences; also 9, 1452a.
A first line of interpretation will be to take ‘law’ in the passage in terms of proceedings for the punishment of crimes. For this one could perhaps appeal to the end of the passage, in the following way. Plato there explains why the tragedians’ productions would be refused entry – presumably, in most cases – to the city of the Laws: because the tragic poets talk about the same practices (tón autón … epitèdeumatôn peri) as the legislator of the Laws, but don’t say the same things as he does, and indeed most of the time go so far as to say exactly the opposite (mè ta auta haper bêmeis, all’ hós to polu kai enantia ta pleista: 817c6–8). Plato does not say here exactly how the tragedians’ ideas will be likely to contradict his own, but the way in which the Athenian characterises the poets a few lines further on (‘you scions of emollient Muses’, paides malakôn Mousôn ekgonoi: 817d4) gives sufficient indication of what he has in mind. ‘Softness’, malakia, is the target of the Republic, too, when it reproaches tragedy for putting on the stage good men (603e, 606b2) who respond to the blows of fortune by abandoning themselves to despair (603e, 605c–d). Such characters accord an importance to what has happened to them which it does not possess (604b12–c1), and arouse the pity of the spectators when they should be provoking them to disgust. Within the Laws itself, more than enough beliefs and practices are mentioned that would provide the material for bad tragedies just in so far as they contradict the Platonic legislator.

What, then, would constitute a properly constructed tragedy? We may be able to put together a general idea by thinking about what it is not. Bad tragedy is tragedy in which a reversal of fortune provokes an inappropriate response, whether in the tragic hero or in the spectator. Good tragedy, then, will depend on the specifications for, or modifications to, one or more of the following elements: the character of the hero, his reaction to the event, the nature of the event itself. The tragic hero might not be a good man, or else it might be that we should distinguish between different degrees of goodness (Aristotle will demand that while the tragic hero should be ‘better than us’, he should not be perfectly virtuous). Again, the reaction to misfortune might be different from the one thought to be typical of tragic heroes. Finally, the modification might be to the reversal
of fortune: perhaps there actually was no such reversal, or it was merely temporary – or else it might be considered as illusory, as in the case where the supposed misfortune is actually no more than the appropriate punishment called for by the offences committed. This last perspective is certainly present in Aristotle, though he remains notably discreet about its implications (reversals of fortune are attributed, notoriously, to *hamartia tis*, ‘some kind of error’). But in the context of the *Laws*, it is essential.

Consider, for example, the way in which tragedy is recruited, in Book 8, with a view to the regulation of illicit sexual relations, particularly those of an incestuous sort. The main idea is that when it comes to incest, the law finds support not just in the prohibitions of religion but also, in a more general way, in common opinion and in the shared certainties to which children are exposed from their earliest years. Were the tragic characters Thyestes, Oedipus and Macareus not punished for their offence (*hamartia*)? Tragedies of this sort about incest, on the interpretation currently under consideration, are not ‘soft’ but properly constructed, in so far as they illustrate a virtuous sequence: crime followed by the punishment for crime. One can see easily enough how such plays might contribute to a life governed by the constitution of the *Laws*; for the *Laws* is among other things a penal code, and relies precisely on the principle that every transgression of the law brings punishment in its train – even if this comes only after death, by virtue of a law named ‘destiny’ (*heimarmenê*). It is in this eschatological sense too, and no doubt in this sense more than any, that ‘the true law alone completes’ a life governed by the constitution of the *Laws*, that is, the ‘finest of dramas’.

There are of course good reasons for questioning whether it is legitimate to treat tragedy as a genre in this way, as founded on this sequence of crime and punishment. The objections are on at least two levels. First, even within the schema suggested, the sequence crime–punishment looks more like a necessary than a sufficient condition of tragedy. What it would miss is that moment of mismatch between awareness and reality, when the

---

36 8. 838c.
37 One may wonder whether the restriction implied by the phrase used in the Book 8 passage, *tragikê legomenê* (‘what is called tragic’: 838c4), might not limit the extent of the parallel between the tragedies invoked here and ‘true tragedy’. However, the reverse perhaps holds: Plato refers here to what is commonly called ‘tragic’ (false tragedy) in order to underline that, in this case, the tragedies mentioned precisely *do not* belong to that category.
hero fails to understand the nature of his suffering as punishment. The element of the tragic surely lies in the fact that misfortune strikes someone who appears to have lived irreproachably; the problem is the disproportion between virtue and happiness. Tragedy, from this perspective, is not concerned simply with the objective existence of a law of retribution, but with the subjective relationship of the characters engaged in the action to such a law (typically, a relationship of misunderstanding). This forms the basis for the dialectical interpretation of tragedy as constructed by Schelling (and Hegel), in which humanity affirms its freedom at the moment when the hero accepts responsibility for a transgression imposed upon him by destiny.\textsuperscript{39} But one might also, and more radically, propose that the sequence of offence followed by punishment is only a possible ingredient, not even a necessary condition, of tragedy. Thus in opposition to the interpretation of tragedy as an affirmation of human freedom, Goethe proposed that ‘all tragedy rests on irreconcilable conflict; if reconciliation occurs, or becomes possible, the tragedy disappears’.\textsuperscript{40}

All these points are well taken. It is not my purpose, however, to take up a position on the question of the ‘essence’ of tragedy, or to discuss whether and in what sense Greek tragedies might have an essence at all.\textsuperscript{41} My purpose is rather to explain a particular passage in Plato. It is simply a fact, all the more interesting because it has so rarely been noticed, that by characterising tragedy in terms of the (true) law, the \textit{Laws} Book 7 passage leads directly to the discussion of the nature of the tragic that lies at the heart of German idealism.\textsuperscript{42}

This is shown most clearly in an article by Kuhn, in which the author defends the idea of a deep and essential affinity between tragedy and Platonic philosophy, even while actively distancing himself from the idealistic tradition.\textsuperscript{43} According to Kuhn, it is not just that Platonic philosophy


\textsuperscript{40} Goethe in von Müller (1956: 118). For the conflict between the two conceptions, dialectical (optimistic) and non-dialectical (pessimistic), of the tragic and of Greek tragedy in general, see Szondi (1964), together with the further working out in Judet de La Combe (2010).

\textsuperscript{41} One might propose that every tragedy (or almost every one) will be a modification of a particular conception of tragedy, as realised in some other representative of the genre. That holds in the case of Platonic tragedy too, which will constitute a unique item in the series in so far as its reflexive character is explicit.

\textsuperscript{42} Whether there is an historical connection or not is another question.

\textsuperscript{43} Kuhn does not directly address the relationship between the ‘optimistic’ aspect of his own interpretation of Greek tragedy and the interpretations of Schelling and Hegel. He merely cites Hegel in passing (Kuhn 1941: 59), referring to Hegel’s discussion of our consciousness of freedom in the \textit{Leçons sur la philosophie de l’histoire}, and refers (1941: 35) to the ‘speculations on “innocent culpability” so loved by modern idealist interpreters’.
shares one and the same *problem* with tragedy, that is, that of the dispro-
portion between crime and punishment, or more generally between vir-
tue and happiness; the *solution* Plato offers to the problem is itself closer
than one might suppose to that of the tragic poets (i.e., to that of some of
them).44 Conversely, there is already philosophy (of a Platonic sort) in the
tragedians.

The point of contact has to do with the way ‘tragedy’ and Plato respec-
tively deal with the issue of ‘moral theodicy’. True, Kuhn admits, the two
sides give the appearance of offering divergent responses: ‘tragedy’ with
continuing pathos (encapsulated in the last verse of the *Prometheus*: ‘See
how I suffer, and so unjustly suffer’),45 while Plato uses its denial as the very
keystone of his moral philosophy. But on closer reflection this opposition –
which Kuhn makes no attempt to deny – gives rise to a curious reversal
between the two conflicting positions (I here restate Kuhn’s analysis in my
own terms). Agreed, it is a fundamental of Plato’s thinking, whether in the
*Republic* or in the *Laws*, to reject the idea of a real divergence between moral
excellence and happiness. The *Republic* develops two types of argument on
the subject, one more radical than the other. According to the counter-
intuitive thesis that provides the dialogue with its underlying theme and
determines the structure of the whole, true misery lies in injustice itself,
as happiness lies in the practice of justice. According to a second thesis,
more in line with ordinary notions, the practice of the virtues is inevita-
ably rewarded by ‘external goods’, whether in our present life or beyond it.
This is what the *Laws*, too, continues to affirm that we must be ‘brought to
believe’, even while stressing how difficult the undertaking is.46

This difficulty is crucial: here the objective point of view of philosophical
theodicy, which describes things as they are, meets the subjective view of
things reflected in tragedy, inasmuch as it shows how human beings react
to the disproportion between offence (even a *lack* of offence) and punish-
ment (misfortune). The divergence between virtue and happiness may well
be an illusion, Platonically speaking, but it remains a necessary illusion,
which cannot simply be thought away.47 Nor does the theodicy give any
cause for optimism, in so far as the decision to live justly can itself only
depend on a hard struggle, the outcome of which is always in doubt. This is

---

44 Kuhn restricts himself, as so many have done, to Aeschylus and Sophocles, deliberately leaving
Euripides aside (1941: 4–5).
45 Kuhn (1941: 21).
46 According to *Laws* 2. 664b7–c2, the theme of all children’s songs and stories will be that ‘the life
the gods think most pleasant is the best [= noblest, *aristos*].’
47 Kuhn (1941: 22, 25, 30).
why, in Kuhn’s eyes, Plato’s ‘true tragedy’ already figures in Book 10 of the *Republic* (the very book that condemns the tragedy of the tragic poets): in the final myth, in fact (the Myth of Er), where ‘the interplay of true happiness and true misery is neither devoid of fear nor unfamiliar with the saying “suffer to learn”’.\(^4\)

Here, according to Kuhn, we encounter tragedy in a new form, in which the tragic ‘manifests itself not in the contingencies of life, but in the ignorance and forgetfulness of the soul’.\(^4\)

Thus, claims Kuhn, what Plato does is to ‘elevate a mode of thought embodied in tragedy to a higher degree of perfection’.\(^5\) In other words, when the *Laws* calls the life brought to completion by the law ‘true tragedy’, so far from going back on the *Republic*, it actually reveals its logic, and its deeper truth. Conversely, the idea of a moral theodicy is also at work deep within the tragic corpus, especially in Aeschylus: we are to think not only of the *Prometheus Bound*, but also of the *Prometheus Unbound*, where ‘both the dramatic and logical tensions’ between Prometheus and Zeus are ‘finally solved’;\(^6\) of the *Persians*, where the Persian disaster represents just punishment; or again – and above all – of the trilogy of the Oresteia\(^7\) – examples which lead Kuhn to talk of a ‘self-transcending movement of tragic creation in the direction of philosophy itself’:\(^8\) ‘The new order ushered in by the *Eumenides* leaves no more room for tragic conflict than does the Platonic cosmos’.\(^9\)

I shall leave aside here the question of the validity of Kuhn’s conception of Greek tragedy, and focus on its value for our understanding of Plato, especially of our passage in Book 7 of the *Laws*. Kuhn’s interpretation seems from this point of view open to various objections, first of what may be called a ‘contextual’ sort. One criticism might be that he has strayed unduly from the letter of the *Laws* passage, in which tragedy is given not an eschatological but a more narrowly ‘political’ dimension.\(^10\)

---

\(^4\) Kuhn (1941: 51).
\(^5\) Kuhn (1941: 51).
\(^6\) Kuhn (1941: 16).
\(^7\) Kuhn (1941: 16).
\(^8\) Kuhn (1941: 36).
\(^9\) Kuhn (1941: 36–7). Kuhn borrows from Cornford (1952: 361–4, the first edition of which goes back to 1937), from the ‘Epilogue’ to his commentary on Plato’s *Timaeus*, the idea of a parallel between Aeschylean trilogies and the sequence *Timaeus–Critias–Hermocrates* (finally giving way to the *Laws*).
\(^10\) Kuhn (1941: 61).

For the idea that the Platonic cosmos leaves no room for tragedy, see Goldschmidt (1948: 58–9). It has recently been argued that our ‘tragic’ (Aristotelian) conception of tragedy has been heavily affected by the fragmentation of original tetralogies into self-standing ‘tragedies’: far from being ‘tragic’, these tetralogies would have constituted promises of happiness and prosperity (Wise 2008; see also Prauscello in press). From such a perspective – which remains as yet untried – Kuhn’s ‘self-transcending movement of tragic creation in the direction of philosophy’ would actually be an inherent aspect of the products of the tragedians.

\(^9\) Kuhn (1941: 39). For the idea that the Platonic cosmos leaves no room for tragedy, see Goldschmidt (1948: 58–9). It has recently been argued that our ‘tragic’ (Aristotelian) conception of tragedy has been heavily affected by the fragmentation of original tetralogies into self-standing ‘tragedies’: far from being ‘tragic’, these tetralogies would have constituted promises of happiness and prosperity (Wise 2008; see also Prauscello in press). From such a perspective – which remains as yet untried – Kuhn’s ‘self-transcending movement of tragic creation in the direction of philosophy’ would actually be an inherent aspect of the products of the tragedians.

However, this objection is not decisive, in so far as the distinction between eschatology and politics scarcely applies to the perspective of the *Laws*. The *politeia* is not simply a political system (a particular arrangement of magistracies), nor is the law simply a legal system. The role of law, within the political context, is to persuade rather than to punish, and in this role it may perfectly well find itself led (or driven) to summon up a discourse on the subject of eschatology, as it famously does in the *Laws* Book 10. If the ultimate law, encompassing all the rest, is a law of retribution, it may reasonably be said that the treatment of the final judgement puts it fully in accord with the political regime.

For all that we may, and in fact must, find another reading of the passage that will be no less ‘political’ in nature, but will be so in what is in a sense a more direct way, by making full use of the complex treatment the *Laws* itself gives to the term ‘law’. This reading consists in shifting the emphasis from the idea that punishment is inevitable in the sense that it will follow necessarily (at the cosmic level, if not at that of human justice) to the idea that punishment is inevitable because the legislator must necessarily have recourse to it. I here take advantage of a distinction that I have made elsewhere, between law in terms of *content*, on the one hand, and law in terms of *form* on the other. The *content* of the law, in so far as its formulations are no more than the expression of reason, says how things are and how they ought, rationally, to be (law, *nomos*, and reason, *nous*, Plato suggests, are as closely connected as their names). It declares itself powerfully, finding its ultimate basis in the ultimate order of things as expressed by cosmic law. The *form* of the law, by contrast, is irrational, to the degree that it is no more than an order, and because a mere order, violent: hence the fact that the legislator will never stop trying, on different levels and by different means, to reduce the merely imperative aspect of law in favour of a ‘persuasive’ discourse, which while being rhetorical in most of its manifestations nevertheless tends, ideally, in the direction of persuasion of a rational sort.

The question is whether the legislator, as legislator, can ever achieve this rational persuasion, if indeed the very concept, ‘rational persuasion’, is not from a Platonic point of view actually a contradiction in terms. But what is certainly true is that the violence inherent in law as form is in contradiction with the aim of the legislator, if it is true (as it is for the legislator of

---

57 *Laws* 4. 714a.
58 For an explanation of the ideas involved here, see Laks (2005: 125, 152; 2007c).
59 This is Brisson’s position (2000: 237–41); *contra*, see Laks (2005: 125 with n. 28, 153 n. 43).
the Laws) that violence of whatever kind or degree is incompatible with the very concept of the ‘constitution’ (politeia). Is violence avoidable, perhaps in the special case of the politeia of the Laws? The answer is no, because in the final analysis (when the legislator has finished his attempts at persuasion, whether rhetorical or rational), reason remains irreparably in conflict with pleasure (even in the case of the philosopher). All of this provides a possible conceptual basis for a certain idea of tragedy, indeed of the tragic. It will have its concrete manifestation in the need for the legislator, however reluctantly, to provoke ‘fear’. This is why, even though the passions are formally absent from the definition of the best Platonic tragedy, they nevertheless still form part of the background to it, so long as one reads the term nomos – given such prominence in the definition: ho dé nomos alêthês monos apotelein pephuken – according to the formal interpretation Plato gives to it when reflecting on the ‘constitution’ (politeia). The element of the ‘pathetic’, which founds the rejection of tragedy in the Republic, is thus not, after all, absent from the ‘true tragedy’ as conceived by the Laws, but the modalities of its presence are as different as is its function.

One cannot fail to be struck by the fact that while the interpretation of the ‘best tragedy’ in terms of the sequence crime–punishment allows us to attribute to Plato an ‘optimistic’ conception of tragedy (anticipating that of Schelling), the interpretation based on the law merely as issuing orders suggests a more ‘pessimistic’ one (akin to Goethe’s model of irreconcilable conflict). As I have suggested, I do not think that we should choose between the two opposite readings. Indeed, the force of the passage lies in its very ambivalence. Obviously, the relationship between the two perspectives would need further investigation, especially as it is not the only case where the Laws has an ‘optimistic’ interpretation of human nature coexist with a ‘pessimistic’ one: Plato’s notorious comparison between men and ‘puppets’ may be read, and indeed is read by Plato himself, both ways. Such an analysis, however, would go beyond my present brief.

60 Laws 8. 832c2–7.
61 This is an instance of the ‘immortal battle’ described in Laws 10. 906a. For the knowledgeable man succumbing to pleasure, see the famous passage at 9. 875a.
62 See 9. 870e4, 873a3 f., and, more generally, the preambles and laws treated in Books 9 and 10, which bear on the most horrible crimes.
63 That is not of course to suggest that Goethe had this sort of conflict in mind; he did not.
64 Compare Laws 1. 644d–645b with 7. 803c. For Ficino’s remarkable ‘optimistic’ reading of the comparison, see Laks (2007b).
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